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When writing about independent publishing, I usually trot out the
stats. The point being: Read more Indie! Millions of people already do.
For this year’s Indie Issue, instead of another rundown of Bowker’s latest figures, we wanted to offer direct access to Indieland’s finest. Look
for excerpts in various genres, like a scene from Margaret F. Chen’s eerie
short story collection, Suburban Gothic, and in-depth conversations with
several authors, including Esther Amini, who talks about Concealed, her
memoir of growing up as a Jewish Iranian immigrant. And, since it’s been
one of our worst, most isolating, stressful years, we checked in with Indie
authors; here’s how they coped with 2020-2021.
During the lockdown, author and beekeeper J.H. Ramsay joined an
online network of writers and artists, and he completed his SF debut,
Predator Moons. “I have a friend in Sweden who writes screenplays and scripts for audio-drama
podcasts and another friend in Scotland who finished and published her first novel, just like
me,” he says. “Comparing notes about our progress made me feel like we were all in a bubble
together, even if we were separated by oceans.”
Carole Hailey finished The Book of Jem last summer while living on the coast of Wales.
The first U.K. lockdown forced her to focus, she says. It also influenced her dystopian satire,
which was already pretty dark. “There is no doubt that the relentlessly bleak pandemic news
affected my writing. There was a noticeable heightening of the isolation and dread infusing
the novel.”
Michael A. Morea noticed a change in his work, too. Writing his fantasy The Ashen Proph
ecy while social distancing led him to recast the novel’s storylines. He explains, “It made me
empathize with my own characters’ struggles more—such as the pain of loss and the yearning
for better days—and helped me articulate those arcs more clearly.”
In David M. Margolis’ collection of tragicomic short stories, Tales of Unkosher Souls,
Covid’s effects were wry and overt: “I wrote a story about Lady Macbeth washing Covid off
her hands while singing the birthday song twice and an even shorter
piece about a talking raven doubling as the angel of death, telling me
that I needed to get my affairs in order.”
When Julie Gray began working on The True Adventures of Gidon
Lev—about a Holocaust survivor living in Israel—long before the
pandemic, she already faced considerable angst. “Gidon was charming and spritely, but he was in his mid-80s, and as one of the last
living Holocaust survivors, that made his memories even more precious—and precarious,” says Gray. “Covid-19 was taking the lives
of thousands every day, especially the elderly. I was so worried that
Gidon might not live to hold his book in his hands. So many writers
were thrown by the terrible events of 2020.…I’m just so glad that
Gidon made it through and is proud of the book.”
Raea Gragg was studying animation and screenwriting at Loyola
Marymount University School of Film and Television in LA when inperson school was canceled. She saw it as a chance to finish Mup, her
graphic novel and senior thesis project. “It was tricky to make the transition from my campus
computer animation lab to setting up my own work studio from home. But in the end, the
pandemic sped up my production. It was both a setback and a gift—I may not have had much
of a senior year, but I was able to finish Mup, and I’m proud of that.”
Several authors plan to maintain the connections and habits acquired during the past year.
Ramsay is already working on his next book. He says, “my sequel to Predator Moons is underway, and I should have it done within the year.”
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Tahereh Mafi’s latest offers a searing portrait of
Shadi, a first-generation Iranian American girl
who is navigating family and friendship stresses
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SPECIAL FEATURE | Karen Schechner

Excerpts From Indieland
A sampler of passages from editors’ favorite titles offers a glimpse of
the range of Indie books
What better way to tour Indieland than by sampling some of its starred selections? Here are several
excerpts, in various genres, from the editors’ top recent reads.
In Uduak Akpabio Umoren’s novel Impostor Alert!
a village woman assumes a dead acquaintance’s identity in Lagos, Nigeria:

and we don’t care if you try this pool party again
in your sleep
and plunge
flinch and nightsweats
into our backyard
we want our wayward boys’ hands
to feel like fences
Margaret F. Chen’s talent for the memorably
creepy is on full display in her fun short story collection Suburban Gothic. Her villains in “Paradox” echo
the twins from Stephen King’s The Shining:

Until that moment, Inyene hadn’t actually decided to pass herself off as Etima, but
for a girl with nowhere to live, no money
for medical treatment and no reasonable
job waiting for her; the temptation was irresistible. Once she was well, and capable
of taking care of herself again, she could
end the charade.
Our reviewer says Donny Jackson’s poetry collection boy “stares down racial injustice and demands immediate change.” The poem “mckinney” responds to
the violent 2015 arrest of 15-year-old Dajerria Becton,
who had attended a friend’s pool party:

But the sisters continued to stand there,
grinning at her, pointing down the stairs,
looking more and more like clones of each
other. Since when had they been so identical? Taylor had always been the taller and
prettier of the two, but now, their faces
looked exactly alike, and there was no difference in their heights. Don’t you want
to see Jim? They said, he’s waiting for you!
They burst out laughing, their eyes immense and glittering, and Abby took this
opportunity to push them both out of
the way. A substance like thick, wet paint
stuck to her hands. Patches of silver scales
gleamed on their arms where she had
rubbed off the color. Abby was back up
the stairs, now, on the landing, but where
could she go?
All the hallways looked the same.
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Los Angeles writer Julie Gray writes movingly
about Holocaust survivor Gidon Lev in The True Ad
ventures of Gidon Lev:

his nap, after we’d heard Rubber Soul and Help!
and maybe Revolver, my dad would get up and
make us frozen pizza. Not only was he safe, but
he also didn’t know how to cook for shit because he was the best dad ever. We’d sit there
in the family room with our pizza on our little card tables and we’d get to watch The Carol
Burnett Show and laugh and spit pepperoni and
drink orange soda like it was the most natural
thing in the world. Like it might be next door.
There was no fear, no hand-wringing. Saturday
was easy except for trying to figure out what
John Lennon was upset about.
For dessert: Musical Youth. Joanne C. Hillhouse’s
YA novel, set in Antigua, is a well-observed charmer:

There are an estimated two hundred thousand Holocaust survivors left in the world
today. Gidon is one of a rapidly disappearing generation. There may be fewer living eyewitnesses to the Nazi atrocities
of World War II when you finish reading
this book than when you began it….I have
seen people almost genuflect before Gidon when they find out he is a Holocaust
survivor. He is suddenly a saint, a relic, or
both. I think I did that at first, too, before
I came to know him in all of his complex,
flawed, sometimes hilarious, opinionated
humanity.
Holly Lorka’s memoir, Handsome, about childhood,
queerness, shame, and self-acceptance, is consistently hilarious, but this excerpt is a little heartbreaker:

My dad was safe. He was our shark-proof cage,
our home plate. He told us we were precious
and made us feel as though we were….After
|

His rapping was one thing, a flow that reminded her of Mos Def, kind of mumbling
and deep, but his dancing was another. He
moved like a snake, as if his body didn’t
have any bones. The Lion Crew was dancing to the music. According to their hype
man—a tall, husky boy who introduced
himself as Kong—they had mixed the beat
together themselves. It was an unusual mix
of standard hip-hop with samples of the
UB40 version of “I Got You Babe,” Lauryn
Hill’s version of “Can’t Take My Eyes Off of
You,” and Buju Banton’s “Love Sponge.” Unusual choices unless you were as into music
as she was; and somehow she knew it was all
him. Had she mentioned to him how much
Buju’s music meant to her? It felt like the
mix was made just for her, especially when
he gave her the CD afterwards.
kirkus.com
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WORDS WITH...

Esther Amini
Her memoir, Concealed, uncovers the secrets and silences in one
Jewish Iranian immigrant family
BY NATALIA HOLTZMAN
Esther Amini

Could you start by telling me what the process of writing the book was like for you? Did you interview family members? Did you consult the diaries you kept as
a girl?

I have vivid memories of my childhood, I think back
as early as the age of 2. So I did draw from memories.
I did keep diaries and journals as a child, as an adolescent. I also spoke to relatives who knew my parents
back in Iran and lived side by side with them in this
underground ghetto in the city of Mashhad. I have an
older brother who remembered a lot—he’s 10 years
older than me, and so he was able to let me know
about, for example, the arduous journey from Iran to
the United States, which involved being stuck in India
for 13 months, and those memories were very vivid in
his mind. So I drew from myself and from others, and
then I also did a lot of research on Mashhad.

In her meticulously observed memoir, Concealed,
Esther Amini describes growing up in Queens, the
daughter of Jewish Iranian parents who emigrated
from the city of Mashhad in the late 1940s. To avoid
persecution, Mashhadi Jews practiced their religion
inside, in secret; outside, they passed as Muslim. Amini’s mother never learned to read and was only 14 when
she married Amini’s father. They fought often: “Mom,
on a lifelong rampage, hell-bent on emancipation,”
Amini writes; “Pop, trembling, pining for solitude and
silence.” Amini, who later became a psychotherapist,
is sympathetic to her parents’ struggles and honest
about her own. Amini, who lives in New York, spoke
with me recently over Zoom about the various forms
of concealment she and her family enacted and what it
was like to write her first book. Our conversation has
been edited for clarity and length.
6
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There’s a contradiction at the center of the book between
the silence that your father valued so highly and your own
need to speak, to become your own person. I’m curious
how you first experienced the impulse to write.

This was a lengthy process. As a child, I deferred to
silence. My father sanctified silence, and I wanted to
be loved—he was a very strong character. I lived in
silence to a great degree. Of course, I went to public
school, and there I was expected to speak. And I did.
But I was shy, and I was withdrawn, and I had trouble
with words. But I was also an avid reader, and that you
can do in silence. I would hide my books from my father, who prohibited books when it came to me—this
did not apply to my brothers. I read books under the
covers with a flashlight at night. It took decades for
me to decide, I’m going to write their story, my story, and
I’m going to defy Mashhad—which was what this was really about. Because my father came from a world that
taught him silence was best for girls, that girls should
not be literate.

How did you feel as you were writing?

There’s a really moving scene where your older brother
takes you shopping for your first bra, knowing that your
mom “couldn’t take it on.” Why not?

I think my mother was very self-involved, and she
wasn’t really capable of paying attention to me [or] my
development, be it physical, be it emotional. That’s
one possible answer. Another possible answer is maybe
as I developed, and became a woman, maybe that was
loaded for her. Because when she began to menstruate and have breasts, she was handed over to my father,
20 years older, and forced to marry him. I don’t think
watching me develop as a woman was a very comforting, safe, secure experience. I think it’s complicated. I,
of course, wasn’t analyzing it at the time. I was just so
touched that my brother wanted to make sure I kept
up with the other girls and looked appropriate and did
it in such a sensitive and respectful way, where in no
way was I ashamed or embarrassed.

the indie issue

Of course for anyone to write a memoir, it is difficult.
You have to pull up memories that you’ve repressed,
that have been uncomfortable, that are painful. But
on top of that, there was another layer, and I was battling—silently, within my own mind—prohibitions.
There was a very strong censorious voice that was basically saying, You dare not do this. You dare not give voice
to the city of Mashhad, to your ancestors, to those women
before you who could not read or write, to those men who
could but dared not keep a diary or a journal, because they
were pretending to be other than who they were, and they
couldn’t leave evidence of the truth.

the unconscious that when I write, I try to pay attention to what’s not being said or what’s said that’s concealing the opposite. When I’m painting, I don’t have
to think in terms of words at all. I can let myself regress to a place where it’s visceral and it’s sensational.
You know, language is artificial. We have feelings first,
as a child. Later we learn to find words that will label
those feelings—and does a label totally encompass
the range of an emotion we are feeling? It doesn’t. You
know, you say, I’m angry—does angry really portray that
visceral sensation, when you’re 4, 5, 6 years old and
you want to burn the house down and you at the same
time love your parents and hate yourself and are confused and have all kinds of sensations that don’t have
language? And you say, I’m angry. Well—it’s artificial!
I think that’s why people write. I think they’re always
struggling to say it in a better way, in a unique way, because it’s hard to lasso an emotion and accurately explain it. But it’s the best that we can do.
Natalia Holtzman’s writing has appeared in the Los Angeles Review of Books, Bookforum, the Minneapolis
Star Tribune, and elsewhere. Concealed received a starred
review in the July 15, 2020, issue.

You write very movingly about the fact that your mother
never learned to read. What did it mean to you to produce a book, something she wouldn’t have been able
to read?

I was certainly doing something she couldn’t do, and
maybe on some level it was my gift to her. That is really what the book is about at the end—expressing my
appreciation and my deep respect for my parents even
though I show their flaws. I didn’t want to distort the
truth. I wanted the truth to be out there, and within
the truth there was deep gratitude. But it’s also exercising my muscles and saying, I am going to use my voice,
and I will allow people to hear me.
You write how, as a child, painting helped ease your
sense that language could be artificial. How do you see
that part of you interacting with or contradicting the
part of you that is a writer?

I think they can live side by side. I’m so fascinated by
|
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Indie Memoirs
Four standout memoirs and what our reviewers
had to say about them:
Terry Sue Harms’ The Strongbox: “When the author
was a teenager, her alcoholic mother died of a heart
attack….She took solace in working odd jobs as a
teen to save money and move to a nearby Oakland
duplex with her best friend. But the author was
eager to track down her biological father. She discovered clues about her mother’s past in a metal
file box.…A richly told adventure that explores the
meaning of family and the power of grit.”

Kalysia Johnson’s Surviving Sickle Cell: “Johnson
writes that as she approached her 17th birthday in
1990, she had a feeling of foreboding. It marked
the year that doctors had said that she would die,
if she hadn’t already, from sickle cell anemia, which
they diagnosed when she was 5. Now in her 40s,
she presents a memoir of decades of living with the
hereditary blood disorder.…An inspiring, if sometimes harrowing, remembrance.”
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W. Patrick Lang’s Tattoo: “Lang was drawn to the
soldier’s life he ‘sampled’ in the National Guard,
and after enduring the challenges of the Virginia Military Institute, he was commissioned in the
Army in 1962 as an infantry officer. Lang would
serve as a special forces soldier before becoming
an intelligence officer in Vietnam during the war,
where he also assumed a ‘night job’ as a sniper for
the CIA….A captivating tale of military life—dramatic and astute.”

Mark A. Turnipseed’s My Suicide Race: “Turnipseed makes…his anguish and turmoil palpable as
he recalls struggling with his sexuality in a devoutly Christian household, being raped as a teenager, abusing drugs, and secretly pursuing sex work
while married. But what sets this book apart from
memoirs with similar themes is his ability to explain how trauma, shame, and coping mechanisms
can mutually reinforce one another.”

Four great examples of the genre and what our
reviewers had to say about them:
K.E. Barron’s The Immortal Serpent: “Jeth is a
Del’Cabrian soldier with impeccable archery skills
and heightened senses. He’s with a squad of men in
the desert who are intent on stopping a marriage between the Herrani and Tezkhan tribes. If the Herrani mage and overlord Nas’Gavarr, aka ‘the Immortal
Serpent,’ marries his daughter, Saf ’Raisha, to Chief
Ukhuna, he’ll have enough resources to take over the
world….A sensual and savage but nuanced epic fantasy.”

Melissa Bobe’s Nascent Witch: “Rushing to her
next hustle, Sela almost hits an animal she thinks
is a raccoon. Or a cat? It’s neither, the creature—
named Sable—indignantly informs her. His form is
sometimes feline, sometimes human; he’s full-time
snarky; and he has astonishing news. With her 28th
birthday approaching, Sela is coming into her power as a witch….An entertaining, engaging blend
of millennial romance, occult fantasy, and witchchick lit.”

|
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Indie Fantasies
Aaron Dennis’ The Dragon of Time: “A mercenary
strives to learn his true identity in a war-torn
world.…Gen. Dumar guides a small force outside
Satrone, an arid territory ruled by the Kulshedrans. Zoltek, the head of these warriors from Usaj,
has allowed a mysterious mercenary named Scar
to lead the charge. Scar is pale, hairless, and heals
quickly from any injury….A slow, engaging, and violent fantasy series opener.”

P.L. Stuart’s A Drowned Kingdom: “The island Kingdom of Atalantyx is the greatest in all the world….
Prince Othrun, the novel’s narrator, leads a rebellion that fails, and the renegade and his followers
are exiled. Guided by an angel’s message promising that he’s the chosen one, Othrun urges the exiles’ 18 ships to quickly sail west to the continent
of Acremia—and they are just in time to avoid destruction by a tidal wave.…An inventive and often
deeply involving fantasy.”
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BEHIND THE BOOK

Margaret F. Chen
The long path to publication paid off for the author of Suburban Gothic,
a haunting collection of stories
BY MARION WINIK
Margaret F. Chen

In 2013, having published more than a dozen short
stories in literary journals, Margaret F. Chen figured her next step was to find an agent. Five years
later, after sending out dozens of queries, she was
“kind of disappointed,” as she puts it—she had received not a single reply.
“Maybe it was my letter-writing abilities?” wonders the 51-year-old author of Suburban Gothic, who
lives in Rockville, Maryland.
She did manage to speak with one real-live agent
through her low-residency MFA program at Lesley
University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. “He was
very encouraging but only wanted a novel.” Believing stories were her forte, she decided to try to self10
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publish, but her first attempts with that didn’t go
smoothly either. “Two or three times I got started
then found I just wasn’t comfortable with the way
things were being handled. I’m thankful I was able
to extricate myself.”
The next door that opened led to a “wonderful
collaboration” resulting first in a chapbook called
Three Terrible Tales, then a full collection, Subur
ban Gothic, which Kirkus, in a starred review, calls
“tense, skillfully crafted, and illuminating tales of
suburban desperation.”
Chen had been researching regional publishers when she stumbled on the fact that her favorite bookstore, Politics and Prose, in Washington,
D.C., had a publishing arm called Opus, founded
five years ago. She made an appointment to meet
with its manager, Gareth Bentall. “I got along with
him really, really well,” she says. “I realized that this
is what I needed, a personal relationship. Once you
meet the right people it takes so much worry off
your mind.”
All the aspects of publishing that had seemed
so overwhelming to Chen were simplified by the
package Bentall offered, which included a custom
cover design and in-store and online placement for
a year. No editorial services were provided; Bentall
usually points customers to Reedsy for that. Chen
was at the limit of her budget, so she did all the editorial work herself.
With Three Terrible Tales on the shelf, Chen felt
ready to publish her collection. The 15 stories she se-

|

was like Politics and Prose—respected and well
known. But as with publication, cost was a concern.
“I waited until there was a sale!” she confesses. “I
missed one and had to wait even longer!
“When I got an email saying my review was ready,
I went on the site and read it and was very happy,”
she remembers. “Then I saw the star. I didn’t know
what it meant. I literally had to Google to find out.
Then I realized I was having one of the best days
of my life.”
“I believe this is our first starred Kirkus review!”
says Bentall. “I’m really interested to see where
Margaret goes from here.”
So is our reviewer, who urges readers to “look
forward to more books from Chen.”

the indie issue

lected for Suburban Gothic together convey a sense
of unease; a character’s powerlessness or disappointment—over a kite stuck in a tree, an unfortunate haircut, a bratty child next door—shades into
something darker, and the voices and presences of
childhood cast shadows long and deep. In “The Man
With the Cartier Watch,” a woman goes to a psychic
who is full of depressing predictions: Her boyfriend
is not “the one”; she should give up her desire to be
an artist. She struggles to shrug off his influence but
finds she can’t, because this negativity is so close to
what her parents told her long ago.
Even the most upbeat story in the collection,
“Multitudes,” in which a woman is helped by a
stranger to get her car out of a ditch, ends with an
emphasis on isolation and difference. After closely studying his face, his bright blue eyes, his “large,
proud nose,” she realizes that “this man is from a
vastly different world from hers....[She] knew they
would never be great, close friends, in any deep
sense...nor would they ever probably cross each
other’s paths again.”
Born in Taipei and originally cared for by her
grandparents, Chen joined her parents in the U.S.
at age 3 and moved frequently between small towns
and suburbs all over the country: West Virginia,
North Carolina, Iowa, California, Minnesota, Virginia, and Maryland. Generalized versions of these
places appear in the stories; no towns are mentioned by name. Chen says she has resisted putting her life directly on the page. For example, in
“Native Plants,” a child raised by her grandparents
comes from Malaysia, not Taipei. And in the many
troubled sibling relationships depicted in the stories, the main character is sometimes the older,
sometimes the younger.
“I don’t want it to be me,” she says, though conceded that she may someday deal with the racism
and other difficulties of her childhood in nonfiction.
Upon publication of Suburban Gothic, Chen was
eager for critical feedback, something more than
she might get from literary bloggers. Kirkus, to her,

Marion Winik is the author of The Big Book of the
Dead. Suburban Gothic received a starred review in
the Dec. 1, 2020, issue.
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WORDS WITH...

Donny Jackson
A spoken-word artist and social media poet brings his socially engaged
work to the printed page
BY NIA NORRIS
Donny Jackson

theme (he’s @DrDonnyJackson on Twitter and @DoctorDonny on Instagram), although his work has been
featured in several anthologies. Jackson recently spoke
with Kirkus by phone from his home in Los Angeles;
the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
Your book is dedicated to Tamir Rice, and the title
poem is about him. Tell me how Tamir Rice’s killing affected your process as a writer.

Donny Jackson has been writing poetry for over two
decades as a spoken-word artist who has been featured
at the Ink Slam Festival, the LA Get Down Festival,
the Pan African Film Festival, and on stages around
the world. Jackson is also a clinical psychologist and
a multiple Emmy Award–winning television producer
and director.
Jackson writes extensively about social justice issues, and his raw poetry explores subjects that are
largely untold—death, rape, and violence within the
Black community, particularly violence against Black
trans women. His collection boy has been published by
Silver Star Laboratory; a Kirkus reviewer describes it
as “powerful, stirring writing.”
Until the book’s release, Jackson had largely published his poetry on social media, usually with a yearly
12
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The killing of Tamir Rice is part of a tragic accumulation of deaths, and something about his [death] in
particular—as a 12-year-old who even at that age is
still misperceived as a threat in some way—was harder
than some of the other ones. Of course, Mike Brown,
Trayvon Martin, all of them have been difficult, but
with Tamir Rice, there’s something profoundly wrong
if you can’t even be a child without being evaluated
from this distorted lens, and so it was harder to shake
the tragedy of it.
In terms of how it affected my process—it didn’t
affect my process of how I write, because I write a lot
of things that are [in the] headlines or aligned with social justice issues. What affected me in that space, in
that era, was an accumulation of Black deaths—largely Black deaths—at the hands of law enforcement because of not being seen in one’s true humanity. Being
seen as monstrous or outside or dangerous. A 12-yearold being caught in that net was hard to let go.
How did you come to publish with Silver Star Laboratory, and what was that experience like?

They asked me. It’s a small publisher in Long Beach,
[California,] and they’ve done a couple of really cool
books, and they were super familiar with my poetry in
the local scene. I had been talking about doing a book
for years. I was just lazy about it and wasn’t really that
motivated. I write all the time; I post a lot of stuff. For
years I’ve posted a poem on social media every week

You’ve written a lot of other poems about Black
death, including about Black trans women who have
been murdered.

I’ve written quite a few of those, and one of the poems
was titled with the names of a number of the women
who’ve been murdered. This is part of where the tragedy is internal, because Black masculinity has a hard
time in some ways with trans women. I’m not saying
who killed those particular women, but I do say that
there have been a number of incidents where Black
men have done violence against Black trans women. I
was speaking to the larger internal issue in the community that is something that we have to acknowledge. Lots of things are informed by a greater racism,
for sure, or a greater homophobia, for sure, but I think
that it’s our responsibility to call out the villains within our own community. Sometimes it’s not a villainy of
violence [so much as] a villainy of perception, such as
not being willing to see women as women. I’ve written
more poems about the trans community; “Pulp” was
about a trans girl who killed herself.
You tell a lot of stories that go mostly untold. One
poem that really stood out to me was about Kerrice
Lewis, a Black lesbian who was murdered in 2017. The
final line, “i dare you to breathe,” left me somewhat
breathless. What drives you to tell these stories that
are largely ignored?

he picked up his uniform, but he wasn’t dressed in his
uniform to pick up his clothes. He was just dressed like
a dude, like a regular guy. I saw he was picking up an
LAPD uniform. I was a little embarrassed that it took
something like that for me to see that he has a family,
he has a wife probably, and has a normal day when he
is not in that uniform. It made me want to think about
that and made me wonder what it’s like to be married
to a cop and wonder, every time he walks out the door,
if he’s going to come back. That’s a legit fear, it’s a reasonable fear. As much as it’s easy to vilify law enforcement—and rightly so, there are the bad apples—but
there are people who are just trying to pick up their
uniforms and get through the day. It made me want to
revisit how I saw a whole population of people.

the indie issue

without fail. It was a boot camp of keeping me fit as a
writer. They were familiar with me as a writer and said,
“If you’re ever interested, we’ll publish it.” I liked that
they weren’t going to micromanage the writing of it; I
didn’t want a publisher to help me write the poems. Silver Star was fine with that, and so there we were.

What are you working on now?

This year, I’m not doing a poem a week. This is the first
time in five years I’m not doing a poem a week, but I
did commit to writing 100 poems in 2021. I’m giving
myself more freedom in terms of the frequency or even
the subject matter. Some of those years had a specific
structure or a specific topic. By the end of 2021, if I’m
healthy, I will have written and posted at least 100 poems. That’s my commitment to myself and to whomever happens to follow me on social media. Those who
are interested know that I keep my deadlines, and every project I commit to is completed.
Nia Norris is a Chicago journalist who has contributed to
Romper, Next City, The Rumpus, and Courier Newsroom. boy received a starred review in the Jan. 15, 2021, issue.

What happens is those stories find me. I don’t go looking for them, but they kind of pop up in such a small,
unilluminated way. Why isn’t this the first story on
the news? Part of how I identify my job is just being
a town crier—look what I saw. I don’t have the answer,
but somebody does, and I think collectively we should
arrive at answers. Why should it be Kerrice or Nigerian girls kidnapped in scores from schools, or why
should a woman be sexually assaulted and thrown in
a dumpster by a swimmer? Those sorts of things are
hard to not comment on. Even something as recent as
Ted Cruz’s going to Mexico while Texas is freezing to
death. I wrote about that this week.
You wrote one poem in the voice of a police officer’s
wife. What inspired you to write from that perspective?

I was at the dry cleaner one day, and a guy came in and
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
WHO IS MAUD DIXON? by Alexandra Andrews............................... 15
THE QUEEN OF THE CICADAS by V. Castro.....................................21
O. HENRY by O. Henry....................................................................... 28
WHO THEY WAS by Gabriel Krauze.................................................. 31
REALITY AND OTHER STORIES by John Lanchester........................32
DISQUIET by Zülfü Livaneli; trans. by Brendan Freely.....................34
LOOP by Brenda Lozano......................................................................34
RESISTANCE by Val McDermid; trans. by Kathryn Briggs............... 35
RABBITS by Terry Miles.......................................................................36
SUBURBAN DICKS by Fabian Nicieza...............................................38
BATTLES IN THE DESERT by Jose Emilio Pacheco;
trans. by Katherine Silver.................................................................... 40
EXCUSE ME WHILE I DISAPPEAR by Joanna Scott..........................43
FILTHY ANIMALS by Brandon Taylor.................................................45
HARD LIKE WATER by Yan Lianke; trans. by Carlos Rojas.............. 46
BAD MOON RISING by John Galligan............................................... 51
A RADICAL ACT OF FREE MAGIC by H.G. Parry............................56
HARD LIKE WATER

Yan Lianke
Trans. by Rojas, Carlos
Grove (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-8021-5812-3
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THE DIVORCE

Aira, César
Trans. by Andrews, Chris
New Directions (96 pp.)
$11.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-8112-3093-3
Another fleeting glance at the deeply
strange multitudes living in Aira’s mind
palace.
In a delightful surprise, this brief
novel is introduced by Patti Smith, who calls Aira “cosmically
mischievous and profound.” She’s right; though this is just a palate cleanser for Aira, it’s marked by not only his characteristically expressive language, but also his willingness to go just about
anywhere with a narrative. Here, a recently divorced man named
Kent—his name mentioned just once in a tale that moves at breakneck speed—decides to go to Buenos Aires for a month, leaving
his daughter, Henriette, behind in Providence, Rhode Island. As
he’s chatting in a cafe with video artist Leticia, a new friend, the
owner comes out to crank open the awning and drenches a man
on the sidewalk with rainwater. The man turns out to be Enrique,
who’s obviously someone terribly important to Leticia. Aira
always writes at the speed of sound, but the velocity here is particularly apparent, enough to be confusing at times. For a while,
the narrative focuses on Leticia and Enrique and their providential escape from a fire that consumed the school where they met.
Aira delves into the history of his disparate characters, especially
Enrique’s involvement in the founding of an “Evolution Club.”
Later, the tale introduces a sculptor’s apprentice named Jusepe,
mortally wounded by trespasses inflicted upon him in childhood.
Later Aira writes: “A clarification is in order here, for it is hard
to understand how temporal succession could be denied like this
precisely where fashion was moving so quickly, setting its stamp
on the passing seasons, months and days more emphatically than
anywhere else.” Among Aira’s seemingly ceaseless output, this
book is a strikingly effective pause in a world that moves pretty
fast these days.
From an often flawed and fast-moving writer, a quasimythological moment of reflection.

WHO IS MAUD DIXON?

Andrews, Alexandra
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$19.69 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-316-50031-9

An ambitious aspiring writer gets
a dream job working for her favorite
author.
Andrews’ devilishly clever debut
opens at a publishing-house holiday
party in a New York bar where editorial
assistant Florence Darrow and her colleagues are debating “the
question asked in countless magazine articles, online forums,
and publishing lunches all over town”: Who is the author behind
the pseudonym Maud Dixon? Someone says they’ve heard it’s
a man! As one of the millions of fans of Dixon’s debut novel,
Mississippi Foxtrot, Florence dismisses the importance of the
author’s gender. “She knew that, whoever she was, she was an
outsider, like Florence herself.” Later that night, Florence ends

up in a hotel with her editorial director, who happens to be married to a famous actress. “He must have known,” Florence later
muses, “that sleeping with a young assistant who worked for
him had the potential to destroy both his career and his family.”
But when Florence tries to parlay their connection into a book
deal, it is she who ends up losing her job. Oddly, though, she’s
not worried about being broke and jobless—she’s sure the universe is watching out for her. And she may be right, because two
weeks later she’s asked to apply for a job as personal assistant to
Maud Dixon herself. This delightful publishing satire continues
for about half the book, and just when you’re thinking “Didn’t
they say this was a thriller?” the wild suspense plot kicks in. The
story leaps from an isolated estate outside Hudson, New York,
to the dusty medinas and towering cliffs of Morocco, and here
the comparisons to The Talented Mr. Ripley start to make sense.
At every diabolical twist and turn, Andrews’ impish sense of
humor peeks around the corner to jack up the fun.
Terrific characters, vivid settings, and a deliciously dastardly, cunningly constructed plot.
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

Wintry Titles (and More) for April Reading
With the days growing longer and
more people getting vaccinated, you
might think you don’t want to read
books with cold-weather titles, but
two new April releases will prove
you wrong. Winter in Sokcho by Elisa
Shua Dusapin, translated by Aneesa
Abbas Higgins (Open Letter, April
27), has an arresting first line: “He
arrived muffled up in a winter coat.” Be glad you can
shed your puffers while reading this debut novel set in
a South Korean beach town not far from the border
with North Korea. The narrator, who is of French and Korean
heritage, works in a guest house,
where she meets a middle-aged
Frenchman who’s arrived looking
for inspiration for his next graphic novel. Our starred review says,
“Dusapin’s novel avoids clichés in
the woman’s developing relationship with the lonely foreigner….
[She] never looks at him as a savior or stereotypical lover. Instead,
Dusapin depicts a fiercely intelligent, independent woman who longs to be seen clearly
for who she is and the choices she has made, including
leaving Seoul to help her aging mother.”
The title of Catalan writer Eva Baltasar’s Permafrost,
translated by Julia Sanches (And Other Stories, April
6), is more metaphoric than meteorological. The narrator is a young woman who moves among her native
Barcelona, Brussels, and Scotland. In each location
she’s “obsessed not only with the physicality of her lovers and the pleasure she finds in their bodies, but also
with the solace she perceives in
thoughts of death,” according to
our starred review, which calls the
book “an intimate exploration of
the unknown territory of desire,
destruction, and whatever falls in
between.”
Once you’ve polished off
those two books, you might be
looking for more striking narrators. Haruki Murakami’s charac16
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ters are guaranteed to be utterly
unlike anyone else’s, and even
the title of his new story collection, First Person Singular (translated by Philip Gabriel; Knopf,
April 6), emphasizes the unique
voices of his narrators. There’s
a young man who writes a review for a college magazine of a
Charlie Parker album that never existed; a baseball lover who
writes a book of poetry dedicated to his favorite team, which doesn’t have enough
fans to fill its stadium—a poem called “Right Fielder”
is included in full; and an aging man who’s still thinking about a beautiful girl he saw once in 1964 holding a
copy of the album With the Beatles. Our starred review
calls the book “an essential addition to any Murakami
fan’s library,” but I would add that it’s a fine place to
start if you’ve never read Murakami before.
The heroine of Donna Freitas’ The Nine Lives of
Rose Napolitano (Pamela Dorman/Viking, April 6) narrates her story with many variations, all branching off
an argument Rose has with her husband about having
children. Before they got married, they both agreed
they didn’t want to have kids, but now Luke thinks
he’s changing his mind. One decision leads to another and another, and Rose’s possible lives take
off in different directions, sometimes overlapping and sometimes
not. Rose is a philosopher who
spends time talking to her friends
about feminism and “the position of motherhood in women’s
lives,” according to our review,
which says, “Following the maze
of numbered takes becomes an
addictive game, highly literate escapism, like watching
The Queen’s Gambit….Highly readable and provocative.”
Happy reading!
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

THE PERSONAL LIBRARIAN

Benedict, Marie & Murray, Victoria
Christopher
Berkley (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-593-10153-7

y o u n g a d u lt

The little-known story of the Black
woman who supervised J. Pierpont Morgan’s storied library.
It’s 1905, and financier J.P. Morgan
is seeking a librarian for his burgeoning
collection of rare books and classical and Renaissance artworks.
Belle da Costa Greene, with her on-the-job training at Princeton
University, seems the ideal candidate. But Belle has a secret: Born
Belle Marion Greener, she is the daughter of Richard Greener,
the first Black graduate of Harvard, and she’s passing as White.
Her mother, Genevieve, daughter of a prominent African American family in Washington, D.C., decided on moving to New York
to live as White to expand her family’s opportunities. Richard, an
early civil rights advocate, was so dismayed by Genevieve’s decision that he left the family. As Belle thrives in her new position,
the main source of suspense is whether her secret will be discovered. But the stakes are low—history discloses that the careerending exposure she feared never came. There are close calls. J.P.
is incensed with her but not because of her race: She considered
buying a Matisse. Anne Morgan, J.P.’s disgruntled daughter, insinuates that Belle has “tropical roots,” but Belle is perfectly capable
of leveraging Anne’s own secrets against her. Leverage is a talent
of Belle’s, and her ruthless negotiating prowess—not to mention
her fashion sense and flirtatious mien—wins her grudging admiration and a certain notoriety in the all-White and male world of
curators and dealers. Though instructive about both the Morgan
collection and racial injustice, the book is exposition-laden and
its dialogue is stilted—the characters, particularly Belle, tend
to declaim rather than discuss. The real Belle left scant records,
so the authors must flesh out her personal life, particularly her
affair with Renaissance expert Bernard Berenson and the sexual
tension between Belle and Morgan. But Belle’s mask of competence and confidence, so ably depicted, distances readers from
her internal clashes, just as her veneer must have deterred close
inquiry in real life.
Strangely stuffy and muted.

Bolognese villa owned by her grandfather, a prominent industrialist. Sensitive and observant Valerio, the son of the estate’s gardener and caretaker and one of the housekeepers, lives alongside
Olivia but hails from an entirely different world. The two form a
fast friendship in early childhood, encouraged, for dissimilar reasons, by members of their respective families. As Italy endures
the violence and upheaval of the Years of Lead and Red Brigades
threats—the specter of kidnapping, or worse, looms over even
the drive to nursery school—the duo begins the mutating relationship that will hurl them into and out of each other’s lives and
beds over the course of almost 40 years. When Italy evolves into
a different era of social and political turmoil during the Berlusconi regime, the relationship of Bonvicini’s maturing companions grows more complicated as youthful optimism gives way to
the pragmatism of adult life. A diverse collection of secondary
characters, ranging from careless social elites to scrappy urban
playmates, support and undermine Olivia and Valerio while the
plot unfolds in cinematic settings including Olivia’s family’s villa;
the working-class area of Rome where Valerio spends much of his
later youth; and the ski slopes of Cortina. Valerio recounts the

THE YEAR OF OUR LOVE

Bonvicini, Caterina
Trans. by Shugaar, Antony
Other Press (400 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-63542-062-3

A childhood friendship ebbs and
flows over the course of several tumultuous decades in Italy’s recent past.
Olivia, precious and precocious, is
being raised on the grounds of the opulent
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meandering story of their long liaison and ponders the roles of
fate and self-determination over the course of a lifetime, echoing
some of his (not to be underestimated) father’s thoughts about
the inevitabilities of relationships. Elements of his wide-ranging
retrospective bear a resemblance to the incredible coincidences
which often propel soap operas.
Bonvicini’s star-crossed soul mates are ready for their
miniseries.
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SITE FIDELITY
Stories

Boyles, Claire
Norton (208 pp.)
$25.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-393-53182-4
Moments of reckoning both personal and environmental are centered
in this debut collection of lightly linked
stories set in the American West.
A trio of sisters are central characters in a number of stories: There’s Ruth, a pregnant mother
who gets a job in a Nevada ghost town to earn enough money
to take her children back to her home in Colorado (“Alto
Cumulus Standing Lenticulars”); Mano, who realizes a construction company is regularly poisoning the fish in the local
river and that her city department plans to cover up the spills
(“Early Warning Systems”); and Sister Agnes Mary, who is compelled into action when a new priest agrees to let drilling take

“A young musician rises and falls and
rises again in the 1970s music industry.”
songs in ursa major

place near their parochial school’s playground (“Sister Agnes
Mary in the Spring of 2012”). In “Ledgers,” an ornithologistturned-caretaker forced to sell the family ranch to pay for
her father’s medical bills grapples with the new owner’s callousness toward the endangered Gunnison sage grouse that
returns to the land yearly to nest. Such loyalty to an area is
called “site fidelity,” a concept that gives this collection its
name and throughline: What does it mean for our survival and
well-being to be deeply interwoven with the fate of a place and
to be aware of its unsustainable trajectory? And what actions
are we willing to take when other people don’t feel the same
sense of urgency and connection? Set against a larger backdrop of energy debates, environmental disasters, and climate
change, Boyles’ stories are skillfully layered explorations of
the politics and power plays within families, workplaces, and
communities. Yet this collection’s true mastery is in the rich
and varied voices of the characters and in the small moments
in which they reach for hope despite all that has crumbled
around them.
Deliberate and compelling.

canon for steamy encounters and dramatic confrontations—
some worthy of a Dynasty reboot.
A perfect beach read about a family crisis resolved by
women.

SONGS IN URSA MAJOR

Brodie, Emma
Knopf (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-593-31862-1

A young musician rises and falls and
rises again in the 1970s music industry.
Inspired by the folk rock scene of
the late 1960s and ’70s, Brodie’s debut
novel follows Jane Quinn, an ethereal
and talented musician, as she navigates
love, loss, and stardom. A seventh-generation native of Bayleen Island, off the coast of Massachusetts, Jane has always

y o u n g a d u lt

BLUSH

Brenner, Jamie
Putnam (384 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-593-08575-2
What can we learn from the glitzy
novels of the 1980s? As Vivian, Leah, and
Sadie are about to learn, quite a bit.
As in the heyday of sex-and-shopping novelists Jackie Collins, Judith
Krantz, and Nora Roberts, Brenner
draws together a multigenerational cast of characters, each
of whom has been slighted by fate. Vivian is the matriarch of
the Hollander family, and, with her husband, Leonard, she has
spent decades building up a successful vineyard and winery
out of the difficult Cutchogue, New York, soil. Well, at least
Leonard gets the credit for it while she was long ago pushed
into building a family and a beautiful house and, briefly, a
“trashy novel book club.” As a child, Leah longed to join the
book club, too, but Vivian snatched the torrid novels out of
her daughter’s hands. As a young woman, Leah longed to join
the family business, but her father chauvinistically chose her
slacker brother, Asher, instead. Now in her late 40s, Leah runs
a successful Manhattan cheese shop and has raised her own
daughter, Sadie, now a college senior. Sadie, too, has had her
hopes dashed, not only by her boring, athletic boyfriend, but
also by her adviser, who may have to drop her from the honors
program if she doesn’t nail down her thesis topic soon. Gathered at the family vineyard for an important announcement,
the women are devastated to learn that Leonard must sell the
entire estate. As each struggles to find her own way to stop
the sale, they unexpectedly rediscover the pleasures not only
of trashy novels, but also of talking to each other. Although
the storyline is a bit predictable, Brenner deftly pulls from the
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led a life imbued with music; her mother was a minorly successful songwriter before her disappearance a decade ago, and
Jane is the lead vocalist and guitarist in the Breakers, a local
band. The novel opens in 1969 at the annual Island Folk Fest,
where Jesse Reid—music’s unassuming, blue-eyed, and handsome megastar—is set to headline. After an accident leaves
Jesse unable to perform, Jane and the Breakers are unexpectedly thrust into the spotlight of the main stage—and their
lives change forever. As Jesse recovers on the island, he and
Jane are drawn to each other through their mutual passion
for music and shared sense of loss. After recording their new
album and making a few high-profile enemies, the Breakers hit
the road as the opening act for Jesse’s 1970 tour. Jane insists on
keeping her relationship with Jesse a secret because she wants
to be known for her music above all else: “She feared that, if
the world knew her as Jesse’s love interest before she’d ever
opened her mouth on a national stage, that was all she’d ever
be.” When Jane makes a shocking discovery on tour, her life is
blown up, and she returns to the island. As she comes to terms
with long-kept secrets, she throws herself into her music and
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writes her magnum opus, Songs in Ursa Major. Throughout the
novel, Brodie thoughtfully probes the different ways men and
women were treated in the music industry: the men coddled
and protected in the face of their faults while the women (especially rule breakers like Jane) were taken advantage of, undercut, and vilified. If the plot feels formulaic at times, Brodie’s
writing—about music, family, and grief—elevates the novel.
An enjoyable debut that will appeal to fans of this iconic
era.

“Castro’s novel shifts seamlessly from deliciously gory horror
narrative to family saga to a tale of righteous vengeance.”
the queen of the cicadas

THE QUEEN OF
THE CICADAS

Castro, V.
Flame Tree Press (224 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-78758-601-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A brutal murder becomes the catalyst for an Indigenous redemption that
brings believers together to revive a
nearly forgotten religion.
Belinda and Hector know the story
of La Reina de Las Chicharras all too well. Belinda first heard
it during a childhood sleepover: Milagros Santos, an undocumented Mexican farmworker who was lynched by a group of
White women in Texas in 1952, now answers to anyone who
speaks her new name into a mirror, Bloody Mary–style. Hector
bought the property on which the officially unsolved murder
took place, and he now feels compelled to return to his curandero heritage after a lifetime spent scorning it. As Belinda and
Hector dig deeper into the story, clues point toward a much
more intricate tale, one in which Indigenous Mexican religious
beliefs survived into the 20th century. Milagros and her twin
sister, Concepcion, worshiped Santa Muerte—also known
as Mictecacíhuatl, the Queen of the Dead. The ancient deity
now answers to the dead woman’s new name, harvesting mortal sacrifices to help revive Milagros as her daughter. When
Mictecacíhuatl reveals herself in a viral video, the foundations
of individual and institutional faith are tested worldwide, and
an unexpected religious revival emerges. The White women
responsible for Milagros’ death become the first targets of
Mictecacíhuatl’s revenge, sandwiched chronologically between
conquistadors and the Immigration and Customs Enforcement
agents who prey upon her people. Castro’s novel shifts seamlessly from deliciously gory horror narrative to family saga to a
tale of righteous vengeance, all while maintaining its unflinching condemnation of colonialism on both sides of the MexicanAmerican border.
A tightly paced story of anti-colonial resistance and shared
history that begs to be read in one sitting.

terrorist group called Viboras Rojas, or Red Vipers, seems responsible for an explosion that kills dozens and delays the canal’s construction. Isaac Bell of the Van Dorn Detective Agency is sent
there to investigate, and a team of wild horses wouldn’t keep his
wife, Marion, from coming along. Bell keeps mighty busy. Within
days, he’s “thwarted an assassination attempt and brought a mad
bomber to heel,” and he’s just getting started. The detective is
exceptionally observant and ingenious. How he survives a catastrophic landslide is such a combination of quick thinking and
luck that readers will hold their breath as they turn the pages,
only realizing later how unlikely it all is. Meanwhile, Germany
conspires with Argentina to severely delay the canal’s opening—
Argentina would lose plenty of oceangoing commerce, and as it
girds for war in Europe, Germany fears America’s rise as a global
power. The proximate villain is Otto Dreissen, who correctly
believes that former President Teddy Roosevelt won’t be able to
resist traveling to see “the most transformative engineering feat
in history…dangers be damned”—and there is danger, since the
kaiser has authorized Roosevelt’s assassination. But first Dreissen must arrange an “accident” for Bell, the “man with the nine

THE SABOTEURS

Cussler, Clive & Du Brul, Jack
Putnam (400 pp.)
$29.00 | May 25, 2021
978-0-593-19122-4
Malign forces want to slow completion of the Panama Canal, but Isaac Bell
has plenty to say about that in his 12th
tale of derring-do.
In 1914, the U.S. is digging an enormous ditch across the mosquito-infested
isthmus of Panama, with “mechanical dragons wreathed in steam”
ripping out eight tons at a time in the Culebra Cut. Horrific incidents happen, and they’re not always accidents. A mysterious
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lives of a cat.” Poor Otto. He should know it’s not that easy to
kill off a series hero. Nor a series hero’s wife, even when she’s
dangling from a dirigible. A bonus tip to readers: Stay away from
manchineel trees and superheated steam.
Fast-paced fun that’s fraught with peril. The Bells are such
a nice couple.

THE BOHEMIANS

Darznik, Jasmin
Ballantine (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-12942-5

A captivating novel based on the life
of photographer Dorothea Lange, who
earned lasting recognition for her poignant Depression era images.
Dorothea Lange springs to life—from
her beginnings as a portrait photographer

for the rich and famous to the calling she is most known for today,
photographing the struggles of families during the Depression.
Dorrie, 23, moves from New York to San Francisco in 1918, anxious to start a new life, but her vision of a bright future quickly
fades. Upon arrival, she is robbed of her money. Stranded at the
train station, she meets Caroline Lee, a beautiful young Chinese
woman who later introduces her to female photographers within
an artists’ colony who encourage her to set up a portrait studio.
Caroline is fictional, but she is a strong character in her own
right, facing the world with courage and determination. Dorrie
faces discrimination for her gender; Caroline more so for her
race. They are inseparable until a brutal event pushes Caroline to
isolate herself. Dorrie’s marriage to famed artist Maynard Dixon
creates a conflict for her as she tries to balance her creative needs
with those of her family and forces choices that lead her to find
her true passion. She loses touch with Caroline for decades until
she’s driven to seek her out. Darznik, with a keen eye to history,
weaves real artists and historic events into an engaging story
of struggle and success. Though the book is set more than 100
years ago, it feels powerfully contemporary: Men return from the
battlefields of World War I to reclaim their jobs and positions in
society. The Spanish flu arrives on the West Coast, forcing businesses to fold and people to quarantine. Politicians rail against
foreigners; raids take place across the city. Strong, well-portrayed
female characters propel this intriguing tale.
A powerful novel about a woman who shuns convention to
follow her passion.

LADY SUNSHINE

Doan, Amy Mason
Graydon House (368 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-525-80467-0
After she unexpectedly inherits a
remote Northern California coastal
estate that once belonged to her musician uncle, a woman in her late 30s must
make peace with the memories of her
lost family.
In the summer of 1979, Jackie is an angry teenager. She hates
her private school, the fellow students who call her Supertramp,
her father’s new wife, and the fact that her new stepmother is
besotted with purchasing everything for her in various cheerful shades of yellow. When her father and stepmother decide
on a belated summerlong European honeymoon, Jackie makes
a push to stay with her uncle Graham, Aunt Angela, and cousin
Willa at the Sandcastle, their rambling Northern California
estate, where musicians and their families come and go. Once
she arrives, she realizes that her godlike uncle, a once-famous
folk musician, is the sun around which all the people in his life
orbit. In 1999, Jackie is once again at the estate, clearing out the
house and its many cabins after unexpectedly inheriting it from
her aunt. No longer angry, Jackie is an elementary school music
teacher in Boston. She’s devoted to her students, but she’s
walled herself off emotionally from everyone else, including
22
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Kaitlyn Greenidge
The untold stories of African American history animate the author’s
second novel, Libertie
BY TOM BEER
Syreeta McFadden

History infuses Kaitlyn Greenidge’s fiction—but
she turns school-textbook history on its head to reveal its underside. Her first novel, We Love You, Char
lie Freeman (2016), about an African American family
raising a chimpanzee and teaching it sign language,
was deeply informed by the history of racist medical
experimentation in the United States. Her enthralling new novel, Libertie (Algonquin, March 30), opens
in a free Black community in Brooklyn in the years
before the Civil War; it follows the titular character—
the daughter of an esteemed female doctor—to college in Ohio during Reconstruction and ultimately
to a marriage in Haiti. Kirkus’ reviewer praised the
book, saying, “Greenidge shows us aspects of history
we seldom see in contemporary fiction.” I spoke by
Zoom with the author, who has been living in Massachusetts during the pandemic. Our conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.
I understand that the original inspiration for the novel came from a museum you worked at years ago.
24
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Yes. That museum, the Weeksville Heritage Center, is
dedicated to preserving the history of Weeksville, a
free Black community founded in central Brooklyn in
1838. People originally founded it to have a concentration of Black voters in New York state. Before the Civil War, to be able to vote in New York you had to own a
certain amount of property, so after Black people were
freed, they wanted to strategically buy up as much
property as they could to make sure that they could
have a Black voting bloc and determine their own destiny. Then, of course, once you had that space, it became a place of refuge for people escaping slavery and
for abolitionists looking for places to safely organize.
The museum itself was founded in 1968, when residents in the neighborhood rediscovered all of this
19th-century history and wanted to save the buildings
that had been standing since the 1830s. New York City
was [engaged in] urban renewal and destroying basically all those buildings to build housing projects. It is
a space with extraordinary energy and extraordinary
history that is often counter to the dominant narrative
around Black working-class people in this country. All
of that was super fascinating to me, and I wanted to
write about it.
Was there was a woman doctor in Weeksville who
was the model for Libertie’s mother in the book?
Dr. Susan Smith McKinney Steward. Her father, Sylvanus Smith, was one of the founders of Weeksville, and
she grew up there and was the first Black female doctor in New York state. She went on to found a hospital
for women and children in the neighborhood, and she
was a patron of many different charities and schools,
all Black run and founded. Her story is interesting,
but it’s a standard in Black history. We often focus on
these exceptional histories—the first black person to
do X. And I was more interested in the emotional toll
of that sort of exceptionalism for a person and for a

person’s family. I also wanted to talk about the people
who are not driven to do that. The main character of
the novel, Libertie, is the daughter of the first Black
female doctor in New York state, and her ambitions
don’t lie there. In fact, she really questions the whole
system that her mother is buying into by fighting to be
the first. I wanted to write about that tension within
narratives around Black history.

This novel has one of my all-time favorite opening
lines: “I saw my mother raise a man from the dead.
‘It still didn’t help him much, my love,’ she told me.”
Early on in the drafting process, I wrote a nonfiction article about an abolitionist and Underground Railroad
conductor named Henrietta Duterte. She was a Black
woman in Philadelphia; her husband was Haitian. He
owned a funeral parlor; she owned a dress shop. The
funeral parlor was a stop on the Underground Railroad, and they used coffins to help people escape. So
that imagery was in my mind right away. I knew that
I wanted part of the story to be this romance between
Libertie and her mother, the doctor and her daughter,
and the things that happen between seeing your parent as superhuman, as your hero, to that developmental thing that we all go through when you realize that
your parent is human—just another flawed person like
you are. I was trying to find a way to convey to a reader
both Libertie’s childish belief in her mother’s superpowers—and also how that wasn’t real.

There’s a question that Libertie—and the reader—
keeps coming back to throughout the novel: What is
freedom?
I was reading a lot of theories about romantic love and
romantic attraction, trying to figure out how I was
going to set up this romance between Libertie and
Emanuel [the Haitian man who works as an assistant
to Libertie’s mother]. And I was really struck by a Toni
Morrison quote, where she says that in Western culture we don’t necessarily have an understanding of love
that isn’t built around domination; we don’t have an
understanding of freedom that isn’t built around domination. We don’t have definitions for freedom that
aren’t about being able to get away with transgressions
against people that are weaker than you. And that’s
simply how U.S. citizens define freedom for ourselves.
What would freedom mean to you, as a dark-skinned
Black woman in the 1870s, knowing that everybody
else is measuring their freedom by what they can get
away with doing to you? And that became sort of the
driving question for the book.

y o u n g a d u lt

Unlike so many books that are set during the period
around the Civil War, where the conflict would be
center stage, here it’s almost happening offstage.
The war is dispatched in a few pages, really. That
was an interesting choice.
So many novels have been written about the Civil War,
and it’s difficult to write about it without falling back
into cliché. I wanted to get at the feeling of rage that I
think is oftentimes erased from recollections of Black
people’s experiences around the Civil War. And to get
to the rage, I had to really focus on Libertie’s actual,
lived experience. One of the things that is often overlooked in the romance of this war—of brother against
brother and men on the proving ground—is the lives
of people who did not fit those roles, who were still living and organizing and keeping the world going while
this other grand thing was happening. We are currently living in extraordinary historical times, and I’m always struck by the counternarratives that are continually happening underneath this grander story about
how we’re all experiencing it in a particular way.

You mention your nonfiction article, and you do write
a lot of articles and op-eds. Does fiction let you approach some of these same topics from a different
angle?
Fiction is a chance to be expansive with my imagination. It’s not necessarily tied down to citations or
to sources or anything like that. You can just follow
where your imagination naturally goes. There’s a freedom in fiction that is not necessarily there in writing
nonfiction.

Tom Beer is the editor-in-chief. Libertie was reviewed in the
Jan. 1, 2021, issue.
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her fiance, Paul. Much like that idyllic summer of 1979, in the
summer of ’99, the estate is full of musicians and people and
laughter, as music producer Shane Ingram, a friend of Angela’s,
records a new album of Graham’s unpublished work in his legendary basement studio. Author Doan has created a story that
is half set in each world as Jackie clears out the house for sale
in 1999 while working through her memories of the one idyllic summer she spent drenched in love, happiness, and sunlight
before everything went very wrong. Doan’s descriptions of the
rugged landscape in Humboldt County create a visually rich
backdrop for her characters to inhabit.
A well-written, well-paced novel that unfolds slowly, hinting at the events that broke apart a young woman’s life.
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DEAD BY DAWN

Doiron, Paul
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-2502-3510-7

Game warden Mike Bowditch’s 12th
adventure sends him hurtling through
the Maine woods into the past, just like
his first 11.
Imperious Rhodesian-born widow
Mariëtte Chamberlain is convinced that
the death four years ago of her father-in-law, professor Eben
Chamberlain, was murder, not the accident Sgt. Marc Rivard’s
investigation pronounced it after Chamberlain’s decomposing corpse was pulled from the Androscoggin River. Now that
Rivard has lost his job as a warden, she requests—no, demands—
that Bowditch launch his own inquiry. This can’t possibly end
well, not only because Bowditch must deal with both the client from hell and a resentful ex-boss he was never close to, but

“Relentlessly rabid, for those with a taste for the seamier.”
widespread panic

because the opening scene has already made Bowditch the victim of a snowy act of sabotage that sends his Jeep plummeting
into the river with him and Shadow, his companion wolf, inside.
Shuttling back and forth between this calamity and the steps
that led up to it, Doiron shows Bowditch dutifully questioning
Arlo Burch, the last person to see Chamberlain alive, and Bruce
Jewett, the hunting companion Mariëtte Chamberlain is convinced was the professor’s secret lover and killer, while alternating chapters follow him as he escapes the sinking Jeep, makes
his way from the freezing river, and struggles to warm himself
before he succumbs to either hypothermia or whomever ran
him off the road. Just in case the past doesn’t look menacing
enough, Doiron, like a dog who can’t let go of a favored bone,
brings back the criminal Dow family as yet another threat.
A tour de force whose detective chapters pale beside its
escape-from-certain-death chapters.

ROCK THE BOAT

A noirish romp through the sewage
of 1950s Hollywood sleaze.
This entertainingly hop-headed narrative seems to occupy a tangled place in
the author’s often cross-connected oeuvre. It isn’t the anticipated third volume
in his historically epic Second L.A. Quartet, the prequel series
to the L.A. Quartet, which provided his popular breakthrough—
particularly after L.A. Confidential (1990) inspired such a wellreceived movie. Instead, it expands on the material the author
explored in his novella Shakedown (2012), the confessions from
purgatory of a crooked cop–turned–extortionist private investigator. Those coming to this fresh will find the author operating
at maximum efficiency, mainlining a primo blend of over-the-top

y o u n g a d u lt

Dorey-Stein, Beck
Dial Press (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-525-50915-8

WIDESPREAD PANIC

Ellroy, James
Knopf (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-593-31934-5

Three old friends return to their seaside hometown amid upheaval in their
personal lives.
After 12 years together, Kate Campbell is convinced that her boyfriend,
Thomas, is going to propose. Instead,
he breaks up with her at the diner where they first met. Just
six hours later she has moved out of the apartment they shared
in the West Village and quit her job at the PR firm where she
worked under Thomas’ mother. All of this is bad enough, but
it’s leaving her life in the city to move back into her childhood
home in Sea Point, New Jersey, that really throws Kate for a
loop. She never imagined she’d be 34, single, and working two
jobs to make ends meet—one at the local library, the other slinging drinks at the town’s watering hole, the Jetty Bar. But Kate’s
not the only one whose summer isn’t going as planned. Her
neighbor Ziggy Miller is reeling from the sudden death of his
father, Zeke, and Ziggy’s not sure whether he can keep Zeke’s
plumbing business going—or if he even wants to. When Ziggy
reaches out to his best friend, Miles Hoffman—the privileged
“Prince of Sea Point”—for help going over his father’s accounting, Miles agrees. But he’s coming home for another reason:
His mother has informed him that he’ll have to prove himself
if he wants to inherit the Wharf—the family’s lucrative Sea
Point resort. When Kate, Ziggy, and Miles collide over the summer, they all contend with their past and present selves as big
secrets come to light, family dynamics shift, friendships morph,
and Sea Point threatens to change right before their eyes. The
author perfectly captures what it means to come home again
and rediscover yourself in the process.
Make room in your beach bag for this cozy summer read.
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alliteration and down-in-the-gutter scandal. The book takes the
form of the post-mortem confession of Hollywood scenester
Freddy Otash, narrating from what he calls “pervert purgatory”
as “the hellhound who held Hollywood captive.” It was an era
when scandal sheets moralized against homosexuals and communist sympathizers and where Freddy lives by a simple credo:
“I’ll do anything short of murder. I’ll work for anyone but the
Reds.” A good case can be made that he has violated both. His
escapades find him involved with discovering the murderer of a
woman who had recently been both JFK’s seductress and a proposed participant in a threesome intended to underscore Rock
Hudson’s sexual bona fides. Yet any mystery, or any plot, actually,
simply serves as a peg on which the author hangs the supposedly
dirty laundry of his cast of dozens—Duke Wayne, Jimmy Dean
(and the entire cast and crew of Rebel Without a Cause), Liberace,
Elizabeth Taylor, “Bad Boy Bob Mitchum,” and “Mattress Jack”
Kennedy. It’s a delirious thrill ride through the tabloid underbelly of Tinseltown, though it runs out of gas before providing
much of a climax.
Relentlessly rabid, for those with a taste for the seamier.

TWO STORM WOOD

Gray, Philip
Norton (384 pp.)
$27.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-393-54188-5

British author Gray lays bare the horrors of World War I through an Englishwoman’s battlefield search for her fiance.
Before the war, music teacher
Edward Haslam and Amy Vanneck fall
in love and become secretly engaged,
although he is beneath her class, socially a nobody. He hates
war, which “poisons everything that it does not destroy,” yet he
answers England’s call and becomes a captain of the Seventh
Manchesters. Of course, the lovers exchange letters. Then, in
early 1919, when the war is newly over, English soldiers must
scour the battlefields of northern France to identify rat-eaten
corpses and properly bury them. It’s a gruesome, smelly, necessary task. Edward is among the missing, and Amy decides to
travel to France to search for him on her own, well aware that
he is most likely dead. In a hospital, a wounded soldier tells her
to “look for your damned sweetheart” under Two Storm Wood.
That’s the label on army maps for a former German stronghold, under which lies a vast network of tunnels packed with
explosives and teeming with rats. The army dismisses rumors
that deserters are hiding there and that someone may have
murdered a group of noncombatant Chinese laborers. There’s
no hint of irony here: only horror at the possibility of murder
while surrounded by nations’ organized killings. Amy is determined to know Edward’s fate for better or worse. This, to her,
is what it means to be in love—to find her man dead or alive,
deserter or not. But there are those who don’t want her to know
a dark secret about Two Storm Wood, and they are willing to
kill. Combat creates Edward’s dramatic arc from “the lover, the
music teacher” to “the expert close-quarter killer” who sneaks
up to enemy trenches and slits throats with a knuckle knife.
The scenes of death are unsparing in their grimness, but nothing will stop Amy Vanneck.
Powerful historical fiction and a testament to war’s
insanity.

O. HENRY
101 Stories

Henry, O.
Ed. by Yagoda, Ben
Library of America (750 pp.)
$35.00 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-59853-690-4
A treasure vault of work by a master
of the short story form.
Even in the very early work that Yagoda
collects in this thick volume, Henry (ne
William Sydney Porter) reveals himself to
be an assured if not always trustworthy narrator who seems to be
28
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having a great deal of fun while spinning yarns. Evident early on is
his mistrust of institutions and bureaucracy: “There is—or was, for
their day is now over—a class of land speculators commonly called
land sharks, unscrupulous and greedy, who have left their trail in
every department of this office,” he writes of the government
agency in charge of land patents. A few pages later, he unfolds a
rather morbid and very brief story in which a dying woman unwittingly provides the material for a humor columnist, seemingly her
husband, holding her hand as he tries to write. Her dying words,
“Mother, mother!” provide the final bit of needed copy: “The man
wrote quickly: ‘A woman generally likes her husband’s mother-inlaw the best of all his relatives.’ ” Yagoda’s well-selected anthology
follows Henry through all his phases, from Texas bank clerk to
fugitive (on account of embezzlement) in Honduras, federal prisoner, and, finally, reasonably successful New Yorker. The volume’s
highlight, of course, is Henry’s best-known and much-loved story,
“The Ransom of Red Chief,” in which two con men kidnap a “boy
of ten, with bas-relief freckles, and hair the colour of the cover of
the magazine you buy at the news-stand when you want to catch
a train,” who makes their lives a bit of hell on Earth. Most of the
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stories, “Red Chief” foremost among them, read as if freshly written, although there are a few dated ethnic categorizations and outright slurs. Overall, though, the volume provides ample evidence
for why one of American literature’s most eminent literary awards
should be named for the author.
Essential for students of the short story and for fans of
Henry’s work.

DAUGHTERS OF SPARTA

Heywood, Claire
Dutton (384 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-593-18435-6

Women at the center of Greek and
Roman epics are given new voices.
Starting with their early childhood
and culminating with the end of the Trojan War, Heywood breathes new life into
two central figures of the Greco-Roman
tradition: Helen—the most beautiful woman in all of Greece,
famously blamed for being the cause of the Trojan War—and
Klytemnestra, her self-sacrificing and more levelheaded sister.
Helen and Klytemnestra spend their lives wrestling with the
painful reality of their position as pawns in the male plot, first
by their father, Tyndareos, who marries them off to protect and
consolidate power, and then by their husbands, Menelaos and
Agamemnon. Helen “wondered why she had been so desperate
to become a woman. How stupid she had been. Womanhood
was strange and painful and humiliating. And there was no going
back.” As both Helen and Klytemnestra grapple with the tension between satisfying their own desires for personal, romantic, and sexual fulfillment and their duties to their husbands and
children, they face choices, some with disastrous, war-starting
consequences. All the while their male counterparts carry little
of the burden and receive all the glory: “She could hear it now,
that carefree, careless laughter of boys who know the world is
theirs to waste.” In order to fit the entire Trojan War and then
some into a 300-plus-page novel, Heywood makes liberal use
of chapter openers such as “Seven Years Later,” which has the
effect of making the pacing feel off. And while sticklers may
take issue with plot choices that stray from the famous source
materials, Heywood certainly achieves the feat of giving rich
interiority to women who are often treated as little more than
symbols.
Feminist mythmaking.

“A young man describes his several years in London’s
gang culture in this challenging debut.”
who they was

WHO THEY WAS

Krauze, Gabriel
Bloomsbury (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-63557-766-2

A young man describes his several
years in London’s gang culture in this
challenging debut.
The narrator, Snoopz, who’s occasionally called Gabriel or Krauze, describes
the violence, substance abuse, and crime
that permeate the battered housing towers of South Kilburn—
“eighteen floors of rusty concrete silence and windows repeating
themselves and all of it holding the sky back.” Gang rivalries
make every day a gantlet, every slight becomes grounds for vengeance. Knife assaults are common and graphically described.
And yet, any form of action might seem nearly miraculous
given the prodigious quantities of drugs and booze consumed.
Days (and pages) pass with a numbing sameness, punctuated

by dealing or using drugs or mugging wealthy citizens in brazen street assaults. Jail time is inevitable, with all its soul-crushing routines and perils not much different from life outside.
Snoopz looks to be one of the rare escapees from the nightmarish milieu as he pursues a university degree in literature. To the
growing genre of drug-riddled fiction—Irvine Welsh, Denis
Johnson, Joel Mowdy, Nico Walker—Krauze adds a flourish, a
kind of harsh music, with his use of gang argot. Imagine Rid
dley Walker combined with A Clockwork Orange: “top shotters
who make p’s but move too d-low for the eaters to rob them”
(translation: top drug dealers who earn a lot of money but are
too careful for thieves to hit them). Snoopz is intelligent, but
he also extols the gangster life’s bling and transient glories, its
tests of manhood (women in the hood are there mainly for sex).
Krauze doesn’t offer fresh wisdom on the causes of or cures for
the hard life he grew up in, but maybe an insider’s artfully gruesome view can turn the right minds to seeking better solutions.
A gritty read for its gore, drugs, and profanity, but possessed of a raw and honest eloquence.
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REALITY AND
OTHER STORIES

Lanchester, John
Norton (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-393-54091-8

In the spirit—a word used advisedly—
of M.R. James, British novelist Lanchester delivers a splendidly eerie suite of
stories.
The opening story in Lanchester’s
collection, “Signal,” sets the tone nicely. A college friend of
the narrator’s, who has grown unimaginably wealthy (“The
driveway of Michael’s big house was so long that even after we
got there it took a while to get there”), can buy everything he
wants except a decent Wi-Fi signal. Enter the spectral image
of a tall man in a household full of short ones—one, a Bolivian,
is a comparative giant back home among “the second-shortest
people in the world,” but barely qualifies here—who, it appears,

is still trying to get a reliable connection from the spirit world.
In “Coffin Liquor,” whose title comes, Lanchester’s narrator explains, from “the liquefaction of improperly preserved
corpses,” modern vampirism meets the still more dreadful prospect of an academic conference. Wi-Fi figures into it, and so,
in a Groundhog Day sort of trope, does Charles Dickens’ Great
Expectations, all culminating in a psychiatrist’s weary assessment
of the protagonist as someone suffering a psychosis with “the
most florid manifestations.” One character is imprisoned in a
dungeon straight out of Poe, another philosophically explores
the question of whether we’re not ambulatory critters but
instead “a brain in a vat” before being interrupted by a trope
from the book of Revelation, still another snipes that the one
book he can’t stand teaching is Lord of the Flies, since “glasses
with prescriptions for short-sight cannot be used to start a fire
in the manner that Piggy’s spectacles are.” It wouldn’t be a set
of supernatural stories without at least one in which a painting
comes to life, though, true to form, Lanchester brings in a selfie
stick as part of the malevolent furnishings, to say nothing of a
swarm of icky maggots.
A deliciously creepy book.

DREAM GIRL

Lippman, Laura
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-06-239007-3
An injured literary lion is held captive in his waterfront Baltimore condo.
There’s a moment in Lippman’s
latest novel when her delightful series
detective, Tess Monaghan, walks into
the room and, for a moment, it seems
everything could be all right. Unfortunately, it’s just a cameo,
and we’re soon back with our uninspiring cast of three: novelist Gerry Andersen, who’s had a debilitating fall, and the
two women taking care of him, personal assistant Victoria
and night nurse Aileen. At 61, Andersen has never repeated
the success of his prizewinning bestseller, Dream Girl, and it’s
been quite a while since he wrote anything at all. He moved
to Baltimore to take care of his mother in her last days, but
even after her unexpectedly speedy death, he didn’t return to
New York, where the last of his many bad decisions involving
women is waiting to shake him down for whatever she can get.
This ploy doesn’t work, and the woman shows up in Baltimore.
Even more distressing, Gerry gets a phone call from a woman
claiming to be the inspiration for Dream Girl, only, as he’s told
everyone for years, there is no real person who played that role.
All the while, no matter what happens, Andersen’s mind generates a literary or cultural connection, from Pete Townshend’s
solo album to Ben Jonson’s plays to The Rocky Horror Picture
Show. Some are explained, some aren’t, so the reader sometimes feels as stupid as Gerry thinks everyone is. It’s too bad
this book has to be compared to Misery, because despite similarities in setup, it’s no Misery. All the reveals come after you
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have figured them out; the murders are played for camp. The
most gaspworthy moment in the book comes in the author’s
note: “If you want to play the game of figuring out who Gerry
Andersen is, check out the author photo on this book.” No! It
can’t be.
In her 25th novel, Lippman messes up a near-perfect batting average.

DISQUIET

Livaneli, Zülfü
Trans. by Freely, Brendan
Other Press (160 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-63542-032-6
A somber, pensive novel, by one of
Turkey’s greatest modern writers, that
centers on current and ancient troubles
at a historic crossroads.

Ibrahim, a young journalist in Istanbul who works for a
paper that thrives on mayhem, picks up on a disturbing item in a
news-budget meeting: A Turkish pizza cook has been murdered
by neo-Nazis in Germany, and his circumstances are familiar. “If
this person’s name was Hussein Yılmaz, and if he’d been born in
Mardin and was thirty-two years old, it couldn’t be anyone other
than my childhood friend Hussein,” Ibrahim realizes. Soon he’s
off to his hometown, an oasis in the red-dust desert near the Syrian border where everything has changed in the years since he’s
been gone. Hussein, he learns, has been effectively killed twice.
First, an IS sympathizer shot him, crying “that this was what
happens when you betray Allah for Satan,” and left Hussein for
dead. Hussein’s crime? To fall in love with a Yezidi refugee woman
with a blind baby, a member of a tribe rumored to worship the
devil, although, Ibrahim remarks, in truth “Satan worships them.”
The violent clash of cultures betrays a history of tolerance and
multiculturalism, and when Hussein, transported to Germany to
recover, finally meets his death at the hands of skinheads, it all
comes full circle; says Hussein’s brother, “When I think about it,
it drives me crazy, Ibrahim...I mean, Muslim jihadis and Crusader
Nazis committed a joint murder.” Livaneli’s slender narrative
contains multitudes: It plays at several points with Kurdish, Arabian, and Turkish folklore in a provincial city that, Ibrahim says,
has a “broken down fairy-tale atmosphere,” and at the same time
it subtly critiques a present marked by civil war, the ministrations
of celebrities like Angelina Jolie in the teeming refugee camps
nearby, and a media insatiable for if-it-bleeds-it-leads stories of
the exact sort that Ibrahim uncovers—and, we know as the story
closes, he cannot help but file.
A brief but intensely emotional, memorable story that
spans centuries and continents.

LOOP

Lozano, Brenda
Trans. by McDermott, Annie
Charco Press (184 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-9164-6564-0
Winner of a PEN Translates award
and the first of Mexican author Lozano’s
works to appear in English, this novel
assumes the shape of a diary kept by a
young woman in Mexico City.
When her boyfriend, grieving his mother’s death, leaves for
Spain on a family trip, the unnamed narrator is left waiting for
him to return. Before falling in love with Jonás, she suffered a
serious accident in which she nearly died. Writing short entries
in her diary, she details her quest to find the perfect notebook,
muses on music she loves, and notes conversations with friends
and books she’s reading, the apartment she and Jonás share, the
news. The deceptively simple structure—intimate, charming,
informal—allows for a great range of ideas and observations
that loop and recur. If you are in danger of drowning, she learns,
swim not forward but diagonally. “How do you swim diagonally
in life?” she wonders, feeling as if the shore keeps getting farther
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away. A writer, she enthusiastically references everything from
Greek mythology and the Bible to Proust, Machado de Assis,
Disney, and Shakira. She is fascinated by ideas of scale, by the
concept of the ideal, by the epidemic of violence in Mexico,
the history of writing, art, gossip, waiting. She observes the
cat, Telemachus; goes out with friends; travels to writing conferences; wonders if Penelope masturbated while waiting
for Odysseus. She tells about “The Most Important Artist in
Mexico” and invents “notebook proverbs”: “The man in a suit
walks to work, but the omniscient narrator describes him.” She
is skeptical of “useful things. Useful work, useful thoughts, useful phrases. Stories in which everything happens. A society that
worships the verb. The famous concept of utility, the pursuit of
usefulness.” “I worship the margins,” she tells us, “the secondary,
the useless.” Because “the more useless something is, the more
subversive.” With a light, playful touch, Lozano richly layers
scenes and details, connecting ideas and weaving her story like
Penelope at her loom.
An intimate book that starts small and expands steadily
outward, with a cumulative effect both moving and hopeful.

RESISTANCE

McDermid, Val
Illus. by Briggs, Kathryn
Atlantic Monthly (160 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-8021-5872-7
Writer McDermid and illustrator
Briggs show a plague tearing through all
aspects of modern life—personal, professional, political—leaving plenty of
apocalyptic blame to go around.
For decades the world has been stewing in a volatile mix
of antibiotic overuse, industrialized farming, profit-driven
pharmaceuticals, and public ignorance. The danger finally
boils over at a music festival in the Scottish countryside, when
several musicians and concertgoers come down with a bad
case of what at first is dismissed as food poisoning but eventually reveals itself to be much, much worse. Like any good
disaster narrative, the story follows several key figures making
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their ways through the carnage: intrepid reporter Zoe Beck,
who had abandoned “real” news in favor of more popular cultural pieces like her coverage of the doomed music festival;
Sam the Sausage Sandwich Man, the proprietor of the food
truck that appears to have been the source of this outbreak,
as he defends his reputation; infectious disease expert Dr.
Aasmah Siddiqui, who works with a loose affiliation of global
medical professionals who have thrown off the strictures of
corporate funding and individual ambition in a desperate
attempt to understand the new disease; as well as government
officials who are mainly enraging with their prioritization of
systems over people. McDermid skillfully builds pathos for
the individuals wrestling with their dire circumstances while
also baking in enough science to make the proceedings feel
frighteningly plausible. Briggs composes fascinating pages
and panels that have a mixed-media feel, layering her realistic
figures over maps and medical diagrams, invoices and intake
forms, tarot cards and plague paintings. The effect puts the
story on a historical continuum, which is comforting in the
sense that humanity has faced similar disasters in the past but
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also chilling with its reminder that history is full of cataclysms
and the current age is hardly exempt.
A powerful, unique look at the benign origins of
catastrophe.

RABBITS

Miles, Terry
Del Rey (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-984819-65-9
The creator of the absorbing podcast
Rabbits expands its mythology about an
ancient and potentially deadly game.
Debut novelist Miles is known for
creating hit podcasts, and while this
peculiar augmentation doesn’t quite
stick the landing, its premise is spellbinding. Its namesake
podcast is a missing persons mystery, but this sidequel digs far
deeper into the mysteries surrounding the clandestine alternative-reality game at its heart. The narrator identifies himself
only as K, and he’s fascinated by any threads of information
about the unnamed game, known to players colloquially as
“Rabbits.” Egged on by a video-arcade owner named the Magician, K, his girlfriend, Chloe, and pal Baron search out more
information about the game as things get more dangerous for
all of them. There’s not much to go on: The first recorded modern instance of the game emerged in 1959; a fractured recording
lays out a few more clues, and readers learn more from interstitial notes by Hazel, the winner of the eighth iteration. Things
start getting serious when K is approached in the arcade by the
alleged winner of the sixth game, Alan Scarpio, “a gazillionaire
playboy who hangs out with Johnny Depp,” who nonchalantly
says, “Something is wrong with Rabbits, and I need you to help
me fix it.” It’s believed that the game’s 10th iteration has ended,
and a new round seems to be beginning when players solve a
series of obscure riddles, followed by a cryptic pronunciation:
“The door is open.” While not as pop-culture inundated as Ready
Player One, the book nods to eccentric influences like the urban
legend Polybius, about a mind-altering arcade game; the novels
Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino and House of Leaves by Mark Z.
Danielewski; and, most tellingly, the cult movie Donnie Darko:
“The Venn diagram of people interested in Rabbits and in Richard Kelly’s sci-fi thriller from 2001 is essentially just a circle.”
A twisty, timey-wimey roller coaster that morphs seamlessly from treasure hunt to conspiracy thriller to escape room.

SUBURBAN DICKS

Nicieza, Fabian
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-593-19126-2

From the co-creator of Deadpool:
Two unlikely suburban misfits team up
to solve two very real murders in “a small
American town rife with racial and cultural prejudice.”
Kenneth Lee peaked early as a
reporter when he broke a major sex scandal; unfortunately,
those glory days are far behind him. Andrea Stern, once an upand-coming FBI profiler responsible for catching a serial killer,
is now hugely pregnant with her fifth child and spends her days
toting her other four kids to and from the train station to drop
off and pick up her commuter husband. When Andrea pulls into
a gas station parking lot and happens upon a murder scene—
the victim was Satkunananthan Sasmal, who’d been pumping

gas—her sharp eyes and analytical brain instantly register some
key details. A few days later, after a chance encounter with some
Indian American women who lay out the realities of racism in the
community—they can’t even get their requests to put pools in
their backyards approved, much less count on the cops to solve a
murder—Andrea is hit with an idea that takes her deep into the
local records. She teams up with Kenny, whom she knew when
they were teenagers, and soon they’re uncovering bones from a
decades-old murder that is directly related to the recent shooting. Along the way, Andrea discovers how much she loves using
her brain for something other than planning her children’s schedules, and Kenny reestablishes his willingness to do whatever he
can to break a major story. (As Andrea says, “He was a dick, but
he was good at it.”) The obvious play on dicks really sums up the
tone of the novel. Satire is hard to establish and even harder to
maintain, but Nicieza flawlessly critiques the pervasiveness of
suburban racism, the challenge of stay-at-home motherhood, the
toxic culture of White masculinity, and the self-aggrandizing role
of the media, and he does it with a pair of completely flawed yet
appealing characters and a diverse cast of voices.
Delightfully irreverent and so very entertaining.

NIGHT, NEON
Tales Of Mystery And
Suspense
Oates, Joyce Carol
Mysterious Press (312 pp.)
$25.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-61316-230-9

The latest collection from the indefatigable Oates reprints a recent novella
along with eight shorter nightmares.
Nightmares is an even more apt term
than usual for these stories, whose meanings are developed not
by well-made plots but through flashbacks, reflections, or complications of their powerful opening tableaux. “Night, Neon,”
the longest tale, supplements its presentation of a heroine who’s
just learned that she’s pregnant with a systematic account of her
relationships with abusive men that makes this news a decidedly
mixed blessing. In “Curious,” an unrepentantly intellectual novelist who’s asked “Where do you get your ideas?” recounts his obsession with a supermarket checkout girl. “Miss Golden Dreams 1949”
is spoken in the spectral voice of a Marilyn Monroe clone offered
for sale. The relationship the heroine of “Wanting” strikes up with
an artist reaches a dead end that reveals that “wanting has doomed
her.” “Parole Hearing, California Institution for Women, Chino
Ca” provides a litany of more or less self-contradictory reasons
why a member of the Manson family should be paroled on her
15th try. “Intimacy” shows a professor’s relationship with a menacing student becoming increasingly fraught without becoming
increasingly well specified. The title character of “The Flagellant”
constantly punishes himself for an unspeakable crime for which
he cannot express remorse to his jailers. The caretaker of an ailing
mother spirals out of control in “Vaping: A User’s Manual.” And in
“Detour,” the story that seems to be the exception to the anti-plot
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“Rural crime fiction that kicks like a mule.”
the killing hills

rule, a woman forced to take a detour two miles from her home
slips the traces of her humdrum life and sinks into a hallucinatory
alternate reality that shakes her to the core before releasing her.
A perfect recipe for nine sleepless nights.

THE KILLING HILLS

Offutt, Chris
Grove (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-8021-5841-3

Acclaimed Kentucky writer Offutt
follows Country Dark (2018) with another
fine example of what might be called holler noir.
Mick Hardin is a military homicide investigator who’s temporarily
AWOL, back in eastern Kentucky to sort things out with his
pregnant wife, from whom he’s estranged. He’s holed up in his

grandfather’s remote cabin, drinking himself into a stupor, when
his sister—the county’s newly appointed sheriff, under pressure
from several directions—shows up to enlist his help. An old man
hunting ginseng has discovered a body up in the hills, and Linda
Hardin needs the case solved, quickly and discreetly. This book
looks like a standard thriller. It hits the genre’s marks: a Chapter
1 corpse, a hard-drinking knight errant of a detective, etc. Ultimately, though, Offutt’s primary emphasis—and the book’s—
falls less on the title’s central word than on its final one. The star
is rural Kentucky. Mick knows the land and its flora; knows the
clannish, laconic, battle-scarred, loyal, often mistrustful people
who live here. The book’s triumph is that Offutt understands
the difference between local color—which would be mere decoration—and local knowledge, which turns out to be the crucial
advantage Mick has in unraveling the case (and humiliating hired
guns from outside). Mick knows how to read the landscape, how
to win the trust of those he needs to talk to (at one point he works
a neat trick in replacing a mule that was serving as a temporary
roof support), how to negotiate the blood oaths and rules of family vengeance that obtain in such places. The murder plot ends up
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being nearly secondary, but that’s not to the novel’s disadvantage:
In place of plot convolutions, Offutt offers those of Appalachian
folkways. The result is a fast-paced, satisfying read.
Rural crime fiction that kicks like a mule.

BATTLES IN
THE DESERT

Pacheco, José Emilio
Trans. by Silver, Katherine
New Directions (54 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-8112-3095-7

based globalism.

This coming-of-age story, originally
published in 1981, explores the intensity
of childhood passion even as it mourns
the passing of a version of Mexico City
subsumed by the tidal wave of consumer-

Carlos is a child of the Mexican middle class, which is
made up of “typical wannabes,” according to his brutish older
brother, Héctor. During the post–World War II presidency of
Miguel Alemán, Carlos’ Mexico City is poised on the dividing
line between a way of living informed by traditional culture and
the wave of industrialization, importation, and consumer marketing designed to “whiten the taste of the Mexicans.” Carlos’
father owns a failing soap factory which is being outcompeted
by North American detergent brands, and his mother “despises
anyone who [isn’t] from Jalisco,” which would seem to include
Carlos and his younger sister, the only two of her five children
not born in Guadalajara. Carlos takes a more egalitarian view of
the national and ethnic identities of the people who surround
him—whether it is his classmate Jim, who was born in San Francisco and speaks both English and Spanish with no identifying
accent; Toru, who is Japanese and spent his early childhood in an
internment camp; or scholarship student Rosales, who is from
one of the worst slums in the city, Carlos believes that “nobody
chooses how they’re born” and manages to float fairly seamlessly among the playground tribes. When Carlos meets Jim’s
mother—the beautiful Mariana, rumored mistress of a highranking member of Alemán’s inner circle—his aimless drifting
develops sudden purpose. In spite of his young age, Carlos falls
deeply in love with Mariana. As his passion becomes obsessive,
Carlos goes out of his way to gather information about Mariana from her son, to find excuses to stop by Jim’s house after
school, and, finally, to sneak out of school in order to confess his
love. The subsequent overreaction to Carlos’ actions by his parents, school officials, psychologists, and friends turns the order
of Carlos’ life upside down, leading in a circuitous way to the
family’s eventual departure from Mexico to a new life as immigrants in America. A tender and unequivocal exploration of the
strength of a child’s passion, Pacheco’s work treats the passing
of the Mexico City of his youth with the same wistful longing as
he does Carlos’ love, which, being secret and silent, is the most
hopeless type of love and thus also the saddest.
A fresh translation of this classic of 20th-century Mexican
literature, ready for a new audience to savor.

THE TRANSPARENCY OF TIME

Padura, Leonardo
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-374-27795-6

A socially revealing procedural by
noted novelist Padura, the laureate of
Havana.
To say that Padura’s detective hero,
Mario Conde, is world-weary is to risk
understatement. He’s almost 60, tired,
fully aware that the clock is ticking: “Among his three friends,
he was the one sure to lift his glass the most times, fully
aware that he sought the beneficial state of unconsciousness,”
writes Padura. “And whenever the recurring subject of frustrations, losses, and abandonments came up, he was the one who
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understood it as a matter of principles.” Working more on his
side hustle than on sleuthing, Conde haunts secondhand bookshops looking for treasures to sell. Meanwhile, Bobby Roque, an
old high school friend, has been plying a better trade selling rare
works of art—sometimes forgeries—to the American market.
Bobby’s boyfriend, however, has stepped on that lucrative business by pilfering his goodies, including a rare Black Madonna,
supposedly the Virgin of Regla. Problem is, the statue doesn’t
quite match the canonical requirements of the icon, giving
Padura a chance to explore the religious symbolism of Spanish
Catholicism as it intersects with Santería, the African tradition
in which Bobby has become an adept, shedding his former doctrinaire Marxism and his pretended straightness, put on “so that
everyone in our macho-socialist homeland would believe that
I was what I should have been and wouldn’t take everything
away from me.” The story of the theft is a fairly straightforward
matter, with the usual red herrings. What is of more interest
to readers looking between the lines is Padura’s unforgiving
portrait of the Cuba of 2014, a couple of years before Fidel
Castro’s death, in which there are definite haves and have-nots,
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the latter of whom live in shantytowns and lack “running water,
sewers, electricity, or the ration books that guaranteed Cuban
citizens minimum subsistence at subsidized prices.” In such
appalling conditions, the loss of a religious statue should seem a
small thing—though, of course, it’s not.
An elegant blend of mystery and sociology by one of Cuba’s
most accomplished writers.

ALL THE WATER I’VE SEEN
IS RUNNING

Rodriques, Elias
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-393-54079-6

A gay New Yorker revisits his Florida
roots to reckon with death, family, and
old bigotries.
Daniel, the narrator of Rodriques’
assured debut, is finding his way as a high school teacher in New
York and struggling to keep a relationship when he gets some
bad news: Aubrey, a high school friend, has died in a car crash
near where they grew up in North Florida. The incident calls
up a host of tender memories: She was one of the few White
people in his high school who seemed comfortable with him as
a Black man. But the incident also surfaces a host of identity
crises: Daniel’s North Florida adolescence was the crucible of
his sexuality as well as his family heritage, a long line of slavery, violence, and abuse stretching back to his family’s native
Jamaica. Plotwise, the novel is a coming-of-age story with something of the tenor of a mystery: Daniel returns to Florida to sort
out why Aubrey was in a car with Brandon, an abusive and harddrinking ex-boyfriend. But the novel’s tension comes from Daniel’s struggle to navigate the emotional and cultural baggage
he brings on the trip. Just as Daniel code-switches depending
on whether he’s talking with his Black friends, gay men, poor
Whites, or Jamaican relatives, the narrative alternates among
the brightness of his memories of Aubrey, dark recollections of
how his mother and grandmother were treated, and his present-day confrontations with those who knew Aubrey, including
Brandon, and a general feeling of being adrift and rootless. (A
reference to The Odyssey is on-point.) The tail end of the book,
which turns on Daniel’s emotional purging, runs at a somewhat
disappointing low boil considering the visceral incidents that
precede it. But Rodriques brings a lyrical touch to his hero’s
inner life, making his past pains and present-day heartbreaks
feel bone-deep.
A well-turned exploration of how intensely place and history shape our identities.

“A beautiful gallery of meditations on language, mortality,
and the attempt to leave a lasting mark on the world.”
excuse me while i disappear

SURVIVE THE NIGHT

Sager, Riley
Dutton (336 pp.)
$23.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-593-18316-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A hellish road trip from the author of
Home Before Dark (2020) and Lock Every
Door (2019).
After her roommate and best friend
is murdered, Charlie Jordan decides that
she has to get away from Olyphant University. She’s posting a flyer looking for someone to give her a ride
home when she meets a stranger who just happens to be going
her way. This is Sager’s fifth novel, and readers familiar with his
brand of psychological horror know that he favors high-concept
plots. Here, the whole narrative unfolds over one long, eventful
night in 1991. Sager’s fans may also recognize that Charlie fits a
type. She’s a heroine who doesn’t seem much interested in selfpreservation; another way to put that is that she behaves in ways
that are astonishingly stupid—again and again and again. In the
opening pages, she spends a lot of time wondering if it seems
reasonable for a young woman who just lost her friend to a serial
killer to travel across two states with a man she’s never met. It
doesn’t seem reasonable at all, but this is what has to happen
if Sager is going to write the story he wants to write, so….The
whole first half of the novel is Charlie discovering that her driver
may not be who he says he is, that he may plan to do her harm.
This feels like a lot of time to spend establishing something that
every reader is going to assume. The back end, though, is filled
with twists. When these dramatic turns are genuinely surprising,
it’s because they are absurdly baroque. In other instances, they
are as inevitable as the denouement of a Greek tragedy. Oh, and
there’s also some business about Charlie’s love of classic film and
history of trauma combining to create a singular condition in
which she momentarily leaves reality behind and gets lost in cinematic fantasy. This makes very little sense, but it’s occasionally
important to the plot. Despite its flaws, readers who decide to
just give in and go along for the ride will have a diverting couple
of hours ahead of them.
Suspenseful—and silly.

gemlike precision and economy of language that imbue them
with a shimmering quality. Her detailed approach to worldbuilding suggests that embedded messages and meanings can be
found in almost anything—perhaps especially in those things
we tend to overlook: a tiny teardrop on the portrait of a lady
hanging in the Cloisters or the violet, half-blooming capsules
of a larkspur. These details and the mysteries behind them
invigorate this collection as much as the eccentric characters
embody the narratives. Each of the 15 stories has a distinctly
different form, ranging from a graduate student’s first-person
account of her research on an obscure literary movement to a
fast-paced mystery about a child missing on the New York City
Subway that unfolds through a series of fragmented accounts.
The stories cohere, though, through their overlapping concerns
with the function of art in the world and attempts to capture
the record of human experience. Like a good museum, the collection also entices the reader to look again, both at the stories
themselves and the world beyond these pages. What might we
have overlooked? And what if that missing detail is the key to
understanding the mysteries that surround us? As one character

EXCUSE ME WHILE
I DISAPPEAR
Stories

Scott, Joanna
Little, Brown (224 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-316-49874-6

This dreamy, museumlike collection
of stories transports readers from a 15thcentury Venetian artist’s workshop to a disappearing literary archive in the year 2052.
Scott, the author of 12 books and a Pulitzer Prize finalist
for The Manikin (1996), approaches these lyrical stories with a
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comments, “We can’t begin to know what we’ve lost. All we can
do is keep searching.”
A beautiful gallery of meditations on language, mortality,
and the attempt to leave a lasting mark on the world.

OBJECTS OF DESIRE
Stories

Sestanovich, Clare
Knopf (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-593-31809-6

Short fiction populated by characters whose various longings remain
unfulfilled.
In “By Design,” the second story in
Sestanovich’s debut collection, Suzanne,
a successful graphic designer and the founder of her own firm,
is sued for sexual harassment by a younger male colleague.

Suzanne’s life falls to pieces: She pulls the plug on her marriage,
leaves her company, throws out all her clothing, and moves into
a high-rise, where she keeps her apartment’s shelves bare. Her
adult son asks her to design his wedding invitations. They will
reflect Suzanne’s aesthetic, she thinks: “elegant….Occasionally a little too austere.” The same could be said of Sestanovich.
These stories are restrained, nearly aloof, despite the fact that
the characters are constantly and messily butting up against
the futility of their desires. In “Old Hope,” the young, aimless
narrator decides to suddenly resume correspondence with her
former high school English teacher while she and a male friend
struggle to understand whether they are attracted to each other.
The title story features a narrator who shares a tiny apartment
with her guitarist/activist boyfriend, watching his life unravel
at the same time her ex is elected to Congress and not being
sure where her loyalties lie, if anywhere at all. The closing story,
“Separation,” traces the life of Kate and the various separations
she endures: first when her young husband dies, then when she
works at a nursery school helping toddlers with separation anxiety, then, finally, as the mother of a troubled young woman who
leaves home to move across the country. Even in these emotionally wrenching scenarios, Sestanovich remains taciturn, offering
the reader images and sentences of delicate beauty but leaving
much, perhaps too much, unspoken.
A collection shot through with crystalline moments but
that ultimately holds readers at arm’s length.

THE DISAPPEARING ACT

Steadman, Catherine
Ballantine (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-593-15803-6

An up-and-coming actress risks her
career to find a missing woman, discovering the dark side of Hollywood’s glamour
along the way.
Coming off a big film role and an
unexpected breakup, British actress
Mia Eliot heads to Los Angeles for pilot season and a string of
big-name auditions. While she’s waiting for her second reading,
she starts chatting with Emily, a fellow actress who’s up for the
same part. When Emily is called in to audition, she’s worried
that her parking meter is about to expire, and Mia offers to run
outside and feed the meter for her. When Mia gets back, however, Emily is gone—leaving her keys and wallet behind. Mia’s
desire to see the items safely returned sets off a hunt for the
missing woman, taking Mia’s focus away from work at a critical time in her career. Despite an engaging central mystery—
what happened to Emily?—the rest of the novel doesn’t hold
up. Mia has a frustrating lack of complexity; all her auditions
become opportunities, and she’s inexplicably naïve. Supposedly
an experienced actress, she reads like someone plucked from
the street and dropped into Hollywood’s orbit, and her constant surprise at the excessive luxury heaped upon her is grating. Her involvement with Emily—a woman she met once, for a
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“A story collection full of vital insight
into murky human interactions.”
filthy animals

few minutes—makes little sense, and the reveal at the end only
makes it more implausible. The novel’s consideration of Hollywood’s dangers isn’t unusual enough to be interesting, and the
consideration of the gender dynamics of power is too clichéd to
be thought-provoking.
The Hollywood ground covered by this book is already
well trodden.

FILTHY ANIMALS

Taylor, Brandon
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-525-53891-2

y o u n g a d u lt

A story collection full of vital insight
into murky human interactions.
Lionel, who animates several of the
linked stories in this high-wire act of a
collection, is a Black, queer graduate
student at an unnamed Midwestern university—much like Wallace, the protagonist of Taylor’s Booker
Prize–shortlisted debut novel, Real Life (2020). He studies
pure math and is recovering from a suicide attempt. At a party,
he mimics other grad students’ laughter because he doesn’t
innately feel the social cues most people would. But Lionel isn’t
devoid of emotion. In fact, the “feeling of falseness vibrating
in his sinuses” from pretending to enjoy social events utterly
wears him out. So when Lionel becomes involved with bisexual
Charles and his girlfriend, Sophie, both of whom are studying
dance, the frisson may be too much for him: “Some lives, Lionel
thought, had to be ordinary or ugly or painful. Ending your life
had to be on the table.” Other stories share this rueful, sepulchral cast of mind. In “Little Beast,” babysitter and private chef
Sylvia knows that “the world can’t abide a raw woman.” In the
title story, one character’s “favorite act of violence is to burn
holes into people’s clothes when they aren’t looking.” The
settings here are bleak—alienated suburbs; petty college campuses—and the mood unsparing. But the daring in these stories
is bracing. Despite its accolades, Taylor’s debut novel could feel
listless; this collection is a deeper achievement.
Taylor tackles a variety of taboos and articulates the comfortless sides of the soul, and it’s thrilling to watch.

planned for a life far away from the opiates, users, and dealers they know. But after leaving Luce’s goodbye party, the two
women find out that Wilky has been found dead after overdosing in his car outside the bar where he worked. When Luce has
an asthma-induced panic attack, the ensuing treatment from
paramedics ends a year of sobriety for both girls. Luce spirals in
her grief, and Irene follows her back into the world of pills and
increasingly dangerous situations. Narrating in both the present moment following Wilky’s death and through intermittent
flashbacks, Irene recalls how she and Luce initially bonded over
abusive customers while waiting tables and how casual usage
and hustles were suddenly much more serious when Luce fell
in love with Wilky, a former addict who wanted to have a life
together after he left the Army. Irene recalls her resentment
of Wilky’s plans to take Luce away and how that warred with
her desire for all of them to have a fresh start. “And yet,” Irene
thinks while sitting with Luce outside Wilky’s bar, “as I watched
her sink back into that numb bliss we used to spend all our time
chasing, another pang for the old days went flaring through me.
So what if I was clean, if I was also lonely and frightened?” This

BEWILDERNESS

Tucker, Karen
Catapult (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-64622-024-3

Two best friends struggle with opiate
addiction and poverty in North Carolina.
Irene is mourning the impending loss
of her best friend and roommate, Luce,
who’s preparing to move to Florida with
her boyfriend, Wilky, as the two have
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debut novel is filled with sharp, vivid descriptions of back roads
and seedy meet-ups, which contrast with Irene’s dedication to
Luce and her fervent belief in the future that might be possible
if only the two of them can avoid thinking about Wilky’s death
and whether his fate, chosen or not, might also become their
own.
Absorbing and unflinching.

THE DAMAGE

Wahrer, Caitlin
Pamela Dorman/Viking (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-59-329613-4
In a small town in southern Maine,
the picture-perfect life enjoyed by an
attorney, her husband, and their two
children is invaded by violence and
deceit when her brother-in-law, a college
student, is brutally raped by a man who
seems likely to escape justice.
Julia Hall last saw Detective John Rice in 2016 when Rice
was investigating the rape of Julia’s 20-year-old brother-in-law,
Nick. She’d hoped never to see the officer again. But three years
later, she receives a call from Rice, now dying of cancer, who
gently insists—to her mounting terror—that they revisit the
past. “Back to the beginning?” Rice suggests. The tightly coiled
narrative then returns to the night Nick Hall meets a charming stranger in a bar, goes back to his motel room, and is brutally assaulted. (The violence here, while disturbing, is never
gratuitous.) Nick reports the crime, identifies his attacker, and
attempts to heal with the help of his older half brother and lifetime protector, Tony, who is Julia’s upright and loving husband.
A case that should be clear turns shadowy, however, when the
perpetrator succeeds in damaging not only Nick’s credibility,
but also his fragile identity. Because men “were supposed to
win fights, be strong,” as Tony puts it, sympathizing with his
brother’s anguish. In one of the novel’s most satisfying twists,
however, it is Julia who faces the most extreme test of all. “The
naive little house cat who believed in rules and order was being
toppled by the puma who knew that some days, the only law
is kill or be killed,” she realizes of herself as the novel reaches
its sly denouement. Throughout, the author deftly employs
alternating points of view to expose the psychological and
emotional consequences of violence while sustaining a chilling
atmosphere of suspense.
A deeply humane and affecting psychological thriller by a
debut author.
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HARD LIKE WATER

Yan Lianke
Trans. by Rojas, Carlos
Grove (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-8021-5812-3

Chinese novelist Yan sets aside the
“mythorealism” of books past to deliver a
gritty, memorable story of love in a time
of choler.
Revisiting his The Four Books (2015),
Yan takes us to a mountain village where just about everyone
is descended from the Confucian scholars known as the Cheng
Brothers, to whom a temple is dedicated. Gao Aijun, one young
man outside the Cheng clan, has returned to Chenggang after
serving in the army just in time for the Cultural Revolution.
Married into the local Communist Party chief ’s family—“it
was precisely because he was Party secretary that I married his
daughter,” he admits—Gao is a man on the make; he also confesses to harboring a desire to kill his wife. His bad behavior
builds when he falls in love at first sight with a beautiful outsider who is married to the local schoolteacher, Cheng Qingdong, who “appeared very cultured and intellectual and looked
as though he were about to be swept away by the revolution.”
Wooing her with a timely pitch—“Hongmei, let’s pursue revolution together”—Gao goes about waging a war on the village
leadership and, as Mao commanded, destroying the monuments of old, serving his own interests even as he carries on the
affair. The two make love where they can, even inside a tomb
where “the smell of death and decay mixed with the scent of
damp straw,” unappealingly enough, even as, one by one, those
who stand in their way disappear from the scene. Hongmei isn’t
quite Lady Macbeth, but she still spurs Gao to commit more
crimes so that, “when half of this town government is yours, we
won’t have to sneak around like thieves anymore.” Their revolutionary ardor dims a touch when they run afoul of bigger party
bosses, however, and Yan’s study of power and class struggle
becomes, in the end, a near-classic tragedy with the subtlest of
nods to his version of magical realism.
Admirers of Yan’s work won’t be disappointed with this
turn to straightforward narrative.

m ys t e r y
DEAD DEAD GIRLS

Afia, Nekesa
Berkley (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593-19910-7

y o u n g a d u lt

During the Harlem Renaissance, a
young Black woman searches for a serial
killer and finds her adult identity in the
process.
In the winter of 1916, teenage Louise Lloyd is abducted from the streets of
Harlem and thrown into a room with a handful of other girls.
She lashes out at her captor and manages to escape, earning a
bit of notoriety and the nickname Harlem’s Hero. Ten years
later, Louise frantically dances every night away at the Zodiac
speak-easy while living in Miss Brown’s boardinghouse and carrying on a secret romance with Rosa Maria Moreno, who rooms
across the hall. Rosa Maria’s twin brother, Rafael, the bartender
at the Zodiac, gives Louise free drinks. One night, she drinks
too much and gets into a scuffle with loutish Officer Martin but
is spared incarceration by Theodore Gilbert, a detective who
recognizes her as Harlem’s Hero and enlists her help in finding
a serial killer who’s been preying on young Black women. Fired
with a strong sense of mission, Louise strikes out in multiple
directions, even investigating her own workplace, Maggie’s
Café. Though Louise considers her boss a surrogate mother,
Maggie also runs a sleazy nightclub managed by her grandson,
where Dora Hughes, the latest victim, worked. The mystery is
slapdash, with a series of female victims and suspicion randomly
ricocheting among multiple male characters. But Louise’s fight
for respect and dignity is depicted with infectious passion.
A promising, if uneven, debut novel (and series kickoff)
with a vibrant setting.

against an unnamed evil queen, brings Ursula to immediate attention. After consulting with Elizabeth’s spymaster,
Sir Francis Walsingham, she departs with her loyal servants,
Brockley and Dale, for the estate of Sir Henry Compton, near
Chenston. Also with her is Mildred, a young woman recovering from a disastrous love affair. The village of Chenston is
certainly odd, and its geographical isolation has kept its population inbred. The minister, Daniel Atbrigge, is little help, but
he and the susceptible Mildred are instantly attracted to each
other. When Brockley is taken ill, Ursula spies on a midnight
meeting and is horrified to see villagers wearing masks and the
horned leader sacrificing a goat and lying with a village virgin.
After she reluctantly agrees to let Mildred marry Atbrigge, the
filly is stolen, and only Brockley’s quick action on Lammas Eve
saves the horse from becoming the next sacrifice. Despite the
dangers, Ursula must continue to seek out any possible danger
to the queen while Walsingham plots Mary Stuart’s downfall.
Pagan rituals combine with a thorny mystery and the
ongoing adventures of the franchise mainstays.

FOREST OF SECRETS

Buckley, Fiona
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-7278-5050-8

A half sister to Queen Elizabeth I
continues her life of deceit and danger.
Upon her return home from her latest adventure in 1586, Ursula Stannard
is confronted by an unwanted visitor.
Etheldreda Hope is afraid to return to
her own village of Chenston in the New
Forest, whose native inhabitants have treated her as a witch
ever since her mule gave birth to a filly. Etheldreda’s account
of strange goings-on in the woods, where the leader of the
strange pagan rites—a man with antlers—has been speaking
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“Appealing characters combine seamlessly with a twisty
mystery in this pleasing tale of love and hate.”
death on the night of lost lizards

DEATH ON THE NIGHT OF
LOST LIZARDS

Buckley, Julia
Berkley (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-984804-86-0

The Christmas season brings joy
and murder into the lives of a close-knit
family.
Hana Keller works at her family’s
Hungarian Tea House and helps her boyfriend, police detective Erik Wolf, solve
the occasional murder. One snowy night she spots an agitated
young man wearing a Riverwood University hoodie coming out
of an alley, a sighting that will immerse her in a tricky case of
murder. A birthday gift of dual lizard teacups she receives from
her uncle is another connection to the death of college professor Sandor Balog, for Hana knew him as a fellow collector, albeit
one with deeper pockets and more expensive tastes. The young
man she saw was dumping the gun he’d found on the floor of
Balog’s office, afraid it would implicate his mother, a fellow
foreign language teacher at Riverwood. Hana’s grandmother
is psychic, and Hana’s inherited some of her abilities, though
she’s not confident in them. Balog enjoyed a complicated love
life and had made a number of enemies in the language department, so there’s no dearth of suspects. While Erik works all the
usual police angles, Hana uses her roots in the Hungarian community to talk to people about Balog. Even Christmas shopping
and holiday parties at the tea house provide some clues. But it’s
Hana’s special abilities that lead her to a startling conclusion.
Appealing characters combine seamlessly with a twisty
mystery in this pleasing tale of love and hate.

THE KEEPERS

Burton, Jeffrey B.
Minotaur (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-2502-4456-7
A second outing for dog handler
Mason Reid shows him consistently
upstaging his canine charges.
Both Mace and his dogs—golden
retriever Elvira, German shepherd Sue,
farm collie Delta Dawn—specialize in
human remains detection. Mace serves as liaison to the Chicago Police Department and several sheriff ’s departments; the
dogs boast well-trained noses, and Vira something more, an
uncanny talent for analyzing scent DNA. The arresting opening
tableau, in which they uncover the remains of union negotiator
John Averbeck, stabbed to death and dumped in a burning warehouse in the Fulton River District, seems to promise steady
work for the cadaver specialists. But first there’s an unrelated
homicide—the murder of singer/songwriter Jonny Whiting,
the headliner for The U-Turns, bashed to death with his own
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vintage guitar—whose solution owes less to Mace’s crack team
than to Officer Kippy Gimm’s sharp ear for the protests of a
suspect who knows too much. Only then can Kippy and Mace
join forces to investigate the demise of Peter Feist, of the Cook
County State’s Attorney’s Office, whose neck has been broken
so badly that he could look behind him if he were still alive. It
isn’t long before they realize that mob boss Frank Cappelli Sr.,
who can’t control his low-functioning namesake son, has full
control of behemoth contract killer Cordov Woods and Chicago PD Superintendent Gerald Callum to boot. In fact, the
corruption runs still deeper, and Mace and Kippy will be hardpressed to keep ahead of the bad guys long enough for the dogs
to exhibit their welcome but much less unusual secondary talents as lifesaving weapons.
So many corpses on display that you won’t need a cadaver
dog to sniff them out.

MURDER AT BEAULIEU ABBEY

Clark, Cassandra
Severn House (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-7278-9089-4

Barely recovered from her last outing
in Murder at Whitby Abbey (2019), Sister
Hildegard is sent on a mission to distant
Beaulieu Abbey in February 1390.
A papal schism is ripping their order
apart, and the prioress has found a good
excuse to send Hildegard down from
Yorkshire to spy on Beaulieu, on the south coast of England,
which is much closer to France and the anti-pope. Sir William
de Hutton has arranged his son’s betrothal to a 12-year-old Cornish heiress, and Hildegard is going to escort the girl back to
Swyne, where she’ll live until she’s old enough to marry. Hildegard’s companions, Brother Gregory and Brother Egbert, are
well traveled and experienced in warfare. The ship carrying
Lady Elowen from Cornwall docks an hour’s walk from Beaulieu; for some reason, Elowen is sent ashore first with a casket
of gold and is immediately abducted by unknown men. A large
area around the abbey is enclosed, but after days when every
available man was pressed into the search, Elowen is still missing. William de Hutton puts up a big fuss, but Hildegard, who
knows his many flaws, doesn’t completely trust him or the
monks who’ve split the abbey over the schism. Outlaws who’ve
been granted sanctuary by the Abbey also live nearby; certainly
they’d be tempted by gold. The final piece of the puzzle is the
notorious gang leader Black Harry. When Hildegard is captured
by Black Harry, she’s placed in great danger but drawn much
closer to finding Elowen.
Historical detail abounds in a fast-paced mystery that’s
one of Clark’s best.

THE BATH CONSPIRACY

Dams, Jeanne M.
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-7278-9250-8

A duo of doughty detectives visit
Bath and find yet another mystery to
solve.
As a birthday treat for American
expat Dorothy Martin, her husband,
retired Chief Constable Alan Nesbitt,
splurges on a trip from their home in
Sherebury to Bath. The city offers a plethora of things to do,
and they thoroughly enjoy themselves on a visit to nearby
Stonehenge until they try to put some purchases in the boot
of their car only to find it filled with boxes that aren’t theirs.
A security guard notices a chunk of bluestone and immediately
calls Inspector Cedric Roberts, who soon satisfies himself that
the couple isn’t trying to steal a hunk of Stonehenge. When the
police go through the contents of the boxes, it turns out to be
“the oddest assortment of riches and rubbish”: mostly souvenirs
from museum shops but a few more valuable things, including
one of Jane Austen’s gloves. Dorothy spends a lot of time on
her trip indulging her penchant for museum gift shops, where
she meets Sammy, a friendly young man with Down syndrome,
who works part time at the Jane Austen Center and a number
of other places, and she becomes concerned that he may be set
up as a scapegoat by the real thief. It’s obvious to the police that
something fishy is going on at the hotel’s valet parking lot but
much less obvious who put the items in the boot or later tried
to pry it open while attempting to retrieve them. Once the
stakes are raised by more thefts and physical attacks, Dorothy
and Alan team up with the inspector, but it’s Sammy who helps
solve the crimes.
Another travelogue more notable for its charming protagonists and historical detail than any great mystery.

THE DIVA SERVES
FORBIDDEN FRUIT

Davis, Krista
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | May 25, 2021
978-1-4967-3273-6

The DIY Festival Sophie Winston’s
been asked to plan for Alexandria’s Old
Town goes off the rails when someone
starts killing off her neighbors.
It would be hard to imagine a more
inoffensive victim than Lark Bickford, but the widowed socialite takes a fatal tumble that looks very suspicious only a day after
returning from a guided tour of Portugal. Her family members
are instantly scandalized—not that she may have been murdered (her body has barely cooled when they start selling off her
period furniture and pricey china), but that her will includes
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a spendthrift trust that will keep her grown children, Bennett
and Paisley, and Paisley’s husband, self-styled advice guru Frank
Eames, from liquidating the rest of her assets any time soon.
Even more dismaying is the news that the trustee is Humphrey
Brown, the secret lover whom a neighbor spotted leaving her
house shortly before her corpse was discovered. The family’s
outrage is soon complicated by the remarkably similar death
of Dulci Chapman, art therapist–turned–food blogger, who’d
taken the same guided tour as Lark. So had assistant medical
examiner Dr. Peter Chryssos, Sophie’s friend Nina Reid Norwood, and Sophie’s ex-husband, Mars Winston. Wonder how
safe they are? In between complimenting most of the DIY
exhibitors and fielding Greer Shacklesworth’s endless complaints, the unflappable Sophie asks everyone who’ll listen what
the design Lark scrawled as she was dying might have meant.
Lots of recipes, household tips, quaint locals, and sometimes sharp squabbles—but the big story here is bling.

IT TAKES TWO TO MANGO

Doyle, Carrie
Poisoned Pen (288 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-72823-233-1

Doyle throws a fashionable, highmaintenance Manhattan editor into a publicity job on a fictional Caribbean island.
You’d never guess what happens next.
Tossed out of her job at Travel and
Respite Magazine minutes after she’s
fired artistic director Gerald Hand, Plum Lockhart, unable
to find anything worthy of her gifts or salary demands near
home, deigns to accept an offer from Jonathan Mayhew she’d
originally scorned: to run the publicity department (read: hawk
the properties) for his villa rental agency headquartered in Las
Frutas Resort on sunny Paraiso. The expectations on both sides
are utterly unreasonable, and neither of Jonathan’s other staffers, rival agent Damián Rodriguez or office manager Lucia, is
much help. Despite repeated warnings from Lucia to honor
Jonathan’s edict and rent each villa to a single family, Plum, desperate to make her mark, rents a place to Jason Manger, who’s
about to be married, and his two groomsmen, Deepak Gupta
and Nicholas Macpherson. The next morning, Macpherson’s
found dead outside the villa—and to add insult to injury, he’s
not even the same person who identified himself as Macpherson when he picked up the keys. Luckily, Plum has had the foresight to drink herself into an uncharacteristically unbuttoned
meet-cute with Las Frutas security chief Juan Kevin Muñoz
shortly before she needed his professional services. Since Capt.
Diaz of the local police stolidly maintains that “nothing sinister
happens in Paraiso,” it falls to Plum and Juan Kevin to sort out
the modest mystery en route to rehabilitating Plum’s professional reputation.
Nondescript suspects, scant clues, and a heroine who’s not
easy to like. Great weather, though.

“Intriguing characters take a wild ride through backwoods
Wisconsin in this irresistible mystery.”
bad moon rising

MURDER, SHE WROTE:
KILLING IN A KOI POND

Fletcher, Jessica & Moran, Terrie Farley
Berkley (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-593-33359-4

BAD MOON RISING

Galligan, John
Atria (336 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-9821-6653-3
Rural Wisconsin is darker than you
might think in the third gripping mystery featuring a young woman sheriff.
Sheriff Heidi Kick has seen murder
victims before. Even in Wisconsin’s Bad
Axe County (or maybe especially there),
people kill each other. But she’s never before seen one who
looks like he crawled back out of the grave. Besides a coat of dirt,
this dead man has two gunshot wounds, one boot, one bare foot,
and no name. That’s also rare, since the sheriff knows almost
everyone in her sparsely populated jurisdiction. As Heidi tries
to find out who the man is and how he ended up dead in a ditch,
Leroy “Grape” Fanta begins to suspect the stranger’s death
might be connected to a string of unhinged letters and calls

y o u n g a d u lt

A visit to an old college pal takes
a dark (but not too dark) turn when a
renowned mystery author discovers a
death that screams murder, at least to her.
Delighted to be reunited with her
old friend from Harrison College, Jessica Fletcher’s curious
about Willis, the man Dolores Nickens has just wed. After two
failed marriages, Dolores may finally have found the soul mate
she’ll settle down with forever, and Jessica’s cautiously pleased
to make his acquaintance on a trip to Manning Hall, his impressive South Carolina home. But Willis raises Jessica’s hackles:
Though he’s obviously warm to Dolores, he’s the kind of guy
who can turn his charm on and off. When he tries to fire members of his staff before a dinner party, Dolores must talk sense
into him by pointing out that fired people can’t serve guests.
The one person Willis can never be upset with is his 9-year-old
granddaughter, Abby, the apple of his eye, and of his bride’s too,
though she’s grandmother by marriage rather than blood. His
doting on Abby seems inversely proportional to his loathing of
his son-in-law, Clancy, whose irresponsible lifestyle irks Willis
to no end. But none of these domestic tensions mar Jessica’s
visit until Willis is found dead near the estate’s koi pond. Jessica is instantly convinced that Willis has been murdered and
equally convinced that her job as famed mystery author J.B.
Fletcher will give her the insight to solve the case—if only she
can convince the reluctant local sheriff of the same.
A quintessential cozy that breaks no new ground and
doesn’t need to.

he’s received from someone who signs himself “FROM HELL
HOLLOW.” Leroy, a Vietnam vet, has served as the dedicated
editor-in-chief of the town’s newspaper for 43 years. But no
more—he’s been fired, and the paper’s been turned into a shopper. Leroy and Heidi are friends who share a nemesis: Babette
Rickreiner, a rich widow with a mean mouth and a dictator’s
personality. She bought Leroy’s paper, and her spoiled, vicious
son, Barry, is running against Heidi in the sheriff ’s election with
all the cheap tricks he can muster. Heidi tries to ignore them
and do her job. From the site where the murder victim was
found, she follows a trail of empty beer cans to a remote farm
where she finds a young woman, dressed in the plain clothing of
the Amish, passed out drunk and an older man nearly dead in
the outhouse. Things accelerate from there for both Heidi and
Leroy. Heidi has worries at home, too. She and her good-guy
husband, Harley, have three kids, and Taylor, one of their twin
sons, is acting out in unusual and worrying ways. And Heidi just
might be pregnant again. This is the third book in Galligan’s
series about Heidi, who has become a solidly engaging character
amid a small-town swarm of strange folks. The plot is gritty and
propulsive, the prose well crafted, the finale satisfyingly bizarre.
Intriguing characters take a wild ride through backwoods
Wisconsin in this irresistible mystery.

RUBY RED HERRING

Gardner, Tracy
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-64385-659-9

A fabulous gemstone is a magnet for
murder.
In a rousing series debut, Gardner
introduces 25-year-old Avery Ayers and
her sister, Tilly, a high school senior, who
are still recovering from the deaths of
their parents in a car accident almost a year ago. While their
Aunt Midge is sharing their suburban New York home, they
also use her apartment in Manhattan, where Avery has taken
her parents’ place at their art and antiques appraisal business.
When a note in their father’s handwriting is slipped through
their mail slot, they’re all deeply disturbed. The note says, “You
must decline the contract. Your life is at stake.” The note may refer to
a job Avery is planning to start that day, authenticating a stone
for the Museum of Antiquities. The stone, owned by a reclusive
man who claims to have found it at a flea market in Munich,
may be a priceless ruby or a much less expensive spinel—and it
might even be a famously missing ruby from the museum’s most
important piece, the Emperor’s Twins medallion. Avery discovers that her parents had worked on authenticating the remaining ruby eye in the Emperor’s Twins medallion just before their
deaths and notices odd things such as the fact that the case of
her parents’ deaths has not been closed by the police. Avery
receives another mysterious note telling her to find someone
named Art at the museum. Art Smith turns out to be a remarkably closemouthed police detective masquerading as one of the
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guards protecting the gem. After searching through the papers
her parents stored at home, Avery is attacked and her aunt’s dog
injured by a violent intruder. Now she can only trust her family
and the attractive detective as they work to solve the puzzle of
the ruby and discover who is willing to kill for it.
A lively combination of mystery, romance, and gemology
that will appeal to fans of Jane K. Cleland and Paige Shelton.

RESERVED FOR MURDER

Gilbert, Victoria
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-64385-590-5

A literary-themed North Carolina
B&B hosts a famous author and a possible murderer.
Charlotte Reed inherited Chapters,
the lovely Beaufort home-turned–B&B,
from her great-aunt, a spy for U.S. intelligence whose handler was her neighbor Ellen Montgomery.
Ellen is less than thrilled to be hosting a visit from her cousin
Gavin Howard, who Charlotte suspects is not actually her
cousin. Amanda Nobel, whose romantic book and television
series have made her rich and famous but apparently not happy,
has come to town as part of her latest book tour. Charlotte’s
other guests are Tony Lott, the marketing manager for Amanda’s tour; Lisette Bradford, head of a large Amanda Nobel fan
club; and Harper Gregg and Molly Zeleski, two fans who won
a contest to stay at Chapters. It’s soon clear that all is not well.
Charlotte picks up hints that Amanda’s newest novel was ghostwritten by someone who got the gig by stealing another writer’s
work. Lisette has an ex-husband stalking her. When she’s murdered, he’s a prime suspect but far from the only one. Gavin,
who works for the same agency that Ellen once did, has come
to keep an eye on someone who was innocently involved in an
operation years ago. As they investigate the murder, Charlotte
finds herself liking him more than she wants to.
Plenty of mysterious circumstances and quirky characters
are spiced with a romance that hints at future complications.

FOUR CUTS TOO MANY

Goldstein, Debra H.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | May 25, 2021
978-1-4967-3221-7

When a prized employee is accused
of murder, a restaurateur has to find the
real killer or hire her replacement.
The recent expansion of their Southwind Pub and sister restaurant Southwind marks a turning point in the plans
Sarah Blair and her twin sister, Emily, have to launch a restaurant group. Keeping staff like sous-chef Grace Winston happy
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is important to their future success. So Sarah’s understandably
nervous when Grace asks to meet somewhere no one will run
into them, and doubly nervous because she watched Grace
leave work the day before to go to their No. 1 competitor, Jane’s
Place, which is owned by Sarah’s nemesis, Jane Clark. Will Jane
add insult to injury by stealing her chef, as she stole her husband two years before? Grace and Sarah arrange to talk at Carleton Junior Community College, the local school in Wheaton,
Alabama, where Grace is an adjunct instructor of knife skills.
Grace runs late, and when she finally does arrive, she’s covered
in blood. She assures Sarah that an accident in class explains
everything. But when the two return upstairs to Grace’s classroom, its door is blocked by police officers, behind whom Sarah
can make out a prone body. It’s Dr. Douglas Martin, the interim
chairman of the culinary program, known to faculty and staff
alike as Malevolent Monster for his difficult leadership style.
Given the blood on Grace’s apron and her area of expertise,
Grace is a natural suspect, but Sarah’s certain the killer must be
someone else. If she can only figure out who, maybe she won’t
have to keep meeting her sous-chef in the clink.
A familiar recipe that’s more like an old standard than a
candidate for a Michelin star.

DEATH IN DAYLESFORD

Greenwood, Kerry
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-72823-452-6

The incomparable Phryne Fisher
returns to solve yet more complicated
crimes.
Inheriting enough wealth to lead a
life of luxury in Australia after her father,
an English aristocrat, cast her off, freespirited Phryne has been saved from boredom by her forays into
private detection and a series of lovers. Her wildly diverse friends
include police detectives; socialist dock workers Bert and Cec;
Dot, her maid and companion; her adopted daughters, Jane and
Ruth; and Tinker, a boy she’s taken in as part of the household. In
February 1929, she receives a missive from a Capt. Spencer asking for monetary help with the spa he runs for victims of shell
shock. With Dot in tow, she drives to Daylesford, where all is not
well. Several women have gone missing over a period of time, but
it’s a shocking death, maybe accidental, maybe not, that involves
her in a dangerous game. The Temperance Hotel is owned by Mr.
Frederick McKenzie, but all the work there is done by his nieces,
including the stunningly beautiful Annie, a magnet for men from
miles around, like the caber tosser whose slip kills another of her
admirers. Although bucolic settings are not Phryne’s natural habitat, she works her way through a series of thorny problems and
hidden secrets to reveal the truth. At the same time, while they’re
in Melbourne, Tinker, Bert, and Cec find a classmate of Jane and
Ruth’s dead and set out to solve that crime.
Another round for a delightfully complex heroine whose
social conscience infuses every case with extra appeal.

THE CAT SAW MURDER

Hitchens, Dolores
American Mystery Classics (264 pp.)
$25.95 | $15.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-61316-212-5
978-1-61316-213-2 paper
A California spinster can’t save her
niece from murder but can leave the
police detective assigned to the case in
the dust when it comes to solving it in
this reprint, originally published under

THE ODOR OF VIOLETS

Kendrick, Baynard
American Mystery Classics (236 pp.)
$25.95 | $15.95 paper | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-61316-203-3
978-1-61316-204-0 paper
Blind private eye Captain Duncan
Maclain agrees to look for a missing
daughter and ends up involved in a whole
lot more in this lively reprint from 1941.
Something strange is going on at The
Crags, the Connecticut eyrie where Thaddeus Tredwill lives
with his latest wife, Norma, a much younger actress, and two of
his three children, Barbara, 18, and Stacy, 15. First Norma literally smells something that suggests her stepdaughter is involved
with Paul Gerente, her ex-husband. Then Gerente is found
beaten to death under circumstances that suggest that he’d
already died before he apparently called on the Captain to discuss top-secret American defense plans. Meanwhile, Babs has

MURPHY’S SLAW

Logan, Elizabeth
Berkley (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593100-48-6

y o u n g a d u lt

the byline D.B. Olsen.
Summoned to Surf House, a moldering Breakers Beach
rooming house, by the pressing invitation of Lily Sticklemann,
the adopted daughter of her late brother, Philip, Miss Rachel
Murdock finds that her unattractive niece is deeply in debt over
a bridge scam that backfired; that Charles Malloy, the former
actor who’s won Lily’s heart, has been missing for three weeks;
and that Samantha, the black cat Miss Rachel has brought
with her, has been targeted for death. That’s hardly surprising
since Samantha, who inherited the estate of Miss Rachel’s late
sister, Agatha, is worth more than Lily. But why would someone beat Lily to death as Miss Rachel slumbers next to her in
a drugged stupor? What is Detective Lt. Stephen Mayhew to
make of a drunk’s report of a pair of detached human hands on
the adjacent beach? And why has Charles’ estranged wife suddenly turned up at Surf House with their daughter? Joyce Carol
Oates’ introduction pronounces this 1939 series kickoff the first
cat mystery. Whether or not that’s strictly true, Samantha certainly plays many roles—not as a detective but as a companion,
a bearer of clues, the possible victim of an impersonation, and
the victim of yet another murder attempt.
The residents of Surf House are forgettable, but the mystery is clever, the tone appealing, and Miss Rachel a treasure.

disappeared under circumstances that would suggest she’d have
eloped with Gerente if he were still alive, and the Captain is
dispatched to The Crags to suss out her trail. The skulduggery
will continue with a second murder, a secret code, and enough
espionage and counterespionage to make even the most jaundiced modern heads spin. In the hands of Kendrick (1894-1977),
the Captain, whom Otto Penzler’s introduction calls “as close
to a super-hero as the Golden Age detective can be,” displays
such a keen sense of smell, such a keen ear for spoken English,
and such a skilled pair of companion dogs that he’s certain to
come out on top, unless of course he and Spud Savage, his partner and friend, get decoyed into leading Thad’s protégée, playwright Cheli Scott, into dire peril.
A genuine curio, part traditional whodunit, part spy
thriller, with the spies getting top honors.

An Alaskan diner owner takes on yet
another case of murder.
Charlie Cooke, her BFF Annie
Jensen, and reporter Chris Doucette
have helped their lawman friend Cody
Graham, fondly known as Trooper, in
the past. So they don’t hesitate when
Trooper asks for help again. Charlie’s been reluctant to visit the
Alaska State Fair, but when Trooper, whose vast territory keeps
him constantly short-staffed, tells them that one of Charlie’s
produce suppliers has been killed there, the three take off for
the fair. Though Charlie’s not a fan, at least there are numerous
food stands whose offerings may give her ideas for her diner fare.
The dead woman, KC, was an inoffensive schoolmate of Charlie’s, and it’s hard to imagine who would want her dead. Feeling that their success depends on uncovering a motive, Charlie
and her buddies start digging into KC’s current life and her past.
They find a dicey boyfriend, a nasty property dispute with a current neighbor, and an ancient lawsuit from the plane crash that
killed her sister and brother-in-law, leaving KC to raise their
son, Milo, who’s just turning 18. Although Charlie doesn’t think
they’re making much progress, apparently the killer does, for
he starts sending her warning notes. In the absence of her vacationing parents, she relies on Chris for help, and their all-butromance is complemented by the support of Charlie’s adored
feline companion, Benny.
Even the beauties of Alaska can’t make up for the slowpaced not-such-a-mystery. The recipe for coleslaw is a winner,
though.
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“A passionate knitter shows remarkable aptitude
as a detective in a new series kickoff.”
on skein of death

DEATH OF AN IRISH MUMMY

Murphy, Catie
Kensington (352 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-4967-2422-9

Texas-born Dublin limo driver Megan
Malone must cope with the decease of
an Irish mummy of quite a different sort
than the title seems to promise.
Brash American Cherise Williams,
convinced that she and her daughters
are the rightful heirs to the Earldom of
Leitrim, wants nothing more than to extract a DNA sample,
or maybe a finger bone, from one of the bodies that rest in
St. Michan’s Church to prove her case. Luckily for the dead,
Cherise’s attempts to disturb their slumber end when she
herself joins them, courtesy of an injection of air that brings
on a fatal heart attack. Her daughter Raquel, who finds her
mother dead as she enters their hotel room, is totally freaked
out, and buttoned-down Sondra and hippie-dippy Jessie, the
sisters who shortly join them, are equally distraught in their
own ways. Megan’s boss, Orla Keegan, convinced that Megan is
cursed after finding “the third body she’d come across in eight
months,” immediately fires her, but Raquel’s tears and Detective Superintendent Paul Bourke’s suspicion that Orla herself
may be involved in the death soon make Orla realize that she
needs Megan even more than Megan needs her. Ignoring the
rule that “a chauffeur’s job is to be invisible,” Megan escorts the
Williams daughters to Lough Rynn House on the Leitrim estate,
where, shortly after the current landholder, Anne Edgeworth,
gives them permission to bury their mother in the graveyard,
they find her preceded by still another newcomer.
A mild mystery seasoned with puppy love, game humor,
and occasional shafts of more pointed wit.

ON SKEIN OF DEATH

Pleiter, Allie
Berkley (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593201-78-7

A passionate knitter shows remarkable aptitude as a detective in a new
series kickoff by the prolific Pleiter.
Returning to her hometown of Collinstown, Maryland, Libby Beckett has
used her healthy divorce settlement to
open Y.A.R.N., a shop devoted to all
things fiber art. She plans a series of events to showcase Perle
Lonager, whose Norwegian-inspired knitting patterns have
earned her a devoted following. Perle’s background is Danish, but her boyfriend, Henrik, is her inspiration. In addition
to knitting designs, they’re now marketing stunning wooden
knitting needles inlaid with a Norwegian pattern. When Perle
arrives, though, she seems nervous and distracted. Libby’s a
54
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bit distracted herself by her mother’s efforts to set her up with
Collinstown mayor Gavin Maddock, her former high school
boyfriend. Her bestie, Margo, who owns a pie shop, and her
bulldog, Hank, help keep her centered. But when Perle is found
strangled with red yarn just before the initial event, nothing
can ease Libby’s feeling of doom. Luckily, she’s on good terms
with the police chief, who’s willing to listen to her ideas about
the murder. There are only three likely suspects: Perle’s nephew,
her smarmy publisher’s representative, and Henrik. Libby can
unveil the killer if only she can find the hidden motive.
Not so mysterious, but the sparkling heroine has room to
grow.

BONES OF HILO

Redman, Eric
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-64385-702-2
Murder on the Big Island brings tensions between Native Hawaiians and
haoles to a boil in 2002.
Detective Kawika Wong gets a welcome reprieve from a case at Shark Cliff
that’s making him nauseous. Someone’s
been murdered at the Mauna Lani resort at South Kohala. The
victim is resort developer Ralph Fortunato, run through with
a Hawaiian spear on the resort’s golf course. Because of the
nature of the crime, a Native Hawaiian investigator has been
requested. Fortunato’s plan to open Kohala Kea Loa, another
resort, provides an obvious motive. The vengeful reaction of the
not-so-grieving widow confirms the animus between Hawaiians
and her husband. The body was found by visiting journalist
Patience Quinn, whom Kawika drifts into an affair with. The
case becomes more complicated when a prime suspect commits
suicide. Presented in very short chapters titled by location, this
brisk series kickoff introduces a sharp if familiar supporting
cast, including gruff police captain Tanaka, junior investigator
Tommy, and rival detective Sammy Ka‘ai. There’ll be more murder, a complex scheme that stretches to Japan, and the involvement of the FBI. Redman provides several maps of the island,
a pronunciation guide, and a platform for a deeper treatment
of issues surrounding Native rights and cultural identity in the
United States. His local color goes far beyond touristy tidbits to
pieces of history, like the story of a famous Pinkerton detective.
The mystery plot is OK, its backstory fascinating and
timely.

THE WALL

imagine why Maggie and her partner, Detective Dave Milich,
haven’t made an arrest. But Maggie, who thinks the answer lies
across the sea, packs up her teenage daughter, Lilly, who’s still
traumatized by the suicide of Maggie’s ex-husband, and takes
her on a working vacation in Ireland, where she hopes to spend
some serious time with her sweetie, Conor Kearney. Their idyll,
punctuated by the news that Treacy’s family solicitor, Noel
Thomason, has been killed in an apparent burglary, is cut short
by Cooney’s summons demanding her return to Long Island.
It’s there that Maggie will finally connect the dots between the
two darkest episodes of Treacy’s life: his kidnapping and torture
in Afghanistan and his search for the brother his unmarried
mother gave up years before Treacy was born.
Taylor pulls out all the stops—subplots, threats, red herrings, warning bells—to keep the pot boiling till the end.

Rinehart, Mary Roberts
American Mystery Classics (312 pp.)
$25.95 | $15.95 paper | May 4, 2021
978-1-61316-210-1
978-1-61316-211-8 paper
A quiet summer retreat on a fashionable New England island is wrecked, and
in the end pretty much defined, by murder in this reprint originally published in
1938.
Ever since purchasing her brother Arthur’s half interest in
Sunset to finance his divorce from his grasping first wife, Juliette
Ransom, Marcia Lloyd has been the sole owner of the family’s
bucolic manse, and she intends to spend the summer in peace.
But Juliette has other ideas. First she turns up on the island
demanding to be taken in as a guest until the time is ripe for her to
make her pitch to Marcia: a lump sum of $100,000 to get out of
Arthur’s life forever. Arthur, an attorney still struggling to make
his alimony payments and take care of his second wife, Mary
Lou, and their 4-year-old, Junior, is desperate—but not nearly
as desperate as he grows when Juliette has the temerity to get
herself murdered. County sheriff Russell Shand dutifully makes
the rounds of the gossipy neighbors, all of whom were evidently
either enamored of Juliette or married to men who were. But it’s
clear that he’s got his eye on Arthur. Then, suddenly, he doesn’t,
because the evidence points to local golf pro Fred Martin, who’s
arrested, then released when someone else emerges with an even
stronger motive rooted in a fatal car crash years ago. The killer,
meanwhile, has moved on from Juliette to declare open season on
the locals and their summer visitors, though none of their deaths
makes nearly the splash that hers does.
After killing off the most interesting character early on,
Rinehart (1876-1958) keeps the pot simmering, though not
boiling.

THE SHADOWS OF LONDON

Jones, Nick
Blackstone (350 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-66504-200-0

A time traveler ready to settle into a
new home and a new reality is convinced
to return to the past to prevent a gang
murder.
Having traveled back in time to rescue his sister Amy from her mysterious
childhood disappearance in And Then
She Vanished (2021), Joseph Bridgeman is in no rush to return to
the past, even when friendly William P. Brown comes to Joe’s
antiques shop and offers to be his time-travel mentor. Joe’s having enough trouble reconciling his new life. When he saved Amy,
the previous version of him disappeared, and now he’s trying to
fit into the alternate Joe’s timeline. The Joe who grew up with
Amy was the family golden child, a little less reticent and a lot
more into making big deals. And don’t even start on the differences in his relationships with women: Joe had been spending a lot of time with Alexia Finch, and now he’s evicting her.
Alternate world Joe strikes again! Joe and Amy are pretending
that Joe’s suffering amnesia after a bike accident to explain his
total lack of recognition of his old life and ways, but Brown isn’t
confused when he confronts Joe about messing around with the
past. In fact, Brown, who isn’t as friendly as he seems, is determined to press Joe into returning to the past to save a woman
offed by gangsters. Joe thinks his time-travel days have ended,
but when Brown threatens to restore Amy to her own past, Joe

A DISTANT GRAVE

Taylor, Sarah Stewart
Minotaur (432 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-2502-5644-7

A second deep-laid mystery for Long
Island homicide Detective Lt. Maggie
D’arcy pivots on the movements and
motives of a man who crossed the Atlantic to get murdered.
The man shot in Bay Shore Manor
Park, the man whose back is covered with gruesomely distinctive scars, is identified as international aid worker Gabriel Treacy,
an Irish national whose boss, Global Humanity CEO Gillian
Gleeson, calls him a saint. Suffolk County DA John J. Cooney Jr.
is certain that it’s a gang killing, especially when the bullet that
killed Treacy turns out to have been fired by the same gun that
killed presumed MS-13 victim Juan Bollina last year, and he can’t
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has no choice but to take the case and travel back to 1963 to see
what he can do. Surprisingly, most of the focus is on the present,
which is easier for those who know the characters’ history to
understand.
Travels to the past drive the plot, but it’s the complexity of
the present that makes this book worth spending time with.

THE WORLD GIVES WAY

Levien, Marissa
Redhook/Orbit (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-316-59241-3

Burdened with the knowledge that
the world is ending, an indentured servant tries to make the most of what’s left
of her life.
More than a century ago, humans
left Earth on a world-ship bound for
Telos. The rich and powerful bought their way aboard, but for
the poor, a 200-year contract of generational servitude, which
would end only upon arrival at their destination, proved to be
the only means of getting off-world. Just before their deaths by
suicide, the Carlyles tell 25-year-old Myrra—the third-generation indentured servant whose contract they own—that space
will tear the irreparably damaged ship apart decades before it
ever reaches Telos. Honoring her owners’ final wishes, Myrra
takes the Carlyles’ infant daughter, Charlotte, and sets out as a
fugitive contract-breaker to look for a good place to die. On her
trail is Tobias—the police detective son of criminals, desperate
to distance himself from his parents’ legacy—who begins to feel
a strong kinship with the resourceful young woman. Unfortunately, even though the third-person narration moves between
their perspectives in alternating chapters, Myrra and Tobias
never really come alive. The narrative voice keeps both characters at a distance that prevents readers from making emotional
connections with them. Levien’s debut makes no secret of the
fact that the world is ending, but its shallow character sketches
lack the depth necessary to make an audience care what happens to its cast before the final earthquake comes for them.
An ambitious debut that falls just short of landing among
the stars.

A RADICAL ACT OF
FREE MAGIC

Parry, H.G.
Redhook/Orbit (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 20, 2021
978-0-316-45915-0
Leaders of Britain’s abolitionist
movement join forces with a veteran
of the Haitian revolution to push back
Napoleon’s deadly forces in Parry’s second Shadow Histories novel.
56
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Napoléon Bonaparte isn’t a particularly talented magician,
but his potential as a general and conqueror attracts the attention of the same mysterious figure who manipulated Robespierre to set off the Reign of Terror in A Declaration of the Rights of
Magicians (2020). When Bonaparte summons a kraken to serve
the French navy and later finds a dragon hidden in the sands of
Egypt, it’s only a matter of time before France and Europe fall
at his feet. William Pitt, meanwhile, is growing weaker by the
day as he works to keep a deadly and dangerous magical secret
from his enemies. William Wilberforce continues to fight for
abolition but is stymied at every turn. Fina uses her magic to
help Toussaint Louverture keep hold of Saint-Domingue, but
she eventually makes the journey to London and meets Pitt and
Wilberforce. With a first-rate blend of political drama and magic
battle–action, Parry manages to inject tension and stakes into a
historical drama where average readers will know at least the
broad strokes of the ending. Effortlessly switching from France
to England to Egypt to Saint-Domingue, Parry folds in showstopping new characters like Kate Dove, a commoner weather
mage dead-set on avenging her brother’s death by kraken, and
Lady Hester Stanhope, who would become one of the most
famous explorers of the 19th century. When the three main
characters, Fina, Pitt, and Wilberforce, finally face off with the
stranger, the resulting conflict brings the series’ meditations on
idealism, the fight for human rights, and the necessary limits of
institutional power to a head.
Absolutely superb.

r om a n c e
SOMEONE TO CHERISH

Balogh, Mary
Berkley (400 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-984-80241-5

A widow who cherishes her independence meets a gentleman who might support her desire for sovereignty.
In the eighth novel of Balogh’s Westcott family series, former soldier and
dispossessed Earl of Riverdale Harry
Westcott is single and about to turn
30. His extended family, concerned about his solitary life as a
gentleman farmer, is scheming to get him married off. But even
as Harry is grappling with his future, he crosses paths with a
quiet vicar’s widow he’s never noticed before and receives an
unexpected proposal for companionship. Lydia Tavernor might
as well have been cast as Sleeping Beauty, not only by her overprotective male family members, but also by her clergyman husband, who had devoted himself entirely to his vocation. Now
that she finally has some say in her own life, she can’t imagine

“A lady scoundrel goes on a road trip with a smooth-tongued
assassin in an alternate-universe Victorian Britain.”
the wisteria society of lady scoundrels

legally handing it to any man again. But she also longs for intimacy without the ties that would threaten her freedom. As is
common in Balogh’s work, Lydia and Harry forge a carnal connection before they deepen their emotional bond, but when village gossip pushes them toward the outcome she dreads, Harry
has to prove to her that she has nothing to fear. The Westcott
family backstory and the appearances of many relatives slow
down the plot’s momentum, but the couple’s stop-and-start
courtship ably reflects a woman’s hesitancy in considering marriage in a gender-unequal world.
A sentimental, contemplative, suffragist-leaning upperclass Regency romance.

THE MIXTAPE

Cherry, Brittainy
Montlake Romance (336 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jul. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-1836-4

Holton, India
Berkley (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-593-20016-2

A lady scoundrel goes on a road trip
with a smooth-tongued assassin in an
alternate-universe Victorian Britain.
Cecilia Bassingthwaite is anxiously
awaiting her induction into the highest
ranks of the Wisteria Society. This is a woman-only group of
scoundrels and thieves who plunder the country in their magical flying houses while nursing intragroup grievances ranging
from the petty to the lethal. But when her mentor is abducted
along with the rest of the society, Cecilia sets off to rescue them
from a nefarious villain, who just happens to be a frustrated
poet (among other things). Tagging along are Ned Lightbourne;
a man who may be a pirate; an Italian commissioned to kill
her; and a royal agent trying to protect her. In this joyride of
a debut, Holton draws us into a madcap world of courtly corsairs, murderous matrons, and pity-inspiring henchmen. Familiar romance tropes appear but as if in a fun-house mirror, with
broad winks at their origins, while characters make sarcastic
references to passionate novels in the Victorian canon. An additional comic effect comes from the ironic distance between
readers’ expectations of the proprieties in historical romance
(including steampunk) and the topsy-turvy rules of Cecilia and
Ned’s universe. But the rules explain the characters and their
actions so seamlessly that we never laugh at them but rather at
the shenanigans of this kooky universe.
As if The Parasol Protectorate series met The Princess Bride
and a corseted Lara Croft: Tomb Raider.
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A musician and a single mother battle their inner demons.
Oliver Smith and his twin, Alex, were
world-famous pop stars until six months
ago, when Alex was killed in a car accident. Oliver self-medicates with alcohol
and can’t find solace in music because it reminds him of his
brother. Nevertheless, he agrees to a solo performance after
being pressured by his selfish girlfriend to resume his career.
He flees the concert venue in a panic and ends up at a dive bar
where single mother Emery Taylor works as a server. Emery is
estranged from her conservative, religious parents and is struggling to make ends meet, having dropped out of culinary school
after her daughter, Reese, was born five years ago. Emery is starstruck when she recognizes Oliver but is quickly disappointed
by his rudeness and hard drinking. Oliver’s scuffle with the
crowd in the bar is posted to social media, and the paparazzi
arrive. Unable to leave her idol in such a condition, Emery
decides to take him home since her daughter is safe overnight
with a neighbor. Deeply intoxicated, Oliver vomits all over her
car, pees in her houseplant, and passes out. When Oliver learns
the incident caused Emery to lose her job, he’s ashamed and
decides to hire her as his personal chef. After this rough beginning, the book meanders through Emery’s life as a single mother
and the return of her domineering, unsupportive family. The
romance is a barely-there afterthought, as the novel focuses
instead on Oliver and Emery forgiving themselves for past mistakes and trying to heal. Although Cherry might have been aiming for an angst-y, emotional romance, weak characterization
and plotting don’t provide enough fuel to keep readers invested.
A blend of romance and the personal journey misses its
mark.

THE WISTERIA SOCIETY OF
LADY SCOUNDRELS
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KENNEDY’S AVENGER
Assassination, Conspiracy,
and the Forgotten Trial of
Jack Ruby

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THE NATURAL MOTHER OF THE CHILD by Krys Malcolm Belc.....59

Abrams, Dan & Fisher, David
Hanover Square Press (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-335-91403-3

UNWELL WOMEN by Elinor Cleghorn.............................................. 64
CHILDREN UNDER FIRE by John Woodrow Cox..............................65
THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL by Philip D’Anieri.................................65

Why did Jack Ruby kill Lee Harvey
Oswald?
Abrams, chief legal analyst for ABC
News, and journalist Fisher team up for their latest investigation, this time focused on the trial of Ruby, accused of killing
JFK assassin Oswald. With the shooting broadly televised,
Ruby’s defense lawyers—headed by “square-jawed, silvermaned, impeccably groomed Californian Melvin Belli, arguably
the most famous lawyer in the country”—hoped to spare Ruby
from the death penalty by conjuring an innovative defense. Ruby,
Belli asserted, suffered from a rare mental illness—psychomotor variant epilepsy—that resulted in a fugue state, during
which he had no control over what he was doing. The authors
offer an animated, overwhelmingly detailed examination of the
trial, from the family’s decision to hire a high-powered “superstar” lawyer, whose $50,000 fee, the family believed, could be
raised by selling Ruby’s story; to the verdict, when jurors unanimously found Ruby guilty and sentenced him to death. Jury
selection was predictably contentious. Of 900 people called to
serve, 500 showed up, and after 14 days of lawyerly wrangling, a
jury consisting of eight men and four women, all White Protestants, was finally seated. Abrams and Fisher mine transcripts
and news coverage to dramatize the trial as it unfolded, including witness testimony, lawyers’ objections, the judge’s rulings,
and Belli’s repeated calls for a mistrial. Medical experts for the
defense and the prosecution offered contradictory theories
about Ruby’s mind. The verdict “was simply the end of the
beginning”; Belli won an appeal, citing more than 200 errors
by the judge. An increasingly paranoid Ruby testified before
the Warren Commission about his motivation, denying a prior
connection to Oswald. Suffering from cancer, he died in prison,
awaiting a new trial. Did Oswald act alone? Did Ruby? Hints of
a conspiracy, left unquestioned by the authors, feed into what
they contend “a majority of Americans” suspect.
A bright spotlight on well-worn ground.

LETTERS TO CAMONDO by Edmund de Waal.................................. 68
SOMEBODY’S DAUGHTER by Ashley C. Ford...................................70
AMERICA ON FIRE by Elizabeth Hinton...........................................74
EVERYBODY by Olivia Laing............................................................. 75
DIARY OF A YOUNG NATURALIST by Dara McAnulty...................78
A GHOST IN THE THROAT by Doireann Ní Ghríofa........................78
PURE FLAME by Michelle Orange...................................................... 80
LAST BEST HOPE by George Packer....................................................81
KIN by Shawna Kay Rodenberg...........................................................83
SURVIVING KATYŃ by Jane Rogoyska................................................83
THE ASCENT OF INFORMATION by Caleb Scharf...........................85
HOW THE WORD IS PASSED by Clint Smith III.............................87
JUSTICE RISING by Patricia Sullivan............................................... 88
THE REASON FOR THE DARKNESS OF THE NIGHT
by John Tresch...................................................................................... 89
COSMIC QUERIES by Neil deGrasse Tyson with James Trefil........... 90
THE PLAGUE YEAR by Lawrence Wright..........................................91
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“With vivid rawness, Belc paints an impressionist mural of
what it means to be a parent while also birthing his true self.”
the natural mother of the child

AFTER THE APOCALYPSE
America’s Role in a World
Transformed
Bacevich, Andrew
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-250-79599-1

The vocal historian and foreign
policy expert revisits the past to offer
suggestions for current and future U.S.
policymakers.
With a reputation for knowledgeable, incisive, and provocative readings of history, Bacevich delivers his latest addition to a
growing body of thought-provoking work. A well-known critic of
the U.S. invasion of Iraq and what he sees as American imperialism, the author, who served in the Army for more than 20 years,
continues along those lines of argument while also addressing
the added complexities caused by climate change, racial and
economic injustice, and the global pandemic. Bacevich works
in a historiographical mode. “Apocalypse didn’t come out of
nowhere,” he writes. “It had antecedents, evident in the very way
we have packaged the past—what we have chosen to remember and what to discard, what to enshrine and what to ignore.”
He continues, “a defective approach to policy survives because
those charged with thinking about America’s role in the world
cling to a series of illusions that derive from a conveniently selective historical memory.” Building on the theoretical approaches
of theologian Reinhold Niebuhr and the French historian Marc
Bloch, among other thinkers, Bacevich consistently chips away
at the myth of American exceptionalism, “unearthing the substructure of existing U.S. policy, the seldom-examined assumptions and taken-for-granted practices that have sustained the
national security apparatus.” Moving beyond that myth requires
the rejection of the idea of a unified Western monolith of culture
or the concept of a “special relationship” in relation to political
allies. It also means facing head-on the often grim realities associated with the ways in which a pandemic, climate change, and
entrenched racism wreak havoc on American military, culture,
and policy. Bacevich covers all of these issues with an admirable
amount of context for such a relatively short work.
Broad in its scope yet concise, this is an important nonconformist interpretation of American history.

y o u n g a d u lt

hyperactive Pacific Rim, has displaced New York as a place of
innovation, change, and multicultural encounter. “It is enormously ambiguous,” writes Baldwin, to say nothing of being
enormous: LA is not so much a city as an agglomeration of 88
cities, with a larger population than 40 of the 50 states and an
economy that overshadows the GDP of most nations. Early on,
Baldwin, a relative newcomer, admits that “I’m a little indifferent as to whether what I put down here has been thought by
somebody before me, because it seems so likely; if anything, the
deeper my research and reporting went, the greater my appreciation grew for others’ confessions.” Indeed, there’s not much
new in these pages, which tend to the aridly bookish without the
charm and good humor of the author’s entertaining Paris, I Love
You but You’re Bringing Me Down (2012). At one point, Baldwin
quotes or cites three books in a mere 12 lines, which is at least
intellectually honest: He’s not presenting anyone else’s thoughts
as his own, an unusual bit of purity in the bricolage culture of
Hollywood. On that note, the author is at his best when he tests
commonly accepted tropes (“So Hollywood was and wasn’t ‘Hollywood,’ and Los Angeles was and wasn’t ‘Hollywood,’ and these
things got confused”) and finds many wanting. The narrative
takes on topical urgency when it addresses issues of racial and
social justice: the steady decline in opportunity for minorities,
the steady expansion of skid row, the steady militarization of the
metropolitan police, which pretty well invented the SWAT team.
Baldwin is worth reading on all those scores but only after one
has ingested the works of Mike Davis, Reyner Banham, Gustavo
Arellano, Joan Didion, David Ulin, and others.
A footnote to larger and more in-depth portraits of the
City of Angels, though not without merit.

THE NATURAL MOTHER
OF THE CHILD
A Memoir of Nonbinary
Parenthood
Belc, Krys Malcolm
Counterpoint (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-64009-438-3

A powerful memoir in essays about
the author’s experiences with nonbinary
parenthood.
Though the literature on parenthood is boundless, books
on nonbinary parenthood are scarce. In his debut, Belc explores
the universal emotions of ambivalence, joy, and occasional dread
while simultaneously braiding in threads of his gender expression,
partnership, and youth. Arranged in patchwork fashion (several
essays were previously published), this intimate tapestry of a
family includes numerous anecdotes about many of Belc’s formative moments and experiences, including his early years as a
girl in Rockaway Beach participating in Irish dance and playing
whiffle ball with siblings. “I love my brothers,” writes the author
of those times, “but I am mad they got to be boys.” Among other
strands, Belc discusses his complex relationship with his father
(“I always thought my father wished I was a boy, but by the time

EVERYTHING NOW
Lessons From the City-State
of Los Angeles

Baldwin, Rosecrans
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-374-15042-6
Ruminations on the capital of the
21st century.
Los Angeles, at the center of the
tectonically, culturally, and financially
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NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

Making Native American History
Leah Overstreet

The confirmation of Debra Haaland as secretary of the interior represents a monumental milestone:
She is the first Native Cabinet secretary in United States history. As
an enrolled member of the Laguna
Pueblo tribe and a 35th-generation
New Mexican, she was also one of
the first Native members of Congress. Given her clear, dedicated focus on protecting many of our country’s most treasured lands, I look forward to her plans
for the next few years. In her honor, here are three illuminating April books about Native history and culture.
Send a Runner: A Navajo Honors the Long Walk by Edison Eskeets and Jim Kristofic (Univ. of New Mexico,
April 1): Artist, runner, and coach
Eskeets teams up with Kristofic,
a Taos-based journalist who grew
up on a Navajo reservation in Arizona, to present the “story of a
59-year-old Diné (Navajo) man
and his 16-day, 330-mile run to
honor the Long Walk of the Navajo.” Two alternating narrative
threads emerge: “first, Eskeets’
plan to run 330 miles (‘a marathon a day’) to commemorate the
Long Walk, ‘the forced removal
of most of the Diné people to a
military-controlled reservation on the Pecos River in
south-central New Mexico’ between 1864 and 1868; second, a chronicle of the Long Walk in historical context.”
It’s a tale that may be unfamiliar to many non-Native
readers, making this slim yet powerful book even more
valuable. “With starkly beautiful prose,” writes our critic in a starred review, “the authors bring all of this to
urgent life, vividly depicting the numerous outbreaks of
brutal violence and clearly demonstrating the remarkable resiliency of the Diné.”
Covered With Night: A Story of Murder and Indigenous
Justice in Early America by Nicole Eustace (Liveright/Norton, April 27): In this “complex tale of a now-forgotten
crime that shaped Native-White relations in the British
Colonies of North America,” NYU history professor
Eustace situates readers firmly in a riveting tale of true
crime from 1722, a story that involves fur trading, treaty
60
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agreements, clashes between the
Iroquois Nation and the “mendacious” Colonial governments of
Pennsylvania and Maryland, and
“a vivid cast of characters that
expands to include a shrewd gobetween named ‘Captain Civility,’ who spoke all the languages
of the Susquehanna River Valley
and embodied the Indigenous
tradition ‘of assigning a person to
take up membership in multiple
communities, serving as the living embodiment of civil
society.’ ” As our critic notes in a starred review, “the story has countless moving parts and one central mystery
that demand subtle exposition, and Eustace navigates it
all with skill and economy,” resulting in “a fine contribution to the literature of Colonial America, where peace
was far harder to achieve than war.”
White Magic: Essays by Elissa Washuta (Tin House,
April 27): In this standout sophomore book, Washuta,
a Cowlitz woman, builds on the
promise she demonstrated in her
debut, My Body Is a Book of Rules,
which we called “a fever dream
of darkly personal memories and
musings from the shadowy corners of sexual violence and mental illness.” White Magic, our critic
notes in a starred review, is “a fascinating magic trick of a memoir
that illuminates a woman’s search
for meaning.” The 10 essays in
the book interweave beautifully as the author “investigates the connections among
magic, witchcraft, and her Native heritage,” digging
through pop-culture signposts to help her navigate her
journey of self-identity. “Throughout, Washuta is consistently honest about her own past and opinions, and
she is unafraid to directly question readers, demanding
engagement with the text.”
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.

I was it was too late”), the history of breasts, and his bewilderment when the adoption papers for he and his partner’s son listed
him as “the natural mother of the child,” a phrase that “made me
cringe. It made me rage. My relationship with Samson could be
natural without my having to stand up in court and say I was a
mother.” Belc smoothly weaves in scientific and social research,
even if the timeline isn’t always easy to follow. But such is life:
abstract, nonlinear, unable to be forced into tidy compartments.
At times, the use of third person is excessive, a literary garnish to
a story that is already rich in content. Nonetheless, Belc develops a candid, gritty, tender story that should garner empathy and
understanding regardless of a reader’s background. In this multilayered narrative, augmented with black-and-white photos, the
author successfully holds readers’ attention all the way through
the last poignant line.
With vivid rawness, Belc paints an impressionist mural of
what it means to be a parent while also birthing his true self.

County Juvenile Court (Tennessee) to give structure and focus to
the players’ lives.
Spirited tales from a sympathetic observer.

VIRUS
Vaccinations, the CDC, and
the Hijacking of America’s
Response to the Pandemic

Burleigh, Nina
Seven Stories (224 pp.)
$25.95 | May 18, 2021
978-1-64421-180-9

Former Newsweek columnist Burleigh
turns in an opinionated, fast-moving tale
of the coronavirus pandemic.
Beginning in what she calls the “early days in the shit show,”
the author limns a portrait of a perfect storm: a virus that,
though in a family well known to science, defied identification
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SIDECOUNTRY
Tales of Death and Life From
the Back Roads of Sports
Branch, John
Norton (320 pp.)
$27.95 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-324-00669-5

Triumphs and tragedies beyond the
realm of organized sports.
New York Times sports reporter Branch
has selected 20 articles from more than
2,000 pieces featuring people whose passions drive them to take
on intense, quirky, sometimes risky challenges. The title essay,
awarded a Pulitzer Prize for Feature Writing in 2013, focuses on
skiers caught in an avalanche on the wild slopes known as “side
country”—“just outside the controlled parts of a ski area”—a
phrase that aptly describes other terrains that Branch surveys. A
palpable sense of peril and terror infuses many pieces: about climbers scaling the sleek surface of El Capitan’s Dawn Wall, a dayslong
feat that requires sleeping in hanging cots attached to bolts on the
mountain; competitors in the terrifying motor sport of figure-eight
car racing; alligator hunters in Alabama; divers for abalone confronting surf, riptides, swells, and threatening weather off the coast
of northern California; and, not least, Sherpas retrieving a body
from Mount Everest. Other pieces reveal uncommon dedication: a
coach rebuilding a football field after a tornado; cross-country runners among the Hopi; big-game hunters whose ultimate pursuit is
the killing of one wild sheep, an effort that involves weeks—sometimes year after year—of trekking and stalking as well as hundreds
of thousands of dollars required for a permit, money that funds
wildlife preservation. The most absurd event Branch covered
surely must be Intergroom, a three-day trade show for the grooming of dogs and cats into such entertaining personages as the Mad
Hatter or Lady Gaga. Among the most moving were one of his
daughter’s soccer games, in which a girl whose mother was slain by
the Las Vegas shooter in 2017 scored a winning goal; and a profile
of the Lady Jaguars, a girls’ basketball team operated by the Carroll
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and treatment and, as a vaccine was being developed, encountered fundamentalist Christians in the Trump administration
such as Deborah Birx, who cut her teeth moralizing about the
victims of AIDS instead of actually doing anything about it.
Trump professed to know nothing about pandemics, though of
course he claimed to know more than the doctors did, and it was
a well-rehearsed bit of Trump lore that his grandfather died of
the Spanish flu, “leaving a German-speaking widow with three
kids to found a small building company in Queens, a death that
forever altered the trajectory of the Trump clan.” Trump knew,
Burleigh charges, that Covid-19 was much worse than the flu,
but he snubbed the U.N., the World Health Organization, and
any other group working to fight it: “Fuck the WHO and fuck
your tests. We can do it better.” That hubris, of course, contributed to the deaths of more than 530,000 (and counting) Americans. Coupled with giveaways to Trump’s corporate cronies and
an otherwise corrupt regime hostile to science and expertise,
the entire ordeal has been a shit show of epic proportions. The
book is a useful, page-turning, blow-by-blow account of events,
though seemingly written and edited in a hurry: The author
repeats verbatim the etiology that coronavirus originated in
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bats (though she does offer a section on the lab leak hypothesis), that pharmaceutical companies were given $22 billion
to fix things, and that vaccine hesitancy has been one of many
problems medicine has had to face.
Though repetitive and a little foulmouthed, this is a worthy summary of where we’ve been and where we are in the
pandemic.

AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE
The Untold Story of Abraham
Lincoln and Mary Todd
Burlingame, Michael
Pegasus (304 pp.)
$29.95 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-64313-734-6

A portrait of “the sad story of the
Lincolns’ domestic life,” which “has long
been glossed over.”
Although neither of the couple’s stories is untold, Lincoln scholar Burlingame’s intense focus on
their marriage may raise hackles despite generous documentation, citations, and footnotes. Few historians would argue that
Mary Todd Lincoln was a gentle soul. All agree that she vigorously encouraged her husband’s political ambitions and treated
his enemies as her own, but none deny that she was difficult,
prone to “henpecking” and unpredictable behavior. Throughout her life, she exhibited mood swings that ranged from fierce
rages to deep depression to bizarre public outbursts that have
persuaded some scholars, Burlingame included, that she suffered from bipolar disorder. In her defense, many point out that
the premature deaths of three of four sons devastated her, and
she was at Lincoln’s side holding his hand when he was shot.
Readers will be informed and disheartened as they read page
after page of dismal reports from Lincoln’s Springfield neighbors and colleagues about Mary’s tantrums, which often drove
him to spend the night in his office. One of Mary’s chronic
complaints was her husband’s long absences, which were excessive, Burlingame explains, because he preferred to stay away. For
years, he and other lawyers “rode the circuit” of central Illinois
on business. All returned home during the weekends except
Lincoln. Few scholars defend Mary’s behavior after Lincoln
won the presidency, when she accepted bribes from corrupt
office seekers and then forced an often reluctant Lincoln to
appoint them. Burlingame implies that her unpopularity may
have contributed to the death of her husband. Ulysses Grant
was invited to Ford’s Theater, but his wife vetoed it because she
did not want to sit in a theater box with Mary. Deploring Mary
was the rule until two generations of diligent feminist scholarship corrected traditional male prejudices. As a result, she now
receives more sympathetic treatment, so Burlingame’s portrait
may strike readers as a throwback.
An entertaining though entirely unflattering biography
that will certainly provoke debate.
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“A well-written, deeply informed account of the long battle
to steer the Supreme Court rightward.”
dissent

DISSENT
The Radicalization of the
Republican Party and Its
Capture of the Court
Calmes, Jackie
Twelve (432 pp.)
$32.50 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-5387-0079-2

An investigation of the stumbling
path by which Brett Kavanaugh was
installed on the Supreme Court.
The conservative movement has been playing a very long
game when it comes to the judiciary, writes Calmes, who spent
four decades reporting on the White House and Congress for
the Los Angeles Times, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and
elsewhere. Since the Reagan era, the GOP has taken every
opportunity to pack the courts with judges who are reliably
anti-abortion, anti-regulation, and pro-gun. Since the 1990s,
writes the author, the Republican Party has “moved so far
to the right that it was on the wrong side of history on many
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issues”—and yet it has stubbornly stuck to that wrongness.
George Bush’s putatively compassionate conservatism became
a quest for privatizing Social Security while Donald Trump’s
ideology seemed driven by a desire to be America’s first king.
As Calmes reminds us, Trump was able to place three justices
on the Supreme Court bench, “the first justices in history to be
first, chosen by a president who’d failed to win the popular vote
and, second, confirmed by a majority of senators with fewer
votes—many millions fewer—than the senators who voted ‘no.’ ”
In the case of Kavanaugh, that vote count amounted to nearly
25 million. That hardly mattered to GOP leadership, who only
cared that he was a conservative Christian who, in his work as
a federal judge, “predictably favored corporations, police, and
executive power”—as long as the executive power was wielded
by a Republican. In Trump’s eyes, of course, this made Kavanaugh the perfect man for the job even though, Calmes notes,
advisers (including daughter Ivanka) urged him to find someone
of higher moral character. Trump didn’t, and five Republican
senators lost their seats because of their support for Kavanaugh.
A well-written, deeply informed account of the long battle to steer the Supreme Court rightward.
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FOUR FIFTHS A GRIZZLY
A New Perspective on Nature
That Just Might Save Us All

spent with a microscope, “his magical gadget,” which afforded
him the knowledge that most organisms on the planet can’t be
seen but must be appreciated. In his subsequent explorations of
DNA, he connects us to our genetic antecedents—grizzly bears
and apes, to be sure, but also “avocados, ants, and aardvarks,”
which comprise “our deep heritage, an old, enduring kinship as
big as the living world.” That shared ancestry ought to inspire
us to be better citizens of the planet. Yet, “according to a 2018
summary in the Journal of Mammalogy, the exact species count
for present-day mammals came to 6,495. However, 96 appear to
have gone missing (extinct) lately.” Regarding many nonhuman
species in the Anthropocene, “the chances of survival through
the rest of this century range from poor to zilch.” Engagingly
written and richly illustrated with vivid photos, the book offers
the hope nonetheless that humans might reverse course. To this
end, the author offers examples of successful recoveries of species and habitats, with the thought that “we really can save a
whole lot in a hurry.”
Of great appeal to natural scientists and environmentalists alike.

Chadwick, Douglas
Patagonia (256 pp.)
$27.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-952338-01-4

A noted wildlife biologist ponders
what it means to be human in a time
when the natural world is disappearing.
“I don’t claim to know how grizzly bears think. But this seldom stops me from trying to imagine what the bear I have in
sight is going to do in a given situation and then compare that
with what the bear actually does.” So writes Chadwick, who has
spent many hours in the company of bears, which are cumbersomely large in captivity but generally lean, and very fast, in the
wild. Somewhat in the vein of previous environmental writers,
Rachel Carson and Loren Eiseley in particular, Chadwick has
a big-picture view of nature, recounting his childhood days

UNWELL WOMEN
Misdiagnosis and Myth
in a Man-Made World

Cleghorn, Elinor
Dutton (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-593-18295-6

A feminist historian and cultural
critic explores how age-old myths about
gender roles and behaviors have shaped
the history of medicine.
Medical science is notorious for misunderstanding the ailments of female bodies. Throughout this illuminating and disturbing survey, Cleghorn argues convincingly that this is because
medicine is a patriarchal science. Hippocrates believed that the
uterus controlled women’s health. Following in his footsteps,
later Greek physicians blamed female illness on “wandering
womb[s].” The author suggests that Hippocrates’ ideas aligned
with the prevailing view that women existed solely for the purposes of childbearing/rearing. Hippocratic misogyny became
entrenched in later European cultural and medical thinking, as
suggested by how more “enlightened” doctors from the 18th
century still blamed (White) women’s physical and emotional
pains on reproductive malfunctions. Enslaved women of color
fared far worse: At best, they were the objects of cruel experiments because White patriarchy had deemed them unable to
feel pain. By the mid-1800s, early suffragists like Harriet Taylor
Mill, whom doctors diagnosed with “nervous disorders,” began
to more openly question the patriarchal status quo. But the
patriarchal establishment used the old argument of hysteria to
discredit them and their political activities. As White women
became more socially empowered in the 20th century, medicine became another tool of patriarchy to control them. In the
1920s and ’30s, the American medical establishment sanctioned
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“An indispensable contribution to the debate about gun violence.”
children under fire

THE APPALACHIAN
TRAIL
A Biography

forced sterilization of thousands of Black Southern women
“in the name of social improvement.” A decade later in Britain,
the British government controlled White female reproduction with welfare programs designed to “encourage women to
produce and nurture citizens of the future.” Thoughtful and
often disturbing, this exhaustively researched book shows why
women—including minority women and Cleghorn herself, who
has lupus—must fight to be heard in a system that not only
ignores them, but often makes them sicker.
Powerful, provocative, necessary reading.

D’Anieri, Philip
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-358-17199-7

Superbly rendered biographies of the
adventurers who were instrumental in
conceiving, building, popularizing, and
sustaining the storied Appalachian Trail.
D’Anieri, a lecturer in architecture, regional planning, and
the environment at the University of Michigan, is a former journalist, a background that serves him well in this account of the
development of the 2,100-mile AT. The author opens with a concise survey of the Appalachian range’s geological past, but he is
clear in his intent for the narrative. This book, he writes, “is not a
comprehensive history of every aspect of the Appalachian Trail’s
development, and it is even less about the details of hiking on the

CHILDREN UNDER FIRE
An American Crisis
Cox, John Woodrow
Ecco/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-06-288393-3
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In a stellar debut, Cox expands
his Washington Post series on the invisible wounds of children damaged by gun
violence, a finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer
Prize for feature writing.
In 2016, after the fatal shooting of a classmate at her South
Carolina school, 7-year-old Ava Olsen was so traumatized that
she developed severe PTSD. She even used stickers to cover up
the “scary words” in Little House on the Prairie: “gun, fire, blood,
kill.” In this powerful report on the emotional scars left by gun
violence, Cox argues that Ava is one of millions of American
children “who weren’t shot and aren’t considered victims by
our legal system but who have, nonetheless, been irreparably
harmed by the epidemic.” With deep sympathy for his young
subjects, he probes the roots of—and possible solutions to—the
crisis, taking sharp aim at the $3 billion school security market,
which exploits parental fears by touting products of unproven
worth, such as “$150 bulletproof backpacks.” But the beating
heart of the narrative consists of the heart-rending stories of
vulnerable children. Ava’s pen pal Tyshaun McPhatter wouldn’t
let his mother wash a sweatshirt worn by his father, murdered in
Washington, D.C., so he’d remember the scent. Her schoolmate
Siena Kibilko, prepared for another shooting, had picked out a
hiding spot at school “where she just knew the gunman wouldn’t
think to look.” Especially moving is the story of Ava’s 6-year-old
superhero-loving classmate, Jacob Hall, killed in the shooting
at her school and laid out at his funeral in a Batman costume,
mourned at the church by friends dressed in his honor as Captain America and other superheroes. Cox analyzes the gun crisis
astutely, but his surpassing achievement in this eloquent book is
to let children speak for themselves about their grief. Put this
one on a shelf with Alex Kotlowitz’s There Are No Children Here—
and have a box of tissues handy.
An indispensable contribution to the debate about gun
violence.
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Justine Bateman
In her new book, Face, the actor and director challenges our cultural
prejudices about women and aging
BY ERIC LIEBETRAU
Meiers Dominguez

that continues to be problematic for millions of women every day.” I spoke to Bateman via phone from her
home in Los Angeles; the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
Face seems like a natural follow-up to Fame. Could
you talk about the germination of this one?
There’s a chapter in Fame about when I made the mistake of Googling my name and found all sorts of nasty comments about how I looked. I started wondering about how we assembled the line of thinking in
our society in which an older female face is “undesirable.” What’s going on with the assumption that everyone should “fix” their face? It’s such a matter-of-fact
assumption, and I found it bizarre that everyone just
goes along with it. So I wrote the book to get at the
root of this idea. I wanted to disabuse women of this
assumption, to let them know they could just reject it—
and I don’t mean in a positive-affirmation manner, because I don’t think affirmations on their own do much
of anything. They can become fodder to further beat
yourself up: If you had affirmed yourself correctly, you
would be better now.
That can become a vicious cycle of self-doubt.
I think so, but if one can get to the root of why they
have adopted a particular belief, it helps. If I don’t
judge it and just write it down or say it out loud, it
starts to erode the anchor for that idea—that you
should be ashamed of your face because you’re older.
What is the anchor? Well, I’m afraid of being left out.
Humans make this choice all the time. Am I going to
go along with what somebody thinks of me so that I can be
part of this group, or am I going to reject that and be on my
own? More often than not, they will choose the former. I think it’s part of our evolutionary history to
want to be part of the group, because you don’t want
to be left behind by the tribe.

After eviscerating the hollow construct of celebrity in her 2018 book, Fame, actor and director Justine
Bateman turns her shrewd cultural eye to our most visible “one square foot of skin,” the face—in particular,
the female face, so consistently scrutinized and often
denigrated by observers as a woman ages. “I hated the
idea that half the population was perhaps spending
the entire second half of their lives ashamed and apologetic that their faces had aged naturally,” she writes
early on in Face (Akashic, April 6). In a starred review,
Kirkus calls the book, a combination of personal analysis and a series of nearly 50 stories about the experiences of other women, “an engrossing look at an issue
66
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Is there an evolutionary component at play?
I’m not an anthropologist, and none of this is to be
read as a heavily researched book of anthropology. I’m
merely presenting ideas to think about. One may be
the unconscious belief that once a female is no longer
fertile, she’s not very useful. I don’t believe that, but I
think a lot of the assumptions that people have about
older women—or that older women have about themselves—are tied to that idea. I hear women say something like, When I was younger, I got a lot of attention. But
as I got older and my face changed, I didn’t get that attention
anymore and felt invisible or worthless. Isn’t that interesting? The belief that a woman’s value is wrapped up in
whether or not a man finds her sexually attractive.

then I interviewed about 25 people—mostly women but a couple men—so I could hear both common
thoughts and different experiences. It’s creative nonfiction. I didn’t want to tell a straightforward story but
rather narratives based in emotional impressions and
thoughts and experiences related to this 1 square foot
of skin.
Are you working on another book?
I just started this morning, actually. I had three books
in mind, and this last one is about my experience going to college at age 46. I graduated at 50 with a degree in computer science and digital media management. One of my husband’s co-workers suggested that
I keep a blog. I thought it would be boring, but it was
nice to have all the experiences in one place, and then
I branched out and invited other women and men who
were going to school at a later age to send me their stories.

So how do you navigate in an industry that is often
superficial and critical?
It comes down to working on myself. I’ll dig down to
figure out what caused me to be susceptible to certain
criticisms. I know some people want to change the behavior of other people around them, but I’m not interested in that. I’m interested in changing my own reaction to things, removing my buttons. Then, I can be
in situations where people are saying horrible things
about me, and I can tell myself, They’re speaking a lan
guage I don’t understand.

Face received a starred review in the Feb. 15, 2021, issue.
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What’s next in your entertainment career?
I’m a filmmaker, and I wrote, directed, and produced
a film called Violet, with Justin Theroux, Olivia Munn,
and Luke Bracey, which comes out during South by
Southwest [the online festival took place March 1620]. These days, I prefer directing. If a friend or an
incredible filmmaker I love asked me to do a part, I
would look at it, but it’s not a focus for me. I really love
writing, directing, and producing. I’d like to die on a
set.
Do you have any writing background beyond screenwriting?
When I was a kid, I was always writing short stories
and poems and creating collages. I love reading. I absolutely adore the short stories of Joyce Carol Oates
and Deb Olin Unferth. There’s something about the
short story or short film. You have to introduce something, pay it off, and get out. I love that challenge of
economy.
Speaking of economy, tell me more about the process of assembling the character sketches in the
book.
I had my feelings and emotions about the topic, and
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“More than chronicling the family’s splendor and tragic end, de
Waal has created a deeply hued tapestry of a lost time and a poetic
meditation on grief, memory, and the fragile consolation of art.”
letters to camondo

LETTERS TO CAMONDO

trail. It is a biography: an attempt to render something essential
about the life of this place by looking at how it developed over
time.” His character studies are uniformly fascinating, as readers
learn far more than expected about these obsessive, sometimes
cranky creators. No romanticist, D’Anieri also asks, and usually
answers, salient if seldom-asked questions: Whom is the trail for?
How reflective of the “natural” world is it? Is the human past of
this unique and ever changing landscape of any consequence?
Hitting the AT himself (in fits and starts), he approached it like
any other research project, probing for noteworthy features and
how its history casts light on today’s trail. While knowing the history of the AT punctures some of the aura, the reality still has the
power to inspire—even if, compared to the grand vistas of the
American West, the AT is more immersive than scenic. In exploring the trail’s “collage of aspirations and associations,” D’Anieri
has gone a long way toward discovering its identity. Thankfully,
the tone is by no means academic but rather as accessible as the
author believes the AT should be. Fans of A Walk in the Woods will
also enjoy the chapter on Bill Bryson.
An incisive take on an American treasure that shines with
illuminating detail and insight.
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de Waal, Edmund
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(192 pp.)
$28.00 | May 11, 2021
978-0-374-60348-9

Beautifully rendered recollections of
a distant world.
In 50 imaginary letters to Comte
Moïse de Camondo (1860-1935), a famed
art collector and cultural benefactor, de
Waal reflects on the meaning—to Camondo, to France, and
to Jewish history—of the Musée Nissim de Camondo, which
Camondo established in memory of his son, who died fighting for France in World War I. The author is related to the
Camondo family “in complicated ways.” As he notes, “I can
draw a family tree, possibly, but it would be a spider’s web” of
intermarriages, with “whole branches” linking the Camondos
and his own Ephrussi family, portrayed in his earlier book, The
Hare With Amber Eyes. Arriving in France in 1869, both families
lived near one another in a Parisian neighborhood that Jews saw
as “secular, republican, tolerant, civilized”; where they felt insulated from pervasive anti-Semitism; and where they engaged
in efforts “to align French and Jewish culture.” Camondo built
an opulent mansion and staffed it with a coterie of servants to
care for his leather-bound books, curated wine cellar, gilded
18th-century French furniture, and Sèvres porcelain. De Waal
lovingly evokes the luxuriant textures and glinting surfaces of
a rarefied ambience of “talk and food and porcelain and politesse and civilité”; where Camondo, born in Constantinople,
strived for acceptance as a Frenchman. Yet despite his considerable philanthropy and his son’s sacrifice, Camondo could not
escape the culture’s disdain of Jews as arrivistes, “social climbers, vulgarians, upstarts, status seekers, mimics. As Jews aspiring to the veneer and polish of the gratin and failing to disguise
their origins.” He died before knowing how easily Vichy France
complied with Nazi occupiers to rid France of Jews. More
than chronicling the family’s splendor and tragic end, de Waal
has created a deeply hued tapestry of a lost time and a poetic
meditation on grief, memory, and the fragile consolation of art.
The book is beautifully illustrated with color images from the
museum and family photographs.
A radiant family history.

|

LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS
Black Holes, the Universe,
and Us

Falcke, Heino with Römer, Jörg
Trans. by Yarbrough, Marshall
HarperOne (368 pp.)
$27.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-06-302005-4

A renowned German astrophysicist
digs into the awesome mystery of black
holes.
Falcke—who captured the first photographic evidence of
black holes, an incredible breakthrough—explains what we know
about these captivating entities and discusses their historic, scientific, and spiritual significance. Black holes, voracious and enigmatic, have long held humanity’s attention, even before there
was proof positive of their existence. “Gravity monster, cosmic
feeding machine, hellish abyss: no superlative is big enough to
describe a black hole,” writes Falcke, whose accessible prose and
genuine wonder make for consistently enjoyable reading. “Black
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holes are the dinosaurs of astrophysics, as popular as the Tyrannosaurus rex, despite or even precisely because of their fearful
reputation.” The unique physical properties of black holes have
launched innumerable thought experiments and continue to
push the boundaries of physics. Merging crisp science writing
with personal memoir, the author surveys astronomy, past and
present. “Galaxies tell us of the beginning of space and time, the
Big Bang,” he writes. “Black holes represent the end of time.”
Falcke, a self-described man of faith as well as an expert in modern
physics, argues that black holes—and the ability to capture them
on film—offer endless opportunities for introspection: “What
comes together in the image, then, is the entire history of physics and astronomy’s development, plus emotion, mythical excess,
intelligent silence, the act of gazing up at the stars, the measurement of the Earth and of space, the understanding of space and
time, the most advanced technology, global collaboration, human
tension, the fear of being lost, and the hope for something fully
new.” This vital insight reflects a recurring theme: what it means
to be human in the pursuit of mind-bending scientific knowledge.
A compelling insider’s look at an ongoing investigative
journey.
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“Sure to be one of the best memoirs of 2021.”
somebody ’s daughter

ISLANDS OF ABANDONMENT
Nature Rebounding in the
Post-Human Landscape

stranger and more valuable for its resilience.” With excitement
and hope, the author celebrates a “stronghold” of endangered
Persian leopards that now roam the border between Iraq and
Iran; points out that Estonia has gained thousands of square
miles of reforestation since the fall of the Soviet Union; and
notes that brown bears were recently spotted for the first time
in Chernobyl following the disaster. Though enthusiastic, Flyn
is not letting humans off easy for their mistakes. She offers eyeopening statistics about the irreparable damage humans have
created and grim warnings if such activity continues. In addition to the ecological effects, Flyn also discusses the psychological damage abandonment has wrought on humans still in
the area. Through interviews with current and former inhabitants, the author shows how their experiences have transformed
the meaning of home. Some, as in Detroit, have assumed care
for the derelict lots and houses in their neighborhoods. However, Flyn argues that “collective guilt” can have a negative
environmental impact, explaining that humans often assume
that they know what is best for damaged habitats, resulting in
overtreatment. She encourages all of us to exercise restraint, as
“absence of man is often all the stimulus required to restart the
resurrection.”
A compelling reflection on the extraordinary healing
power of nature when it is left to its own devices.

Flyn, Cal
Viking (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-984878-19-9

An exploration of the effects of abandonment in the world’s desolate places.
Investigative journalist Flyn takes
readers to a fascinating variety of remote
locales that humans have abandoned for various reasons, including natural disaster, war, economic collapse, and disease. As the
author notes, in the early days of the current pandemic, reports
began to surface of wildlife making forays into the empty urban
streets, indicating how quickly nature can recover from human
incursion. Flyn dives deeper, exploring the long-term effects
of abandoned locations. In each location, she found similarities: “new life springing from the wreckage of the old, life all the

SOMEBODY’S
DAUGHTER
A Memoir

Ford, Ashley C.
Flatiron Books (224 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-250-30597-8

A potent coming-of-age memoir
from a popular podcaster and BuzzFeed
host.
Growing up in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
with an incarcerated father and a dangerously overburdened
mother forced the author to develop effective pain management skills. In a book that shares a similar spirit with Tara
Westover’s Educated, Ford tells the story of uniquely difficult
circumstances with profound insight and detail about the
tumults of childhood. “I seemed to have infinite patience
for children,” she writes. “Unlike some adults, I never quit
remembering what it was like to be one. Their small plights
were familiar to me, as were their big feelings.” Readers may
also see a connection to Tayari Jones’ novel An American Mar
riage (2018), as both deal with the effect of a long prison sentence on a Black family, albeit from different angles. Ford
begins her memoir with a letter from her father that reads, in
part, “Ashley, don’t take this the wrong way but come next year,
I will have been incarcerated for twenty years, which means
the letter that you wrote me was the first letter that you have
written me in almost twenty years.” In the next chapter, a few
years later, the author learns that her father is getting out of
prison. Because she was so young when he was incarcerated,
70
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THE CONFIDENCE MEN
How Two Prisoners of
War Engineered the Most
Remarkable Escape in
History

her feelings about him were based mainly on the adoring letters she received over the years. Her father’s unshakeable
belief in her became her inner refuge from the tension, rage,
and violence that dogged her childhood. As a child, she did not
know what his crime was—and neither will readers for many
chapters. Ford creates fully three-dimensional portraits of her
mother, grandmother, and other key players, using a child’seye view to show us their failings and the calculations, negotiations, and survival tactics she developed in response to them.
Sure to be one of the best memoirs of 2021.
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Fox, Margalit
Random House (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-984853-84-4

A journalist reconstructs the brazen
exploits of two World War I prisoners of
war who faked mental illness to escape from “the Alcatraz of
its day.”
Situated amid the barren Anatolian mountains, Turkey’s
Yozgad prison camp was so remote that no barbed wire surrounded it; authorities considered it “escape-proof.” The world
learned otherwise from an outlandish plot devised by Elias
Henry Jones, an Oxford-educated British officer taken prisoner
when his country surrendered after the siege of Kut-al-Amara,
which had left his compatriots foraging desperately for food:
“Hedgehog fried in axle grease was surprisingly palatable. Stray
dogs found their way onto the table.” Jones teamed with Cedric Waters Hill, a downed Australian pilot whose earlier work
as a magician helped the pair refine an ingenious scheme. They
used a handmade Ouija board, fake seances, and other types of
“spooking” to persuade the camp commandant that he could
find gold buried at Yozgad if they left the camp to learn its location from distant “spirits.” After he agreed, they feigned madness in a Constantinople insane asylum and sought repatriation
for medical reasons. Fox tells a brisk story filled with colorful
background on the magic, spiritualism, and psychiatry of the
day. What’s unclear is why Jones and Hill went to such extraordinary lengths to escape when, for prisoners, they passed the time
in what Jones described in his memoir as “comparative ease.”
They lived in houses with gardens; they could receive mail; and
their Ottoman captors paid salaries to British officers. While
other POWs’ narratives have shown that captives’ reasons for
escaping can range from a desire to avoid torture to a will to
bear witness to prison horrors, Fox provides little compelling
evidence that such factors drove her heroes. Jones and Hill
showed remarkable daring, but their motives remain elusive in
a tale that, despite its title, is more plot- than character-driven.
The brisk true story of a jailbreak so bizarre it might rate
an entry in Ripley’s Believe It or Not!
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“Hanlon’s observations are as gently propulsive as
the rhythmic stroke of a swim fin.”
swimming to the top of the tide

STILL ALIVE
A Wild Life of Rediscovery

In this celebration of the Great Marsh, New England’s largest remaining continuous stretch of salt marsh, painter and
writer Hanlon melds the sensibilities of a Southern California
childhood with those of a 40-year resident of coastal Massachusetts. She also compares this complex ecosystem to those of
the vastly larger Mississippi Delta and a Bahamian reef. Science
is a key element in the book, but the narrative is viewed best
as an account of the experience of four seasons of immersion in
the flora, fauna, and tides of extensively protected marsh. Her
realm may at times be turbid, but her prose is clear—graceful in
its descriptive power though allowing for the occasional tributary into lyricism. The first half of the book is about exploring
the same landscape repeatedly year-round, accreting knowledge of an estuary: its cycles, processes, and patterns. Hanlon
provides a biologic (and microbiologic) cross section of the
salt marsh habitat, the grasses that fortify it, and the fauna that
subsist on its largesse. In the second half, the author reflects
a need to understand “something of our current cultural and
evolutionary moment, with both its tragedies and its possibilities.” Hanlon understands how our moral imagination exerts a

Galante, Forrest
Hachette (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-306-92427-9

y o u n g a d u lt

A wildlife biologist and conservationist chronicles his quest to rediscover animals previously classified as extinct.
Galante grew up on his family’s 200acre farm outside of Harare, Zimbabwe.
His mother worked as a safari guide, offering him the opportunity to spend his days exploring the African bush, where his
passion for animals and adventure began. During a political
uprising, his family was forced to flee, moving from the beautiful countryside to a “one-bedroom, public-housing apartment
in downtown Oakland, California.” Although assimilating to
life in the U.S. was challenging, Galante found comfort exploring the oceans. After earning a biology degree from UC Santa
Barbara, he and his girlfriend (now wife) went on a 14-month
backpacking trip through 28 countries to see animals on the
verge of extinction. Upon his return, armed with firsthand
knowledge of the “atrocities that were taking place: the habitat
destruction, the loss of species,” he decided he wanted to do
something to make a difference on a global scale. Following a
successful appearance on the Discovery Channel show Naked
and Afraid, he was offered the opportunity to create a pilot for
Animal Planet, which became the series Extinct or Alive. With
a compassionate tone that only occasionally tilts toward arrogance, Galante takes readers along on his incredible, often
dangerous adventures. In the Amazon, the author recounts
receiving a blessing from a village elder before searching for
the Rio Apaporis caiman, a near-spiritual moment that had “an
undeniable psychological effect.” On Denmark’s Faroe Islands,
Galante witnessed a gruesome whaling practice that dates back
centuries and which brought him to tears. While exploring the
Galápagos, he participated in a controversial expedition that
led to the discovery of a Fernandina Island tortoise, last seen
in 1906. In all, Galante and his team have rediscovered eight
animals that had been labeled extinct or missing by scientists.
A powerful reflection on the abundant possibilities that
conservation efforts can offer for the future.

SWIMMING TO THE TOP OF
THE TIDE
Finding Life Where Land and
Water Meet

Hanlon, Patricia
Bellevue Literary Press (224 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-942658-87-0

A fluently rendered ode to tidal
creeks and salt marshes and to a life in
their embrace.
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AMERICA ON FIRE
The Untold History of
Police Violence And
Black Rebellion Since the
1960s

profound influence on our thoughts, attitudes, and actions, and
her various warnings on the rising threats facing vital marshlands nationwide are no less important for being familiar. Also
coursing through this tale are the currents of her marriage and
shared passions with her husband, also an artist, with asides on
their custom wood furniture business, children, and grandchildren. Readers not especially enamored of the idea of swimming
in tidal creeks and rivers day after day may find portions of the
book a bit monotonous—but not if they appreciate the theme
of deep human integration in the natural world.
Hanlon’s observations are as gently propulsive as the
rhythmic stroke of a swim fin.
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Hinton, Elizabeth
Liveright/Norton (288 pp.)
$28.95 | May 18, 2021
978-1-63149-890-9

Thought-provoking examination of
“the cycle,” whereby minority protests
against police brutality beget only more violence.
Yale historian Hinton focuses largely on Black communities. Early on, she recounts the history of lynch mobs across the
country, reacting to Black advances in economic well-being and
civil rights through armed violence, “a means to police the activities of Black people and to limit their access to jobs, leisure,
franchise and to the political sphere.” In time, police forces
came to do this work, and the result, “especially between 1968
and 1972,” was “internal violence on a scale not seen since the
Civil War.” In a pattern all too familiar to minority citizens and,
after the murder of George Floyd in 2020, to everyone with
the means to see, the police typically react with more violence
when some previous act of their violence is called into question.
This is in some measure, by Hinton’s account, because of easily exploited calls on the parts of politicians and some voters
for “law and order,” which in turn hinges on White fears “that
Black people might rise up in violence,” fears that began with
the first enslaved Black person on the continent. The cycle
of public rebellions begins, as the author sharply describes it,
with the police interfering with some ordinary activity, whether
skateboarding or drinking in a park, and then confronting other
young people who arrive to aid their peers. That cycle, Hinton
persuasively argues, “began with the police.” Here she quotes
James Baldwin, who noted that police rampaged minority communities “like an occupying soldier in a bitterly hostile country.” Among Hinton’s many villains are one-time Florida state’s
attorney Janet Reno, who declined to prosecute “police officers
who violently attacked or killed Black residents.” Other attorneys have followed suit to this day—and so, Hinton’s well-reasoned and emphatically argued book has it, the cycle continues
and shows no signs of abating.
A must-read for all concerned with civil rights and social
justice in modern America.
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“Intellectually vigorous and emotionally stirring.”
everybody

CENTERSTAGE
My Most Fascinating
Interviews―From A-Rod
to Jay-Z

Laing, winner of the Windham-Campbell Prize, felt she was
“not a girl at all, but something in between and as yet unnamed.”
The sharp dissonance “between how I experienced myself and
how I was assumed to be,” she writes, was like a “noose around
my neck.” Reflecting on her fraught sense of embodiment,
Laing creates a penetrating examination of the political and cultural meanings ascribed to bodies as well as the relationships
of bodies to power and freedom. The body, writes the author,
was central to cultural protests—gay rights, feminism, and civil
rights—that essentially were struggles “to be free of oppression
based on the kind of body you inhabited.” The controversial
Austrian physician and psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich serves
as gadfly and guide as Laing thinks about the forces that shape
and limit bodily freedom. In the early 1930s, Reich coined the
term sexual revolution in order “to describe the universe of happiness and love that would arise once people had shaken off
their shackles” of sexual repression, and he claimed to have
discovered orgone, “the universal energy that animates all life.”
With Reich as a touchstone, Laing investigates many artists
and writers with particularly vexed connections to their bodies:

Kay, Michael
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-982152-03-1

y o u n g a d u lt

An impressive range of sports and
entertainment stars sit down for friendly
chats.
When you’ve spent the better part of 20 years interviewing stars—from the worlds of sports, music, TV, comedy, and
beyond—it makes sense to assemble the highlights between
two covers. Kay, longtime Yankees broadcaster and host of the
YES Network’s CenterStage show, delivers a sort of greatest-hits
collection, some of it revealing, some less so, all of it impressive in its breadth and wattage. The smartest thing about the
show, and the book, is the recognition of the wide overlap
between consumers of sports and entertainment. Here you’ll
find sit-downs with Quentin Tarantino and Jay-Z, Joe Montana
and Alex Rodriguez (before his use of performance-enhancing
drugs tarnished his name). There’s a cognitive dissonance to
the A-Rod interview, which happens to be the first in the book
and comes under the heading “They Did it Their Way.” Obviously, the author couldn’t know what was to come, but the obsequiousness of this interview travels to other parts of the book.
Kay is cut from a different cloth than, say, Jim Gray, who has
a little bit of bulldog reporter in him—and whose own book
of interviews, Talking to GOATs, was published in November.
Kay is more of a features writer, but he always comes prepared,
whether he’s asking Larry David about his very short stint
writing for Saturday Night Live or having Chris Evert parse the
details of her rivalry with Martina Navratilova. He makes his
subjects feel comfortable, which in turn makes them friendly
and accessible. These kinds of interviews might work better in
front of a camera, where the smiles and laughter come through.
Still, it’s entertaining to spend time with so many stars, even if
they’re not breaking much new ground. Bob Costas provides
the introduction, and other interviewees include Charles Barkley, Mike Tyson, Serena Williams, Yogi Berra, and Lindsey Vonn.
These interviews can be fawning, but they’re usually fun.

EVERYBODY
A Book About Freedom
Laing, Olivia
Norton (368 pp.)
$22.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-393-60877-9

Investigating the body and its
consequences.
Growing up in a lesbian household
in the stridently homophobic Britain
of the 1980s, novelist and cultural critic
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MY PLACE AT THE TABLE
A Recipe for a Delicious Life
in Paris

Susan Sontag in her ferocious response to cancer; radical feminist Andrea Dworkin; Agnes Martin, who, like Reich, “wanted
to connect people to a kind of universal love” but became
undermined by paranoia; Ana Mendieta, whose art violently
depicted rape; Allen Ginsberg; Malcolm X; and Nina Simone,
whose music enacted a “cathartic passage through fury, mourning, horror, hurt, despair, and out again to joy.” Laing reveals in
visceral detail society’s terror “of different kinds of bodies mixing too freely” and envisions a future in which that terror no
longer exists.
Intellectually vigorous and emotionally stirring.

Lobrano, Alexander
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-328-58883-8

A redoubtable restaurant critic and
30-year resident of Paris sets the table
with an enticing menu of memories.
Currently a contributing editor at
Saveur, Lobrano has written for nearly every prestigious magazine in the field, and he has won several James Beard awards for
his work. Though he suggests that freelancing or being point
man for a handful of culinary bibles could be a prodigious struggle, in some respects, he was well connected as well as talented
and adroit at making friends. Success did not come easy, however.
Beginning (unhappily) as a fashion and high-society journalist in
Paris, Lobrano worked hard at his transition into food, and he
continues to do so, enthusiastically expanding and refining his
expertise. Both consistently engaging and highly observant, the
author’s autobiographical tale follows him from his Connecticut
boyhood to his early career in New York City and instant evolution into an ardent Parisian (with a fleeting recollection of a year
in London). As he chronicles his own development, Lobrano
assays the gradual innovations and tectonic upheavals in French
cuisine over a three-decade span, not least the bistro revolution
and its relaxed, unpretentious, internationalizing effect on Western cooking. Loosely woven throughout the text is a matter-offact thread about his romantic life, but this book is all about the
wonderful sensuality of food and eating, from simple to grand.
He offers spicy recollections of luncheons with the lions of gastronomy, of extraordinary dinners, of chance encounters and the
whims of literary fortune, good and bad. Like the great foodcentric movies, Lobrano plates highly visual descriptions of highwire gustatory adventures and everyday pleasures. At the end of
the book is a special bonus: “My Little Black Book,” featuring
his 30 favorite restaurants in Paris, “a selection that ranges from
wallet-walloping special-occasion splurges to bistros I go to often,
plus some simple places for an affordable casual meal.”
Lobrano writes with mouthwatering elan, dash, and
feeling.

THE RIDE OF HER LIFE
The True Story of a Woman,
Her Horse, and Their LastChance Journey Across
America
Letts, Elizabeth
Ballantine (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-525-61932-1

The bestselling author of The EightyDollar Champion and The Perfect Horse
returns with another uplifting story of horses and determination.
Letts narrates the tale of Annie Wilkins. In 1954, after being
diagnosed with terminal tuberculosis, the 63-year-old Mainer
“took her dog and got on a horse” and rode all the way to California. In the small town of Minot, Wilkins had lived in poverty
on the family farm, with no electricity or running water. After
her uncle died and she received her grim prognosis, which rendered her unable to look after the farm, she decided to live out
a childhood dream to “see the Pacific Ocean at least once in my
life.” She used most of the money she got from selling the family
farm to buy Tarzan, a horse destined for the slaughterhouse, and
set out for California, leading her beloved small mutt, Depeche
Toi, on a clothesline leash. Newspaper reporters transformed
her into a celebrity whose story brightened the lives of Americans living through the nightmare of the McCarthy era and
earned her the gift of a companion horse for Tarzan named Rex
from a small Tennessee community. In 1955, she appeared on
Art Linkletter’s popular TV show People Are Funny. “Linkletter,”
writes the author, “immediately understood Annie’s essential
Americanness: her authority came precisely from the fact that
her journey was neither choreographed nor staged. Here was a
woman who was doing something just because she wanted to do
it.” This engaging folk-hero biography, which follows Wilkins
throughout her grand adventure, also touches on the cultural
history of mid-20th-century America. As Letts delves into the
postwar prosperity that transformed the U.S. into a land of cars
and endless highways, she celebrates the dying tradition of the
“American tramp or hobo” that Wilkins, the self-christened
“Last of the Saddle Tramps,” represented.
A heartwarming and nostalgic book to appeal to horse
lovers and fans of the author’s previous books.
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MY TIME WILL COME
A Memoir of Crime,
Punishment, Hope, and
Redemption
Manuel, Ian
Pantheon (224 pp.)
$25.95 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5247-4852-4

An unsparing memoir about the
cruel, long-unexamined policy of sentencing juveniles to life in prison.
|

Manuel’s account is both heart-wrenching and uplifting. An
impoverished, disturbed youth, he received a life sentence for
a nonlethal shooting during a robbery attempt, and he spent 18
years in solitary confinement, starting at age 15. As legal activist
Bryan Stevenson, who aided Manuel through his Equal Justice
Initiative, notes in the foreword, “His abusive isolation was justified by misguided protocols and a devastating lack of understanding about adolescent development, mental health, or behavioral
science. What happened to Ian is beyond cruel but sadly not
unique.” Manuel chillingly portrays his deprived upbringing in
a high-crime Tampa neighborhood. “I hurt someone very badly
during a time in my life when I was blinded by my own hurt,” he
writes. Although pressured by older boys, the author was sentenced to life in prison at the age of 14. The prosecutor, he writes
“was advancing a prevalent view at the time about boys of color”—
that they were “super predators.” Manuel vividly captures the
terror of an adolescent thrust into adult incarceration and the
added trauma of solitary confinement. He portrays the prison
bureaucracy as arbitrary in its amplification of punitive measures,
including routine beatings and tear-gassings. While in prison, the
author began corresponding with the woman he’d shot, who ultimately forgave him. During his time in solitary, writing poetry
helped maintain his sanity, and his sharp verse punctuates his narrative. In 2006, EJI reached out to Manual as part of an effort to
overturn the life sentences of 73 children for nonhomicide crimes.
The EJI, writes the author, “sought to base its case on the unconstitutionality of cruel and unusual punishment…a Hail Mary pass,
as I saw it.” Surprisingly, the Supreme Court concurred, leading
to Manuel’s release. “The world was all before me now,” he writes,
“but what exactly did that mean?”
A disturbing, vital, necessary eyewitness addition to
debates about the mass incarceration epidemic in the U.S.

starting with Phillies’ third-base coach and “lifelong reprobate”
Pearce Chiles, who, in 1900, hatched a plan whereby a player in
the center-field stands used opera glasses to pick up the opposing
catcher’s signs. The author describes the motivations of the principal figures in the Astros scandal, including the “highly studious”
Cora; Carlos Beltrán, who, after 20 seasons, was “starving for a
championship; and manager A.J. Hinch, who, “conflict-averse to
a fault,” disapproved of the shenanigans but didn’t stop them. A
deeper book would have delved further into the scandal’s implications—on the game, on players and unions, on the role of technology and social media—but this one succeeds as a well-written
work of straightforward reportage certain to appeal to baseball
fans. Along the way, Martino documents countless jaw-dropping
examples of moral laxity—e.g., when General Manager Jeff Luhnow, also implicated in the scandal, considered signing a pitcher
accused of domestic violence and said to his lieutenants, “I don’t
want your moral opinion, I want your baseball opinion.”
An entertaining account of one of baseball’s sorriest
chapters.

y o u n g a d u lt

CHEATED
The Inside Story of the Astros
Scandal and a Colorful
History of Sign Stealing
Martino, Andy
Doubleday (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-385-54679-9

A sportswriter recaps one of the biggest cheating scandals in baseball history.
As Martino documents, the cheating
began with “the legitimate use of an exciting new toy,” the Edgertronic, a high-speed camera that could capture 1,000 frames per
second. The Houston Astros intended to use it to record hitters’
swings for later study, but bench coach Álex Cora wondered if it
could be used for “picking sequences off a monitor” to determine
what a pitcher was about to throw during a game. Thus began the
scandal in which the Astros used electronic equipment to steal
signals throughout their 2017 World Series–winning campaign, as
well as other bits of chicanery, such as banging on trash cans to tell
their hitters the type of pitch headed their way. In a smart move,
Martino begins with a lively roundup of baseball’s past scandals,
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“A heartfelt, uplifting, hopeful memoir from a
talented new voice in nature writing.”
diary of a young naturalist

DIARY OF A YOUNG
NATURALIST

Journalist McHugh examines a long bookshelf of didactic
books by which Americans have self-educated. We pride ourselves, she contends, as people who have made themselves out
of the common clay, and thus “asking for help becomes at least a
little shameful.” Thus, such readily available books help us avoid
owning up to our ignorance by asking someone who knows how
to bake a cake or spell a word. One key example is Noah Webster’s dictionary of the English language, which helped stabilize
wobbly spellings and provided the wherewithal for a national
tongue. The McGuffey Readers were an extension of this, premised not just on a national educational system, but also on
the conviction that the Christian Bible was “a national text,
tying patriotism and a certain kind of Christianity ever closer
together.” Less nationalistic in nature, Betty Crocker’s Picture
Cook Book, which has sold 75 million copies, instructed its readers in the fine art of becoming a “successful American housewife,” and Emily Post’s book of etiquette became an essential
guide for social climbers who wished to shed their rough roots
for urbane polish. McHugh closes with a look at the self-help
books of the 1980s, when the anti-capitalist mores of the 1960s
gave way to full-on consumerism and became “a multimilliondollar industry.” Clearly enthusiastic about her subject, the
author sometimes finds herself in the tall weeds; her account
of the making of the Old Farmer’s Almanac is everything you
ever wanted to know, and then much more besides. Early on,
McHugh points out that her field contains “a striking absence
of nonwhite authors and LGBTQ authors,” for the simple reason that dispensers of advice have usually been White men, and
often of a conservative religious bent.
A worthy, capably told look at a small canon of works
demonstrating how to do well by doing good.

McAnulty, Dara
Milkweed (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-57131-180-1

A teenage Northern Irish naturalist
chronicles his struggles to protect the
natural world around him.
In this impressive debut, McAnulty
takes us through a year in his life (from
age 13 to 14) as an environmentalist juggling the demands
of being a teenager with autism. Three other members of
his immediate family are also on the spectrum: his mother,
brother Lorcan, and sister Bláthnaid. His father is not. “I have
the heart of a naturalist, the head of a would-be scientist, and
bones of someone who is already wearied by the apathy and
destruction wielded against the natural world,” writes the
author. “The outpourings on these pages express my connection to wildlife, try to explain the way I see the world, and
describe how we weather the storms as a family.” Exploring
the wild with his family provides the opportunity to recharge
and escape the bombardment of noise, feelings of claustrophobia, and torment from others that he faces at school. From
McAnulty’s diary entries, it is clear that he and his loving, affectionate family are always in search of adventure. During the
year he recounts, the author also endured the emotional strain
of his family’s move to a different town, which required him
to switch schools. For such a young author, McAnulty displays
an astounding ability to capture and articulate his feelings and
the nuances of the natural world, and his sincere compassion
and lyrical prose captivate: “Above the bulrushes, a cloud of
hoverflies. The light is dappled and sepia. I’m dazzled by the
delicacy of the moment. My insides explode, words ricochet
outside-in. I hold them close, because capturing this on a page
allows me to feel it all over again.” The author also implores
others to do their part in protecting the environment, finding local action to be the most effective. “As nature is pushed
to the fringes of our built-up world,” he writes, “it’s the small
pockets of wild resistance that can help.”
A heartfelt, uplifting, hopeful memoir from a talented
new voice in nature writing.

A GHOST IN
THE THROAT

Ní Ghríofa, Doireann
Biblioasis (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-77196-411-1
A fascinating hybrid work in which
the voices of two Irish female poets ring
out across centuries.
“When we first met, I was a child, and
she had been dead for centuries,” writes
Ní Ghríofa in her first work of prose—and what a debut it is.
Earning well-deserved accolades abroad, the book merges
memoir, history, biography, autofiction, and literary analysis.
“This is a female text,” she writes, a deeply personal response to a
renowned Irish “caoineadh,” an elegy or keen, written in 1773 by
grief-stricken noblewoman Eibhlín Dubh Ní Chonaill after the
shooting death of her husband. Exhausted from juggling housework, motherhood, and relocating, Ní Ghríofa turned repeatedly to a “scruffy photocopy of Caoineadh Airt Uí Laoghaire,
inviting the voice of another woman to haunt my throat a while.”
While taking care of her new baby, the author formed an intimate identification with Eibhlín Dubh, and “before long, the

AMERICANON
An Unexpected U.S. History
in Thirteen Bestselling Books
McHugh, Jess
Dutton (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5247-4663-6

Exploring the American “bibles”—
dictionaries, almanacs, cookbooks, and
the like—that have helped shape the
nation’s sense of self.
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poem began to leak into my days.” She wanted to learn more,
“adding a brushstroke or two” to an intricately imagined portrait of her “growing in my mind.” Ní Ghríofa tracked down
translations of the poem and obscure biographical information. During her second pregnancy, the author embarked on her
own translation, which she includes at the end of this captivating, timeless narrative. With her new baby in tow, she visited a
monastery where “Eibhlín Dubh spoke her grief in their ruins.”
Anxious to learn about the “scattered jigsaw” of the poet’s days,
Ní Ghríofa undertook genealogical research and sought out
family correspondence. Pondering “all the absent texts composed by women,” the author got a tattoo, forever etching the
poet’s words into her skin. She also visited Derrynane, where
Eibhlín Dubh wrote her lament. Although much of the poet’s
life remains hidden, she holds Ní Ghríofa “close as ink on paper
and steady as a pulse.”
Lyrical prose passages and moving introspection abound
in this unique and beautiful book.

O’Connor, Sinéad
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-358-42388-1
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The Grammy-winning Irish singer/
songwriter looks back on her eventful
life.
Promising candor and clarity, O’Connor
(b. 1966) opens with a caveat that her story
only details lucid periods of her life when
she was psychologically “present.” Omitting hazy years in which
she drifted off “somewhere else inside myself ”—material some
readers may wish she included—the author shares pivotal
milestones (raising four children) and entertaining anecdotes.
O’Connor vividly recalls an abusive Catholic childhood in Dublin with a cruel, unstable mother. As a rebellious teenager, she
was sent to a reform asylum, where her love for music became
the ultimate refuge, leading to band gigs and eventually a record
deal in London in 1985. The Lion and the Cobra achieved gold
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“The prismatic effect of Orange’s multidimensional
approach is brilliant, illuminative, and moving.”
pure flame

status, and O’Connor describes the development of her persona: shaved head, baggy clothing, and stormy, antagonistic,
always forthright demeanor. The author addresses her mental
health challenges and experimentation with sex and drugs (“In
the locked ward where they put you if you’re suicidal, there’s
more class A drugs than in Shane MacGowan’s dressing room”)
as well as two iconic moments in her career: her smash-hit
cover of the Prince-penned “Nothing Compares 2 U” and her
notorious performance on Saturday Night Live in 1992, when
she ripped up a photo of Pope John Paul II. “A lot of people
say or think that tearing up the pope’s photo derailed my career.
That’s not how I feel about it,” she writes. Rather, it allowed her
to return to her roots as a live performer instead of remaining
on the pop-star trajectory (“you have to be a good girl for that”).
In cathartic sections, O’Connor considers the era leading up to
that appearance as a personal death, with the years following a
kind of “rebirth.” Though she touches on her agoraphobia and
later psychological issues, with which many of her fans will be
familiar, the final third of the memoir sputters somewhat, growing less revelatory than earlier passages.
A self-aware confessional from a successful and controversial musician.

At least 3,000 unexploded bombs lie beneath Berlin; the city of
Koblenz has been evacuated four times so that bombs could be
defused. Oliver also found secrets beneath the surface in Cappadocia, where she visited cities of ancient caves carved out of
Anatolia’s volcanic earth; 37 cities have been found so far, connected by high-ceilinged tunnels. Early Christians sought refuge in the caves, which now have become a tourist destination.
Thoughtful, sensitively observed essays.

PURE FLAME
A Legacy

Orange, Michelle
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-374-23870-4

Orange investigates the legacy of
her self-empowered mother as well as
expressions of cultural and political
feminism.
In this follow-up to This Is Running
for Your Life (2013), the author describes her mother as having “lived out a neoclassical epic of self-determination: 1970s
housewife turned MBA turned CEO” and their estrangement
as a requirement of her mother’s emancipation. Approaching
40, Orange feels called to know her mother and, as the daughter of a feminist, to gauge the costs and rewards. Using “inquiry
as an act of love,” the author admits that her “own becoming
was both guided and thwarted by a determined effort not to
become her.” Orange braids together memories of her maternal grandmother; stories about and told by her mother; texts
between mother and daughter; scenes of their time together;
and innumerable quotations from and references to authors,
activists, and subjects ranging from Emmeline Pankhurst to
Susan Sontag, from whom Orange got her title: “Indeed I did
not think of myself as a woman first of all…I wanted to be
pure flame.” When Orange was a child, in Canada, her mother
sought a better-paying job that demanded she move far from
her family. Recounting this ambitious decision, Harvard Busi
ness Review published “Confronting Sex Role Stereotypes: The
Janis/Jack Jerome Cases” in 1989. Her mother’s scenario (as
Janis) was presented next to Jack’s, identical other than the
subject’s gender. The study’s respondents approved of Jack’s
choice to move while disapproving of Janis’. This serves as one
lens through which mother and daughter examined feminism.
About her female relatives, Orange texted, “I didn’t really think
of any of you as role models.” Her mother replied, “Maybe not
consciously.” The text messages bring the author’s mother to
life, capturing her incisive wit and views, and over the course
of the narrative, it becomes clear that Orange and her mother
commune best as critics, more cerebral than emotional, neither
single-pointed nor conventional.
The prismatic effect of Orange’s multidimensional
approach is brilliant, illuminative, and moving.

MIGRATORY BIRDS

Oliver, Mariana
Trans. by Sanches, Julia
Transit Books (140 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-945492-52-5
Essays haunted by echoes and shadows.
In the third entry of the publisher’s
Undelivered Lectures series (following
books by Mary Cappello and Namwali
Serpell), Mexican-born essayist Oliver
debuts with a collection of 10 graceful pieces that include meditations on place, language, exile, and memory. Whooping cranes,
the subject of the title essay, follow “a route anchored in memory” in their annual migration. Not all migrations, though, end
in home: In the early 1960s, thousands of children were sent
from Cuba to Florida by parents who feared that they would
be wrenched from their families to serve Castro. Too many to
house in camps, the children were relegated to orphanages or
temporary homes; many never saw their parents again. Other
migrations are willful tests of one’s identity: Writer and performer Emine Özdamar left her native Turkey for Germany,
where she chose to write in German. “Authors who write in languages that are not their own are frequently interrogated about
their motivations, as though words were also private property,”
Oliver observes. The author, who won a scholarship to study in
Erfurt, Germany, when she was 22, considers the complexities
of inhabiting language, place, and time. In Berlin, Oliver discovered that the violence of the past “is a dense fog that refuses to
lift. The city stands out because it trades in reversal: the echo is
sharper than the sound, memory is stronger than the present,
and in public you are only allowed to conjugate in the past tense.”
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AN ESPECIALLY GOOD VIEW
Watching History Happen

LAST BEST HOPE
America in Crisis and
Renewal

Osnos, Peter L.W.
Platform Books (400 pp.)
$25.95 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-73599-680-6

Packer, George
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-374-60366-3

A veteran journalist and editor shares
a lifetime of dramatic career twists and
turns.
Osnos (b. 1943), who founded PublicAffairs Books in 1997, has spent the last
five decades as a journalist and editor in a variety of capacities.
Arranged chronologically and loaded with specifics, the narrative
begins with the author’s childhood. His parents, upper-middleclass Jews from Warsaw, fled during World War II to India, where
Osnos was born, and then moved to the U.S. in 1944. From day
camps to high school, his parents were “loving but largely disengaged by temperament and background from my ‘American’
choices.” Independent and strong-willed, Osnos boldly weathered the 1960s “pre-consciousness” era of burgeoning minority
opportunities at Brandeis University. Through articles, books, a
healthy memory, “and more memorabilia and notes than I realized there was,” Osnos candidly recollects the pivotal moments
of an eventful life. He began his career modestly as an editorial
assistant to progressive investigative reporter I.F. Stone before
moving on to a nearly two-decade stint at the Washington Post.
His time as a foreign correspondent provides fodder for culturally rich stories set in Vietnam; the Soviet Union, where his
name was mentioned in classified KGB documents; and London, where he covered the birth of Prince William. In 1984, he
transitioned to the book publishing world, working as an editor at Random House, where his roster of authors included Bill
Clinton, Jimmy Carter, Magic Johnson, Peggy Noonan, Molly
Ivins, George Soros, Boris Yeltsin, and many other luminaries.
All of the author’s personal and professional landmarks feature
colorful characters and vivid, passionate narration. Even midway through, it’s clear the book was a labor of love, though at
times, his enthusiasm becomes excessively digressive. Much of
the memoir’s charm comes from Osnos’ candor and energy, and
he concludes with a deeply personal retrospective of thought,
grateful reflection, and pictorial extras that both seasoned and
aspiring journalists will appreciate.
The meticulously detailed, inspiring journey of an American news reporter and publisher.

Can we save ourselves from ourselves
in America’s “cold civil war”?
As New Yorker contributor and National
Book Award winner Packer notes in this
sharp and concise analysis, there’s one good thing to say about the
current pandemic: With its arrival, “it became impossible to pass
through the world in the normal bovine manner.” Of course, it also
revealed massive cracks in the system and amplified a rift in which
people either scream at each other or maintain a polite silence,
an avoidance that “solves nothing” and indeed, by Packer’s
account, is “part of the collapse.” Something is badly amiss in
what used to be thought of as the last best hope in the world.
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Instead, we are overrun with instability, contending tribes, and
useless politicians. Into this chaos stepped Donald Trump, who
failed to become the dictator he so obviously wished to be only
by virtue of “his own ineptitude, along with our creaky institutions and the remaining democratic faith of the American people.” Even so, Packer charges, we’re all responsible for Trump, in
part because there are yawning gulfs among numerous visions
of America. There’s the “Free America” of the libertarians, so
susceptible to demagoguery; the “Smart America” of the progressives, which leaves blue-collar workers in the dust; the “Real
America,” a bastion of racism, ignorance, and resentment; and
the “Just America,” which “forces us to see the straight line that
runs from slavery and segregation to the second-class life so
many Black Americans live today.” In all of these, there are the
ingredients of a fifth vision: “Equal America,” which involves
“extending the New Deal to Americans in more areas of their
lives,” from affordable and universal health care to a living
minimum wage and beyond. It’s a project that “asks us to put
more faith in ourselves and one another than we can bear,” but
it surely beats where we are now.
A thought-provoking study in civics, history, and the
decline and fall of self-government.

“an intoxicating blend of drag, drugs, disco, and revolution” until
its closure in 1981. The author illustrates both the intimacy and
the nasty melodrama of nightclub life, and he demonstrates
the significant achievements of Smith’s activism, the scourge
of Christian crusader Anita Bryant’s anti-gay campaigns, and
Smith’s eventual downfall due to his drug addiction. Padgett
also acknowledges Sweet Gum owner Frank Powell, who made
his club a mecca of self-expression. The author’s analysis also
encompasses themes of identity and gender fluidity and creatively marks the progress made by Southern queer communities in terms of sexual freedom and equal rights.
A balanced, colorfully depicted portrait of a Southern
LGBTQ+ movement.

THE 2000s MADE ME GAY
Essays on Pop Culture

Perry, Grace
St. Martin’s Griffin (256 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-250-76014-2

Essays that incorporate elements of
2000s pop culture to examine broader
themes of queer identity and sexuality.
Longtime Onion and Reductress contributor Perry revisits the songs, movies,
and TV shows she was drawn to as a closeted, Catholic adolescent in the Midwest. She examines them in order to explain
her coming-out process, interspersing personal anecdotes with
recaps of the plotlines and characters involved in the media that
informed them. Her knowledge is extensive, running from The
Real World to Harry Potter, Dawson’s Creek, The O.C., the Disney
Channel, The L Word, Taylor Swift, and Glee—and beyond. Perry
isn’t interested in dissecting 2000s pop culture or passing judgment. Rather, she analyzes how it shaped a generation of queer
people despite the scarcity of actual LGBTQ+ representation.
Perry deploys specific pop-culture phenomena to open up larger
conversations about a variety of relevant topics—e.g., MTV’s
programming and gender essentialism, Dumbledore’s sexuality
and the problem of disingenuous representation, singer King
Princess and the etymology of “coming out of the closet” and
whether it is still a relevant framework. The author also turns
her critical eye toward the ways in which queer viewers were
drawn to queer-coded characters because of what they saw in
themselves but also modeled themselves after those characters,
in a long game of chicken or the egg. As sexuality and gender
became better understood and celebrated in the late 2000s,
pop culture reacted to the trend, but millennials straddle the
divide. “We grew up without queer characters in our cartoons
or Nickelodeon or Disney or TGIF sitcoms. We were raised in
homophobia, came of age as the world changed around us, and
are raising children in an age where it’s never been easier to be
same-sex parents. We’re both lucky and jealous,” Perry writes,
hopeful for the future in this post-Glee world.
A humorous and reflective journey of self-discovery via
pop culture.

A NIGHT AT THE SWEET
GUM HEAD
Drag, Drugs, Disco, and
Atlanta’s Gay Revolution
Padgett, Martin
Norton (320 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-324-00712-8

A history of gay culture in 1970s
Atlanta.
Padgett revives a significant decade
of the South’s queer history through the experiences of two pivotal figures: activist Bill Smith and drag performer John Greenwell. The author dutifully paints his home city as a place formerly
seething with open hostility toward queer communities, with
rampant homophobic harassment, bar raids, and arrests. But
change was inevitable, and Padgett leads us through the revolution via archival research and interview material. Greenwell,
who left his Huntsville, Alabama, home a couple years after
high school, found strength, solidarity, and unique stardom at
the Sweet Gum Head nightclub as stage persona Rachel Wells.
Meanwhile, Smith, despite being raised by devout Baptists (“his
mother had begged him, and his military father had ordered
him, to change”), “lurched into politics” and protested against
anti-gay legislation while organizing the Georgia Gay Liberation Front group. His efforts were greatly aided by the election
of Atlanta’s first Black mayor, Maynard Jackson, who advocated
for gay rights. Smith became a city commissioner and went on
to oversee the region’s gay newspaper, the Atlanta Barb, often
using its pages as an activist platform. Padgett sketches both
profiles with evenhanded journalistic precision while grounding
the book’s core at the Sweet Gum Head, a venue incorporating
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“Rodenberg’s depth of feeling, intelligence, and
love open eyes and demolish stereotypes.”
kin

B-SIDE BOOKS
Essays on Forgotten
Favorites

Ed. by Plotz, John
Columbia Univ. (280 pp.)
$26.00 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-231-20057-8

Forgotten books earn their readers’
attention.
Plotz, a professor of humanities at
Brandeis and host of the podcast Recall
This Book, gathers 40 essays about “rare, forgotten, and unsung
works”—novels, short stories, poetry, a ballad opera, diaries and
journals, and a work of scholarship—that, the contributors contend, deserve to be rescued from obscurity. Most contributors are
academics, with a smattering of fiction and poetry writers. Their
choices are eclectic, their essays enlightening. Plotz organizes the
selections into seven sections: Childhood, Other Worlds, Comedy,
Battle and Strife, Home Fires, Mysteries and Trials, and Journeys of
the Spirit. Some essays focus on little-known works by well-known
authors. For example, Steven McCauley praises Christopher
Isherwood’s Prater Violet, a novel that “contains much of Isherwood’s understated elegance, his insight into behavior, and all of
his powerful charm. As an added bonus, it’s a literary novel about
that decidedly unliterary global obsession: moviemaking.” Sharon
Marcus cites Shirley Jackson’s Life Among the Savages and Raising
Demons, admiring the “mundane chaos” that Jackson portrays in
her domestic comedies. Merve Emre finds Natalia Ginzburg’s
novella The Dry Heart exemplary of “a genre that compresses, with
terrible and dazzling force, the violent human entanglements that
the novel unravels over a longer span of time.” Carlo Rotella writes
about Gringos, a novel by Charles Portis, the author of the bestseller True Grit. Many essays examine authors and works that may
be unfamiliar to nonacademic readers: Patience Agbabi’s poetry
collection Transformatrix; Philip Fisher’s scholarly study The Vehe
ment Passions; The Diaries of Lady Anne Clifford, which, Rami Targoff
writes, offers “a rich and complex portrait of a Renaissance woman
for whom writing was not simply a habit but an essential part of her
survival”; and Satomi Myōdō’s Journey in Search of the Way, which
Theo Davis admires “for the unselfconscious cheer with which
Myōdō’ recounts her misery.”
Erudite and appreciative essays on what and why to read.
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“Mountain-Dew-mouth and dirt floor stereotypes” for a segment about her Eastern Kentucky hometown, “often as inscrutable and inaccessible to outsiders as a war-torn third-world
country.” In between takes, she surreptitiously darted to her
aging parents’ trailer for a quick errand. In the remainder of the
book, she takes us on a journey that expands our understanding of these scenes. After her father returned from Vietnam in
the early 1970s, he moved his young family to Minnesota, where
they spent a few years in a rural Christian commune before
moving back to the area where he was raised. Throughout, the
author’s densely detailed writing style makes for engrossing
reading. On her grandmother’s grooming routine: “She rubbed
her hands with grease when she did housework, to keep them
soft and young-looking. She steamed her face each night with a
fresh hot rag, wiped it with Pond’s, then Oil of Olay.” A childhood game: “We played veterinarian with stray cats and dogs,
pulling wolf worms from their necks with matches and tweezers
and engorged ticks from the clusters on their backs, stomping
and smearing the ticks in to red swirls across the blacktop; when
we ran out of ticks we stomped clusters of poke berries to finish
our pictures.” The story continues through her teenage years: “I
won’t say that being punished for things I hadn’t yet done made
me want to do them, but it definitely finalized my plans.” This
is a bountiful, sometimes haunting story, but Rodenberg’s structural choices may deter some readers. Her first-person story is
told in a sometimes-confusing order, interrupted by novelistic
third-person sections recounting the early lives of her parents
and other relatives. This approach doesn’t always work, but it’s
a minor quibble for an important memoir.
Rodenberg’s depth of feeling, intelligence, and love open
eyes and demolish stereotypes.

SURVIVING KATYŃ
Stalin’s Polish
Massacre and the
Search for Truth

Rogoyska, Jane
Oneworld Publications (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-78607-892-6
The Katyń Massacre was the opening salvo to a war defined by unimaginable horrors. Here, its story is told clearly
and passionately with allegiance only to the truth.
In the study of history, one of the hallmarks of the “great
powers” is that the rules do not apply to them. Powerful
empires—Roman, Ottoman, Soviet, etc.—create their own
realities that may or may not coincide with one’s lived experience. After Hitler’s 1939 invasion of Poland, the Soviets decided
it was in their best interest to annex a piece of the eastern half
of that country. Consequently, it created a reality in which the
extant Polish government was dissolved. According to their
Orwellian logic, if there was no legitimate government to reckon
with, they had free reign. Among their first acts was the capture
of more than 22,000 Poles. These men would later be described

KIN
A Memoir

Rodenberg, Shawna Kay
Bloomsbury (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-63557-455-5

A powerful and surprising story of an
Appalachian childhood.
Rodenberg opens with a scene in
2017, when she was “acting as an ambassador” for a TV crew eagerly hunting for
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as the elite of Polish society, including military officers but also
aristocrats, artists, and indeed a “complete cross section” of
Polish life. Elite or no, the prisoners were bombarded with torrents of authoritarian disinformation and propaganda. During
April and May 1940, they were executed. When the Nazis discovered the bodies of those who had been trucked away and
“liquidated,” they saw it as a propaganda coup. Lavrentiy Beria,
Stalin’s secret police chief, offhandedly called the massacre a
“mistake” and tried to pin the blame on the Germans. In a riveting narrative, Rogoyska brings the victims out of the shadows,
telling their stories as well as those of the people desperately
searching for them. Throughout, the author’s humanity is on
full display. These are not just statistics or another item in the
ledger of World War II atrocities, but flesh-and-blood individuals who were cut down for no reason and whose memory was
lost in the fog of military, great-power history. Rogoyska is to be
commended for resurrecting this heartbreaking tale.
A work of significant moral clarity and elegant precision.

and asylum seekers, for example, reflects “the violence of colonial expansion” as well as a “fight to preserve the privilege of the
few against the many.”
An intellectually probing analysis.

PLUNDER
Napoleon’s Theft of
Veronese’s Feast

Saltzman, Cynthia
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.)
$30.00 | May 11, 2021
978-0-374-21903-1
How stolen art enriched the Louvre.
For Napoleon Bonaparte, artworks
represented trophies of military success,
might, and power. Prominent among the
thousands of pieces his army looted from Italy, Prussia, Austria,
and Germany, and displayed with bravado in the Louvre, was
Paolo Veronese’s Wedding Feast at Cana, “a vast, sublime canvas
that in 1797 the French tore from a wall of the monastery of
San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice.” That Renaissance painting
is central to Saltzman’s well-researched, discerning history of
art as well as the art of war. As Bonaparte rampaged through
Europe, he stipulated that “artistic indemnities go into the
terms of peace,” forcing those he conquered to give up paintings and sculpture “as part of the reparations of war.” Even the
pope capitulated to Napoleon’s demand for 100 artworks from
the sumptuous Vatican holdings. Among the extraordinary
pieces that Bonaparte plundered, the Veronese was outstanding: “a banqueting scene with life-sized figures and an illusion of
reality so convincing that the feast appeared to be taking place
in the open air.” Saltzman recounts the laborious process of
removing the painting, then more than 235 years old, wrapping
the stiff canvas around cylinders, transporting it for weeks on
shipboard, and, finally, restoring it. “To put the canvas up on the
wall,” writes the author, restorers “would have to build a new
stretcher, patch some 360 holes, and retouch these repairs and
any other places that had been abraded or left bare.” The project
took three years. After Napoleon’s military defeats and downfall, nations that had been looted negotiated for the return of
their art. The Veronese, though, was not among the repatriated
works. Though it was removed from the Louvre several times
for safekeeping during wars, it hangs still, testimony to Napoleon’s compelling desire to be seen “as an Enlightenment leader,
an intellectual, and a friend of the philosophes.”
An engrossing, tumultuous history of a Renaissance
painting.

ON VIOLENCE AND ON
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Rose, Jacqueline
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (432 pp.)
$28.00 | May 18, 2021
978-0-374-28421-3

A wide-ranging investigation of gender, power, and abuse.
British literary scholar and cultural
critic Rose examines the impetus for and
experience of violence, especially against
women. Casting a wide net, she considers sexual predation and
harassment; violence against transgender women, including
by feminists who engage in “the coercive violence of gendering”; violence depicted in literary fiction; South Africa, where a
woman is murdered every three hours and Cape Town is known
as the rape capital of the world; and violence against migrant
women and children. Although Rose focuses mainly on male
violence, she argues that violence is not inherent in masculinity, and she takes issue with feminists who see women “solely
or predominantly as the victims of their histories.” Nevertheless, she calls sexual harassment “the great male performative,
the act through which a man aims to convince his target not
only that he is the one with the power, which is true, but also
that his power and his sexuality are one and the same thing.”
Though she does not believe “that all women are at risk from all
men,” she concedes “that a woman does not say she is scared of
a man without cause and that when she does so, we must listen.”
Drawing on Freudian psychoanalytic theory, Rose sees violence
as “part of the psyche,” characterizing violent behavior as “a
crime of the deepest thoughtlessness. It is a sign that the mind
has brutally blocked itself.” Feminists, she asserts, must reckon
with “the extraordinary, often painful and mostly overlooked
range of what the human mind is capable of.” Like Hannah
Arendt, Rose sees violence as “a form of entitlement” inflamed
by “illegitimate and/or waning power.” The abuse of refugees
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“An astute, provocative contribution to
information science and futurology.”
the ascent of information

THE ASCENT OF
INFORMATION
Books, Bits, Genes,
Machines, and Life’s
Unending Algorithm

Scharf, Caleb
Riverhead (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-593-08724-4

We are awash in an ocean of data and
are fast drowning.
Scharf, the director of the Columbia Astrobiology Center,
opens with a luminous example: the world-changing work of
Shakespeare. On the plus side, Shakespeare enriched literature,
creating timeless works that are part of the “extended mind”
of the species. On the negative side, Shakespeare’s work has
required substantial expenditures of energy. “When I crunch
the numbers…it is possible that altogether the simple act of
human arms raising and lowering copies of Shakespeare’s writings has expended over 4 trillion joules of energy,” writes Scharf,
reckoning that if we were coal-fired beings, it would take countless tons to fuel the simple business of picking Shakespeare
from the shelf. More energy still is expended in brainpower as
neurons fire to comprehend Shakespeare’s language. The energy
gambit becomes more material as Scharf arrives at a staggering
point: We are so dependent on data and the computer power
needed to process it that by the year 2040, those computers
will require more electricity than can be produced worldwide.
Frustrated by this upper limit, what are we to do? The author
probes deeper still, noting how the “dataome” we have created,
the informational equivalent of an ecological biome, is changing us even as we change it. In a deep-diving but accessible text
that ambles from Sumerian cuneiform to the thought that a
planet-saving strategy might be to forgo all those cute GIFs
and “hang in there, Kitty” posts on social media, Scharf revises
Marshall McLuhan’s thought that the media are extensions of
humankind to suggest that we meet information somewhere in
the middle, perhaps evading the strictures of Darwinian selection. “We don’t really know if the existing paradigms of terrestrial biology can, or should, describe all of this,” writes Scharf, a
thought that ought to keep us awake at night.
An astute, provocative contribution to information science and futurology.

y o u n g a d u lt

After examining the integration of art and science in video games in his debut, Blood, Sweat, and
Pixels (2017), Schreier directs his focus toward the volatility of
the businesses through which they are created and sold. The
author recognizes that such an industry doesn’t generate $150
billion in global revenue without its share of defeats and melodrama (as evidenced in the elaborate, rocky-road profile of
lifelong gaming designer Warren Spector), but it’s often at the
expense of the industry’s underappreciated designers. Schreier
questions why such a lucrative business model fails to provide
more stable employment for its content creators, as abruptly
terminated employees scramble for replacement opportunities or drop out of the industry altogether. Through firsthand
interviews with veteran game designers, Schreier presents varying perspectives on how the industry’s instability consistently
leaves developers and designers stranded. The author scrutinizes the consistent challenges caused by studio shutdowns,
which directly affect how and where designers live. He also
charts the tempestuous histories of early platform games like
Disney’s heroic adventure series “Epic Mickey” as well as more
interactive, online role-playing games such as the dystopian
“feast of sights and sounds” BioShock series, from now-defunct
Boston-based Irrational Games. Schreier fair-mindedly counters his industry criticism with success stories of game designers who turned their initial misfortune into opportunities for
collaborative endeavors and independent entrepreneurialism.
Both seasoned gamers and neophytes will learn a great amount
of history, insight, and insider detail about an ever evolving
business that, to Schreier, continues to put out sophisticated
products “created in the shadow of corporate ruthlessness.”
The author offers further perspective via the epilogue. “As I
wrote this book between 2018 and 2021,” he writes, “more than
a dozen video game studios shut down.”
An informed, well-balanced report on the video game
industry’s passions and pitfalls.

FROM THE RIVER TO THE SEA
The Untold Story of the
Railroad War That Made the
West

Sedgwick, John
Avid Reader Press (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-982104-28-3

PRESS RESET
Ruin and Recovery in the
Video Game Industry

The history of a railroad gold rush.
Many know about the great American Transcontinental Railroad, but Sedgwick introduces us to the “longest, most expensive, and most
destructive railroad war in American history.” It’s the tale of
a fight between two men and their creations: Civil War Gen.
William Jackson Palmer and his Denver & Rio Grande Railway and the ambitious William Barstow Strong and his Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. Palmer and Strong battled
for “the chance to develop and define the modern West as no
one else could,” and it was personal. Both had their sights set

Schreier, Jason
Grand Central Publishing (320 pp.)
$17.99 paper | May 11, 2021
978-1-5387-3549-7
The inside scoop on the cutthroat
competitiveness that saturates the world
of video game creation and production.
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on the Pacific, but first came the treacherous Raton Pass on
the Colorado–New Mexico border. Originally, the train lines
ran perpendicular to each other, but with each new track and
developed property alongside much of the land they got for free,
they became “entwined.” Sedgwick recounts the many strategies employed to find the best routes through the Southwest,
introducing us to many colorful characters: financiers, entrepreneurs, surveyors, law enforcement (Wyatt Earp and Bat
Masterson), and even a silver drill–touting Oscar Wilde. After
Strong made it to the pass first, Palmer turned his attention to
the towering rock faces of Royal Gorge in the Arkansas Valley
and its rich silver mines in nearby Leadville. Sedgwick’s narrative meanders in his discussion of Palmer’s extensive legal and
financial maneuvers to protect his Rio Grande route to Leadville. Railway baron Jay Gould, with his own ambitions, worked
a deal that would permit the two railways to head westward on
separate routes. Strong lost Leadville to Palmer, but he was now
able to grow in the Southwest. A financial deal with Southern
Pacific let Strong take a southern route; on May 31, 1887, his line
reached Los Angeles. Sedgwick emphasizes the financial over
the dramatic; readers may wish for more about the building of
the railways: the day-to-day laying of track, the workers’ experiences, how they overcame geographical challenges, etc.
Sturdy popular history, but numerous sidetracks covering business and money slow the race west.

of Phoenix while building “a culture that doesn’t just embrace
data but empowers people through the data.” Mental agility
helps, as does a willingness to do things differently from eras
past. One example is switching the focus of social services to be
not on the program itself but instead on the consumer, as with a
former business executive who is now committed to ending illiteracy in the world by asking himself “what illiterate people in the
world need and what products and services would best meet their
needs.” Shoemaker’s body of case studies embraces complexity
and diversity alike, speaking to the need for “cross-sector fluency”
and the recognition that there’s a lot of work to be done.
A provocative look at the business of the future.

DRUNK
How We Sipped, Danced,
and Stumbled Our Way to
Civilization

Slingerland, Edward
Little, Brown Spark (304 pp.)
$29.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-316-45338-7

A spirited look at drinking.
A professor of Asian studies at the
University of British Columbia, Slingerland draws on archaeology, anthropology, history, neuroscience,
psychopharmacology, social psychology, literature, poetry, and
genetics to argue—insistently and repetitively— for the social,
cultural, and psychological benefits of getting drunk. “Far from
being an evolutionary mistake,” he writes, “chemical intoxication helps solve a number of distinctively human challenges:
enhancing creativity, alleviating stress, building trust, and pulling off the miracle of getting fiercely tribal primates to cooperate with strangers.” He expounds at length on humans’ need for
creativity, culture, and cooperation, which, he claims, alcohol
enhances. “In many ways,” he writes, alcohol “is the perfect
drug. It is easy to dose, and its cognitive effects stable across
individuals. Best of all, these effects wax and wane predictably and are relatively short-lived.” Alcohol consumption, he
asserts, preceded agriculture and, in fact, “provided the spark
that allowed us to form truly large-scale groups, domesticate
increasing numbers of plants and animals, accumulate new
technologies, and thereby create the sprawling civilizations
that have made us the dominant mega-fauna on the planet.”
While Slingerland concedes that alcohol may have detrimental
physical effects, such as liver damage, he asserts that such costs
must be weighed against its “venerable role as an aid to creativity, contentment, and social solidarity.” The author acknowledges, however, that this solidarity excludes those who do not
drink for health or religious reasons and often excludes women,
as well. As far as the role of alcohol in sexual assault and rape,
Slingerland writes that these unsavory behaviors are “driven
by patriarchal or misogynist social norms rather than the ethanol molecule itself.” In the final chapter, the author cautions
against imbibing distilled spirits and drinking “outside of the
traditional context of ritual and social controls,” contradicting

TAKING CHARGE OF CHANGE
How Rebuilders Solve Hard
Problems

Shoemaker, Paul
HarperCollins Leadership (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4002-2169-1

A global business consultant highlights 30-odd mostly young people who
are making a difference in the world by
breaking the old rules.
Shoemaker, founding president of Social Venture Partners
International, highlights “rebuilders,” entrepreneurs he likens
to the engineers we need to mend our decaying infrastructure.
Indeed, his subjects are bridge builders of a sort, possessing “a
combination of qualities and skill sets that will enable them to
effectively address the accelerating economic, social, and health
disparities across an increasingly uneven, siloed America.” A case
in point is Rosanne Haggerty, who launched a nonprofit dedicated to ending chronic homelessness; by Shoemaker’s account,
one of her winning qualities is “a Generosity Mindset,” committed to achieving buy-in from all the constituents and to appreciating differences of opinion among people. The author writes
that the best rebuilders have experience in the for-profit, nonprofit, and public sectors, but generosity is an essential ingredient
in building working communities and cultures and doing away
with the impediment that is the zero-sum game. So, too, is the
ability to understand and interpret vast bodies of data—as with
the social worker who manages garbage truck drivers for the city
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“A brilliant, vital work.”
how the word is passed

BATTLE FOR THE BIG TOP
P.T. Barnum, James Bailey,
John Ringling and the
Death-Defying Saga of the
American Circus

his earlier assertion that many artists and writers “unleashed”
their creativity by drinking hard liquor, alone.
A hyperbolic but entertaining defense of intoxication via
alcohol.

Standiford, Les
PublicAffairs (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-5417-6228-2

HOW THE WORD
IS PASSED
A Reckoning With the
History of Slavery Across
America

A Black journalist and poet calls for
a reconsideration of the way America
teaches its history of slavery.
“The story our country tells about the Civil War often flattens some of its otherwise complex realities,” writes New
Orleans native Smith, a staff writer for the Atlantic. He notes
the U.S. is “at an inflection point, in which there is a willingness to more fully grapple with the legacy of slavery and how it
shaped the world we live in today.” However, while “some places
have attempted to tell the truth about their proximity to slavery and its aftermath,” others have refused. For this book, the
author traveled to nine sites, eight in the U.S. and one in Dakar,
Senegal, “to understand how each reckons with its relationship
to the history of American slavery.” The result is a devastating
portrait with unforgettable details. At the Whitney Plantation
in Wallace, Louisiana, historians have labored to help visitors
close “the yawning gap on slavery” in their educations—“a hammer attempting to unbend four centuries of crooked nails.” By
contrast, the Angola Museum at the Louisiana State Penitentiary has a gift shop with such souvenirs as “a white mug with
the silhouette of a guard sitting in a watchtower surrounded by
fencing.” When Smith asked his White tour guide to comment
on Angola’s role in slavery, the guide replied, “I can’t change
that.” At these places and other sites such as Monticello, Galveston Island, and New York City, the author conducted interviews
with tour guides, visitors, and others to paint a vivid portrait
of the extent to which venues have attempted to redress past
wrongs. Smith concludes with a moving epilogue about taking
his grandparents to the National Museum of African American
History and Culture. The trip elicited painful stories from their
childhoods, such as his grandmother recalling walking home
from school as White children in buses threw ice cream at her
and hurled vicious epithets.
A brilliant, vital work about “a crime that is still
unfolding.”
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A blow-by-blow account of the rivalry
among James Bailey, John Ringling, P.T.
Barnum, and other players in the American circus world.
“When entertaining the public, it is best to have an elephant,”
said Barnum, who knew a thing or two about wowing the public.
Captive elephants were at the center of his extravaganzas, as
they were of other circuses until, in 2015, the last of the 19thcentury organizations struck the tent after animal rights activists succeeded in delivering the elephants from bondage. That
last firm, as popular historian Standiford chronicles, was Ringling Brothers, whose namesakes were long gone. A former rock
’n’ roll entrepreneur named Kenneth Feld now headed the company, his head stocked with hard data on every playable venue
on the continent. Bailey, whose rival circus was pleasing audiences in the late 19th century, made headlines when an elephant
in his troupe gave birth, “the calf described as the first ever
born in captivity in the United States.” Barnum offered “the
then-astronomical sum of $100,000 for the calf; when Bailey
refused, his admiring rival offered a partnership instead, giving
birth to what would become the Barnum and Bailey consortium. Standiford is a capable ringmaster over a complicated tale
with many moving parts. As he notes, getting a circus before
the public required “the seamless integration of five business
endeavors running side by side,” from railroads to hotels to “the
entertainment business itself, the only one of which produced
any income.” Standiford’s narrative lacks the intellectual heft of
Louis S. Warren’s Buffalo Bill’s America (2005) as a study of evolving tastes in popular pastimes, but he tells a good story all the
same and with a sobering moral: The circus probably wouldn’t
survive today now that, as one scholar puts it, “the trend in
technology in recent years has been to push individuals into
greater and greater electronic isolation.”
Fans of the circuses of old, as well as students of popular
culture, will enjoy this look back.

Smith III, Clint
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$29.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-316-49293-5
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JUSTICE RISING
Robert Kennedy’s
America in Black and
White

BY THE LIGHT OF
BURNING DREAMS
The Triumphs and Tragedies
of the Second American
Revolution

Sullivan, Patricia
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (576 pp.)
$39.95 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-674-73745-7

Talbot, David & Talbot, Margaret with
Allen, Arthur
Harper/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$28.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-06-282039-6

A distillation of the motivations and
importance of Robert F. Kennedy’s life
and legacy.
In this enterprising biography, University of South Carolina
history professor Sullivan seeks to encapsulate the essence of
Kennedy’s journey as an advocate for the oppressed and disadvantaged in America. In equal measure, she humanizes Kennedy
and those around him by using precise, occasionally exhausting
detail. Though some sections are dry, the accretion of historical
moments lends enough of a novelistic air to the book to keep
the pages turning. The impeccably researched text encompasses the entirety of Kennedy’s political career, with weight
given to the transformation he underwent in terms of how he
conceptualized racial oppression and poverty in the U.S. and
abroad. Sullivan also carefully considers the specific methods
Kennedy sought to implement to change the state of race relations and combat poverty in the U.S. In doing so, she effectively
shows why Kennedy, who cared deeply about the plights of
his fellow citizens, was beloved by millions. The author nicely
balances cogent analyses of Kennedy’s large-scale policies—
focused on, among other significant issues, poverty, desegregation, integration, and the Vietnam War—and the more personal
nuances involved in his interactions with not just Americans,
but also people in other nations around the world. Though the
author relies heavily on quotations, it’s not burdensome. Rather
than paraphrasing political arguments, Sullivan effectively conveys the message directly from the primary sources to readers.
This approach also allows the author to portray the power of
Kennedy’s speeches. In 1966, writes Sullivan, “Kennedy warned
that ‘it would be a national disaster to permit resentment and
fear to drive increasing numbers of white and black Americans
into opposing camps of distrust and enmity.’ There was but one
choice, he said: ‘to face our difficulties and strive to overcome
them, or turn away, bringing repression, increasing human pain,
and civil strife.’ ”
A sharp portrayal of the potential of the 1960s through
the lens of RFK.
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Salon founder David Talbot and New
Yorker writer Margaret Talbot offer admiring portraits of radical
activists who sparked enduring social changes.
Through sharp reporting and good storytelling, the authors
enliven a journalistic genre that in less skilled hands might have
gone flat: the “Where are they now?” story. They devote a chapter to each of seven flashpoints of the 1960s and ’70s that created “the second American Revolution.” These include Black
Power, gay pride, the anti-war movement, the siege of Wounded
Knee, the battle for abortion rights, the rise of the United Farm
Workers, and the “celebrity activism” embodied by John Lennon
and Yoko Ono. The authors show how and why each movement
unfolded, focusing on key figures like Bobby Seale and Dolores
Huerta and describing their subjects’ early activism as well as
their later lives. They aim partly to enlighten students, such as
those who, a professor lamented, know the Panthers “only by
their cool regalia…the black leather coats, the berets, the dark
glasses.” But an abundance of fresh material gives this book an
intergenerational appeal. In their portrait of the feminist abortion clinic the Jane Collective, the authors note that before Roe
v. Wade, one doctor who did abortions took startling safety precautions: “An assistant picked the women up on street corners,
blindfolded them, and brought them to undisclosed locations.”
The authors also vividly portray events such as Cesar Chavez’s
trailblazing efforts to organize grape pickers, Craig Rodwell’s
quest to open America’s first gay and lesbian bookstore, and the
Ojibwe leader Dennis Banks’ bold escape from Wounded Knee
as federal officials swept up Native resisters. Some readers may
fault a few of the choices—particularly that of Lennon rather
than Bob Dylan as the main representative of “protest songs”—
but even the dissenters may appreciate that the authors avoid
Allan Bloom–style crankiness in recalling the ’60s and evoke the
’70s without using the word disco.
An intelligent and sympathetic reappraisal of the political upheavals of the ’60s and ’70s.
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“A surprising side of Poe splendidly revealed.”
the reason for the darkness of the night

FROM THE ASHES
My Story of Being Indigenous,
Homeless, and Finding My
Way

HOUSE OF STICKS
A Memoir
Tran, Ly
Scribner (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5011-1881-4

Thistle, Jesse
Atria (368 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-982182-94-6

A Métis-Cree writer and professor
examines how poverty, addiction, and
poor choices led to a life of homelessness

and crime.
The son of a Métis woman and an Algonquin-Scot man,
Thistle spent much of his childhood in Saskatchewan dealing
with his drunk, abusive father, who taught his children how
to beg and steal. Eventually, the police put the children into
foster care until Thistle’s paternal grandparents became their
guardians. Under their stern but loving care, the author’s life
normalized somewhat. Meanwhile, however, schoolmates
taunted Thistle and his siblings for being “ugly Indians” abandoned by their parents. Self-identifying as Italian, the author
began drinking and taking drugs during high school. Though his
burgeoning habit temporarily abated when he fell in love with
a young woman named Karen, an argument with his grandfather angered him enough to spend all of his hard-earned college
money on drugs and alcohol. When his grandfather finally told
him to leave, Thistle’s life spiraled out of control. He became
homeless and relied on “food banks, churches and shelter beds,”
drifted from city to city, and got addicted to crack. One night,
while high, he fell 35 feet from an open window and shattered
his leg, which eventually developed gangrene. He was in and out
of jail and rehab, and his health continued to deteriorate drastically. Estranged from family and gravely ill, he returned again
to rehab, “shaking and vomiting and praying for mercy.” Then
he started the long road back to not only personal recovery, but
also reconciliation with friends, family, and his Native past. As
Thistle narrates his personally harrowing, ultimately uplifting
story of survival, he also addresses the life-altering damage that
colonialism has wrought on Indigenous people everywhere—
especially “how, when one’s Indigeneity is stripped away, people
can make poor choices informed by pain, loneliness, and heartbreak, choices that see them eventually cast upon the streets, in
jail, or wandering with no place to be.”
A courageously heartfelt journey from profound selfdestruction to redemption.

y o u n g a d u lt

A moving coming-of-age memoir by
a young Vietnamese American girl growing up in New York City.
“We arrive in the blizzard of 1993,
coming from rice paddies, mango trees,
and the sun to February in the Empire State,” writes Tran in the
opening passage, recounting how she came to the U.S. with her
parents and three siblings. With very little English and almost
no money, as well as a father who suffered from PTSD due to his
time as a prisoner of war, the family had limited prospects. As
she chronicles the significant obstacles her family faced, Tran
also shows their grit and determination to survive and thrive in
their new home of Ridgewood, Queens. In her vivid depictions,
the author spares no detail of harsh winters, malnutrition, and
acute poverty. Progressing from their rough times during the
“sweatshop days,” the family moved on to own a nail salon, and
the children dedicated themselves to their education while also
working to support the family in their spare time. As the only
daughter, Tran describes her troubled relationships with her
siblings and parents as well as the trauma of her father’s PTSD.
Because he believed that wearing glasses meant admitting failure, Tran suffered unnecessarily from severe visual impairment.
Her parents also imparted to her a stoic Buddhism, which
emphasizes fate and endurance. Occasionally reminiscent of
Ocean Vuong’s novel, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous (2019),
especially in its sharp examination of the unique cultural and
social issues facing immigrants from Southeast Asia, the narrative also speaks to the hardships that non-White women endure
under the double yoke of sexism and racism. Particularly difficult to read are the sections in which Tran outlines her mental fragility and the failure of the educational system to sustain
her. However, with dedication and the support of friends, the
author graduated from Columbia with a degree in creative writing and linguistics.
A brutally honest, ultimately hopeful narrative of family,
immigration, and resilience.

THE REASON FOR
THE DARKNESS OF
THE NIGHT
Edgar Allan Poe and the
Forging of American Science

Tresch, John
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-374-24785-0

The prolific fiction writer, poet, and literary critic viewed through a scientific lens.
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Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) is synonymous with the grotesque. Tresch, professor of the history of art, science, and folk
practice at the Warburg Institute, wants us to think of Poe as a
scientist, as well. Tresch’s expansive biography takes the chronological road, with Poe “at the center of the maelstrom of American science in the first half of the nineteenth century.” Enamored
by science as a young man, Poe wrote “Sonnet—To Science” in
1830. Arguing against other critics, who claim that the poem criticizes science, Tresch argues that Poe writes in praise of science.
In fact, the sonnet “laid out a program for Poe’s life’s work.” At
West Point, he studied mathematics, geometry, and astronomy,
all of which “decisively shaped his career as a poet, critic, and
author.” In Baltimore in 1833, Poe won a fiction contest for “MS.
Found in a Bottle,” in which he balanced scientific language with
catastrophic revelation. Near starvation, he was saved by a job
at the Southern Literary Messenger in Richmond. His stories and
essays on science were warmly received, but he was soon let go.
In New York, he wrote The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket, a novel about the “quest for discovery and its costs.”
In 1839, he secured a position at The Gentleman’s Magazine in
Philadelphia, where scientific innovation was thriving. Testing
“new literary formulas,” he wrote his most distinctive tales, solidified his “reputation for scientific acumen,” championed the art
of photography, explored code cracking, and wrote a scientific
textbook, The Conchologist’s First Book. Surprisingly, it was his only
bestseller. Meanwhile, Poe’s drinking and his wife’s death were
affecting his health. He hoped his ambitious new book and lecture tour on cosmology, Eureka, (a “serious mess, a glorious mess,
but a mess”) would help him gain back his popularity. He died a
year later. Throughout, Tresch does a fine job balancing insightful
discussions of Poe’s literary works alongside his intriguing scientific pursuits.
A surprising side of Poe splendidly revealed.

knowledge, but also because he has the scientific method on his
side, “a technique that has led to profound changes in the human
condition through the search for objective truths and an understanding of our place in the universe.” Not that the ancients were
without their insights: The Greek scholar Eratosthenes was able
to suss out the circumference of the spherical Earth through an
ingenious application of common knowledge and shrewd calculation. As they proceed, the authors, with assistance from striking photos and illustrations, explain the reasons why our science
is applicable everywhere in the universe—at least so far as we
know—and consider why we haven’t found concrete evidence of
being visited by extraterrestrials. As for alien life, Earth has some
very interesting critters. The authors highlight the tardigrade, a
microscopic being that the European Space Agency sent into
orbit for 12 days without a bit of harm coming to the tiny crew.
“Tolerating extreme conditions such as frozen polar lakes, boiling
hot deep-sea vents, and even high doses of radiation, tardigrades
have broadened our definition of life on Earth and diversified our
search for life-forms on other planets,” they write appreciatively
on the way to raising other big questions—e.g., “What preceded
the Big Bang?”
A lively, richly illustrated celebration of scientific inquiry.

BEYOND
The Astonishing Story of
the First Human To Leave
Our Planet and Journey Into
Space

Walker, Stephen
Harper/HarperCollins (512 pp.)
$29.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-0-06-297815-8

Energetic history of the first years of
the space race, focusing on Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin (1934-1968).
Partly because they were late coming to the atomic bomb,
the Soviets were determined not to lose ground in the space race.
Consequently, writes popular historian and documentary director Walker, the ministry of defense requisitioned ground “four
times the size of Greater London,” at first called Leninsky, where
engineers developed the largest rocket in the world. Several
rockets had exploded before they got one into space containing
two dogs, proof that living things could survive the experience.
Soon it was pilot hero Gagarin’s turn. Chosen from a huge group
of candidates steadily winnowed down to six—we know this,
Walker writes, thanks to a diary a high official in the program
surreptitiously kept—Gagarin had strong competition with a
fighter pilot named Pavel Popovich, who was ruled out because
he was Ukrainian. “Even as the Soviet Union’s propagandists paid
lip service to the socialist ideals of ethnic equality,” notes Walker,
“Popovich’s origin was a handicap.” Though not the first historian to recount the Soviet Vostok program and its successors,
the author does good work in contrasting it in detail with the
American astronaut program (John Glenn would orbit the planet
less than a year after Gagarin). Of particular interest is Walker’s

COSMIC QUERIES
StarTalk’s Guide to
Who We Are, How We
Got Here, and Where We’re
Going

Tyson, Neil deGrasse with Trefil, James
National Geographic (312 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4262-2177-4

Astrophysicists Tyson and Trefil ask the
big questions—and “not all have answers.”
Tyson, better known for popularizing and explaining tangled
issues of science than for his considerable body of scientific
research, and Trefil, a veteran physics professor and author of
dozens of science books, peer into “the gulf between the depths
of human curiosity and the limits of human ignorance.” That gulf
has produced some fiery arguments over the years. In a characteristically light touch, the authors imagine Aristotle sitting
down to a glass of retsina and Isaac Newton quaffing a flagon of
mead while arguing about the nature of gravity. Newton has the
advantage, not just of a couple of thousand years of accumulated
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“Maddening and sobering—as comprehensive an account
of the first year of the pandemic as we’ve yet seen.”
the plague year

THE PLAGUE YEAR
America in the Time of
Covid

investigation of the origins of the American determination to be
the first to land on the moon, driven by John Kennedy’s bitter
recognition of America’s defeat; he asked advisers, “Can we leapfrog them? Is there any place we can catch them? What can we
do?” The answer was Apollo, a “distant and uncertain adventure
that Kennedy himself had effectively quashed in the latest round
of NASA’s budget cuts.” On the human front, Walker’s depiction
of Gagarin’s succumbing to the “rock star” syndrome after his
orbit, a feat he would never again match, is especially affecting.
A welcome addition to the literature of space exploration,
shedding light on the Soviet contribution.

Wright, Lawrence
Knopf (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-593-32072-3

BURNING MAN
The Trials of D.H. Lawrence

Wilson, Frances
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (512 pp.)
$35.00 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-374-28225-7

A fresh study of D.H. Lawrence’s
enigmatic life and writing.
In her latest, noted literary critic and
biographer Wilson delivers an absorbing, eccentric work of imaginative biography, a text that is by turns deeply revelatory, opinionated, and
occasionally rambling. The author focuses on the middle years
of Lawrence’s writing career, from 1915 to 1925, and she allegorically frames the three sections of his journey around Dante’s
Divine Comedy. “Inferno” covers Lawrence’s years in England
while writing The Rainbow and Women in Love and his early years
of marriage to Frieda. In “Purgatory,” Wilson chronicles his years
in Italy, which featured a murky series of financial and possibly
intimate intrigues with American traveler and writer Maurice
Magnus. “Paradise” takes us to Australia, which inspired his novel
Kangaroo, onward to the American Southwest and Mexico, and
up to his tuberculosis diagnosis. Interweaving entertaining
accounts of his travels and his relationships along the way with
examples of his writing, Wilson skillfully evokes Lawrence’s restless spirit while partially penetrating his contradictory manners
and impulses. “His fidelity as a writer was not to the truth but
to his own contradictions,” she writes, “and reading him today is
like tuning into a radio station whose frequency keeps changing….
Of all the Lawrentian paradoxes, however, the most arresting is
that he was an intellectual who devalued the intellect, placing his
faith in the wisdom of the very body that throughout his life was
failing him.” Wilson casts a vivid light on his many notable associations—among them, Katherine Mansfield, Norman Douglas,
Mabel Dodge Luhan, and Ottoline Morrell—many of whom
published books on their experiences with Lawrence. With more
than a hint of misogyny found in some of his fiction, Lawrence
is not a particularly relevant author for our times, and Wilson’s
effort may not elicit renewed interest despite the author’s colorful depictions of his travels and provocative analysis of his work
and personal shortcomings.
A distinctly original perspective on an iconic writer.
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The Pulitzer Prize–winning author
and journalist turns to an enterprise
fraught with political implication: the
rise and spread of Covid-19.
In 2019, the Department of Health and Human Services
conducted an exercise premised on the scenario that “an international group of tourists visiting China” were “infected with
a novel influenza, and then spread it across the world.” As
Wright delineates, the results were not inspiring. The Trump
administration admitted that the response was chaotic, with
no clear chain of command and inadequate response. In the
end, the influenza was projected to kill 586,000 Americans—
not far from the mark of those who died in the U.S. in the
pandemic’s first year. That report was buried. In China, where
the virus first emerged, the government forbade doctors to
wear protective gear, jailed those who tried to alert the public, and underestimated the number of dead in the first wave
by tenfold. When Trump came into office, Wright notes, his
administration “was handed the keys to the greatest medicalresearch establishment in the history of science.” Of course,
it wasted the resource, politicized federal science, and tried
to wish the plague away. In his characteristically rigorous and
engrossing style, Wright documents innumerable episodes
of ineptitude and malfeasance even as Trump officials such
as Peter Navarro privately reckoned that “a full-blown…pandemic could infect as many as 100 million Americans.” The
author also argues that Trump, infected with the virus at a
rally in which he refused to wear a mask, was much sicker than
was revealed and was terrified at the prospect of dying. Still,
he consistently failed to develop a national response, so the
“pandemic was broken into fifty separate epidemics.” Particularly compelling is Wright’s straight-line connection of the
Jan. 6 Capitol invasion and Trump’s failed attempt to maintain
power to the destabilizing effects of the plague.
Maddening and sobering—as comprehensive an account
of the first year of the pandemic as we’ve yet seen.
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“The illustrations’ impressionistic style perfectly mirrors the text’s
blurring of the lines between the magical and the everyday.”
annie lumsden, the girl from the sea

ANNIE LUMSDEN, THE
GIRL FROM THE SEA

provide a universal message of guidance for growing up, but it’s
too general and lacking in any kind of strong connection to be
of value or of interest to a developing child. Small vignettes hint
at adolescent conflicts, but so obliquely and superficially as to
be valueless and at times obscure—particularly given that the
audience for this book has not yet reached adolescence. That
said, Bates’ paintings are lovely, capturing foamy, cresting waves
in varying degrees of vigor; this seascape is never still. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 50% of actual size.)
Life’s questions remain unanswered in this attractive but
frustratingly bland book. (Picture book. 6-8)

Almond, David
Illus. by Alemagna, Beatrice
Candlewick (64 pp.)
$16.99 | May 18, 2021
978-1-5362-1674-5

Rather like the seashell her mother
picks up that is “as ordinary as any seashell, as beautiful as any seashell,” the
precious mystery that is Annie Lumsden is not apparent to all.
Thirteen-year-old Annie lives with her mum in a small
house beside the sea in a beautiful location in the northeast of
England. Classmates ridiculed her difficulties at school, and
now she suffers inexplicable seizures. Annie and her single
mother, who sings sea shanties in the pub and sells handcrafted
art made of shells and rocks, glory in the spinning of tales and
in connections between their beloved home and far-flung times
and places. One day, Annie asks Mum to explain how she came
to be; the ensuing tale weaves together the mysteries of the
watery world that Annie, whose hair “drifts like seaweed” when
she swims and whose “thoughts dart and dance inside like little
minnows in the shallows,” loves so dearly. It involves a mysterious man from a seaweed forest, rather like a selkie, who had
“skin smooth and bright like sealskin,” spoke with a “liquid
voice,” and is her true father. This short, captivating story is
enhanced with watercolor-and–colored-pencil illustrations in
natural tones; the illustrations’ impressionistic style perfectly
mirrors the text’s blurring of the lines between the magical and
the everyday. This gentle tale reminds readers of the power of
stories to remake our humdrum worlds into something wondrous. Main characters present White.
Enchanting. (Fiction. 9-13)

THOUGHTS ARE AIR

Arndt, Michael
Illus. by Freitas, Irena
Dial Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-984814-36-4

THE BOY AND THE SEA

Andros, Camille
Illus. by Bates, Amy June
Abrams (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-4197-4940-7

A boy’s life is steered by and reflected in his relationship
with the sea.
In a series of swirling, impressionistic, watercolor seascapes,
a dark-haired, white-skinned boy is pictured at different life
stages: as a young child; as a grown man with a family; and as
an old man. At each stage, he receives a meaningful message
from the sea. His moods are reflected in the moods of the sea,
sometimes “dark and dangerous,” sometimes “tranquil and tender.” As the boy moves through the life stages, both he and the
sea feel “the pull of something more.” He looks to the sea for
answers to life’s questions, and sometimes they are answered—
but just with a word: dream, love, be. Even when he is grown, he
still does not know the answers to his questions. In its coverage of an entire life’s span, the book seems to be attempting to
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Rhyming couplets give an original
explanation of the path from thoughts to
words to action, with the art using community gardening as an example.
The artwork is light and playful, with figures—both human
and animal—rendered with simple lines and varied skin tones
and backgrounds in springtime colors. The protagonist is a
light-skinned, blond child who stretches from bed beneath
the first short verse, which starts with the book’s title. A gently puffy thought balloon containing flowers and bumblebees
sprouts from the child’s head. Each double-page spread follows
the child and that balloon through breakfast, the walk to school,
and then the school day and what follows. As the child goes
through these activities, the text continues with couplets that
extend the metaphorical comparisons, saying that thoughts are
“clouds,” “dreams,” “feelings,” “breath,” and more. The art is not
particularly complementary to such notions as “beliefs, winds
that inspire / When you feel low they lift you up higher” or
“thoughts become words so please think your best.” However,
its sweetness and whimsicality match the singsong nature of the
text, both of which will hold the attention of little ones. Older
readers will understand the sophisticated idea underneath the
simplicity, as the child’s thoughts, communicated via words,
lead to positive actions. “Actions are matter, thoughts that came
true / Actions are words you decided to do.” Text and art come
full circle on the final page. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Both easy-reading and pleasantly thoughtful. (Picture book.
4-8)
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PICTURE BOOKS | Vicky Smith

Here’s the Buzz
It’s mid-April, and bees are on
my mind. This is both because I’ve
recently had the pleasure of interviewing Jay Hosler (see Page 100),
author of the delightful, information-packed graphic novel The Way
of the Hive (HarperAlley, April 20),
and because my own bees are beginning to buzz after a winter cooped
up in their hives. I’m itching to
start my season, as I’ve had to content myself with reading about bees instead of working
with them for some months now. Happily, much of that
reading has been terrific.
It’s been exciting to see more and more great books
about bees published for children these past few years,
though it’s depressing to realize that one of the reasons
for this heightened interest is because bees are in peril.
Nothing draws attention like a threat to our food supply, and books about bees have become a subset of recent
titles on our fraying environment. (In fact, I took up beekeeping in part thanks to The Hive Detectives: Chronicle
of a Honey Bee Catastrophe, by Loree Griffin Burns with
photographs by Ellen Harasimowicz, a 2010 entry in the
consistently excellent Scientists in the Field series. I like
eating, so…why not?)
Lily Williams’ If Animals Disappeared series has been
exploring the consequences of extinction. In If Bees Dis
appeared (Roaring Brook, March 16), she turns from charismatic megafauna to honeybees, laying out the distressing
logic that follows from the title.
If bees disappeared, then the
fruits they pollinate would decline; without those fruits, bird
populations would diminish dramatically; without the birds, the
pests they eat would flourish; and so forth. Lush digital
paintings depict flowering fields abuzz with bees and the
imagined consequences before bringing the narrative
around to hope and how we all can help.
Kids who want to help by taking up beekeeping will
find a delightful ursine guide in Bruno the Beekeeper (Candlewick, March 23), by Czech author/illustrator Aneta
Františka Holasová and translated by Andrew Lass. Facts
about bees are interspersed with the tasks of a beekeeper’s year, so on one spread readers will learn about the
Leah Overstreet

metamorphosis of a queen and on
the next they will be introduced
to the components of a typical
beehive. Readers who’ve never
thought about bees in winter before may be surprised to see that
Bruno listens to his hives with a
stethoscope; beekeepers will envy
his well-appointed bee shed.
With The Dance of the Bees (Cuento de Luz, April 15),
author Fran Nuño and illustrator Zuzanna Celej add a
touch of magic to their sweet meditation on one Japanese family’s relationship with
bees. A girl and her grandmother walk the countryside as the
latter imparts wisdom about
these pollinators; years later, a
bee leads the now-adult girl
to a cairn that marks the spot
where the late grandmother’s
haiku notebook is buried. Less
an exploration of bee science than a celebration of interdependence, this quiet book will leave readers thinking.
Jon Brokenbrow translates from Spanish.
No survey of recent bee
books is complete without a
mention of Honeybee (Neal Porter/Holiday House, 2020), Candace Fleming and Eric Rohmann’s magisterial—and Sibert Medal–winning—account
of the life of one worker bee.
Breathtaking oil paintings accompany a taut, poetic narrative that is scrupulously accurate and invests readers in its
protagonist’s dark, mysterious world.
Whether any of these books turn young readers into
young beekeepers is anyone’s guess. But even kids who
prefer to keep their encounters with bees in two dimensions will come away from them with an appreciation for
these weird and wonderful creatures who share our planet and on which we are so dependent.
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PIGLETTE’S PERFECT
SURPRISE

upcoming tea and her high-stakes feelings about impressing her
new friend are fun and accessible. The text is a well-balanced
representation of Abby’s voice in rhyming quartets that glide
effortlessly for a smooth read-aloud. The page turns are expertly
designed to maximize suspense and drama. Marley’s innocent
illustrations combine pink and pearls with wet dogs and cargo
pants for a delightful celebration of a broad range of girlhood
expressions and experiences. Brown-skinned, casually dressed
Phoebe’s large, curly Afro joyfully takes up space on the page
while anxious, pale-skinned Abby with her high blonde bun and
below-the-knee dress yearns to impress. But who needs perfect
when one can have fun?
Funny, subtly empowering, and sweet. (Picture book. 3-8)

Aronson, Katelyn
Illus. by Byrne, Eva
Viking (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 25, 2021
978-0-593-20453-5

A petite porker strives for perfection.
It is Madame Paradee’s birthday, and
Piglette must find a present. She wanders around Paris, peering into shop windows, but nothing seems right. Then a delicious smell catches her snout. There, in the window of Chef
Pistache’s patisserie, are the most delectable confections! Piglette will learn how to bake and create a masterpiece cake for
Madame Paradee. The idea is…perfect. However, baking is very
precise, and Piglette produces more flops than flawless pastries.
“Oh, piddle! I can’t disappoint Madame Paradee on her special
day.” Piglette rolls up her sleeves and practices. On the day of
the party, it is impossible to choose just one dessert to prepare,
so she makes an Eiffel Tower of piled-high treats (depicted on
a gatefold that requires a 90-degree turn to view). But: “Plip!…
Plop!…PLOOP!”—suddenly the pastries start to fall! Piglette
learns that perfectionism can be pretty painful. Brimming with
alliteration, this tale of a sophisticated swine caters to Fancy
Nancy fans, but Piglette also holds her own with those not so
easily impressed with pink ruffles. Piglette’s determination and
pluck shine. Byrne’s pictures are flooded with swirls, sugar, and
sparkles, adding mouthwatering flair. Chef Pistache’s habit of
speaking in rhyme when the narration and none of the other
characters employ it is a bit baffling, however. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
20% of actual size.)
Ideal for those learning that efforts matter more than outcomes. (Picture book. 3-6)

HUGO

y o u n g a d u lt

Atinuke
Illus. by Sif, Birgitta
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-5362-1275-4
A pigeon named Hugo enjoys the job
of looking after a park in a Francophone
city.
Hugo is a park warden. His job is to
look after the park and the people who live around it. Through
the seasons, Hugo keeps people company, encourages them to
walk, cleans up after children, and entertains little ones. In the
winter, Hugo visits people at their windows to remind them
that spring will be back. There is one window whose curtains
never open when Hugo visits. But Hugo persists, and one day
Somebody appears at the window and smiles. Somebody, who
is a little Black child, slowly becomes a good friend of Hugo’s,
and when Hugo is injured, Somebody takes care of Hugo. But
when Hugo is ready to go back to work, Somebody is sad…until
the new friendship draws her outside as well. In this role reversal, human characters are seen as creatures needing care and
community. Atinuke’s engaging storytelling style works well in
this picture book, giving Hugo a personality, voice, and purpose
that young readers will latch onto. Soft-lined illustrations with
gentle pastel colors use a well-paced mix of double-page spreads,
full-page scenes, and small vignettes to capture a changing environment filled with diverse personalities.
A layered, affecting story of friendship and community.
(Picture book. 3-9)

PHOEBE DUPREE IS COMING
TO TEA!

Ashman, Linda
Illus. by Marley, Alea
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5362-0483-4

An enthusiastic host awaits an
invited guest for tea and hopes that
everything will be as perfect as the guest herself is.
Abby has much to prepare for her 3 o’clock tea party with
Phoebe Dupree, a “perfect” girl who is “brilliant” at science, art,
and singing. Abby cleans her dog, Louie, and instructs him on
the “perfect” behavior required during Phoebe’s visit. The table
is set, the delicate treats are arranged, the stuffed guests are
seated, and the guest of honor arrives! Phoebe sits down “ohso-politely,” and Abby goes to get the tray of treats. But the tray
is very heavy…what if the perfect tea becomes a perfect mess?
Will the new friendship survive? Abby’s excitement for her
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TROUBLE WITH
TATTLE-TAILS

the foreground and distant background, as are soaring swifts.
Surprisingly, a hot air balloon hovers behind Cassi. After affirming the importance of the swift’s release back into the wild,
the text highlights the seasonal changes preceding the flock’s
departure. Meanwhile, complementary artwork depicts Cassi’s
hot air balloon accompanying the earliest leg (ahem, wing) of
the journey. After establishing the wind as the swifts’ home, the
next pages concentrate on how the amazing power of the wind
has shaped the many landscapes over which the birds fly for
three straight months. Their nesting destination—pinpointed
by a hazy Beijing skyline—includes an elated boy who welcomes
the swifts as summer’s harbinger; the following double-page
spread depicts a new generation of birds hatching in China,
already awaiting the return trip to Africa.
Full-circle ecstasy. (Picture book. 5-10)

Auxier, Jonathan
Illus. by Demidova, Olga
Amulet/Abrams (96 pp.)
$12.99 | May 18, 2021
978-1-4197-4272-9
Series: The Fabled Stables, 2
In the second Fabled Stables book,
Auggie must rescue a one-of-a-kind creature—then rescue a town from it.
Auggie loves caring for the creatures of the Fabled Stables,
doing everything he can to make them happy. However, he
struggles to figure out the best way to do that for the Unfeeling Brute, as she’s a big, caterpillarlike creature lacking a mouth,
eyes, and other features. As he ponders his problem, suddenly
the stables magically expand, indicating a new tenant needs to
be rescued: It’s the Tattle-Tail. Auggie and his best friends, Willa
the Wisp and Fen, a Stick-in-the-Mud, head off to Rainbow’s
End and find two crises afoot. First, someone’s stolen the village’s magical pot of gold; more pressingly, everyone in town
sports colorful, fluffy, sentient tails that have recently attached
themselves to the populace and are ratting out all of their
embarrassing secrets and misdeeds. The tattling is so silly and
the tails illustrated so joyfully that they’ll delight readers, especially when Auggie’s attempts to free the town backfire in funny
ways. Another running joke concerns beeswax stuck in Fen’s
ears, causing him to comically mishear other characters. In
between misunderstandings, Fen solves the robbery—unmasking the thieves as foes faced in the series opener—and inspires
Auggie’s solution to the Tattle-Tail problem, which leads to a
happy ending for the Brute as well. Auggie’s depicted as beige;
Rainbow’s End has background diversity.
Funny, charming, and bighearted. (Fantasy. 5-9)

IGGY IS THE HERO
OF EVERYTHING

Barrows, Annie
Illus. by Ricks, Sam
Putnam (128 pp.)
$13.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-984813-36-7
Series: Iggy, 3

Iggy’s intrepid and clever selflessness
is open to misinterpretation.
This installment in the chronicles
of 9-year-old Iggy Frangi’s (Iggy Is Better Than Ever, 2020, etc.)
encounters with unintended consequences examines intent as
an element crucial to gallantry. After learning of a break-in at
the Heckies’ house nearby, Iggy has a plan for thwarting the
potential theft of his best Halloween candy, along with his family’s other valuables. It’s pretty simple: Set a decoy and dig a trap.
It’s hardly Iggy’s fault when annoying 7-year-old Rudy Heckie is
injured during the trap construction. (No, Rudy’s finger is not
severed.) Nor is it Iggy’s fault that Mr. Heckie hurts his tailbone
when he trips over Rudy and falls into the trap dug with the
shovel that didn’t sever Rudy’s finger. The pace and energy of
Barrows’ narrative matches Iggy’s focused enthusiasm for his
(somewhat ill-conceived) plan. The apologist narrator, very
much on Team Iggy, provides evidence that points to Iggy’s
heroism. Ricks’ cartoon illustrations are a lively and hilarious
complement to Iggy’s thoughts and experiences. In them, Iggy,
his family, and the Heckies appear White. Iggy’s charm is substantial, so blithely optimistic are his intentions and so singular
(yet familiar to any well-meaning human) his way of seeing the
world. Iggy’s ideas are clear to him—it’s everyone else who ends
up asking, “What were you thinking?”
This genuine and energetic, if hapless, antiheroic hero
grows on you. (Fiction. 8-11)

WILD IS THE WIND

Baker-Smith, Grahame
Illus. by the author
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.)
$18.99 | May 18, 2021
978-1-5362-1792-6
Starting in southern Africa, where a
girl named Cassi releases a healed swift
into its flock, this picture book tells parallel tales of Beijing swifts’ migratory habits and the ongoing,
ancient powers of the wind.
The spectacular artwork alone will draw in children too
young to read the sparse, lyrical, yet informative text. Vibrant
colors highlight dramatic, sometimes surreal landscapes, seascapes, and skyscapes. The first sentence is graceful and comforting: “Cassi cradles the swift in the palm of her hand.” The
slender, brown-skinned girl stands atop a pile of rocks, gazing
down at her tiny charge, which she’s nursed back to health. Animals, plants, and traditional Namibian (probably) homes are in
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“Richly character driven, immersive, evocative, and painfully
sad, this effort can’t fail to move young readers.”
sunshine

SUNSHINE

Naturally a few things don’t make the cut (but the V&A?
Madame Tussauds? Really?), and, more significantly, neither the
bubbly narrative nor the equally effervescent art hint at any
pandemic restrictions. Still, the sense that London abounds in
distinctive marvels comes through loud and clear, and though
carping critics might note that the Tube is not the “oldest railway in the world,” or even in England, in general the descriptive
and historical commentary is spot-on. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of
actual size.)
Infectious (if, currently, aspirational) reading for young
armchair tourists. (foldout map [not seen], annotated index)
(Informational picture book. 6-10)

Bauer, Marion Dane
Candlewick (208 pp.)
$16.99 | May 18, 2021
978-1-5362-1411-6

y o u n g a d u lt

When Ben was just 3, his mother
abandoned him and his father.
Now the boy is to spend a week with
her on an extremely isolated island in a
lake on the Minnesota-Canada border.
Fortunately, he has his golden-red dog,
Sunshine, to accompany him. His pragmatic dad says he’s far
too old for an imaginary pet, but Sunshine is what keeps this
“what-if kid,” as his father calls him, safe. She pushes his fears
down as Ben and his mother paddle across one lake and then
another to reach her cabin. Although Sunshine attacks a bear
and her cub that his mom takes them to see, they come through
the danger unscathed. It’s only after he takes the canoe and
nearly fails to paddle back against a driving wind that he recognizes Sunshine’s shortcomings. Without the dog’s support, he
finally confronts his mother about what he believes he did to
drive her away when he was a toddler. Then he learns the crushing truth: that, after the damage of her own abusive upbringing,
she feared she would hurt him. A terrifying fire on the island
forces him to courageously help his mother and eventually
come to grips with both her flaws and his. Richly character
driven, immersive, evocative, and painfully sad, this effort can’t
fail to move young readers. Ben and his family seem to be White.
An outstanding exploration of childhood trauma from a
masterful author. (Fiction. 8-11)

LITTLE KID, BIG CITY! LONDON
Pick Your Own Path Through
London!

Beckman, Beth
Illus. by Maher, Holley
Quirk Books (88 pp.)
$19.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-68369-248-5
Series: Little Kid, Big City!, 2

A choose-your-itinerary–style ramble through the Big
Smoke.
Squired by a same-sex interracial couple trailing a highly
excited child of color, the tour begins at Tower Bridge and
from there leads at the reader’s option either to the Tower’s
ravens and Beefeaters or on to Borough Market. Further teasers
offered on every spread suggest (in no geographically coherent
way) outings to the London Eye, the mammoth Hamleys toy
store, the Tate Modern, and many other like high spots. Other
options take readers further afield, to Hampton Court Palace
or even (with no mention of the actual distance) Stonehenge.
Along the way rides in a double-decker bus or black cab are
worth taking, as are stops for afternoon tea, fish and chips, or
fare in Chinatown or Brick Lane’s Bangladeshi neighborhood.
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“Underscores the notion that even—or perhaps
especially—silly questions are always worth asking.”
can you hear a penguin fart on mars?

CAN YOU HEAR A
PENGUIN FART
ON MARS?
And Other Excellent
Questions

and a tablet to keep in contact while one stays upstairs and the
other executes the mission. At the final checkpoint, though,
the secret agent realizes that he’s been double-crossed when
Secret Agent Girl (aka their sister) and the family dog retrieve
the candy instead. This adorable bedtime book can be read to
the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star,” and the meter and
rhyme are perfect. The illustrations are full of action and easter egg–like details readers will enjoy finding night after night.
Some of those cute details include the magnifying glasses on
the secret agent’s pajama pants, the child’s drawing of the family
that reveals the third sibling, and the sister secret agent’s own
“lollipop plan” on her bedroom floor. The family appears to be
mixed race, the father and children presenting with brown skin
and dark brown hair, mom with white skin and light hair. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 8-by-20-inch double-page spreads
viewed at actual size.)
Absolutely charming—no subterfuge about that. (Picture
book. 3-7)

Benton, Jim
Illus. by the author
HarperAlley (96 pp.)
$12.99 | $7.99 paper | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-06-297292-7
978-0-06-297293-4 paper
Series: Jop and Blip Wanna Know, 1

Two robots discuss some of life’s big questions.
There’s as much going on between the lines here as in them.
Big Jop’s response to little Blip’s titular penguin query—“I’ve
never heard a better question about one”—demonstrates the
respect that any and every query from a child merits, and the
two go on to consider logically what it would take to get a penguin (for instance) to Mars. Following this, the two chew over
a range of topics, including the origin of sandwiches, why we
have two nostrils, the epistemological implications of a belief in
dragons, and the story of the blind men and the elephant. (Jop:
“You can be kind of right about something…and kind of wrong
about something at the same time.”) It all serves to underscore the notion that even—or perhaps especially—silly questions are always worth asking. Benton presents this profound
exchange in plain language and panels of deceptively simple cartoon depictions of, say, guts (funny as well as relevant!) and comically overdone reaction shots. Jop and Blip vaguely resemble
popeyed versions of C-3PO and R2-D2, and if the three blind,
white-bearded men are identical except for having pink, brown,
and yellow skin, the other human figures throughout generally
vary in features as well as skin tone. An activity page closes each
chapter (one is a maze that challenges readers to trace a hot dog
through the digestive tract of a penguin).
Nourishing fare for readers with a burning need to know.
(Graphic nonfiction. 7-10)

WHOSE POO?

Bird, Daisy
Illus. by Coppo, Marianna
Tundra Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-7352-6799-2
Two little white mice can’t stop wondering what other animals’ (including
humans’) fecal matter looks like.
A father mouse is taking his two little mice to the zoo, but
only if they promise not to talk about poo. They’re barely out
the door (which fronts on a child’s bedroom) when they notice
a poster of an astronaut on the wall and, in whispers, wonder
what astronaut waste looks like. “Shiny, silver, space-age poo! /
Rocket-powered weightless poo, / and it spins round and round
/ like a planet does too!” Their guess at a pink poodle’s poo?
“Tiny, pink, pom-pom poo!” (the same as the lady in the pink,
frilly dress walking the poodle). They imagine a gourmet chef
would poo on a china plate, and the balloon sculptor’s would
be “squeaky, bendy, blow-up poo.” In the same vein, at the zoo,
all their scatological supposition is that each animal’s poo is
somehow similar to the animal itself (penguin poo is snowmanshaped). Finally, Daddy overhears and shows them what the
zoo does with all the poo (fertilize the plants)…so all these supposed differences don’t matter. Bird’s rhyming text is conveyed
entirely in dialogue, and the only real surprise is that it takes
Daddy so long to overhear his children. Coppo’s paintings have
a pleasing matte quality to them, and they rise to the text’s challenge in their various renderings of turds, most of which look like
brown soft serve ice cream. (The poo in an actual ice cream cone
may be too much for weaker constitutions.) Humans depicted
are diverse.
A manure manifesto for poo-ficionados. (Picture book. 3-6)

SECRET, SECRET
AGENT GUY

Bigwood, Kira
Illus. by Krampien, Celia
Atheneum (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-5344-6921-1
The Franklin brothers are on a mission, and it’s called Operation Lollipop—but while the two boys execute their plans to
liberate a lollipop from a kitchen cupboard, it seems another
member of the Franklin household is out to foil the plan.
Franklin Brothers Investigations—the other FBI—are
working to recover a coveted lollipop after bedtime. They’ve
drawn a map, planted booby traps, and selected rendezvous
points to keep from being caught by their parents, who are just
steps away from the prize. The two brothers use walkie-talkies
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THE OLPHABET
“O” No! An Alphabet Revolt

the picture book is amusing, but the follow-through is uneven.
Some letters, when considered by O, are introduced with words
they begin (“B can be Boring, Bossy, Bad”), but this is not done
systematically or consistently. The illustrations add little to
the story. The physical placement of letters on some pages is
odd, compositions fighting with alphabetical expectations. For
example, an early view of the first few letters is backward, with
A on the right at the head of a line of thirsty letters at a lemonade stand (mystifyingly staffed by S). (This book was reviewed dig
itally with 10-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Too clever for kids just learning the alphabet and not
clever enough for kids looking for more. (Picture book. 4-6)

Brallier, Jess M.
Illus. by Cowdery, Nichola
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-7624-9820-8

This alphabet book examines the
ABCs from a middle letter’s perspective.
Why does A always get to go first? It’s an interesting concept that O, the 15th letter of the alphabet and narrator of the
tale, ponders. O is a natural replacement: They’re easy to make,
and the ABC song, er…OBC song sounds, well, “omazing.” As
O contemplates the change, other thoughts run through their
head. Maybe the olphabet should be a circle of letters instead
of a line. That doesn’t leave anyone behind (we’re looking at
you, Z!), and it’s a shape that really speaks to O. After working
through various scenarios, however, O arrives abruptly at the
conclusion that they’re happy where they are. The concept of
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WORDS WITH…

Jay Hosler
The biologist and comics artist, whose new graphic novel is The Way of
the Hive, transforms science into stories for young readers
BY VICKY SMITH
Lisa Guerra Hosler

the latter being the first comic funded by the National
Science Foundation. He spoke with Kirkus about bees,
storytelling, and existential questions from his home in
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, where he is chair of the biology department at Juniata College. The interview has
been edited for length and clarity.
Tell me how you came to the story.
What led me to graduate school was neurobiology and
animal behavior. Those are two of the big classes I teach
[at Juniata]. I made a transition through rotations into
a lab [that] studied honeybees and insects in general.
Then, once I’d finished my degree, I had set up a postdoc on honeybee learning. I thought I should probably
know a little bit more about this bee biology. With that
baseline of interest, I read Mark L. Winston’s The Biol
ogy of the Honey Bee. And that’s when the narrative possibilities popped open for me.
I was primed at that moment. When I was in graduate school, I had a daily comic strip for the Notre Dame
newspaper and a weekly strip for the Comics Buyer’s
Guide. I was doing six strips a week. A lot of it was banal, college-y kind of humor. But I really wanted to contribute something good to the medium, because I love
it, right? I was always communicating in pictures, even
with my slide presentations and whatnot. So I wanted
to do something unique. It was the 1990s, and everything was extreme. I really wanted room for stories that
were an adventure story but a little gentler. For me it
was about exposing people to a world.
The Way of the Hive is really about my fear of death,
wrapped up with a fear of change. That anxiety, that
part of the book, is autobiographical—it’s deeply personal and human. But I’m showing you a world in which
organisms live in a house built by their own bodily secretions, right? They walk around on six legs and have
wings sprouting out of their back. They smell and taste
with feelers sticking off the front of their head. That’s

When readers first meet Nyuki, the protagonist
of Jay Hosler’s new graphic novel, The Way of the Hive
(HarperAlley, April 20), she’s a smart-mouthed larva
who isn’t too keen on metamorphosis. Under the tutelage of her sister Dvorah, however, she reluctantly pupates and then emerges as a worker bee, physically if not
mentally ready to take on the sequence of roles all workers perform as they age through their life cycle. Nyuki
ultimately ventures from the hive, bumbling into maturity with enormous charisma and teaching readers
an astonishing amount about honeybee biology as she
goes. The Way of the Hive was initially self-published as
Clan Apis in 1998; in between, Hosler has explored other stories that combine science and comics, including
Last of the Sandwalkers (2015) and Optical Illusions (2008),
100
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through to show you how important [it is], and then you
can read my book.” It would be dreadful.

the kind of world that I love exploring and discovering.
In about 1996 I applied for a Xeric Award, which
was a grant that was set up by Peter Laird, of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle fame. I had also applied for a
three-year grant from the National Institutes of Mental
Health to fund my research. I found out the same week
that I got both. That grant actually set me up to do little brain surgeries on honeybees. It was going to pay for
my salary and everything for three years. And then I got
this little $1,500 grant to self-publish a single issue of a
comic. And that’s the one that I was really excited about.
Let’s talk about your creation story, about the world
flower.
I grew up pretty religious. I’m not anymore, but I understand the comfort of it. And I understand near the end
of your life, hoping for something that’s beyond that.
In the bees’ mythology not only is there a myth for creation, but there is a myth for what happens after [death].
Nyuki doesn’t get to live forever. But she’s come to understand that part of her can. You know, I try to avoid
things like “the circle of life,” and I don’t want to start
singing. But the fact that bits and pieces of all of us, after we die, shift out into the world and become bits and
pieces of other living things? That to me is a great comfort, to know that I’m a part of that.

y o u n g a d u lt

How did you land on the 10 to 14 age group as the target audience for your storytelling?
This is when it’s still OK to be enthusiastic about something. And when you actually have the knowledge base
to understand. It’s also the time that you begin to have
those feelings of exclusion or loneliness, emotional
things that [an author] can tap into. So you’ve got some
enthusiasm, you’ve got some anxiety about the world.
And you’ve got the mental apparatus.
It’s also the time when we start losing kids in science,
right? We start losing girls at that age, we start losing
kids of color, and we don’t want science to be run by a
bunch of White guys. We want that diversity of thought.
Even if you don’t become a scientist, if you start having
an appreciation for science, that’s going to make you a
better voter, it’s going to make you a better citizen. I’m
not delusional—I’m not sitting here in central Pennsylvania thinking, Jay’s turning the ship with his books. I’m
not. But [my wife] puts my books in her [seventh grade]
class. Every year, there’s one or two that will read all of
them voraciously. So there’s a couple kids there that may
have been affected. And I think that’s the goal.
The Way of the Hive received a starred review in the March
1, 2021, issue.

How much contact do you have with your readership?
In the early 2000s, when I was going to comics shows, I
heard a lot from kids. And I was always struck by how
enthusiastically they would come to my table and tell
me everything that they learned. But they wouldn’t say,
“I learned this,” they would say, “The bees can do this.”
They would almost be repeating back to me what I had
written, [with] this bubbling enthusiasm.
I once had two women who were college students
[who] said that their father read it to them frequently. And as they talked about it, they started tearing up
about the death of Nyuki. Now this is an organism that
up until that book they may have swatted with impunity.
So I have managed to help forge an emotional connection with the subject of my science. This is one of the
things I think we, as scientists, don’t do very effectively.
We do amazingly tedious work in order to collect data.
Why do we do that? We do it because we love it. In science, I think one of the great problems in communicating is we focus on our methods, right? Oh, I did this. And I
did this. And I did this. And as I tell my students, “Nobody
cares. Absolutely zero people care. Nobody cares about
the pain you went through to get this data, nobody.” It
would be like me saying, “Here’s my book. But I’m going to start with 40 pages on all the agony that I went
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“Ortega complements the narrative with details in the illustrations
that emphasize the struggles that the Castro family overcame.”
small room, big dreams

SMALL ROOM,
BIG DREAMS
The Journey of Julián
and Joaquin Castro

with naturalistically painted wildlife. Here it’s all distinctively
Australian and so often going about the business of living, dying,
hunting, and raising young that the storyline plays out in the
background. In that story a burly dog sees his master killed by
a snake. After unsuccessfully trying to defend the corpse from
a pack of wild dogs, he makes his way, exhausted and battered
after further battles with, first, the alpha dog and then later
with another venomous snake, overland to a farmhouse. There,
in a poignant final sequence, the hunter’s family rushes out in
the dark to welcome him back. “Love” doesn’t seem to be a
major theme here, but while going light on gore (the hunter’s
eaten body is never seen—just the slavering dogs around it)
and scenes of explicit predation, Bertolucci gives animal lovers
plenty to pore over on nearly every page. Comments about the
dangers of climate change in Australia make a worthy if tackedon close.
Immersive art gives this canine odyssey a vivid setting.
(Graphic fiction. 7-11)

Brown, Monica
Illus. by Ortega, Mirelle
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-06-298573-6

Before they were twins in the political arena, Julián and Joaquin Castro were kids whose mother
and grandmother sowed the seeds of their big dreams.
This biographical narration of their early years traces a
natural path through the seemingly inevitable political journey
of the Castro brothers, who channeled their competitive personalities (challenging each other in both tennis and student
senate elections) into public service and the betterment of
their own community. They are seen as following the example
set by the two women who came before them: their maternal
grandmother, Victoriana—who crossed the border at 7 and
then dropped out of school in third grade but nevertheless valued education as a means to succeed—and their single mother,
Rosie, who knew she needed a seat at the decision-making table
and fought to get it, breaking glass ceilings for both women
and Mexican Americans. Brown includes important context
on migration, the often forgotten segregation targeting Mexicans and other Spanish-speaking populations, and the poor city
planning that often affects marginalized communities. Ortega
complements the narrative with details in the illustrations that
emphasize the struggles that the Castro family overcame to
achieve their successes, beginning in the small room the twins
shared with their grandmother. Some Spanish is naturally introduced in the text and supported by context clues, and a glossary in the backmatter provides translations. A Spanish edition
publishes simultaneously. (This book was reviewed digitally with
12-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 43.2% of actual size.)
Wonderfully entertaining and inspiring. (author’s note,
sources) (Picture book/biography. 4-8) (Pequeña habitación, grandes
sueños: 978-0-06-308052-2)

SABRINA SUE LOVES THE SEA

Burris, Priscilla
Illus. by the author
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | May 4, 2021
978-1-5344-8425-2
978-1-5344-8424-5 paper

A quiet story about pursuing one’s
dreams and sharing them with others.
Even though chickens aren’t waterfowl, the hen protagonist of this early
reader is enamored of the sea. Sabrina Sue has never been there,
but she’s read about it and dreamed about it for her whole life.
The other animals on the farm scoff at Sabrina Sue’s dream of
seeing the sea, with the exception of a sympathetic frog (who’s
never mentioned in text but who the illustrations demonstrate
clearly is Sabrina Sue’s boon companion). She doesn’t let them
stop her, though. Stowing away in the back of Farmer Martha’s
pickup truck, Sabrina Sue and the frog go to the sea—and it’s
everything she hoped it would be. Cartoon illustrations are
energetic and humorous in tone, with details like Sabrina Sue’s
diving mask (donned long before she gets to the waterfront)
sure to provoke readers’ giggles. There are no calamities or
disappointments for comic effect, just scenes of the delighted
chicken and sidekick amphibian frolicking in the sand and sea.
When she becomes lonesome for her friends (despite their earlier scoffing), Sabrina Sue and the frog return to the farm to
share stories of their seaside adventure. The easy-reading narrative text is set in a large, clear font; dialogue conveyed in a
faux handwriting type is set in speech bubbles. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9-by-12-inch double-page spreads viewed at
21% of actual size.)
Young readers will love Sabrina Sue. (Early reader. 4-8)

LOVE
The Mastiff

Brrémaud, Frédéric
Illus. by Bertolucci, Federico
Magnetic Press (88 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-951719-17-3
Series: Love, 5
A hunter’s dog undertakes a solitary
journey through lavishly detailed Austra-

lian landscapes.
Like its four stand-alone predecessors in the wordless Love
series, the art—gathered in neat arrays of midsized panels,
often superimposed onto broader views of rocky vistas—teems
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DOZENS OF DACHSHUNDS
A Counting, Woofing,
Wagging Book

Lou to come back in two weeks. When they return, everything
is different—and more exciting than they could have possibly
imagined. This reimagination of a caterpillar’s experience of
metamorphosis introduces a preschool science concept while
also encouraging children to use their imaginations. The pastelhued cartoon illustrations complement the book’s sweet and
gentle tone. While the book is hardly scientifically accurate,
the story is entertaining and creative. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 11.3-by-17.8-inch double-page spreads viewed at 20.9%
of actual size.)
A good-hearted picture book with an unusual, fictional
take on metamorphosis. (Picture book. 3-6)

Calmenson, Stephanie
Illus. by Persico, Zoe
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-5476-0222-3

y o u n g a d u lt

Dachshunds descend in a parade that celebrates their
adorableness.
A pack of delightful dachshunds (one of which informs readers dachshund is pronounced “DOX-hund”) dashes down the
street on their way to a Dachshund Day celebration. This story
is also a counting book, from one “dashing dachshund,” two
“cheery dachshunds,” three “dazzling dachshunds,” and on up to
10 “super dachshunds.” The delightful doggos are dressed up for
their big day in a wild variety of outfits, including doggie tuxedos, royal robes, ice cream–cone costumes, the hot dogs they’re
nicknamed after, and more! The cartoon art portrays dachshunds in all their diverse glory, categorized in a helpful glossary
at the end. There are dachshunds with smooth, longhaired, and
wirehaired coats. There are standard, miniature, and the lesserknown rabbit dachshunds. There are dachshunds of many colors and patterns. The multitudinous types of dachshunds are
not the only diversity in the book. There is nearly as much seen
among the children who are taking part, including children of
different races and a brown-skinned child in a wheelchair that
appears more than once (that child’s dachshund is dressed up as
a book). There’s also a doxie that uses wheels.
A parade of charm. (Picture book. 2-5)

WINGMAKER

Cameron, Dave
Illus. by Huyck, David
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5253-0237-4
Leaf and Lou are ants who live at
the base of the cherry tree where their
beloved friend, the eccentric caterpillar
Gramma Tinker, has her laboratory and her home.
After a long day of taking care of larval ants and tidying
up tunnels, Leaf and Lou love to visit Gramma Tinker and see
her inventions. In the 77 days of her life, Gramma Tinker has
invented all kinds of things, ranging from a 14-pedal bicycle for
caterpillars to a special pair of scissors that help Leaf cut leaves
for food. Leaf and Lou are excited because Gramma Tinker is
working on her most daring invention yet: a silky contraption
called the Wingmaker 77. In order to perfect her latest innovation, Gramma Tinker asks Leaf and Lou to help her do some
research. Together, Leaf, Lou, and Gramma Tinker interview
a hummingbird, a fly, and a bat to find out more about what
it takes to fly. After these conversations, Gramma Tinker
announces that she’s ready for an adventure and asks Leaf and
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MIDDLE GRADE | Laura Simeon

Reads for Asian American and
Pacific Islander Heritage Month
Sixteenth-century Filipinos were
taken by the Spanish to what is now
California. Enslaved South Asian
people were brought to 18th-century
Virginia by the British. Nineteenthcentury Chinese workers helped
build the transcontinental railroad.
The history of Asian Americans is a
long, varied, and fascinating one that
defies simplistic stereotypes, xenophobic rhetoric, and divisive narratives of exceptionalism.
Fortunately, middle-grade literature increasingly
draws upon this rich heritage to present a broader range
of stories than in the past (although there is still plenty
more ground to cover). With AAPI Heritage Month coming up in May, what better time to explore some of these
titles? Not only do we have new follow-ups to popular titles—Amina’s Song by Hena Khan (Salaam Reads/Simon &
Schuster), Aru Shah and the City of Gold by Roshani Chokshi (Rick Riordan Presents/Disney), and Force of Fire by
Sayantani DasGupta (Scholastic)—there are also fantastic stand-alones and new series openers like the following:
Thom, a Vietnamese American girl,
struggles with a move from California to Georgia, where she is excluded
by her mostly White peers, losing joy
in even her beloved soccer in Girl Gi
ant and the Monkey King by Van Hoang,
illustrated by Nguyen Quang and Kim
Lien (Roaring Brook, 2020). Try as she
might to blend in, she recognizes that
“everyone knows I’m Asian. It’s not like
I can hide it.” Everything is made trickier by her new, magical superstrength
and the arrival of the legendary havoc-wreaking Monkey
King. Our review praised this “tale of magic and family
strongly grounded in contemporary reality.”
The Comeback by E.L. Shen (Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, Jan. 19) follows
Maxine, a dedicated figure skater. Although she has plenty of Asian American figure-skating heroes to look up
to, the Chinese American sixth grader is among the few students of color
at her Lake Placid, New York, middle
school. When a White boy targets
her with racist bullying, a classmate
tells her “he’s just joking.” A competi104
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tor at the ice rink might also dash her hopes of winning
at regionals. Fortunately, Maxine’s got a supportive family
and a fighting spirit.
Waka T. Brown’s While I Was
Away (Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins, Jan. 26) is a deeply moving memoir that transports readers to 1984,
when the author was 12. Her parents
worried that by growing up in Kansas
she was losing touch with her heritage, so they sent her to live for several months in Japan with a grandmother she barely knew. In addition
to language barriers, cultural differences proved to be a stumbling block as she tried to adjust to her new school, make friends, and connect with her
prickly, formal Obaasama.
Hattie and Riley are Korean
American sisters—one adopted, one
not—who concoct a plan to ensure
that regular mortal Riley will be able
to share her sister’s magical powers in
Graci Kim’s The Last Fallen Star (Rick
Riordan Presents/Disney, May 4). It’s
the day of Hattie’s initiation, and all
the clans are gathered at the temple.
What could possibly go wrong? As
it turns out, quite a lot. Attempting
to put things right involves running
around Los Angeles’ Koreatown, encountering beings from
Korean mythology, and discovering well-kept secrets.
That Thing About Bollywood by Supriya Kelkar (Simon & Schuster, May
18) takes the exuberance of Bollywood
and juxtaposes it with the struggles
of Sonali, a California tween who has
internalized her Indian immigrant
parents’ messages about keeping up
appearances. They’ve hidden from
outsiders her beloved aunt’s cancer diagnosis as well as their own distressing
marital struggles. As uber-controlled
Sonali reaches her emotional breaking
point, she’s struck with “Bollywooditis,” which forces her
to show the world how she’s really feeling—the first step
to building authentic relationships with everyone from her
best friend to her family.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
|

“The metal-encased cover corners and sewn binding ensure
the book will stand up to many trips outdoors.”
animal watching

COOPER’S STORY
A Puppy Tale

encourage readers to put their newly acquired knowledge to
work in the “Try It,” “Track It,” and “Take it to the Next Level”
sections include prepared templates for young people to use to
write, draw, and make notes about their discoveries and to affirm
their progress by checking off and dating accomplishments.
Each color-coded subject segment includes a field guide—also
featuring areas for them to jot down notes. The metal-encased
cover corners and sewn binding ensure the book will stand up to
many trips outdoors. While emphatic about not doing anything
dangerous, the book nonetheless encourages budding naturalists to try myriad activities that get them actively observing the
natural world. This volume’s narrative style is breezier than the
others in the series, with plenty of cheeky asides that skew the
tone toward a younger audience.
Sure to encourage readers to go outside and get to know
their animal neighbors. (index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

Cameron, W. Bruce
Illus. by Cowdrey, Richard
Starscape/Tom Doherty (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-250-16338-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Cameron’s latest puppy tale stars a
service dog–in-training.
Cooper, a Malamute/Great Dane
puppy, enjoys life with his litter and
canine best friend, Lacey. But one day, the pups are separated,
adopted by different families. Burke, who uses a wheelchair,
wants to train Cooper as a service dog before starting sixth
grade; previously home-schooled, Burke believes that Cooper
will help him fit in at middle school. Homesick, Cooper is soon
further bewildered by strange games to teach him commands
such as leave it and assist. Expository dialogue and Cooper’s
quintessentially canine narration illustrate aspects of servicedog training as Cooper gradually becomes accustomed to his
tasks and devoted to his boy—but not everyone loves Cooper.
The author muddles a potentially educational plot by conflating service dogs—which are trained to perform specific tasks
and granted full public-access rights by the Americans With
Disabilities Act—and emotional support animals, which are
not. Such confusion risks perpetuating misconceptions about
service animals. Burke’s relationship with his older brother is
heartening, but their affectionately humorous banter can’t
override unclear information or an implausible plot. The premise that a young person with a disability should have to depend
on the charisma of a dog to be accepted by peers is troublingly
not addressed. Most characters default to White.
More frustrating than heartwarming. (reading and activity guide) (Fiction. 8-12)

ANIMAL WATCHING
The Definitive
Interactive Nature
Guide

Carson, Mary Kay
Illus. by Dahl, Emily
Odd Dot (448 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-23083-6
Series: Outdoor School

Part of the Outdoor School series,
this book presents the animal world of North America.
Following the same clear organization as other books in the
series, this one covers birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles,
and fish. How to be respectful of wildlife while observing them;
how animals behave and why; where to look for them; how to
identify wildlife using shape, size, color, behavior, and location;
and other information is presented in easily digestible segments
interspersed with plenty of full-color illustrations. Activities to
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“Clark’s stanzas tumble along in a gentle yet powerful rhythm.”
all that i am

ALL THAT I AM

brave. WHAM! I am a good friend. Those are my superpowers!” (Milly’s classroom is diverse.) Kids looking for a traditional
superhero adventure story will want something less mundane
than this feel-good resolution, but despite the somewhat bland,
one-note approach, this will be useful for teachers and parents
looking for resources to inspire small acts of kindness. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10.6-by-19.6-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 20.8% of actual size.)
A stalwart—but not quite super—read-aloud. (Picture book.
4-7)

Clark, M.H.
Illus. by Carlin, Laura
Compendium (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-970147-46-9
A young child’s affirmation of their
potential in the world.
On the opening spread, a parent drives a well-packed car
along a road at twilight, with two children in the back seat.
The following spread zooms in to show the elder one, a kid
with brown skin and black hair pulled into a puffball, peering
up at the moon. Rhyming stanzas capture the child’s recognition of aspects of themself in the world—bright as the moon
in the night sky, loud as the waves at the shore, looking up at
the sky like the flowers in the field. But, they say, “that still isn’t
all that I am.” Carlin’s evocative, often impressionistic illustrations embed the child in the natural world, depicting them
towering next to giant evergreens, tiny as the bunnies in their
underground den, silhouetted in a tent during a storm. Carlin
centers the child’s experience by painting them in color, with
other family members in monotone. In fact, the palette of brilliant greens, luminous yellows, deep dark blues, striking grays,
and more invites repeat viewings of each spread. Clark’s stanzas
tumble along in a gentle yet powerful rhythm that begs to be
read aloud slowly and savored. As the child comes to understand this elemental self, they also realize that they are yet to
be—still moving along the journey of their life.
A beautifully illustrated poem that speaks of every child’s
complex, imaginative character. (Picture book. 4-7)

CITY OF WATER

Curtis, Andrea
Illus. by Dockrill, Katy
Groundwood (40 pp.)
$19.95 | May 4, 2021
978-1-77306-144-3
Series: ThinkCities, 2
Everything you might never have
wanted to know about water treatment

and supply.
Endpapers feature a simple treatment of the water cycle,
preparing readers to engage in a deep, detailed look at the way
humans interact with the world’s water. “It’s easy not to think
about water if you live in a city where it flows from the faucet
with a mere flick of the wrist,” the introduction notes, but it’s
difficult to forget water’s importance after reading these gentle,
informative pages. Brusque brush strokes join muted primary
colors to depict urban life in a way that is both realistic and
artful. Compositions vary, almost always depicting movement
while still leaving space for hefty chunks of text—no small
task. Some illustrations show roughly accurate cross sections of
above- and belowground environments while others combine
huge close-ups with distant backgrounds in an abstract way;
once or twice, proportions just seem off. Fun facts (“In every
city of a million people, there’s at least $13 million worth of
metal in the sewage!”) join sobering observations (“About 90
percent of the watersheds that provide water for the world’s
largest cities have been polluted or degraded over the last century”). A “What can we do to help?” closing section lists suggestions for would-be water protectors; 13 are individual lifestyle
changes while just two involve collective action. People appear
in varied, mostly light or light-brown skin tones. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.6-by-17.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 64% of actual size.)
Educational and stylish. (glossary, bibliography) (Informa
tional picture book. 7-12)

SUPER MILLY AND THE SUPER
SCHOOL DAY

Clarkson, Stephanie
Illus. by Millward, Gwen
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-5362-1726-1

A show of everyday superpowers.
“Today is Superhero Day at school,” and Milly is in a costume made of “all the tinfoil, a tea towel with only one hole…a
pair of my brother Joe’s underwear, and a sticker with an M.”
Milly knows that real superheroes have X-ray vision or can
climb buildings, and starts to feel dejected that a costume
doesn’t bestow those same powers. But the slings and arrows
of a typical school day give Milly a lot of opportunities to shine
in the bright, kid-friendly illustrations. The M sticker can turn
upside down to make a W, so William (who forgot a costume)
can still participate. Milly helps one classmate with a writing
prompt and another with mixing paint, and when Spider Sid
makes fun of Incredible Iqbal, Super Milly is a “super good
friend” and stands up for him. With the help of some sound
effects, the orange-haired, white-skinned protagonist decides
that “KABOOM! I am funny. ZAP! I am clever. WHIZZ! I am
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PITTER, PATTER, GOES
THE RAIN

features unattached girls literally lining up to be tested and then
instantly disappearing from view when found wanting. Adam
Rex and Scott Campbell’s XO, Ox (2017) or Leslie Braunstein
and Joshua S. Brunet’s I’m in Love With a Big Blue Frog (2013), for
instance, offer less parochial views of romance, and to give princesses a better showing, Dolores Brown’s The Truly Brave Prin
cesses, illustrated by Sonja Wimmer (2018), is just a beginning.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10.2-by-19.6-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
Kiss this one off. (Picture book. 6-8)

DeLange, Ellen
Illus. by Lindsten, Anna
Clavis (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 25, 2021
978-1-60537-590-8

y o u n g a d u lt

An onomatopoeic celebration of rain,
translated from Dutch.
A light-skinned youngster and a
canine pal peer out the window at the rain. They rush to don
universal rain gear (yellow slicker and red boots—even for the
dog) and run outside. The duo sees many creatures large and
small on their adventure. Lindsten peppers the landscape with
smiling trees, tiny snoozing birds, and lines of rain splashing down. Alas, while there are playful word strings that are
immensely fun to recite—“splish, splash, splish, splash” or
“squish, squash, squish, squash”—there are more than a few
scansion stumbles in the rhyming text. Some stanzas get mired
in too much detail: “Pitter, patter, pitter, patter, / swallows flying low, / excitingly swooping for flies, / while rabbits shelter in
the burrow.” Others are just clunky: “Flip, flap, flip flap, / big
bird trying to catch a worm. / Dog jumps, bird drops worm /
with a squirm.” The narrative’s focus zooms in on ladybugs, ants,
caterpillars, and more and how the rain affects them, which is
an appreciated angle. However, the text mentions “happy slugs,”
but the corresponding illustrations show snails. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11.4-by-16.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 43.6% of actual size.)
There are better rainy-day romps to be had. (Picture book.
3-6)

THEO’S PRINCESS

DeLange, Ellen
Illus. by Lee, Monty
Clavis (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-60537-640-0

Inspired by an old story, a frog goes
out in search of a princess who will kiss
him and turn him into a prince in this Dutch and Belgian import.
Not all of the princesses who appear in Lee’s pale, dainty
scenes are White, but the story’s underlying moral is as conventional as ever. Theo’s personal inquiries turn up no candidates,
but when he distributes posters with a time and place to gather, a
parade of smiling, neatly turned-out young girls sporting crowns
queue up for smooches. Alas, no transformation occurs—until
Sofia, a beautiful green straggler in plainer dress, hops up and,
despite her announcement that that she’s no princess, gives
him a kiss that makes him feel like a real prince. Off the two
frogs caper amid a cloud of butterflies, certain of living “happily
ever after.” The tiresome message that young readers may be
assured of the same if only they will stick to their own kind and
class really doesn’t need another iteration—particularly when it
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GURU NANAK
First of the Sikhs

is not the same as having family, Mama Llama clearly states the
babysitter “will take good care of you.” To the second—“And
what if you do not come back?!”—Mama immediately reassures Llama Llama that she will, reinforcing her commitment
when she returns home. The text is done in rhyming couplets,
but many near rhymes and an inconsistent meter may hinder
reading aloud without practice. As has become expected after
Dewdney’s passing, Morrow’s paintings nicely emulate the late
author’s style. Endpapers feature before-and-after pictures of
yummy sundae ingredients. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.5-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 19.6% of actual size.)
A spot-on description of a child’s babysitter jitters and
comforting discussion should calm everyone’s fears. (Picture
book. 3-6)

Demi
Illus. by the author
Wisdom Tales (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-937786-89-2

In 1469, an extraordinary child was born to a Hindu family in Talwandi, India. Full of laughter and bathed in light, baby
Nanak was clearly destined for greatness.
From a young age, Nanak resisted the rules of Hinduism,
rejecting the oppressive structure of the caste system and
questioning the necessity of religious rituals. He was, however,
extremely devout. After his marriage at 18, Nanak left his family
to travel the world, promising to return once he fulfilled his destiny. For the next 25 years, Nanak traveled all over Asia, spreading his message and gaining disciples. Those whom he met were
awed by Nanak’s supernatural abilities, including reading minds,
squeezing milk and blood out of food, and even causing the
Kaaba in Mecca to move. When he finally returned to his family,
Nanak had amassed a huge congregation—the basis of Sikhism,
a religion that is still practiced widely today. This picture book
contains a number of interesting tales about Guru Nanak, each
of which is illustrated in a style reminiscent of Indian miniature painting. However, the story says little about the tenets of
the Sikh religion, relegating this information to the afterword.
Furthermore, the text often presents Sikhism in opposition to
Hinduism and Islam rather than defining it as a profound and
complex belief system in its own right.
This picture book about the founder of Sikhism relies
more on myth than substance. (Picture book/biography. 4-8)

THE POUT-POUT FISH AND
THE MAD, MAD DAY

Diesen, Deborah
Illus. by Hanna, Dan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-0-374-30935-0
Series: The Pout-Pout Fish

Pout-Pout goes off the deep end.
Plainly afflicted with anger issues, Mr. Fish leverages a broken knickknack, difficulty finding glue, and the mild reactions
of his neighbors to his plight into a towering, out-of-control
tantrum. Mrs. Squid offers a tried-and-true (though, at least for
a fish, physically impossible) counterstrategy: “To get started,
simply breathe. / Then slowly count from one to ten / To counteract the seethe.” Miss Shimmer, another fish, suggests using
his words to talk out his feelings…which he does (though only
in the pictures, as Diesen declines to use her words to describe
what he actually says). Finally, “with words and self-compassion
/ I bring anger to a stop,” and once he’s gotten his “grrrrr” out,
the glue even turns up so that in no time fish and fracture are
both “good as new.” Unlike the “seethe” in Molly Bang’s When
Sophie Gets Angry—Really, Really Angry… (1999) or Polly Dunbar’s Red Red Red (2020), the rage here comes across as manufactured rather than genuine—and the coping techniques are more
described in general terms than actually demonstrated. Hanna’s
cartoon cast of fancifully colored deep-sea denizens is as googlyeyed as ever. He adds some amusing details, as with the labels on
Mr. Fish’s storage bins (“Might Need Someday” and “Not Sure
will look later”), but the souvenir from “Machoo Poochy” is an
unfortunate choice. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
An undistinguished addition to the infuriatingly overstuffed
shelves of anger-management treatises. (Picture book. 6-8)

LLAMA LLAMA MEETS
THE BABYSITTER

Dewdney, Anna & Duncan, Reed
Illus. by Morrow, JT
Viking (40 pp.)
$18.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-35033-1
Will it be your child’s first time with a
nonfamily babysitter? Get great advice from Mama Llama.
When Mama Llama must go out one evening and Gramma
Llama can’t come instead, Llama Llama worries about who the
babysitter will be. Will she be fun? Will she read the books he
likes and play games? At first, Llama Llama feels sad, but then
he gets mad, so mad his “brain starts to fizz.” Luckily, the doorbell rings, and the babysitter arrives. It’s skunk Molly, whom
Llama knows from the ice cream shop and who just happens
to have a bag of ice cream sundae samples. When it’s clear the
evening is off to a great start, Mama Llama leaves, and Llama
Llama and Molly begin a fun-filled time. Llama Llama’s initial
emotional reactions to having a babysitter will ring true with
children, as will Mama Llama’s explanations as she acknowledges two big concerns head-on. First, even though a babysitter
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STAR POWER
INSPIRING AND ENGAGING NEW TITLES FROM ANNICK

Aimée Craft’s stunning children’s book debut gets
to the heart of the meaning of treaties.
“Meditative, devotional, and vital.” Kirkus Reviews
“Exemplary . . . not often heard.” Quill & Quire
“SO POWERFUL! I can’t wait for this to be out
in the world.” Traci Sorell, author of We Are Still Here
Ages 10+ | 9781773214962 hc

Reclaiming culture with fashion by Vogue’s
Christian Allaire.
“Dazzling and empowering.” Booklist
“A vibrant read.” Kirkus Reviews

A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
Ages 12+ | 9781773214917 pb | 9781773214900 hc

Travel around the world with Survivorman!
“Fun, accessible . . . strong appeal.” CM Reviews
“Intriguing read.” Quill & Quire
Ages 8–12 | 9781773215075 pb

Every BODY is different!
“Beautiful and important.” Kirkus
“Current, engaging.” CM Reviews
“Joyous and empowering.” Mombian
Ages 3–5 | 9781773214726 hc

annick press
www.annickpress.com

Available from your favorite bookseller

“Whether read as Zen nature walk, bedtime story, or gentle
science starter, this story begs to be visited again and again.”
hello, moon

NOT YETI

shadowy illustrations, and some serious snuggle time with the
book will reveal animal nests or dens, mice sneaking through
most scenes, and other woodland creatures here and there. This
gentle science lesson can be extended with a discussion about
the difference between butterflies as creatures of the day and
moths as denizens of the night. Although “wild winds blow, /
lightning flash. // Thunder roars! / Raindrops splash,” the drama
is muted as animals safely scurry home to a “warm and dry, /
cozy lair.”
Whether read as Zen nature walk, bedtime story, or gentle
science starter, this story begs to be visited again and again.
(Picture book. 4-8)

DiPucchio, Kelly
Illus. by Keane, Claire
Viking (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-593-11407-0
This may not be the best picture
book for Billy Joel or John Milton.
Milton was accused of belonging to
the devil’s party because Satan gets all the best scenes in Paradise
Lost. Joel has famously sung that “Only the Good Die Young.”
But the goody-two-shoes yeti in this story is much more fun
than all the other monsters. Yeti “crochets sweaters for penguins,” the text informs readers. He cheers on newborn sea turtles as they’re scuttling toward the ocean. He tells knock-knock
jokes to the trees (“Yew who?”). The nastier monsters kick sand
and TP the babysitter, which isn’t terribly original. Even when
Yeti brings them warm banana bread, they’re inclined to stuff it
up their nostrils. OK, that does look fun, if not very tasty. Yeti’s
community service is so entertaining that the jokes in the text
feel almost redundant, which is good, because they’re very lowkey. When Yeti is described as “abominable,” the reference is
so subtle that some readers may not get it till their second or
third trip through the book. The pictures are also low-key, in
the sense that the monsters come in pastel colors. They look
almost dashed-off, but the character designs are imaginative
enough that one monster has 16 ears. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 80.8% of
actual size.)
This story makes “Virtue is its own reward” seem original
and kind of a blast. (Picture book. 4-8)

FARAWAY THINGS

Eggers, Dave
Illus. by Murphy, Kelly
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-316-49219-5

A found “faraway thing” becomes a
turning point in the life of a boy.
“Lucian live[s] with his mother on a windswept shore.” His
father has been absent from their lighthouse home for long
enough that Lucian worries his real memories of him are fading. After a storm, Lucian combs the beach for what his father
had called “faraway things”—objects tossed up by the sea—and
finds a cutlass. Thrilled, he plays with it, sweeping and slashing
the air. The next day dawns foggy, but when it lifts Lucian spies
a stranded sailing ship. As he watches, a rowboat is lowered
from the ship and moves toward him. The captain steps ashore,
wearing a sheath that matches the cutlass. He tells Lucian the
cutlass belongs to him, but in trade, the captain will let Lucian
select anything from his treasures. Lucian reluctantly realizes
the cutlass belongs to the captain and agrees. At the ship, the
captain shows Lucian wonderful things and advises him to
“choose wisely.” Lucian does. This bildungsroman’s timeless
and slightly otherworldly feel is underscored by its illustrations’
muted, effective palette of earth, sea, and sky tones. Unusual
perspectives—an ingenious choice for a muted palette—create
visual stimulation, showing views from both above and below
the horizon line. Satisfyingly, the endpapers allegorically start
and finish the story. The captain has dark skin; Lucian and the
others have light skin.
An evocative picture-book bildungsroman with equally
atmospheric illustrations. (Picture book. 6-8)

HELLO, MOON

Downing, Julie
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | May 25, 2021
978-0-8234-4701-5
A nighttime woodland wander as
simple, elegant, and classic as “Taps.”
“Hello, moon. / Goodbye, sun. //
Night is near. / Day is done.” These simple words begin a spare rhyming text of
about 110 words, opening the door to a magical nighttime animal world. Realistic illustrations in sunny shades morph into the
blues of dusk and night, reemerging as the golden tones of dawn.
An owl, a fox, raccoons, and mice “scurry pounce flutter [and]
glide” as they explore, hunt, and play in the undergrowth. The
mice may often seem to be in danger, but they are ultimately
always safe. Most images read as nighttime, but each featured
animal—and often its offspring—is spotlighted on the page and
easily visible, making this a good group read-aloud. The color of
the print also changes from black on light backgrounds to white
on dark for legibility. However, subtle details are hidden in the
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FRIENDS DO NOT EAT
FRIENDS

aggression of the animals. Sadly, there is no source cited in the
bibliography that confirms accuracy. The book follows the plot
as it appears in Chandler, with comical full-page illustrations
that will easily be seen from the back of a classroom or storytime audience. Gifted storytellers will make the most of the
text, playing up the brief moments of dialogue between characters and the narrator. Backmatter continues the “versus” theme
by presenting both some of Napoleon’s accomplishments and
some failures. A glossary provides definitions (but not pronunciations). (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.4-by-18.8-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
How accurate is the tale? We may never know, but it does
make for an enjoyable storytime. (Picture book. 5-8)

Esbaum, Jill
Illus. by Thompson, Miles
Simon Spotlight (64 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-5344-8652-2
Series: Thunder and Cluck

Prehistoric prey and predator reach
an accord in this graphic kickoff for
fledgling readers.
Opening with a primer on graphic visual conventions and
how to read panels in order, the tale introduces Thunder, a
humongous theropod, and tiny, birdlike Cluck. From their
first encounter, the latter, refusing to flee and seemingly undisturbed by all the roaring and tooth gnashing, launches a persistent campaign to winkle an admission of friendship from the
former. In cartoon scenes of one to three big panels per page,
Thunder’s indignant “That is not how this goes!” evolves in
stages into a grumpy admission of defeat: “Something tells me
hanging out with you will be…interesting.” If the vocabulary at
times seems a bit advanced for the elemental art and plotline,
it’s mostly spread out into easily digestible bits punctuated by
wordless panels and more roaring. Many of Thompson’s panels
are vertical, emphasizing the difference between burly, toothy
orange-and-purple Thunder and scrawny Cluck, whom Thunder could easily swallow whole without noticing—but doesn’t.
As unlikely friends go, this isn’t the weirdest pairing—trailing,
for instance, William Steig’s Amos & Boris (1971) or Salina Yoon’s
Penguin and Pinecone (2012)—but it’s extreme enough for even
very young children to see the contrast as comical. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-12-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 80% of actual size.)
Droll dino fare for the lower reaches of the format’s audience. (Graphic early reader. 6-8)

EVERYWHERE BLUE

Fritz, Joanne Rossmassler
Holiday House (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-8234-4862-3

NAPOLEON VS. THE BUNNIES

Fox, J.F.
Illus. by Kwan, Anna
Kids Can (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5253-0202-2
Series: Head-to-Head History

History has never been so fluffy-tailed.
Napoleon, soldier, politician, and emperor, has been a
source of admiration and derision for generations. Now he’s
also a source of comedy as readers learn about his infamous
rabbit hunt. (Shh! Be vewy, vewy quiet; we’re hunting pwimary
sources!) The story may be more famous for its internet
life than its documented historical accuracy—many of the
sources in the bibliography ultimately lead back to Chapter
55 of David G. Chandler’s The Campaigns of Napoleon (1966), in
which a paragraph notes the amusing tale of the uncaging of an
unknown number of tame rabbits before a hunt and the comical
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The musical and natural worlds help
a tween understand her family and her
personal dynamics.
Twelve-year-old Madrigal begins her
story in November in a diminuendo mood.
Maddie is studying the oboe, the instrument that voices the Duck in Peter and the Wolf, and she is dedicated to improving her technique so she can perform the solo in
her school’s winter concert. Her world changes when her older
brother, Strum, a college student deeply concerned about the
environment, disappears. Maddie compulsively counts objects
and believes that even numbers are the best. She is a gifted
math student who appreciates order and regularity, eating the
same precisely prepared sandwich for lunch every day. January
is a month of staccato as Maddie thinks of herself as a fraction, divided from the brother who makes her whole; reflecting his favorite color, she plays Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. She
regards February as a month of crescendo when, as a member
of the environmental club at school, she visits a blue morpho
butterfly exhibit that gives her an idea as to where Strum has
gone. The combination of free verse and first-person narrative
convey Maddie’s thoughts as she learns to appreciate that both
music and family follow strong emotional currents, not just the
precision of a metronome. The family defaults to White.
An insightful exploration of a girl’s inner tickings. (Verse
novel. 10-12)
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MAD FOR ADS
How Advertising Gets (and
Stays) in Our Heads

describing fantastical desires “to cruise down the river in a
lily-pad boat. / And adventure into the sea.” Here one child is
shown rowing an oversized lily pad, directed by a striped frog as
colorful fish greet them. Eventually the journey of the children
parallels the rebirth of the season as the narrative ends with the
declaration that “I want to be a flower, ready to bloom.” The
only outlier in this springtime meditation is an expressed wish
to go sledding on “miles of snow” surrounded by snowmen. This
may seem confusing for some, depending on their geography,
but it is a small price to pay. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11.375-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 79.7% of actual size.)
A fanciful tale that captures the joyful energy of budding
youth. (Picture book. 3-5)

Fyvie, Erica
Illus. by Turner, Ian
Kids Can (64 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5253-0131-5

A quick overview of common advertising tricks and techniques, with sample campaigns for young
entrepreneurs and influencers.
Without taking a more than mildly alarmist tone Fyvie
takes readers on an “AD-venture” to explore how advertisers
consider placement, repetition, color, graphic design, testimonials, and like elements to attract notice, achieve brand loyalty,
play on fears or aspirations, and, where appropriate, encourage
children to use their “pester power.” Rather than cite actual
people, products, or campaigns, she delivers general advice
for readers with an interest in creating personal brands, online
and otherwise, and also outlines general promotional strategies
for a commercial product (“Bubblarious!® Bubble Gum”) and
an e-waste recycling service (“Scrap Heap Fleet™”) to show
some of the techniques in action. Along with describing how
bait-and-switch and other deceptive practices work, she also
discusses privacy in an age of data tracking and other issues—
including racial and other representation in advertising. The
closing resource list includes both handbooks and cautionary
screeds. Turner casts actively posed human figures with brown,
orange, blue, and green skin, as well as some in wheelchairs, in
the cartoon illustrations scattered throughout. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
80% of actual size.)
Judicious as well as useful, even without real-world examples. (glossary, index) (Nonfiction. 8-11)

ROBERT SMALLS

Gill, Joel Christian
Illus. by the author
Chicago Review Press (158 pp.)
$23.95 paper | May 3, 2021
978-1-68275-066-7
Series: Tales of the Talented Tenth, 3
An enslaved sailor successfully commandeers a Confederate ship and sails it
to freedom.
Robert Smalls was a 23-year-old
enslaved deckhand on the Confederate ship the CSS Planter
when he devised a plan to emancipate himself and 15 others,
including his wife and children. Smalls’ work on the ship allowed
him to learn the navigation and codes needed to move through
the blockaded waters surrounding Charleston, South Carolina.
It was also how he discovered that the Union would accept those
fleeing from slavery as contraband. Against military orders, the
captain of the ship allowed White crew members to spend the
night away from the ship, entrusting it to the Black sailors.
Seizing the opportunity, Smalls led a dangerous escape through
Confederate checkpoints by acting as the White captain. His
daring resulted in the freedom of those aboard and the capture
of a ship and arms for the Union. The epilogue gives more examples of Smalls’ efforts to improve the lives of his people after the
Civil War, including as a member of the U.S. House of Representatives. This graphic depiction of Smalls’ story successfully
captures the determination of enslaved people to secure their
own freedom. The colorful panels fully express the taut drama
of the venture. This is the latest in the Tales of the Talented
Tenth series by graphic storyteller Gill, presenting little-known
tales from African American history.
An inspiring saga of a real-life hero. (bibliography) (Graphic
biography. 10-16)

I WANT TO...

Gao, Hongbo
Illus. by Cheng, Sixin
Reycraft Books (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Jun. 30, 2021
978-1-4788-7039-5
It’s not just the flowers that bloom in
spring.
Originally published in China, this
tale greets readers with grassy meadows, bushy trees, and budding flowers. Cheng’s thin black lines give texture to the warm
pastel color palette, resulting in an unaffected charm. Two
unnamed children, both with brown hair and light skin, are
observed exploring the landscapes while spare text punctuates each page. The narrative is deceptively simple. Initially
the children wish to feel the wonder of spring as their floral
counterparts do. “I want to s t r e t c h my hand / to the tip of
the tree branch // And grow with the flower buds, showering in
sunbeams.” The lyrical narrative gradually gives way to whimsy,
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“Bootman’s illustrations, a bit hazily dreamlike,
immerse readers in this child’s life.”
alaina and the great play

SPACE CATS TO THE RESCUE
A Solve-the-Story Puzzle
Adventure

say the last five words of the play, which she practices as her
mom walks her to school through their urban neighborhood.
After lunch, Miss Wheeler gathers everyone for the performance, and Alaina recites her lines again for the teacher. During
the production, Alaina marvels at how realistically the second
graders act out the emotions of their college-age characters.
When the play ends, Alaina’s drab lines seem dull in comparison
to the fabulous acting…so she improvises. Greenfield portrays
a close and loving relationship between this Black mother and
daughter—but one in which Alaina understands her boundaries and tests them but ultimately honors them. Bootman’s
full-color, double-page illustrations, a bit hazily dreamlike and
done with broad swaths of bold, bright colors, immerse readers
in this child’s home and school life while highlighting Alaina’s
excited face, mischief, and all-in personality.
A delightfully illustrated, one-of-a-kind Greenfield creation that will have readers wishing for another. (Picture book.
4-7)

Ginns, Russell & Maier, Jonathan
Illus. by Terrana-Hollis, Kristen
Random House (80 pp.)
$7.99 paper | May 11, 2021
978-0-525-57206-0
Series: Puzzlooies!

Cats! In! Spaaaaaaaace!
The Earth is about to be destroyed
by an asteroid the size of a hockey rink,
and with the Interplanetary Defense In Orbit Team out of commission after gorging on irradiated sweets, its only hope is the
cat-stronauts. Rags, Sassy, Mittens, and Honeydew aren’t special, intelligent, talking cats; they’re merely common housecats.
But they are the only available creatures with the extraordinary
talents of the indisposed human astronauts, who always land on
their feet, are skilled at squeezing into small spaces, and have
“the same annoying habit of knocking things off of tabletops.”
The joke-packed space adventure is the entertaining frame
for a series of well-crafted puzzles, all but one offering a flawless solving experience. The 16 brainteasers hit a wide variety
of different skill sets. A word ladder requires both definitions
and letter manipulation, a kibble-themed cipher teaches basic
code-breaking, and another puzzle requires simple number
skills. Visual-manipulation puzzles, a crossword, a word search,
and multiple mazes keep the solving process from getting dull.
Puzzles draw on school skills, though the constant wisecracks
keep them from feeling educational. Some answers aren’t
detailed in the text, requiring a look at the answer key (which
doesn’t always explain the method for finding the solution). A
multiracial group of children who appear on the cover are not
actually characters; the space authorities who narrate the story
and recruit the cat-stronauts also appear to have a variety of
racial backgrounds.
This witty space adventure provides a comical setting for
high-quality, entertaining, age-appropriate puzzles. (Science
fiction. 7-10)

BIG AND LITTLE

y o u n g a d u lt

Hang, Yang
Illus. by Lia
Clavis (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-60537-637-0

How can you tell when helping really
isn’t helping at all?
Two raccoons on a hike, one large and one small, have a long
way to go until they reach their favorite picnic spot, but Little
Raccoon has a propensity for getting sidetracked along the way.
Luckily, Little Raccoon has Big Raccoon around to keep him on
track. When they come across a snail traveling to the other side
of a distant “mountain,” Little Raccoon realizes the mountain is
a very close, very little stone. Little Raccoon wants to stay and
see the snail achieve its goal, but Big Raccoon doesn’t want to
wait. Finding a quick solution, Big Raccoon picks up the snail
and moves it to the other side of the stone. This causes a big
fight between the raccoons, and each storms off on his own.
They calm down separately and come back together to arrive
at a better way to help the snail achieve its goal. The translated
text in this Dutch and Belgian import feels disjointed and is at
times hard to follow. Lia’s illustrations use varying perspectives
to amplify the contrasting viewpoints of the main characters
and to convey the concept of how one thing can seem to be
very different depending on who you are and your own experiences. Double-page spreads using soft greens and browns create
an inviting outdoor world, but some readers may find the pandalike rendering of the unusually burly raccoons disorienting.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10.2-by-19.6-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 26.3% of actual size.)
This picture book’s sweet message doesn’t entirely mitigate its inconsistency. (Picture book. 4-8)

ALAINA AND THE
GREAT PLAY

Greenfield, Eloise
Illus. by Bootman, Colin
Alazar Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 10, 2021
978-1-7336865-2-5

A day in the life of an aspiring young thespian.
Alaina, a little Black girl with long locs and a missing front
tooth, awakens to her mother’s original Alaina-wake-up song.
Immediately excited, she can’t wait for the second grade school
play, which prompts her to jump up and down on her bed—until
a look from Mom says, “stop that right now.” Alaina hurriedly
prepares for her day. Though only a kindergartner, Alaina will
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“Henderson’s choice to show this day of remembrance from the
perspective of a child gives the story weight and meaning.”
a day for rememberin’

IT’S PERFECTLY NORMAL
Changing Bodies, Growing
Up, Sex, Gender, and Sexual
Health

minute, the question of whether or not the bunny is willing to
smell dog poop appears to be a deciding factor. Luckily for the
bunny, the dogs eventually agree that the most important criterion for inclusion in a dog book is being a good friend. When
the bunny promises that it knows the importance of friendship,
the dogs welcome the bunny into the book—but what about a
friendly cow…? This humorous book has sparkling moments of
cleverness and wit. The simple red, black, and white inked illustrations are textured and dynamic, gesturing at dogness rather
than replicating it exactly, and each picture shimmers with
movement. The book’s twist ending is both funny and unexpected. Unfortunately, the resolution of the conflict feels trite,
and many of the jokes are more silly than truly funny. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 10.3-by-16.2-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 28.8% of actual size.)
Overall, a sweet, gentle picture book about friendship and
belonging. (Picture book. 3-5)

Harris, Robie H.
Illus. by Emberley, Michael
Candlewick (128 pp.)
$24.99 | $14.99 paper | May 18, 2021
978-1-5362-0720-0
978-1-5362-0721-7 paper
Series: Family Library

A groundbreaking text gets updated.
Harris and Emberley’s title has been a controversial staple
of the sex-ed genre since its first edition in 1994. This iteration
will look familiar in structure and language, and Emberley’s spot
illustrations throughout still show various bodies, often naked,
sometimes engaging in discreetly covered sexual activity. In this
outing, readers will find more information about the internet,
an update on legal developments around abortion access, and
more inclusive language around gender identity and sexuality.
Of especial note are new illustrations highlighting same-sex
relationships, both in and out of bed. As has been a feature
since the beginning, a bee and a bird pipe up throughout; the
bird is interested in everything about sexuality and puberty, and
the bee expresses more discomfort and disinterest, mirroring
how different readers might respond. While Harris continues
to deliver accessible yet clinical messaging around the realities
of puberty and the risks and rewards of sexual activity, this book
falters significantly in its attempts to include intersex, trans, and
nonbinary readers. It switches confusingly between “a pregnant
person” and “pregnant women,” acknowledges gender-neutral
pronouns but resorts occasionally to “his or her,” and labels
bodies as “female” and “male” without referencing the limitations of or any reasoning behind that usage. The illustrations
of human beings similarly fail to include any medically gendertransitioned bodies in an otherwise diverse array erroneously
titled “All Kinds of Bodies.”
Still a useful resource, but it doesn’t meet the needs of
many readers. (index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

A DAY FOR
REMEMBERIN’
Inspired by the True
Events of the First Memorial
Day

Henderson, Leah
Illus. by Cooper, Floyd
Abrams (40 pp.)
$18.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-4197-3630-8

A community of former slaves honors the fallen heroes who
made them free.
It’s 1865, and White people are “mad ’cause we aren’t enslaved
no more” (a fantastic burn!). Eli wants to follow his father to his
work, but his parents are adamant that he take advantage of the
education he is now entitled to and go to school. But finally, one
day is so special that he gets to follow his father to work. The
adult men are digging and building at the old Charleston racecourse, used as a prison for Union soldiers during the war, while
Eli and the other children paint a picket fence. Finally, there’s
a parade that culminates in sermons, songs, and laying flowers
at the graves of Union soldiers buried at the former track, both
Black and White. It’s Decoration Day, which will later become
today’s Memorial Day. Cooper’s illustrations are soft and gentle,
his muted color palette with many yellows, browns, and tans
working well to convey the dusty workplace and the toil it takes
to build a memorial site. His customary technique lends a gauzy
haze to the proceedings. Henderson’s choice to show the development of this day of remembrance from the perspective of a
child involved in the literal work required to build it gives the
story weight and meaning. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 68% of actual size.)
A treasure. (author’s note, timeline, notes) (Picture book.
6-10)

THIS IS A DOG BOOK!

Henderson, Judith
Illus. by Chung, Julien
Kids Can (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5253-0493-4

What is a bunny doing in a dog book?
The answer, according to the rabbit in question, is that it is
really a dog. The dogs in the book are skeptical, and they proceed to put the bunny through a series of tests to prove, once
and for all, just what kind of creature it is. The bunny—who
brings a box of dog biscuits along just to set the right tone—
proceeds to prove that it loves to play and wag its tail. Additionally, it uses its huge, cute eyes to get out of trouble. For a
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BEATRICE WAS A TREE

pulls up in front of the house, the fun goes a little too far. The
mice and geese begin to miss their beloved, unfun bear—and to
appreciate the need to be unfun, at least some of the time. The
story’s textured, cartoon illustrations employ panels, speech
bubbles, and an endearingly drawn cast of woodland characters
to build humor into unexpected moments and to give the plot
momentum. The dialogue is cheeky and conversational, deftly
tucking clever jokes for adults between lines that clearly appeal
to children. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-24-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 41.7% of actual size.)
A gentle, silly picture book about balancing fun and
responsibility. (Picture book. 3-8)

Hesselberth, Joyce
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-0-06-274126-4

As Beatrice stalls her bedtime, readers learn rudimentary facts about trees.
In the opening double-page spread,
the titular girl, clad in overalls, hangs upside down from a tree
branch. Purplish hair hangs beneath her pale, oversized face;
her blue-gray irises point across the page’s gutter. Beatrice is
surrounded by a nighttime scene: stars in the dark blue sky, a
yellow crescent moon hanging over a lit-from-within house in
the recto’s background. In white capital letters, a sound balloon
from the house exhorts, “Beatrice, time for bed!” After the page
turn, Beatrice is on the ground, her disgruntled facial expression and body language humorously familiar to all. She mutters
that if she were a tree, she could “stay outside all night long.” In
the next double-page spread, her expression changes to wonder
as she imagines herself sprouting twigs and leaves. Soon, she is
fantasizing about her life as a tree, first into the next day and
then through the seasons. Her face cleverly fades into a tree’s
overstory as the pages of colorful artwork—punctuated with
short bursts of text and plenty of endearing animals—move
toward the inevitable conclusion to her fantasy. After Beatrice’s
second warning, her expression is again fun to behold, and a
hint of subversion in the final, wordless page adds satisfaction.
Additional pages contribute a few more botanical facts, but the
story itself naturally segues into naptime or bedtime. Bonus:
endpapers with labeled leaves. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10.5-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Appealing arboreal fantasy. (Picture book. 3-6)

JACOB’S SCHOOL PLAY
Starring He, She, and They

y o u n g a d u lt

Hoffman, Ian & Hoffman, Sarah
Illus. by Case, Chris
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-4338-3677-0

A boy and his classmates put on a
play about farm life that reflects their
differences and celebrates how they help one another grow.
Jacob, a White boy who loves dresses, looks forward to their
class play. Their teacher has helped everyone pick out parts.
However, Jacob feels confused when he discovers that his classmate Ari, who will be playing the role of water, uses the pronoun they. He knows boys and girls can express themselves with
any clothes they like, so he doesn’t understand why Ari isn’t he
or she. With guidance from his teacher, Jacob learns the difference between gender identity and expression. Familiar characters return in this third book featuring Jacob, including his
friend Sophie, a Black girl, and their White teacher, Ms. Reeves,
but the narrative also introduces three new children: Emily (a
White girl), Noah (a boy with brown skin and dark hair), and
Ari (a White nonbinary child with curly hair). Illustrations
depict other background students with pale to dark-brown skin,
but none have names or dialogue. Jacob’s feelings and experience are centered in the story while Ari acts as a catalyst for his
learning. Ms. Reeves’ explanation conflates pronoun choice
with gender identity and limits pronoun choices to only “he, she,
or they.” Despite these drawbacks, the overall message emphasizes the beauty in noticing and celebrating differences. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 47.5% of actual size.)
A learning opportunity for readers outside the nonbinary
experience. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE BRUCE SWAP

Higgins, Ryan T.
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.)
$15.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-368-02856-1
Series: Mother Bruce
Bruce the bear is not fun.
He doesn’t like biking fast or making sculptures out of
yogurt or dismounting from branches like an Olympic gymnast.
And he definitely doesn’t like fun visits from friends and family.
Bruce’s family loves Bruce, but they wish he were just a little
more fun—that is, until they meet Bruce’s cousin Kevin, who
looks just like Bruce (except for Bruce’s trademark scowl) but
acts nothing like him. Bruce doesn’t know about Kevin’s visit,
so he isn’t home when Kevin arrives. When Kevin shows up and
introduces himself to Bruce’s immediate family—which consists of a motley crew of earnest mice and forever-hungry geese—
he stages a candy fight, orders 26 pizzas, and turns the house
into an indoor pool. When a minibus full of Kevin’s friends
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I AM THE SHARK

beloved country. Her political involvement is also detailed in
this story: her opposition to environmentally irresponsible government plans and how she joined in protest with other women
for the release of political prisoners. Each spread matches several paragraphs on one topic with one or more scenes of stylized
humans and animals against extremely bright colors. Though
the writing is unimpressive, the story is well structured, and
the details of Maathai’s life are fascinating enough to merit an
attentive read. The arresting figures are engaging, their earth
tones set off by pink- and orange-dominated backgrounds. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 71.8% of actual size.)
A solid introduction to an important figure. (glossary, further information, index) (Picture book/biography. 5-10)

Holub, Joan
Illus. by Keller, Laurie
Crown (48 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 4, 2021
978-0-525-64528-3
978-0-525-64529-0 PLB
Swim in the world of sharks with this fact-filled picture
book.
The great white shark may not actually be that great. A
representative of the species is the narrator of this informative
picture book, but each time the shark attempts to claim great
status—biggest, sneakiest, fastest, etc.—another shark from
a different species lays claim to that title. As the conversation
continues, readers will learn facts about great whites as well as
a smattering of information about their cousins. The book’s
one-upmanship tone is humorous and will amuse readers who
may be familiar with similar conversations in the schoolyard
or at home among siblings. Adept educators and librarians may
be able to use this book for smaller-group storytimes, but the
detailed artwork is best suited for the lap, allowing readers to
pore over the cheerful, collaged illustrations. A small list of
recommended reading will help caregivers find more information about sharks—a great addition because many readers will
be bitten by curiosity. The introduction of a bear-y unusual sea
creature at the conclusion tantalizes readers with the possibility
of a sequel.
This title will be swimming off the shelves. (Informational
picture book. 6-12)

IF ONLY...

Hout, Mies van
Illus. by the author
Pajama Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 18, 2021
978-1-77278-196-0
Welcome to the world of minibeasts!
Beginning with a child’s wish to be a
butterfly so she can fly everywhere, this
straightforward yet poetic selection introduces young readers
and listeners to an array of tiny creatures, including butterflies,
fireflies, bees, spiders, snails, and more, all the while showcasing something special about each one of them. Every spread,
crafted with striking paper-collage illustrations reminiscent
of the work of Eric Carle and Denise Fleming, glows with red,
blue, green, and yellow hues and provides an entrance to an
intricate and appealing environment specific to the creature.
Simple, repeating text (“If only I were a…”) names a distinctive aspect of each invertebrate’s appearance, behavior, social
structure, or ability or how it is perceived by others. This is then
mirrored in the picture and leads to that animal’s description
of the following creature: “The stick insect thought, / If only
I were a whirligig beetle. / Then I could swirl across the water.”
The racially diverse children who appear in the initial and final
pages are active, smiling, curious, a part of the natural world
themselves, and they feature similar abilities of their own. This
gentle celebration of differences also promotes an appreciation of others’ strengths and quietly emphasizes relationships
within the animal kingdom.
A colorful introduction to the natural sciences featuring
warm and inviting illustrations. (glossary, art tips) (Picture book.
2-5)

PLANTING PEACE
The Story of Wangari
Maathai
Hooks, Gwendolyn
Illus. by Carpentier, Margaux
Crocodile/Interlink (64 pp.)
$19.95 | May 6, 2021
978-1-62371-885-5

This illustrated biography of Kenyan
environmental scholar and activist Wangari Maathai showcases
her intelligence and courage.
As a girl, Wangari collected firewood from the forest. In
clear streams, she witnessed the life cycle of frogs. She tended
her own small garden. And when her brothers asked why she
didn’t go to school, her mother said, “There’s no reason why
not.” Maathai completed high school and went on to study biology in the United States. When she returned home, she found
a changed land. The clear rivers were muddy. The forests were
replaced by tea and coffee plantations and desert. Even the
sacred fig tree had been uprooted. Maathai saw connections
between the absence of trees and the poverty and poor nutrition
of children and farm animals. With hard work, outreach, and
cooperation, Maathai established a tree-planting movement
that made a difference in the landscape and communities of her
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“A funny and insightful look at perspective-taking.”
turtle in a tree

THE FOODIE FLAMINGO

mystery once and for all, an Australian shepherd arrives to start
a similar conversation all over again. Hudson’s author/illustrator debut is a funny and insightful look at perspective-taking.
Readers never see what the dogs see in the tree until the end,
smartly inviting them to imagine alongside the characters.
Silent bird side characters provide comedic relief throughout.
The soft art—with spare but colorful details and plenty of white
space—adds a dreamlike quality. Aside from a few sound effects,
the narrative is conveyed through dialogue contained in colorcoded speech bubbles. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 37% of actual size.)
Worth a look—and a head scratch or two. (Picture book. 3-6)

Howl, Vanessa
Illus. by Pino, Pablo
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-7624-9700-3

Every Friday, Frankie the flamingo
meets her flamingo friends at the Pink
Flamingo restaurant, where they all

order and eat shrimp.
Not only is shrimp delicious, but it also keeps their feathers flamingo pink. Frankie loves shrimp and would be happy
to eat it forever. But then, one day, while reading a magazine,
she learns the word foodie and starts to wonder if she might
like foods besides shrimp, if she only tried them. When her
attempt to order a meal without shrimp at the Pink Flamingo
fails (the server sternly pointing to a “shrimp only!” sign), she
decides to go to the local market and try to cook something
herself. She starts with Brussels sprouts, which she eats in so
many ways that her feathers turn from pink to green. As her
culinary experiments continue, her flamingo friends become
curious about Frankie’s feathers, which change color with every
new food she learns to cook and eat. Inspired by Frankie, her
friends decide to try new foods too—and the result is more
colorful than Frankie could have ever imagined! Frankie’s story
will appeal to picky eaters and food enthusiasts alike. The cartoon illustrations imbue the characters with incredibly expressive—and at times humorous—faces and body language, taking
full advantage of flamingo proportions to amp the comedy. The
text is straightforward and clear, and the ending will leave readers deeply satisfied. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 46.9% of actual size.)
A clever celebration of the joys of trying new foods. (Picture
book. 3-5)

SHOESTRING, THE BOY WHO
WALKS ON AIR

y o u n g a d u lt

Hunt, Julie
Illus. by Newman, Dale
A & U Children/Trafalgar (368 pp.)
$15.99 | May 1, 2021
978-1-76029-721-3

Love and loyalty are put to the test
when a young aerialist becomes the pawn
of a bereaved mother bent on vengeance.
Taking place after the events of KidGlovz (2015), this companion novel follows a closely knit group of traveling performers. They turn a road trip into a rescue mission when a pair of
scene-stealing (and genuinely creepy) gloves once belonging
to accordion virtuoso KidGlovz transform his best friend and
midair marvel, 15-year-old reformed pickpocket Shoestring. He
relapses, becoming a secretive, self-absorbed thief with less and
less control over his actions. As before, both the all-White cast,
which is largely composed of loving adults and unusually talented young people, and Newman’s sheaves of softly textured,
technically accomplished pencil drawings immediately bring
to mind Brian Selznick’s illustrated stories. So does the way
the characters outshine the plot—though the story does take
several surprising and imaginative turns on its way to a tense,
melodramatic climax. Readers get to know Shoestring’s adoptive mother, May, Queen of Hearts; the cruel, vicious dowager
Mistress Adamantine; and a host of other colorful characters.
In the end, all, gloves thankfully included, receive just deserts…
though even as they hiss the thoroughly fiendish villain, readers
may feel a twinge of sympathy for the offender.
Both cheer- and shiverworthy, strong in narrative and
visual atmosphere. (cast of characters) (Fantasy. 10-13)

TURTLE IN A TREE

Hudson, Neesha
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-0-593-32331-1

Two dogs speculate about the unseen
creature they hear in a tree—which is

right?
A greyhound in a yellow-and-orange sweater hears a “rustle
rustle” and stops to investigate. Noticing the larger dog staring
at a tree, a French bulldog in a purple necktie asks, “What do
you see?” The greyhound responds, matter-of-factly, “A turtle in
a tree.” Baffled, the bulldog explains that such a thing would be
“impossible” and then opines, “It must be a squirrel.” The two
continue to debate, each presenting the other with evidence to
support their claim. Soon, the friendly banter turns aggressive—
and, consequently, the type grows larger with each page turn—
as neither dog budges. Though the surprise ending resolves the
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“The playful rhymes flow easily, beg to be read aloud, and
would work well as creative writing prompts.”
more than sunny

WHAT IF, PIG?

hair) is about to take a bite of him! He woofs loudly. Unfazed by
barking toast, the girl is thrilled. She has always wanted a dog but
is allergic. A barking piece of bread is her perfect pet! Incredibly
absurd but delightfully so, Hwang’s paintings play up the goofiness of the premise, equipping Toasty with itty-bitty stick legs
and arms and a surprisingly convincing canine countenance. The
neckless Toasty on all fours is particular funny.
Readers will root for this doughy hero. (Picture book. 3-6)

Hunter, Linzie
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-06-298609-2
A “Porky Panicker” what ifs his party
plans to death.
Pig is a kind, fun, and generous
friend; all his friends think so, and they all feel pretty lucky to
have Pig for a companion. One day, Pig is struck by the brilliant idea to throw a party, but then he comes down with an
attack of the what ifs. Suddenly the pleasantly smiling porker’s
mouth turns down, becomes an O of horror, arranges itself in
a rigid, toothy, fake grin as he imagines each scenario: A lion
eats the invitations (or the guests!), no one comes, or they come
but no one has fun. Worst, “What if…no one really likes me at
all?” A relieved smile ghosts over Pig’s face when he imagines
cancelling the party. Though friend Mouse supports Pig in this
decision, Mouse is behind the scenes working to return all the
friendship Pig has showered on his friends, reassuring a sad Pig
that “Things don’t stay gray for very long.” Indeed, Pig’s loyal
friends prove that while sharing their own worries and fears
with one another, thereby lessening their impacts. “What if
I have the kindest, most generous and fun friends a pig could
meet?” Pig happily concludes. Hunter’s simple, brightly colored
illustrations keep the focus on the animal characters, each one
drawn with just a few characteristic traits to enable species
identification. Readers will certainly empathize with Pig and
his emotions. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 27.9% of actual size.)
What if you only imagined good what ifs? (Picture book. 4-8)

MORE THAN SUNNY

Johannes, Shelley
Illus. by the author
Abrams (48 pp.)
$18.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-4197-4181-4

Two siblings remark upon the seasons, exploring and playing in nature.
A child bursts into the room of a younger sibling, declaring,
“it’s sunny!” “And early,” the other replies. The two head outside
on a bright day and revel in all that spring has to offer. It’s not
just sunny, but also “mucky” and “ducky” at the pond. The next
series of spreads depicts a day of play in what is clearly summer
(“ ‘it’s muggy…’ ‘and buggy!’ ”), followed by fall (“it’s windy and
squirrelly!”) and winter (“I’m warm and socksy”). The children’s
observations capture the sensory experiences of the seasons,
many of them making unexpected connections depicted by the
illustrations. (Summer is “fuzzy” when you’re holding a caterpillar.) Parts of speech are creatively employed: Fall is “goodbye-y”
when you’re watching geese fly south for the winter, and winter
itself can be “waity” if you’re staring out the window, longing for
some snow to play in. The playful rhymes flow easily, beg to be
read aloud, and would work well as creative writing prompts in
elementary classrooms. There is a distinctly peppy, perky quality to the artwork: All the characters, depicted as White and
living in what appears to be a middle-class home near a lake, are
freckled, apple-cheeked, and nearly always smiling. The bows
in the older child’s hair even consistently appear as if hearts
are always floating nearby. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-21-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A bouncy and buoyant take on the changing seasons. (Pic
ture book. 4-8)

TOASTY

Hwang, Sarah
Illus. by the author
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-8234-4707-7
Even toast can dream.
Toasty is a piece of bread. But he desperately longs to be a dog.
He sees them running outside his window, fur flying in the breeze,
catching Frisbees without a care in the world. If only he could
do that too! However, he is practical. He knows that toast is different from dogs. (Besides the obvious difference of dogs sleeping in doghouses and Toasty sleeping in a toaster, he is also, well,
made of bread.) Undeterred, he buckles a collar around his middle, slips out via the mail slot, and tries to play ball with the dogs.
But instead of chasing the ball, they end up chasing him. Though
he runs as fast as his stubby legs can carry him, Toasty is almost…
toast. But his quick wits save him. He jumps onto a picnic blanket
and camouflages himself as a sandwich. The dogs are confused.
However, now a girl (depicted with pale skin and straight, dark
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SUMMER CAMP
CRITTER JITTERS

John, Jory
Illus. by Climo, Liz
Dial Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593-11098-0

Various animals reveal their worries to readers as they pack
for summer camp.
Skunk doesn’t like scary stories, and feeling afraid sometimes leads to stinky incidents. Duck never learned to swim.
|

An unusually diverse gallery also valuable for calling attention to some less-renowned deeds and doers. (map, index,
resource list) (Collective biography. 7-10)

Mole is worried about sports due to poor eyesight (archery, anyone?). And Mouse fears sleeping on the top bunk. Sloth, Rabbit,
Snake, Bear, Kangaroo, and Parrot share worries of their own
as they each pack their belongings in a suitcase (readers will
chuckle at the small, carefully chosen details in these scenes).
Once they all arrive at camp, though, they discover a larger
problem than their own specific fears: Their new counselor, Cat,
is stuck up a tree. By cooperating and each doing jobs that are
well suited to them, they can get Cat out of the tree and thereby
become a team that can work on their individual fears. For
example, under an alligator counselor’s close eye, Duck works
on floating, Snake acting as a ring buoy around Duck’s waist.
Climo’s cartoon illustrations use format conventions to marvelous effect, imaginary scenes encased in cloudlike bubbles
to separate them from reality. The characters are simply drawn
with minimal details, but this serves to highlight their expressive faces. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 23.1% of actual size.)
Sure to ease the worries of human campers before their
own forays. (Picture book. 4-8)

HAPPILY FOR NOW

Jones, Kelly
Illus. by Murphy, Kelly
Knopf (288 pp.)
$16.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-17952-9

HER EPIC ADVENTURE
25 Daring Women Who
Inspire a Life Less Ordinary

Johnston, Julia De Laurentiis
Illus. by Perera, Salini
Kids Can (64 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5253-0110-0

Short tributes to active, courageous women who accomplished extraordinary feats and firsts.
Though Bessie Coleman, Amelia Earhart, and Sylvia Earle
have well-earned entries, most of the achievers here will be less
familiar even to inveterate role-model seekers. Also, except for
Charlotte Small, a half-White/half-Nehiyaw (Cree) explorer
who traveled over three times farther than the roughly contemporary Lewis and Clark, the lineup is a relatively modern one.
It’s racially diverse enough to give nods to African American
anthropologist and novelist Zora Neale Hurston for her studies of Vodou and Kalpana Chawla, the first astronaut born in
India, and it’s otherwise inclusive enough to feature paraplegic
climber/skier Karen Darke and to hail both 64-year-old lesbian
Diana Nyad’s Cuba-to–Key West swim and teenager Laura
Dekker’s solo sail around the world. (The latter three women
are White.) Mention of the Aymara women in Bolivia who call
themselves the Cholitas Climbers and a group entry for the
Black Mambas, a South African anti-poaching squad, expand
the titular total, as does a brief interview at the end with intercontinental motorcyclist Lois Pryce, who’s White. Johnston’s
profiles focus more on exploits than personal details (though
there is a reference to Nyad’s “girlfriend”), and if Perera’s
painted portraits are more representational than realistic, they
do pose their smiling subjects in outdoorsy garb and settings.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10.3-by-18.8-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 80% of actual size.)

y o u n g a d u lt

Baked goods and good deeds go hand
in hand.
Fiona is nervous about going to live
with her great-aunt, great-uncle, and
cousin once removed in the town of Cold
Hope. It’s for the best, though: Her mom can get the in-patient
treatment she needs for her addiction, and the protagonist is
inspired by her fairy godperson, the very human social worker
Nia Davis, to make the best of it. And it turns out there’s a lot
to fix; the family bakery is headed toward bankruptcy, her older
relatives all feel stifled creatively, and there’s a feud between
two former best friends. With Pollyanna-like chipperness,
Fiona manages to solve all of these problems while learning how
to speak her truth, not take responsibility for others’ needs, and
use spelled-out therapeutic strategies to self-soothe. Two major
supporting characters who are cued as Black don’t seem to exist
much beyond their roles in helping Fiona (who is White), but
this story also takes a refreshingly cleareyed and sympathetic
look at addiction and interpersonal conflict. It skirts the line
of being preachy, but the boppy and lighthearted tone keeps
it from veering into overly sentimental. Gentle and expressive
black-and-white illustrations add emotion and texture to the
novel.
Sweet but not cloying. (map) (Fiction. 10-14)

MAUD & ADDIE

Jones, Maureen Buchanan
Fitzroy Books (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | May 6, 2021
978-1-64603-060-6
An absorbing tale of two young sisters from Halifax, Nova Scotia, who are
swept out to sea and their trials and risktaking as castaways.
It’s 1910, and the girls are summering, as usual, in the village of Mahone
Bay while their parents travel to India for work. The two sisters,
11-year-old Maud and 12-year-old Addie Campbell, accidentally
drift out to sea in a small dinghy while rowing home after attending the annual social. In the tumult of the storm, they are shipwrecked on an island. As they await rescue, the girls, who come
from a financially comfortable White family that has servants,
fall into their assumed roles—more feminine and bookish Addie
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and adventurous, action-oriented Maud. The crisis, however,
brings about a new understanding of themselves and each other.
They steal eggs from seabirds, swim nearly naked in the ocean,
and find a shipwrecked fishing boat containing a skeleton. This
story doesn’t simply focus on food and shelter and rescue—it is
more literary, revealing the inner lives of the Campbell sisters,
which surprise and delight as much as the vivid creatures in the
tidal pools. With confident pacing that rises and falls like the
waves, the book charts the girls’ progress as they enter survival
mode, growing more resilient and resourceful with each test.
The ending, however, abruptly brings about questions not previously discussed, which may leave some readers incredulous
while others will yearn for a sequel.
Transporting. (Fiction. 8-12)

Newly hatched Milo is a friendly yellow octopod festooned
with black stripes, and he’s on an ocean quest—he just doesn’t
know what he’s missing. Brightly colored fish with expressive eyebrows swim beneath stylized watercolor waves, forming a festive
background for Milo’s explorations. Cozy deep-sea caves, coral
reefs, shipwrecks, and tide pools all feature newfound, nameless
friends—but not whatever he seeks. At last: “Milo wakes, / alone
no more! / His family has found / him on the ocean floor.” A trio
of candy-colored octopodes fills the void in Milo’s heart, and the
little family of four—the perfect number for an octopod group
hug—depart, haloed in tropical teal waters, and will leave readers smiling with them. Author/illustrator Kousky’s gentle verse
guides readers through cheerful double-page illustrations of varied shores, where the greatest dangers are playful sharks and a
startled plumber. Translucent, layered watercolors make an inviting ocean from surface to seafloor, full of colorful, anthropomorphic fishy faces, charmingly stylized and expertly rendered. It’s a
simple and heartwarming story all around.
Anyone would be a sucker for this little octopus. (Picture
book. 3-6)

BEGIN WITH A BEE

Ketchum, Liza & Martin,
Jacqueline Briggs & Root, Phyllis
Illus. by McGehee, Claudia
Univ. of Minnesota (40 pp.)
$17.95 | May 25, 2021
978-1-5179-0804-1

I WISH YOU KNEW

Kramer, Jackie Azúa
Illus. by Mora, Magdalena
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-250-22630-3

A poetic life-cycle study of the bumblebee.
Honeybees get a lot of attention because of their use in
agriculture and their honey, but what about other hardworking pollinators? Here readers will learn about another industrious bee—the rusty-patched bumblebee—from a queen bee’s
life cycle to the species’ role in the food web. The story is told
in brief bursts of text, often approaching free verse, on each
spread: “Eggs hatch! / Are they bees yet? / No. / Little white
grubs, / no eyes, no legs, / eating machines.” The backmatter
information is more straightforward, providing enough substance for a simple report, and confronts the rusty-patched
bumblebee’s endangered status. It also includes a short list of
resources for further research and 10 suggestions that people of
all ages can do to help the struggling bee population. The real
queen in this colony is the striking artwork, which appears to
be scratchboard with added watercolor. Close-ups of the bees
alternate with views of a lush countryside and its other denizens. It’s an inviting book on any shelf, and the story is concise
enough for longer storytimes. Educators, caregivers, and young
readers will all be buzzing with delight.
This book is the bee’s knees. (Informational picture book. 5-10)

A father’s forced absence is keenly
felt by a Latinx child.
Shortly after planting sunflower
seeds for his daughter’s school, the father
is deported. She wishes that her teacher knew how much life
has changed for her family. The teacher, on the other hand,
wishes her students were aware that “they / are not / alone.” The
100-year-old oak tree at the center of the school is the sharing place where all students can reveal their secrets. As they
feel increasingly comfortable opening up about their home
lives, they come together and plant sunflower seeds in hopes
that the girl’s father will one day see them bloom. Kramer’s
homage to the “I Wish My Teacher Knew” movement draws
attention to the many hardships children experience at home
while still trying to succeed in school. The examples given are
particularly poignant. Mora’s soft, mixed-media illustrations
reflect a diverse and dynamic classroom and sympathetically
portray many of the challenges faced by children. Although it
is presumed that the teacher is the initial focus of the titular
statement, the shifting perspectives can make for awkward
and murky transitions. Curiously, Kramer, who is half Puerto
Rican, states in her author’s note that Puerto Ricans are U.S.
residents rather than citizens. A Spanish-language edition publishes simultaneously. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 14.8% of actual size.)
For success in school, the importance of empathy and
compassion can’t be overstated. (Picture book. 4-7) (Ojalá supieras:
978-1-250-81478-4)

MILO IS MISSING SOMETHING

Kousky, Vern
Illus. by the author
Random House (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 25, 2021
978-0-593-17342-8
978-0-593-17343-5 PLB

“The ocean’s filled with friendly fish /
but not the thing that’s missing.”
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“A Much Ado About Nothing homage that explores parental
expectations, complicated friendships, and teamwork.”
much ado about baseball

CHICKENS ON THE LOOSE

escape angry parrots with the only orange the parrots didn’t
devour. There’s a good dose of potty humor: Leslie the giraffe
responds to Norman the gorilla’s invitation to come along with
“you bet your butt I do,” and two spreads are devoted to poop
humor (with Jim as the butt of the joke). There’s also wordplay
(a chapter called “Orange Ya Glad We Made It?”; Jim’s repeated
mantra, “Squeeze, squeeze, mind at ease”; and a guide to speaking Jim’s nonsense language, in which the syllable ob is inserted
before vowels in every word). That the book pauses for a “Primate Primer” with talking simians will be like pouring lemon
juice on a cut for those readers who see in anthropomorphized
monkeys a perpetuation of pernicious anti-Black stereotypes.
Disappointing. (Graphic fiction. 6-10)

Kurtz, Jane
Illus. by Joseph, John
West Margin Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-5132-6724-1

Urban backyard chickens go on a
madcap tour of the city in this rhyming romp.
When a flock of hens and one little chick escape from
their backyard coop, they make the most of their chaotic dash
around a vibrant city. Pursued by an ever growing crowd of frantic humans, the chickens sneak into shops, abscond with foodcart delights, and add some painted poultry touches to a wall
mural. As in many picture books about mischievous chickens,
the joy lies in the thrilling pandemonium the birds create from
Page 1. This promising start leads to a satisfying “SPLAAAT!!!”
at the climax of the chase. Unfortunately, the following pages
fail to resolve the story clearly, as the humans inexplicably disappear and the chickens magically end up back in their coop. The
rhyming text has stop-and-go pacing that mimics the chickens’
running and the humans’ attempts to stop them. A word here
or there seems a bit forced into the rhyme scheme, but overall
the narrative bounces off the tongue. The marker-bright illustrations are frenetic and filled with humorous details. Human
characters have a wide range of skin tones, hair colors and textures, and attire. Backmatter includes information about urban
chicken keeping and a few chicken facts. This information is
interesting but also a bit incongruous as the chickens in the
book are so anthropomorphized.
Fun but lightweight, this title adds little to the canon of
chicken kid-lit. (Picture book. 3-6)

MUCH ADO ABOUT
BASEBALL

y o u n g a d u lt

LaRocca, Rajani
Illus. by Dijon, Chloe
Yellow Jacket (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-4998-1101-8

A middle schooler struggles to adjust
after moving to an idyllic Massachusetts
town.
Trish Das is at a crossroads. Not only
is the 12-year-old unhappy that her family has moved yet again
due to her mother’s cardiology career, she also has to try out for
a new baseball team. The fact that one of her new teammates
is a former archrival further complicates matters. Math prodigy Ben Messina went head-to-head against fellow math whiz
Trish at last spring’s Math Puzzlers Championship. When Trish
emerged victorious, Ben was stunned. The two get closer when
the team’s mysterious pregame snacks start making everyone
play better while also causing magical side effects during games.
Equally surprising are the cryptic puzzle booklets Trish and Ben
receive in the mail that lead them to even more wins. But as the
puzzles get harder to solve, the risk of failing to do so increases.
Alternating between Trish’s and Ben’s perspectives, LaRocca’s
novel—a companion to 2019’s Midsummer’s Mayhem—is a Much
Ado About Nothing homage that explores parental expectations,
complicated friendships, and teamwork. The protagonists’ love
of problem-solving shines through, and the puzzles themselves
are clearly explained. As a third-generation Indian American,
Trish also has moving conversations about the circumstances
that led her grandparents to emigrate and how those decisions
still impact their lives. Ben is implied White. Final illustrations
not seen.
A moving tale of baseball, magic, and former rivals who
come together to solve a problem. (Fantasy. 8-12)

GRUMPY MONKEY
FRESHLY SQUEEZED

Lang, Suzanne
Illus. by Lang, Max
Random House (88 pp.)
$9.99 | $12.99 PLB | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-593-30601-7
978-0-593-30602-4 PLB
Series: Grumpy Monkey
Grumpy Monkey moves from picture books to a graphic-novel chapter book, in which he tolerates his friends’ goofy antics during a group journey to an orange
grove.
Divided into three chapters of cartoon-style comics, with
bonus interludes in between, the book features Jim Panzee, the
protagonist of the Grumpy Monkey picture-book series. He
is on his relaxing Wednesday Walk, stress orange in hand, but
little is quiet about his journey once his jungle friends appear.
After the accumulation of unwanted companions causes Jim to
squeeze his stress orange so hard that he destroys it, the group
seeks a replacement, stopping for a papaya fight, a splash party
in the water, and some swinging from vines. They eventually
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“Throughout, the images, textures, and patterns create richly
vibrant scenes that complement the simplicity of the text.”
like a dandelion

UMA WIMPLE CHARTS
HER HOUSE

gum,” with a big cat all tied up in a large wad of the pink sticky
stuff next to a gumball machine. A few unusual animals are
introduced, such as the aquatic narwhals and two exotic birds:
quetzals and xenopses. While all these animals can look hilarious trying to accomplish what is impossible, they all also are
having lots of fun, which is the point. An addendum includes
the entire cast of characters with factual information on what
each can actually do and its significance. The implicit value of
trying new things with a good attitude in order to learn is augmented by the silliness of the colorful cartoon drawings, which
add a positive objective to the overall message. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
50% of actual size.)
Preschoolers can learn their letters while appreciating
their own abilities to acquire and practice new skills. (Picture
book. 3-6)

Larsen, Reif
Illus. by Gibson, Ben
Anne Schwartz/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 18, 2021
978-0-593-18118-8
978-0-593-18119-5 PLB
A young chart enthusiast finds one
that tests her abilities.
Uma loves charts. She tabulates her family’s favorite pizza
toppings (using a pie chart, of course); she examines which
couples hold hands most often in the park (dogs are the outliers, because they don’t have hands); and she carefully creates
her own food pyramid (with chicken fingers at the base). As
Uma says: “A good chart should make you see the world in a
new way.” When her teacher announces that the students’ next
assignment is to make charts of their homes, Uma is ecstatic.
But then, she gets nervous. “How can I chart something so big,
so important, so complicated?!” She is stumped. She narrows
her research down to one essential question: “What makes my
house…housey?” Her family members offer many possibilities.
But their thoughts only overwhelm Uma even more. How can
she possibly make a chart that shows feelings and smells and
sounds? Uma, master chart maker, must find a way. Uma’s handdrawn charts of all kinds are scattered throughout, and various
pictorial guides are explained on the endpapers. Readers will
delight in looking closely and learning more about Uma’s quirky
hobby. Uma’s family of six share the same light tan skin tone
while her class (and male teacher of color) is racially diverse.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 22.5% of actual size.)
Not quite off the charts but offbeat enough for a lot of fun.
(Picture book. 4-8)

LIKE A DANDELION

Huy Voun Lee
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-06-299373-1
An ode to the courage and resilience
exhibited by refugee immigrants, inspired by the author’s own
experiences.
The journey of a child and their caregiver making a new
home in an unfamiliar country is explored in poetic form using
a powerful simile. Readers meet the small family as they arrive
in winter and fortify themselves with comforting reminders
and traditions from their home. Come spring, a new beginning
unfolds, ripe with possibilities for connection that become fully
realized in summer. In autumn, the journey comes full circle as
the child welcomes new faces with kindness. The narrative is
conveyed in brief yet lyrical lines, every word resonating with
purpose and meaning. The comparison of a blooming dandelion with the immigrant experience beautifully illustrates the
strength, versatility, and ability to thrive in harsh conditions
each exemplifies. The bright, bold use of color vividly evokes
the seasons and accompanying emotions felt by the young child.
The summer double-page spread bursts with joyous yellows,
greens, and blues that shine with contentment and community.
Throughout, the images, textures, and patterns create richly
vibrant scenes that complement the simplicity of the text. The
child and caregiver are cued as Cambodian, with light beige skin
and black hair. Secondary characters are depicted in a diverse
mix of skin tones and hair colors. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 23.2% of
actual size.)
An uplifting and heartfelt reflection that embodies the
unwavering spirit of refugee immigrants. (author’s note,
photo) (Picture book. 5-8)

T. REXES CAN’T TIE
THEIR SHOES

Lazowski, Anna
Illus. by Laberis, Stephanie
Doubleday (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jun. 29, 2021
978-0-593-18138-6
978-0-593-18139-3 PLB
An alphabet book features a plethora
of animals unsuccessfully trying to learn
a variety of tasks that are really suited for human mastery.
A mostly familiar menagerie arranged in alphabetical order
illustrates the humorous futility of these creatures’ attempts.
“Alligators can’t pick apples. / Bees can’t ride bicycles.” Each
sentence accentuates the upper- and lowercase letter in colored
type that contrasts with the otherwise all-black text. Many of
the tasks depicted are usual daily chores such as washing dishes
or everyday skills like tying shoes. Others offer opportunity for
ridiculous illustration, such as “Cheetahs can’t chew bubble
122
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WILDFLOWERS

Thankfully, he isn’t completely alone: Ezra, an open-hearted fellow member of their school’s basketball team, feels a kinship
(and possibly more) with quiet and elusive Brian. Together, the
two boys offer support for one another as they come of age and
try to find their best selves amid the turbulent times of seventh
grade. Featuring snappy dialogue from earnest tween voices,
skillful prose guides this engrossing story from start to finish.
The themes and social commentary found here are gentle and
organic—never heavy-handed—and the plot’s antagonists are
far from two-dimensional, expertly reflecting real-life human
complexity for a middle-grade audience. Ezra is of Trinidadian
and Polish descent, Brian is implied White, and the supporting
characters have a broad range of racial backgrounds.
Tenderhearted and bold. (Fiction. 10-13)

Liniers
Illus. by the author
TOON Books & Graphics (40 pp.)
$12.95 | $16.95 gift ed. | April 6, 2021
978-1-943145-53-9
978-1-943145-54-6 gift ed.
Three girls whose plane crash-lands on
an island have an extraordinary adventure.
Argentine American cartoonist Liniers
applies both conventions of magical realism and a keen understanding of how children’s minds work to
this weird and wonderful story. It opens cinematically, gradually revealing the plane at an angle, nose buried in trees, and a
line of speech-bubble dialogue emanating from the margin:
“Where are we?” In answer, on the next page, the tallest of
three White girls says, “There was a terrible plane crash…and
now we’re stranded on a mysterious island with a jungle.” The
girls are obviously unhurt, so readers can relax and enjoy the
protagonists’ explorations. They find some “exotic” wildflowers (“What does eck-sto-tick mean?” asks the youngest), one of
which remarks that the girls are “the strangest wildflower[s it’s]
ever seen”; a sign that reads “Only Reality Can Kill a Dragon”;
a tiny house inhabited by a miniature gorilla; and, of course, a
dragon. It appears that dragons eat only wildflowers, and since
the girls are wildflowers…“AAA!!!” Alas, that sign was only too
accurate, however, and when an adult voice summons the girls
to dinner, the island is reduced to an ordinary backyard and
its inhabitants to toys. Readers who’ve had similar adventures
will happily immerse themselves in this one, Liniers’ careful
lines, limpid colors, and graphic-panel framing creating a reality that honors children’s imaginations. The book is available in
two trim sizes: a standard 6-by-9-inch early-reader trim and a
7.5-by-11-inch “gift edition.”
Like children’s backyard play, sheer delight. (Graphic early
reader. 4-8)

SHARK SUMMER

y o u n g a d u lt

Marcks, Ira
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$24.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-316-46138-2
The arrival of a big-budget film crew
on Martha’s Vineyard prompts a group
of young residents and visitors to make
a movie of their own about a gruesome
local legend.
A vivid sense of place and nuanced backstories enrich a
summertime adventure that begins as a lark but takes on discomfiting twists on the way to a melodramatic climax. Dragged
into the project by Elijah, cineaste son of a visiting journalist,
13-year-old Gayle and reclusive, bullied Madison settle on an old
tale known as the Atwood Terror, about a wealthy fishing-club
owner who supposedly fed victims to sharks for the amusement
of his shady associates. To their surprise they discover not only
that there might be something to the legend, but that locals
seem oddly unwilling to share what they know. Persistence pays
off, and Elijah’s fancy camera records clues from old maps and
elsewhere that lead at last to startling revelations and narrow
squeaks made all the more thrilling for being set amid isolated
ruins during a wild storm—although the finished movie turns
out to be very different from the one the three thought they
were making. Meanwhile, eloquently chronicled in Marcks’
cinematic panels through silent gestures and expressions as
much as speech, friendships are formed and repaired, parental relationships articulated, and inner conflicts expressed and
resolved. Major characters present White; Elijah and his dad
are brown-skinned.
A winning production. (map) (Graphic fiction. 10-13)

THANKS A LOT,
UNIVERSE

Lucas, Chad
Amulet/Abrams (288 pp.)
$16.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-4197-5102-8
Two boys in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
grow close as they encounter adolescent
struggles and life changes.
Chronic overthinker Brian already
faces severe social anxiety and isolation from his peers when his 13th birthday starts off about as
badly as a birthday can go: His father leaves home, possibly
on the run from the police, and his mother attempts suicide
in response. Now, left with the responsibility of caring for his
younger brother, Richie, and juggling the massive life changes
that come in the aftermath, Brian can’t quite keep it all together.
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THOSE ARE NOT
MY UNDERPANTS!

the sea and the sand.” Autumn unfolds with a carpet of ginkgo
leaves heaped into a pile perfect for play. The two good pals joyfully exult in yet another bounty of the world in this gentle tale
of sharing and seasonal splendor. The delicate pen-and-ink illustrations complement the spare text with delicate settings. The
two friends go unclothed except for scarves in winter but walk
on their hind feet and hold paws; the expressive cants of their
ears deftly communicate emotions. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 11-by 17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 49.7% of actual
size.)
Sweet, sweet, sweet, sweet. (Picture book. 2-4)

Martin, Melissa
Illus. by Cummings, Troy
Random House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 11, 2021
978-1-984831-89-7
978-1-984831-90-3 PLB
Will Bear Cub ever find the owner of
the pair of underpants hanging in the tree outside his cave?
His distressed expression will show readers that he takes
this job seriously—someone somewhere has a bare bum. In a
pattern that repeats, Bear Cub asks his friends in turn if the
tighty whities happen to belong to them. When they say no, he
asks, “Are you sure?” and they give the reason why they can’t
possibly be theirs: There’s no hole for Squirrel’s tail, Bat’s underpants glow in the dark, they smell too good to be Skunk’s, and
Salmon wears a swimsuit instead. They don’t belong to Turtle,
Owl, Snake, Beaver, or Moose, either. So, Bear Cub heads
home…to a surprise (maybe not for close observers) revelation
from Momma Bear, who, strangely enough, wears no underwear
herself. The diversity of underpants on display will keep readers
in stitches, and the animals’ reactions to Bear Cub’s inquiries
about something so personal are both very funny and so true
to life for kids: Turtle seems almost prudish, Salmon is joyfully
matter-of-fact, Skunk seems proud of their characteristic trait,
and Beaver is terribly shy. Though those reading aloud may get
tired of the word underpants, repeated 34 times not including
the title, kids will find it hysterical, and the repetition supports
new readers.
Sure to have kids imagining what kinds of underpants
other species might wear. (Picture book. 3-8)

ANEMONE IS NOT THE ENEMY

McGregor, Anna
Illus. by the author
Scribble (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-950354-51-1

Even someone socially awkward can
find a friend.
A habit of stinging keeps lonely
Anemone from making friends, but for
a clownfish, Anemone is just the right companion. Illustrated
by the narrative and summarized on the last page of this tale of
anthropomorphized sea creatures are three facts about ocean
life: Tides rise and fall; hermit crabs use other creatures’ shells
for protection, upgrading as they grow; and clownfish and sea
anemones have a symbiotic relationship. (The last fact will be
familiar to anyone who’s seen Disney’s Finding Nemo.) Anemone’s social difficulties become evident when three small fish
wash into its pool during high tide. They know to stay away from
its offers of friendship, but the tide goes out, the pool shrinks,
and they can’t help but touch Anemone and be stung. “Why do
I always sting everyone?” Anemone wonders. But it turns out
that stinging can be helpful. When Clownfish is chased into
Anemone’s sheltering tentacles by a threatening octopus, it’s
the octopus that gets the sting. McGregor’s illustrations have
the appearance of having been done with oil pastels. Anemone
is a bright pink. The small fish are striped with shades of turquoise and Day-Glo green. The octopus looms large and gray.
Attentive readers will be intrigued by the side story of a hermit
crab looking for a new home that is enacted along the sandy
edges of the main narrative.
Suggests a human lesson from a fish fact made familiar by
a popular children’s film. (Picture book. 3-7)

WHAT THE WORLD
COULD MAKE
A Story of Hope

McGhee, Holly M.
Illus. by Lemaître, Pascal
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-250-26811-2

Two lagomorph friends rejoice in the
beauteous gifts of the four seasons.
Rabbit and Bunny, the former white and the latter white
with pale brown splotches, gaze in wonder at a snowfall. The
two are just a small part of a wintry double-spread vista of white
flakes against a blue background. Green-scarfed Bunny wants
the snow to be ingrained in his memory. Red-scarfed Rabbit
presents Bunny with a gift—a large snowball that Bunny calls
a “gift from the heart [made] from a gift from the sky.” Spring
brings scented and colorful lilacs, and Bunny fashions a floral
crown for Rabbit. It is another “gift from the heart,” this one
made “from a gift from the earth.” Summer arrives and with it,
green and salty sea pickles that they call a gift “from the sun and
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“Creates a balance between the abstract and concrete by letting the
child imagine the future but with Abuela’s guidance and support.”
what will you be?

THE OCTOPUS ESCAPES

The beginning endpapers illustrate the studio walls as a blank
canvas with limitless opportunities, the back endpapers show
those opportunities fulfilled with splashes of color depicting all
the things the young narrator can be. Méndez and Alizadeh create a balance between the abstract and concrete by letting the
child imagine the future but with Abuela’s guidance and support. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-20-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 52.1% of actual size.)
A sweet read to share with loved ones. (Picture book. 4-8)

Meloy, Maile
Illus. by Sala, Felicita
Putnam (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-984812-69-8

Captured and confined for display
to visitors in an aquarium, an octopus
tires of his unvarying routine there and
escapes to return to the ocean home he loves.
This satisfying home-away-home narrative imagines life
from an octopus’s perspective. The story begins and ends in
his comfortable cave, where he can watch sea creatures going
about their business and feel the variety of water currents. His
love for hiding in small spaces leads to capture. He’s bored in
his new home in a “glass house that wasn’t a cave.” For entertainment, he’s given manipulatives, and the food is regular but
unvarying—and certainly no challenge to catch. He’s taught to
take pictures of and with the aquarium visitors. With no good
way to communicate his feelings to his keeper, he leaves, slithering out of his tank and under a door to a convenient pier from
which he can return to the water—and, after a long swim, to
his home. The relatively simple text is nicely interwoven with
cheerful illustrations, sometimes set on spreads, sometimes
interrupted with vignettes, and sometimes on a page opposite
a full-bleed image. It would read and show well to a group. This
effort to see the world from the viewpoint of a captive species
reflects actual experiences of some octopuses resident in New
Zealand aquariums.
Offers an opportunity for conversation with young readers about the roles of zoos and aquariums. (Picture book. 3-7)

ALMANAC 2022

National Geographic Kids
National Geographic Kids (352 pp.)
$24.90 | $14.99 paper | May 4, 2021
978-1-4263-7203-2
978-1-4263-7202-5 paper

WHAT WILL YOU BE?

Méndez, Yamile Saied
Illus. by Alizadeh, Kate
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-06-283995-4
Guided by Abuela, a young child discovers their potential.
“No, what will you really be?” a group of friends ask the young
narrator in response to their imagining a future as an astronaut,
a unicorn, or a clown. Without an answer, the child seeks the
help of Abuela, who has been everything “under the Sun and
the Moon.” Encouraged by Abuela to listen to their heart, the
child quiets down and pays attention until the answers come.
The pair then embarks on an exercise of the imagination as
the child envisions becoming a builder of homes, a writer and
painter of dreams, an explorer of their roots, a farmer of wonder
and change, a healer of broken hearts, a student, and a teacher.
Abuela accompanies her grandchild on this journey, standing
or sitting nearby, at times even lifting up the child. Alizadeh’s
scratchy illustrations show the loving relationship between
grandmother and grandchild, both depicted as people of color.
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The newest edition of a wide-angled
page-turner, rearranged and refreshed.
Moderate quantities of new visual
and narrative material have been stirred
into the 2021 edition’s tweaked and
reordered chapters, but the occasional tables of summarized
reference data still coexist uneasily with hundreds of bursts of
memorable general facts and images. To go with the tiled gallery
of U.S. presidents (including Joe Biden) and a timely shoutout to
the recently deceased civil rights icon John Lewis, for instance,
the “History Happens” chapter is largely filled with ganders
at a few random subjects. Likewise, rather than a timeline or
highlight reel of recent events, the opening “Your World 2022”
chapter throws together profiles of heroic dogs and other animals, celebrates the Harry Potter series’ 25th birthday, and commemorates nine lesser-known holidays like International Joke
Day. Readers hoping for straight (or any) dope on the Covid19 pandemic, information about Taiwan (according to the editors, not a country but a “disputed area”), or even just to see
Native Americans in other than ceremonial dress will have to
look elsewhere. Still, this gathering of upbeat, vividly illustrated,
browser-friendly dips into topics ranging from black holes to
blue-footed boobies to Bolivian street food is hard to put down,
and the pop quizzes and research guides at each chapter’s end
will give studious sorts a leg up, too.
More suited to dipping than diving but notable for both
scope and production values. (index) (Nonfiction. 9-13)
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“Obama does not shy away from describing the insecurities she
overcame as she acquired her Ivy League education.”
becoming

ALL HANDS ON DECK!
A Deadly Hurricane, a Daring
Rescue, and the Origin of the
Cajun Navy

while working as a lawyer that she met and mentored Barack
Obama, a young man of mixed race whose upbringing was vastly
different from her own. Nevertheless, they fell in love, married,
became parents, and embarked on a remarkable life of activism
and politics, culminating in two historic terms in the White
House. This young readers’ adaptation follows a similar format
to the enormously successful adult original. Obama does not
shy away from describing the insecurities she overcame as she
acquired her Ivy League education, nor the difficulties she had
with her husband’s choice to pursue politics. Anecdotes about
her coming-of-age, experiences on the campaign trail, and life
in the White House are compelling. Throughout the lively narrative, she expresses an encouraging tone as she tells her story
with accessibility and intimacy.
This warm memoir will connect with young readers and
inspire them to value their own stories. (photo credits) (Memoir.
10-16)

Neubecker, Robert
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 18, 2021
978-0-593-17689-4
978-0-593-17690-0 PLB

Ordinary heroes dive into danger in this celebration of Hurricane Katrina’s Cajun Navy.
Around New Orleans and all along the Gulf Coast, a wide
array of boats can be found. Here readers meet Bubba, a bass
boat, Bennie, an airboat, and Sal, a speedboat. One day, a hurricane strikes Louisiana. The waves crash, the levees break, and
suddenly there are too many people for the firefighters, police,
and Coast Guardsmen to save. Initially Bubba, Bennie, and Sal
feel helpless, but as word goes out for volunteers to help the
people stranded, the boats feel the call of duty. As the backmatter relates, thousands of people were rescued thanks to this
impromptu “Cajun Navy.” Additional information discusses
the origins of hurricanes, the Cajun Navy’s ongoing efforts, and
how to prepare before and keep safe during a hurricane. Much
of Neubecker’s art is beautiful, as when the endpapers present
New Orleans from above. However, these rescue boats have
both eyeballs and sentience: “Bubba has an idea: ‘If all the little boats work together, we can do big things.’ ” The humans
piloting them seem like afterthoughts. While the impulse to
make this tale of disaster a child-friendly one is understandable,
anthropomorphizing the boats detracts from the true heroism
of the very real citizen rescuers. A straightforward retelling
would have better served this history.
Unnecessary anthropomorphization mars what should be
a stirring, heroic tale. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE STREET BELONGS TO US

Pendleton Jiménez, Karleen
Illus. by Godoy, Gabriella
Arsenal Pulp Press (216 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-55152-840-3

Tween best friends spend a summer
waging a friendly street battle in 1980s
Los Angeles.
Alex Richardson-Salazar lives on
Muscatel Avenue, a street that abuts a freeway and Rosemead,
a debris basin they call “the wash.” When the city begins to
dig up the street to build sidewalks during the summer of 1984,
tomboyish Alex and her best friend, Wolf McCann, decide the
muddy trenches would make an ideal place to play. Wolf, who
calls himself a soldier and has worn a camouflage uniform every
day since his mother died two years earlier, helps Alex wage a
lively war, using mud and water balloons as ammunition against
the boys of the neighborhood. One day they discover a buried
document referencing Aztlán, in the southwestern U.S. and
northwestern Mexico. They consult Alex’s tiny, fierce Nana,
and she is happy to tell the kids stories about everything from
surviving the Mexican Revolution to the rise of Los Angeles’
Chicano movement. The narrative’s touching intergenerational
relationships combined with the historical commentary are
reminiscent of Meg Medina and Ruth Behar. The ample blackand-white illustrations skillfully capture the characters’ personalities, offering a cheerful glimpse into times when people used
phones with cords and children engaged in hours of elaborate,
outdoor play. Alex is White/Mexican; Wolf is cued as White,
and the neighborhood is racially and ethnically diverse.
A thoughtful and poignant look at friendship, loss, and
exploring cultural heritage. (Historical fiction. 9-12)

BECOMING
Adapted for Young
Readers
Obama, Michelle
Delacorte (432 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-30374-0

A former first lady shares stories
from her life to encourage young readers.
Michelle Robinson was born and
raised in a warm and supportive workingclass neighborhood in Chicago, Illinois. Despite her father’s
diagnosis of multiple sclerosis, he continued working as a city
laborer while her mother was a homemaker. Both of her parents were staunch believers in education, providing Michelle
and her brother with the support they needed to succeed. After
attending a magnet high school, she followed her brother to
Princeton before she got a law degree from Harvard. It was
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HORN SLAYER

that guide goalball’s blind or partially blind players. In slightly
more complex language, sidebars on each page provide further
information about various sports as well as the history of the
Paralympics; these feature Lopert’s fine-lined illustrations of
humans in action. Šonc’s bright cartoons energetically convey
the athletes’ emotions, which range from concentration and joy
to frustration. Sympathetically acknowledging disappointment
while remaining upbeat, Plohl, himself paraplegic, explains that
though a scowling swimmer sans medal “just wanted to be alone,”
he also “knew he would feel better tomorrow.” In a somewhat
abrupt ending, Lucas plans to practice for the next Paralympics
in four years, and the Winter Paralympics are briefly explained.
A cheery and informative introduction to the Paralympic
Games. (Picture book. 5-8)

Phillipps, J.C.
Illus. by the author
Random House (224 pp.)
$12.99 | $15.99 PLB | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-984850-57-7
978-1-984850-58-4 PLB
Series: Pacey Packer, Unicorn Tracker, 2
A unicorn’s horn continues to be
a bone of contention as Pacey Packer
returns to the magical realm of Rundalyn

on a rescue mission.
Hoping to restore the children from the Human Realm
who had been turned to stone by evil unicorn Arkane—and
chasing after an overstimulated dog she’s supposed to be minding—Pacey hurries over a rainbow bridge back to the land of the
unicorns for a whirl of chases, captures, sudden reverses, and
ad hoc schemes with a strong tendency to go wrong or, in the
end, just barely right enough. And, as if Arkane, who will stop
at nothing to get his broken horn back, isn’t threat enough, it
seems that the horn itself, which can bring the stone children
back at a touch, also turns to the bad anyone who even holds
it for more than a few moments. Fortunately Pacey has allies,
notably Slasher, a surly unicorn plushy, and its former owner,
Carlos de la Cruz, to help out. Unfortunately the horn ultimately falls into the hands of…well, that’s a tale for the next
episode. Nonstop action, expressive artwork, and witty asides
give this strong reader appeal. Except for Carlos and some other
human figures in the purple duotone comic art, who are tinted a
pale mauve, the cast presents White. Phillipps includes a mini–
drawing lesson at the end.
A refreshing change of pace for unicorn devotees a bit
weary of the sugary, mild-mannered sort. (Graphic fantasy. 7-10)

SISTER WISH

y o u n g a d u lt

Potter, Giselle
Illus. by the author
Abrams (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-4197-4671-0
Two sisters declare their admiration
for each other.
The book opens with the sisters
comparing their lots in life. The younger grouses about how she
consistently inherits her sister’s hands-me-downs, but the older
has a different perspective: “I grow out of all my favorite things
and have to give them to you.” Things shift when they both start
imagining how animals must feel: A fish might wish it had legs
and could gallop as a horse does, though a horse might wish it
could hop a ride for once. Each sister then shares instances in
which she wishes she could be the other. This results in a series
of compliments to each other, which also makes each sibling
see their respective strengths. “It’s best if there is one of you
and of me,” they decide. Siblings everywhere will recognize the
detailed, closely observed grievances (the hand-me-downs the
younger sister receives have “ice cream stains and holes”) as well
as the tight bonds that siblings can develop: Who else but the
older sister is going to read to the younger one at night? In many
of the spreads, the sisters are outside, nary an adult in sight, the
palette featuring the cool greens and teals of the grass and sky.
A warm, eye-catching shade of pink, the same that adorns the
book’s title, appears sparingly on nearly every spread. The sisters present White, rendered in Potter’s inimitable folk art–like
style. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-17-inch doublepage spreads viewed at actual size.)
Sisterly devotion beyond compare. (Picture book. 4-10)

LUCAS AT THE PARALYMPICS

Plohl, Igor
Illus. by Šonc, Urška Stropnik with
Lopert, Nika
Trans. by Waller, Kristina Alice
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-8234-4765-7

The anthropomorphic lion star of
Lucas Makes a Comeback (2021) and his
friend attend the Paralympic Games in this Slovenian import.
While riding his handcycle, Lucas, a lion whose hind
legs were paralyzed in an accident, befriends a fellow feline
handcyclist. Two years later, the friends fly “halfway around the
world” for the Summer Paralympics. There, creatures of various
species—who hail from over 100 countries and whose disabilities range from blindness to limb difference—compete in such
sports as goalball, para swimming, sitting volleyball, and wheelchair rugby. Simple, matter-of-fact text explains adaptations
that enable the athletes to play, such as the bell-equipped balls
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ALL ABOUT MERMAIDS

to win. Each team is given a different scavenger-hunt list, and
the race is on! The obstacles the pairs face require teamwork
and cleverness, which generates both action and amusement.
But the tampering goes deeper than just who participates in
the Night Hunt: Near the end of the contest, a secondary ploy
unleashes a danger to all of the Crestwood dragons that only
the Night Hunt participants can stop. Rounded, large-eyed
draconic characters have distinctive silhouettes and colors that
help distinguish them in the twilight nighttime settings. While
the story arc centers on Ruskin and Cinder’s friendship, secondary characters Groth and Roke also shine. The triumphant
ending also teases a new goal for the villains; a closing sneak preview of the next book also tantalizes.
A fast, vibrant adventure. (Graphic fantasy. 6-10)

Quinn, Izzy
Illus. by Stankovic, Vlad
Crown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-30715-1
978-0-593-30716-8 PLB
Are mermaids real?
For thousands of years, stories of
women and men with fishlike tales have been told, but this text
employs the conceit that they really exist. The thinking that
dugongs or the now-extinct Steller’s sea cows were mistaken for
mermaids is quickly pooh-poohed. The author treats mermaids
like other marine animals, discussing their habitats, their eating
habits, and other aspects of their daily lives. Delicate, entrancing illustrations in an immersive, large trim display conventionally attractive shell bra–clad mermaids with diverse skin tones
and hair colors, but they also show mermaids at various ages,
from babies to older sea creatures, including some with different body types rarely depicted. The lone merman has pale
skin, dark scraggly hair, a beard, and pointy barnacles on his
shoulders. While people have always enjoyed myths and legends about these marvelous sea creatures, what’s the place of
this book that is presented as natural history? There is no doubt
that many readers will pore over the pictures, but is the young
audience prepared to understand the joke? The last page shows
a young human with brown skin and dark hair lying on a beach
next to a mermaid with white skin, with text that reads: “If you
go down to the water and wait, sooner or later you’ll see one.”
Is the author playing at a tongue-in-cheek game of pretend or
seeding disappointment? It all depends on the gullibility of the
reader.
Luminescent illustrations dazzle, but this purported nonfiction study of mermaids confounds. (Picture book. 5-8)

GWENDOLYN’S PET GARDEN

Renaud, Anne
Illus. by Kheiriyeh, Rashin
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-984815-28-6

While Gwendolyn yearns for a pet,
her parents are allergic to many and
opposed to all.
They offer a diversionary backyard alternative, which
Gwendolyn terms a “box of dirt.” “It’s a bed of soil,” they
counter. Where she smells “swamp,” they smell “possibilities.”
Accordingly, Gwendolyn launches a new pastime engendering
self-education, patience, and delight. She borrows and devours
The Great Book of Gardening from the library. She obtains seeds
from the community seed library and plants futures of marigolds, basil, fennel, and zucchini. Gwendolyn waters as needed
and talks to her invisible charges daily. “But nothing happened.”
She bans the neighbor’s dog and affixes a proprietary sign. “But
still, nothing happened. / Until the day the soil did a trick.” Tiny
leaves push up, joined by others. Gwendolyn names the seedlings and logs information about her growing plants. They blossom, attract bees and butterflies, and bring joy. The soil bed “did
not have two legs, four legs, or any legs at all. But it was alive,
and Gwendolyn could talk to it, care for it, and watch it grow.”
Renaud appealingly conveys the parents’ wryness and daughter’s enthusiasm. The family members, including a baby, all have
dark hair and ruddy complexions; the seed exchange’s librarian presents Black. Kheiriyeh’s collages capture Gwendolyn’s
bouncy exuberance and present the plants in oversized, stylized
fashion. Curiously, a note ties the emergence of seed libraries
to the repurposing of library card catalogs—hardly an exclusive
purview for either. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 79.1% of actual size.)
Another sturdy upstart in a perennially popular genre. (Pic
ture book. 3-6)

NIGHT HUNT

Quinn, Jordan
Illus. by Glass House Graphics
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (144 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5344-7864-0
Series: Dragon Kingdom of Wrenly, 3
Ruskin unwillingly enters a contest in
the third dragon-centric graphic-novel
spinoff of The Kingdom of Wrenly series.
Every 50 years a Red Moon rises, and
that’s when a magic fire selects which Crestwood dragons get to
compete in the Night Hunt, which they do in teams of two. Villinelle and the sinister figure scheming in the shadows see this
as a chance to turn Ruskin and Cinder against each other, so Villinelle tampers with the ritual. This is how the ineligible Ruskin
(he’s not a lifelong Crestwood dragon) comes to be teamed with
the roguish Roke. Cinder, who wanted a chance to shine as
brave and heroic, feels betrayed by Ruskin and is determined
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“Readers of many backgrounds will relate to Aaron’s initial
reluctance—and the joy of having overcome it.”
family reunion

FAMILY REUNION

The verses sometimes stumble with regard to rhyme and clear
meaning thanks to complex syntax: “Thank you, God, for your
peace. / Any worry yours to keep.” The coziness of the watercolor illustrations, done in soft colors and most featuring tender
physical contact, will certainly put children in a soporific mood.
A scratchy technique lends the furry animals texture.
A bedtime book for praying families that will guide children in giving thanks. (Picture book. 2-6)

Richardson, Chad & Richardson,
Dad
Illus. by Corrin, Ashleigh
Barefoot (24 pp.)
$16.99 | May 1, 2021
978-1-64686-218-4
Aaron is convinced that he will not
enjoy the annual family reunion this year
and would much rather stay home and play video games. What
will it take to make him change his mind?
The Richardsons’ staccato, informal text describes how
Aaron deploys his personal “force field” to shield himself, but a
whisper and a hug from PopPop welcomes him and puts Aaron
in the mood to join in on the fun with his family. He plays games
with his cousins and watches his family lovingly gather for jokes,
a cook-off, and a dance contest. At one point, Aaron listens to
stories about his ancestors, who are represented as brown-outlined drawings without color, and he marvels that his family is
“all over / the world.” After the family attends church together
the next day, they begin to say their goodbyes and head home,
leaving Aaron happy to have spent time with them and eager
for their reunion next year—force field–free. This warm story
highlights the tradition of African American family reunions,
and Corrin’s loose, stylized illustrations capture both the love
these extended family members share and their diversity in skin
tone and hairstyle. Readers of many backgrounds will relate to
Aaron’s initial reluctance to do something he would rather not
do—and the joy of having overcome it.
A welcome book about the beauty of family, togetherness,
and trying new things. (Picture book. 4-8)

SEE WHERE WE COME FROM!
A First Book of
Family Heritage

Ritchie, Scot
Illus. by the author
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-5253-0497-2
Series: Exploring Our Community

THANK YOU GOD,
GOOD NIGHT

Richmond, Marianne
Illus. by Kolanovic, Dubravka
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (40 pp.)
$9.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-7282-3570-7
A cast of sweet forest creatures thanks God in prayer for the
many blessings of their day.
The bedtime routine consisting of a bath, a favorite song,
snuggles, and a cozy bed may be familiar to many young children. But these particular young animals (who look more like
stuffed toys than realistic animals) don’t forget to also include
their nighttime prayers. “Thank you, God, / for friends and fun.
/ Memory making, / rain or sun.” In the artwork, a bear, a fox,
and a bird fix a broken wagon wheel, and then the bear gives
the fox, an owl, and a skunk a ride. “Thank you, God, / for
where we live. / Enough to share / and help and give.” In this
double-page spread, animals in a clearing appear to be sharing
some fruit at the center of their circle. Family, teachers, nature’s
beauty, and God’s steadfastness, light—“Hope for those in
need tonight”—and love are other things to be thankful for.
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Best friends Martin, Sally, Nick, Pedro, and Yulee are getting ready to celebrate their school’s heritage festival.
Every family has been asked to bring something to eat and
something to share for show and tell. Martin, whose father is
Indian and whose mother is Japanese, is bringing two dishes to
the festival along with a traditional Japanese flute. Sally is Haida,
and her ancestors are some of the original inhabitants of North
America; she brings a cedar-bark basket. Pedro, who is Brazilian,
decides to do a soccer demo. Nick has Scandinavian heritage,
and he is going to wear a Viking helmet. (His moms are an interracial couple.) And Egyptian-born Yulee is excited to share an
Egyptian vegetarian dish called koshary that she made with her
grandmother. At the festival, the five friends share their dishes
and their show-and-tell items with the rest of the school, as do
their classmates. Alongside the narrative are questions prompting readers to reflect on their own backgrounds. While it is
refreshing to see both Indigenous and multiracial characters
in a picture book, the text focuses on what has been called the
“food, festival, folklore, and fashion” approach to multiculturalism rather the complexities of migration and displacement that
are the reality of so many children’s lives. As a result, the text
reads more as a series of cultural snapshots than a coherent
narrative about diversity. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 55.6% of actual size.)
Just scratches the surface of multicultural education. (Pic
ture book. 4-8)
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“The illustrations’ muted colors and the poetic rhythm
of the words slow the world down for remembering.”
on the trapline

ON THE TRAPLINE

they are on their own.” The text seems to be going for as many
technical-sounding words with as little meaning as possible—
though the illustrations do properly depict several tools, including a truing stand, a multimeter, and calipers. As it turns out,
the Sparkle Dance Parties depend on technology, and Fern’s the
only one who can fix the “starlight bedazzler,” so the rude unicorns return to beg. At first Fern doesn’t bother, but she eventually concludes that “being smart, a good friend, and always
willing to help others [is] far more important than holding on to
a grudge.” Once she saves the dance, the other unicorns clamor
to celebrate her skills; those hoping for a wise take on uniqueness should look elsewhere. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 62% of actual size.)
Probably fun for unicorn lovers. (Picture book. 3-7)

Robertson, David A.
Illus. by Flett, Julie
Tundra Books (48 pp.)
$18.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-7352-6668-1

A Swampy Cree grandfather shows
his grandson what it means to be connected to family and the land.
Moshom takes his grandson, the narrator, on a long journey
to visit his boyhood home. He wants his grandson to see his
family’s trapline, “where people hunt animals and live off the
land.” To get there, they fly on a plane and go to a small house
beside a big lake. “This is where we lived after we left the trapline.” They walk through a forest and see an old school building.
“Most of the kids only spoke Cree, but at the school all of us had
to talk and learn in English.” They travel in a small motorboat
to an island, where “Moshom’s eyes light up.” He says, “That’s
my trapline.” There are beaver dams and eagles and rock paintings. Moshom tells how everyone “slept in one big tent, so they
could keep warm at night,” how even the youngest children had
chores, and everyone shared the work. He tells how they caught
muskrats, ate the meat, and sold the pelts “to buy…things you
couldn’t get on the trapline.” Before leaving the island, the boy
holds Moshom’s hand. His grandpa is quiet. “Kiskisiw means
‘he remembers.’ ” Swampy Cree words and their definitions
conclude each page, summing up its themes. Robertson’s text
is as spare as Flett’s artwork, leaving plenty of space for readers
to feel the emotions evoked by both. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 9-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 51.6% of
actual size.)
The illustrations’ muted colors and the poetic rhythm of
the words slow the world down for remembering. (author’s
note, illustrator’s note, glossary) (Picture book. 5-10)

VALENTINA AND
MONSTER

Ruiz, Ángeles
Illus. by the author
Reycraft Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 28, 2021
978-1-4788-7059-3
Cotton-candy clouds, sweet forest animals, and a strong
bond between a girl and a monster frame an unexpectedly poignant story of grief.
Young Valentina, a girl with pale skin and a tangle of red
hair, comes to a forest one day, attracted by the scent of sugary sweetness. The source is a new cotton-candy stand run by
Monster, a giant, shaggy, horned creature covered in pale pink
fur. The two become instant friends, building spun clouds that
float above a fantasy world in which verdant hills have eyes and
stuffed animals become tea-party companions. But early in the
story, hints of a darker subtext appear. Monster helps Valentina
with her nightmares, and Valentina brightens Monster’s fur
with her love. When the dark of winter arrives, Monster disappears, never to return. The forest animals arrive to comfort
her. A rabbit elder explains, “At some point, when the body
grows old, it stops feeling, stops breathing. It fades away. We
leave this world to start a new journey. It was Monster’s time to
journey on.” The memory of Monster’s love keeps Valentina’s
nightmares from returning, and when she grows up and has a
daughter of her own, Monster’s legacy and the forest’s healing
powers stay with her. Ruiz’s tale is haunting and uniquely styled,
with its fantastical elements perfectly balanced by a profoundly
wise understanding of grief. Unlike the stretchy pink clouds
that dot the sky, it’s an examination of death and trauma that is
anything but sugarcoated. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A delicate, devastating story about living with loss. (Picture
book. 4-7)

NERDYCORN

Root, Andrew
Illus. by Kraan, Erin
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-1-5344-6005-8
Fern’s not like other unicorns.
She’d rather tinker with robots in her
laboratory than “[splash] majestically” in
waterfalls, and she prefers chemistry to glitter (as if chemistry
can’t include glitter!). Where other unicorns are adorned with
hearts, stars, and flowers, Fern sports dots, stripes, and a tool
belt, though the distinction can be hard to discern in pasteldominated art that makes everyone look charmingly twee. Of
course, other unicorns make fun of Fern’s bespectacled nerdiness and exclude her from their Sparkle Dance Parties. So she
decides never to help them again, in a fabulously grumpy double-page close-up: “The next time they need an engine rebuilt,
turbo-sprocket installed, or hydrothermal capacitor welded,
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JUST PRETEND

overwhelmed with work, they volunteer to run a few errands
in the city. However, everything snowballs into a full-blown
catastrophe when her signature design disappears after going
for repairs. Always hungry for a puzzle, the trio chase clues
across New York landmarks to find the dress in time for their
aunt’s presentation. As with the first title, text messages, lists,
and lively, detailed cartoonlike illustrations make for welcome
breaks in the narrative. Complications to the mystery are artfully revealed at an even pace, with the action really picking up
toward the end. The result is a perfectly tied up and satisfactory
ending. Andy and Mika, like the Olympic ice-dancing sibling
author duo, are Japanese American.
A gratifying, fashionable mystery set amid the iconic backdrop of New York. (Mystery. 9-12)

Sharp, Tori
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$24.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-316-53889-3

Crafting fantasy worlds offers a budding middle school author relief and distraction from the real one in this graphic
memoir debut.
Everyone in Tori’s life shows realistic mixes of vulnerability and self-knowledge while, equally
realistically, seeming to be making it up as they go. At least, as
she shuttles between angrily divorced parents—dad becoming
steadily harder to reach, overstressed mom spectacularly incapable of reading her offspring—or drifts through one wearingly
dull class after another, she has both vivacious bestie Taylor Lee
and, promisingly, new classmate Nick as well as the (all-girl)
heroic fantasy, complete with portals, crystal amulets, and evil
enchantments, taking shape in her mind and on paper. The flow
of school projects, sleepovers, heart-to-heart conversations
with Taylor, and like incidents (including a scene involving Tori’s
older brother, who is having a rough adolescence, that could be
seen as domestic violence) turns to a tide of change as eighth
grade winds down and brings unwelcome revelations about
friends. At least the story remains as solace and, at the close, a
sense that there are still chapters to come in both worlds. Working in a simple, expressive cartoon style reminiscent of Raina
Telgemeier’s, Sharp captures facial and body language with easy
naturalism. Most people in the spacious, tidily arranged panels
are White; Taylor appears East Asian, and there is diversity in
background characters.
A rich and deeply felt slice of life. (afterword, design notes)
(Graphic memoir. 10-13)

FREAKY, FUNKY FISH
Odd Facts About
Fascinating Fish
y o u n g a d u lt

Shumaker, Debra Kempf
Illus. by Powell, Claire
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-7624-6884-3

While fish are similar in having fins, gills, tails, and usually
scales, in other ways they can be surprising.
Shumaker’s debut picture book introduces a variety of
unusual fish grouped into 18 different examples of intriguing
appearances or behaviors. She introduces her categories page
by page, with single lines of rhyming couplets in a large, legible
type: “Some fish dance and some play dead. / One fish sports
a see-through head!” The groupings seem arbitrary, as is often
the case for collections of curiosities, but the facts are certainly interesting and generally accurate. The page designs vary
widely. Some spreads are filled with cheerful cartoons full of
different fish species. Other pages feature a single fish, sometimes with further details and labels in a smaller font. These
fish have googly eyes and expressive faces but are reasonably
recognizable in appearance. Many pages include a box with
further facts—but not always the same kinds of facts. Beyond
the species name, there might be observations, field notes, or a
relevant question. Most fish also have a “freakiness” or “funkiness” rating displayed, as if that, too, were a fact like its interesting behavior or location. Three pages of backmatter give more
information about fish that zap, sting, sing, and so on. Pair with
Corinne Demas and Artemis Roehrig’s Do Jellyfish Like Peanut
Butter?, illustrated by Ellen Shi (2020), for more marine fun.
An odd assortment designed for entertainment over education. (further learning, selected sources) (Informational picture
book. 4-8)

THE MYSTERY IN MANHATTAN

Shibutani, Maia & Shibutani, Alex with
Schusterman, Michelle
Illus. by Ma Van As, Yaoyao
Razorbill/Penguin (288 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-11376-9
Series: Kudo Kids, 2

While vacationing in New York, a
brother and sister find themselves solving the mystery of a disappearing dress.
Andy and Mika Kudo from The Mystery of the Masked Medal
ist (2020) are back, and this time they’re going through transitions of their own. Sixth grader Mika struggles to find a theme
for her latest photography club assignment while Andy, who
is in seventh grade, worries that the two are slowly growing
apart. When their parents’ work takes them to the Big Apple,
the duo is eager for the weeklong vacation spent visiting their
cousin Jenny. When their Aunt Kei, a fashion designer, gets
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BEST DAY EVER!

this real shark is “happy and healthy [a]nd you’re helping it
stay that way” is accompanied by a book about sharks. The kid
begins spouting off shark facts, which irks Ralphie to humorous
effect—hadn’t Ralphie been saying exactly that? The narrator
is ultimately pleased with the gift, calling out to the neighborhood, “HEY, EVERYBODY, I’M SAVING A SHARK!” While
a closing page depicts Ralphie saying “there are special organizations that let you help animals in need,” frustratingly, there is
no brief list nor any guidance to readers who would like to find
them. The cheery cartoon art depicts the narrator and family
with pale skin and brown hair; their neighborhood is diverse.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 18.1% of actual size.)
Good to get for animal lovers. (Picture book. 3-7)

Singer, Marilyn
Illus. by Nixon, Leah
Clarion (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-328-98783-9

An energetic puppy narrates a day
with her boy.
In the morning, she licks the face of her “best friend,” a boy
with light brown skin who uses a manual wheelchair, “glad that
[they’re] a pair.” In quick, rhythmic rhymes, she bounds along—
chasing a cat, stealing a Frisbee, snatching a hot dog from disgruntled pigeons, and scaring a snake—to the titular refrain:
“Best day ever!” But the tune changes when she rolls on a “nice
dead fish.” “Down, girl! You get off me! / Phewy, what’s that
smell?” yells her boy as she gazes up with heart-meltingly mournful eyes. “Not the best day ever,” she laments as she endures a
sudsy bath. And when she accidentally knocks over a lamp, her
boy’s exasperation is finally too much: “Worst day ever.” Soon,
however, the boy comforts the dejected pup, apologizing for
shouting: “I know it wasn’t cool. / I think we need more lessons.
/ We’ll go to training school.” The friendship restored, a huge,
jubilant “Best day ever!” arcs across a sunset-tinged double-page
spread, the exclamation point finished off with a tennis ball the
narrator has leapt to catch. Illustrator Nixon, herself a wheelchair user, captures the bond between boy and dog with bold
lines, bright, sun-laced colors, and endearing expressions, tenderly demonstrating that love is unconditional—a message that
will reassure readers as well as their furry friends. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
56.3% of actual size.)
An exuberant dog’s-eye view of friendship and forgiveness.
(Picture book. 4-6)

CLIQUE HERE

Staniszewski, Anna
Scholastic (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-338-68027-0
Series: Wish
Science-crazy seventh grader Lily
Blake Cooper hopes that transferring to
a new middle school will transform her
from nerdy geek to social butterfly.
At Lily’s old school, mean girl Courtenay and her bevy made her life hell; looks and money seemed
to be all that mattered. Before embarking on a fresh start, Lily
devises a science experiment to try to solve the mystery of middle school popularity. However, science turns out not to be the
ideal tool for making these life changes. Deciding to go by Blake
and improving her wardrobe help, but the new school turns out
to have plenty of pitfalls of its own. The coveted science club
is superserious and less fun than the kitchen science Lily loves,
not to mention that here the science-y kids rule, looking down
on those who are less successful academically. A series of messy
pranks target Lily and her classmates, and eventually a cruel
prank which is hard to recover from socially is played on her.
Although the characters tend toward two-dimensionality, the
swiftly paced, first-person narrative keeps readers engaged, and
the message that putting others down is wrong, no matter the
reason, is valuable. Lily’s social awkwardness and lack of confidence will resonate with many tweens. Her growing ability to
deal with whatever life throws at her is relatable and engaging.
Most characters present White.
Shows readers that being kind is more important than
belonging to the right clique. (Fiction. 10-14)

I’M GETTING A SHARK!

Smith, Brady
Illus. by the author
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-593-11112-3

A humorous take on animal conservation that provides information.
A child with a passion for sharks shouts to the whole neighborhood, “HEY, EVERYBODY, I’M GETTING A SHARK!”
The emphatic text is set in a vibrant speech bubble befitting
the cartoon art. The kid tells Ralphie the dog about overhearing Mom tell Dad about the shark, and the anthropomorphized
pet rattles off a series of facts about sharks to convince the kid
that getting a shark is a bad idea. The narrator meets Ralphie’s
objections with a string of amusingly illustrated fanciful ideas
(imagining opening a dogfish grooming salon for that species
of shark, for example). It’s a big disappointment when Mom
and Dad present “an adoption certificate for a real shark that
is swimming in the ocean right now.” Their explanation that
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“A beautiful, tender expression of family and
love that spans generations and great distances.”
when lola visits

WHEN LOLA VISITS

in identifying fossil age. The final part, “Shells,” has the same
informative and user-friendly organization. Information on
how shells are formed and their basic classification categories
is paired with the hands-on activities of finding, cleaning, labelling, and identifying. Each section concludes with an illustrated
informational guide showing common examples of the specimens under consideration and covering a broad geographical
distribution. The superb content is presented in a sturdily
bound volume with metal-edged corners that will hold up well
in field conditions.
A stellar guide that engages readers with rocks, minerals,
fossils, and shells. (index) (Nonfiction. 10-16)

Sterling, Michelle
Illus. by Asis, Aaron
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-06-297285-9
A child describes the smells, tastes,
and feelings of their summer.
“How do I know summer is here?” For the child sharing their
story, summer is the smell of stone fruit ripening and days with
nothing to do. Summer really begins when their lola comes to
visit and makes her special mango jam. Together, grandmother
and grandchild play at the pool, go to the beach, and watch fireworks. Lola fills their days with the delicious smells and tastes
of traditional Filipino food, like cassava cake and sisig. Summer
blooms with happy memories of gathering fruit, fishing, cooking, and eating together. When Lola returns home, summer
turns to chilly breezes and falling leaves, but Lola has one more
surprise. This is a beautiful, tender expression of family and
love that spans generations and great distances. Each moment
is described as a smell or taste, which engages all of readers’
senses. The illustrations add so much life and context to the
words, especially for the Filipino dishes. The bright colors and
visible brush strokes add warmth and capture the feelings of
summer. The family is Filipino, and all have brown skin, black
hair, and black eyes. Lola speaks Tagalog and Ilocano.
An extraordinary expression of Filipino culture and intergenerational familial bonds. (Picture book. 4-8)

CHIRP!
Chipmunk Sings for a Friend

y o u n g a d u lt

Swenson, Jamie A.
Illus. by Magoon, Scott
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 29, 2021
978-1-5344-7002-6

Voices that join together make sweet music indeed.
Chipmunk lives on a rock, spending most of her days singing—“chirping”—songs that are happy, bittersweet, or sad. She
really wants a singing partner. (Rock only listens.) On a walkabout, she encounters a pinecone whom she brings home, but
Pinecone’s no better at singing than Rock is. Another day, Chipmunk finds a log she can’t move. Disconsolate, she sings a song
“in my heart” laden with loneliness and defeat, which a listening raccoon appreciatively calls “sad” and “beautiful.” Raccoon
helps with the log, but the pair’s efforts fail. Raccoon joins Chipmunk’s song, adding lyrics about frustration. A moose praises
the duo’s tune, sung from “our hearts,” and offers pushing assistance. Moose’s strength finally dislodges the log, landing it…
right near Rock and Pinecone. In the end, these objects become
fast friends and perfect listeners to the songs that Chipmunk,
Raccoon, and Moose sing together. This gentle, simply told
story addresses the importance and enjoyment of friendship
and collaboration. The eye-catching illustrations feature colors
and patterns suggesting the emotional heft of Chipmunk’s airs;
ample white space permits focus on the tale’s lively goings-on.
The animal protagonists have engaging personalities and faces;
their coats’ realistic furriness is achieved via the artist’s deft,
swift strokes. (This book was reviewed digitally with 7-by-19-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 43.5% of actual size.)
Sweet music is best heard by those who really listen. (Pic
ture book. 3-6)

ROCK, FOSSIL, AND
SHELL HUNTING
The Definitive
Interactive Nature Guide
Swanson, Jennifer
Illus. by Dawson, John D.
Odd Dot (448 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-23065-2
Series: Outdoor School

Divided into well-organized, color-coded parts, this entry
in the Outdoor School series promotes a get-out-there-and-doit approach.
The book opens with “Rocks & Minerals,” covering the differences between the two, basic geology, and how rocks form.
Armed with this knowledge, readers are encouraged to find
rock samples and are walked through questions to classify their
discoveries. Accessible and encouraging language as well as
space to write down findings and check off tasks accomplished
make this science fun and personal. The second section, “Fossils,” builds on readers’ acquired knowledge that sedimentary
rocks are the best place to find fossils and gives them the tools
needed to go out searching on their own. Information on setting up a dig, stabilizing delicate fossils, numbering discoveries, and more, is presented. A basic geologic time scale assists
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“Arnold’s quick, creative solutions to everyday
problems are delightfully surprising.”
arnold the super-ish hero

ARNOLD THE
SUPER-ISH HERO

encouraged to test their newfound knowledge with a final quiz.
However, some of what this book teaches is dubious. Many
experts would likely contend that calling the blood carried by
veins “dirty,” for instance, is a misnomer that uses stigmatizing language to describe normal physiological processes. Additionally, the instructions for boo-boo first aid are remarkably
specific, and they include guidance regarding antiseptics that
most clinical guidelines in the U.S. do not recommend. Beyond
confusing science, the spread on wound-healing traditions from
around the globe features some questionable illustrations that
border on caricature to cue identity. Multiple better alternatives exist; feel free to pass this one by.
Boo-boos abound, in more ways than one. (Informational
picture book. 5-8)

Tekavec, Heather
Illus. by Perreault, Guillaume
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5253-0309-8
Although Arnold comes from a family of superheroes, he
still hasn’t found his superpower.
Because he isn’t incredibly strong or able to fly or even
able to bounce absurdly high, Arnold contributes to the family business by answering the phones. Thanks to his excellent
handwriting and good manners, he excels at his job, but he
never really thinks of it—or himself—as special until the day
he gets a distress call from City Park. Arnold sounds the alarm,
but none of his superhero relatives answer. Determined to help
the unknown client, Arnold decides to handle the issue himself.
His mission gets off to a rocky start when he falls in a puddle
when alighting from the public bus that takes him to the park,
and then he realizes he doesn’t know whom he’s there to help.
However, he soon finds plenty of people to help and problems
that he can solve with just a resourceful mind and a good heart.
In fact, he is so successful that he ends up on the evening news.
This humorous and endearing book appropriately uses comicbook–style illustrations to tell a story that is both accessible
and sincere. Arnold’s journey from self-doubt to confidence is
inspiring without ever being preachy, and his quick, creative
solutions to everyday problems are delightfully surprising.
Arnold presents White; both his family and his community are
diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.4-by-18.8-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 39% of actual size.)
A sweet and funny picture book about the power of doing
good deeds. (Picture book. 3-6)

I’M ON IT!

Tsurumi, Andrea
Illus. by the author
Hyperion (64 pp.)
$9.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-368-06696-9
Series: Elephant & Piggie Like Reading!
A frog tries to do everything a goat
does, too.
Goat asks Frog to look at them
before declaring “I’m ON it!” while balancing atop a tree stump near a pond. After an “Oooh!” and a
“You know what?” Frog leaps off their lily pad to balance on a
rock: “I’m on it, too!” Goat grabs a prop so that they can be
both “on it AND beside it.” (It may take young readers a little
bit to realize there are two its.) So does Frog. The competition
continues as Frog struggles to mimic overconfident Goat’s
antics. In addition to on and beside, the pair adds inside, between,
under, and more. Eventually, it all gets to be too much for Frog
to handle, so Frog falls into the water, resumes position on the
lily pad, and declares “I am OVER it” while eating a fly. In an
act of solidarity, Goat jumps in, too. In Tsurumi’s first foray into
early readers she pares down her energetic, colorful cartoon
style to the bare essentials without losing any of the madcap
fun. Using fewer than 80 repeated words (over 12 of which are
prepositions), the clever text instructs, delights, and revels in its
own playfulness. Color-coded speech bubbles (orange for Goat,
green for Frog) help match the dialogue with each speaker. Like
others in the Elephant & Piggie Like Reading series, Elephant
and Piggie metafictively bookend the main narrative with hilariously on-the-nose commentary.
Whether in hand or on shelf, this one’s sure to make a
splash anywhere and everywhere. (Early reader. 4-8)

THE SECRET LIFE OF
BOO-BOOS
The Super Science Behind
How Your Body Heals Bumps,
Bruises, Scratches, and
Scrapes!
Tolosa Sisteré, Mariona
Illus. by Turon, Ariadna Garcia
Sourcebooks eXplore (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 1, 2021
978-1-7282-3249-2

From stumbles to scrapes, boo-boos come in many shapes,
sizes, and kinds; this Spanish import explores how skin and
blood work together to heal them.
From the composition of blood to the layers of skin, boldly
colored illustrations depict the anatomy of tissues involved in
both the formation and healing of “boo-boos.” Different kinds
of boo-boos are explored, from minor scrapes to bruises, cuts,
and punctures. Tips for tending wounds and avoiding booboos in the first place are also included. Curious readers are
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GRASSHOPPER

spiritual journey toward enlightenment and more her journey
out of the worldy. Van der Meer uses the familiarity of princess
tales and the bonds of family to connect readers to this story of
Kuan Yin. Hsu’s illustrations are expressive. Spreads are full of
movement—fabrics flow, trees bend, a golden dragon swoops,
and fragrances wisp through the air. Deep jewel tones transition into pastels as Miao Shan transforms into Kuan Yin. The
combination of linework and color creates visual and narrative
layers.
Detailed illustrations lift this family-focused introduction
to the bodhisattva of compassion. (author’s note) (Picture book.
4-8)

Ukhova, Tatiana
Illus. by the author
Greystone Kids (56 pp.)
$18.95 | May 4, 2021
978-1-77164-692-5
Nature’s miniature whimsies bloom
in Ukhova’s wordless picture-book debut,
imported from Russia.
A far-off white airplane slips across
the rich blue sky as a pale White child rests on a blanket in the
middle of a lush green garden. An apple core sits just near their
head, overtaken by a squadron of ants. The ants soon crawl over
to the child’s face. Intrigued, the child walks over to the anthill.
A caterpillar stirs in a pea pod when the child disturbs it, dropping it right beside the anthill. It happens in a series of seconds:
The ants overtake the caterpillar and drag their spoils into their
home. The child sees it all, with a look of dismay creeping onto
their face. The caterpillar’s demise plays out over just a few pages,
and it ends almost as soon as it starts, but Ukhova mitigates
the small-scale viciousness of the scene thanks to her use of a
color palette full of gorgeous greens and blues and a restrained
approach to the subject matter made insightful by the absence
of text. When the child captures a grasshopper, tearing off one
of its legs in the process, the grasshopper’s scooped into a jar to
spare it from the same end that befell the caterpillar. Inside the
clear jar, the grasshopper’s world reveals itself in all its reliefs
and dangers. Through all that happens, the child learns about
the effects of their actions on the natural world, and it’s a lesson
worth imparting here.
Marvelously astute. (Picture book. 4-8)

ON THE DAY THE HORSE
GOT OUT

y o u n g a d u lt

Weber, Audrey Helen
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-316-45984-6

A horse’s escape is major news for the creatures that live in
the vicinity.
Creatures, plants, and even forces of nature have various
reactions to the horse’s flight, including near panic, curiosity,
and joy. A sheep and a cow run, with their bells clanging. Birds
fly south, and a spider weaves a gigantic web. Clouds weep,
and a beetle has a scary dream. Eggs are broken, and an eagle
expresses its distress to the wind. Kids, both human and a goat,
dance gleefully, a green fly bids farewell as it flies away, and a
bright orange dragonlike comet shouts as it streaks across the
sky. When children learn that the clouded skipper has lost a
wing, a very careful examination—and an extra bit of research—
might be needed. (Alert: A clouded skipper is a species of butterfly.) Through it all, the snowy-white horse seems totally
unconcerned as it romps through the pages. The very sharply
hued, colorful illustrations are set against a light, bright yellow.
Flowers, clouds, and other entities appear to have recognizable,
if distorted faces. Each reiteration of the title statement leads
to a sequence of four events, told in a single descriptive largeprint sentence. Each sequence is then completed by a warning
in ever increasing sizes “WATCH OUT, WATCH OUT, the
horse is out!” The last warning frames the horse’s leap into a
night sky. And who is the goose in cowboy boots? Suspend all
disbelief.
Visually stunning, highly imaginative, and delightfully baffling. (Picture book. 4-8)

KUAN YIN
The Princess Who Became
the Goddess of Compassion
van der Meer, Maya
Illus. by Hsu, Wen
Bala Kids/Shambhala (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 4, 2021
978-1-61180-799-8

A retelling of Buddhist saint Kuan
Yin’s life through the lens of sisterhood.
Princess Ling wakes one morning surprised to see her older
sister, Princess Miao Shan, slipping away into the dense forest.
Where Miao Shan typically meditates, her “calming presence
fill[ing] the room with the sweet scent of a lotus flower,” this
morning is filled with the bustle of princely suitors hoping to
marry Ling’s sister. Wishing not to marry and instead to dedicate her life “to eas[ing] the pain of others [rather] than rul[ing]
over them,” Miao Shan incites the king’s ire. Ling tries to help
her sister in her journey to “fully realize the power of love”
and compassion. Ultimately, paths must diverge. The support,
though, stays. While Miao Shan’s deeds and piety dominate
the story, the focus of this modern primer is less the goddess’s
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WE GOT GAME!
35 Female Athletes Who
Changed the World

wings of a fairy. Even the villain in this story has the face of a
Kewpie doll. She has a master plan to remain young forever, but
even in her most aged form, her wrinkle lines just make her look
like a ventriloquist’s dummy. According to tradition, Mellybean
and the three cats who accompany her ought to spend most of
the book fighting one another, but instead they come up with
a battle plan: They’re going to talk to the evil wizard nicely, rub
up against her legs, and lick her nose. Everyone is so infuriatingly nice that even the wizard gets a happy, or at least peaceful,
ending. Cynical readers may wish that Mellybean would tip over,
since her head is larger than her body, but the character designs
are charming, with portmanteau animals like a dragonseal and a
griffinbear. The characters don’t always have the dynamic sense
of motion they did in the first Mellybean book—the poses are
often quite stiff —but there are some spectacular examples of
perspective drawing and, as in the first book, the few human
characters come from many different races.
If Mr. Rogers wrote sword-and-sorcery adventures, they
might look like this. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

Weintraub, Aileen
Illus. by Green, Sarah
Running Press Kids (128 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-7624-9781-2

This collective biography presents 35
female athletes who have left marks on their sports, chosen to
inspire a new generation of girls.
A broad range of sports is represented, including soccer,
gymnastics, bobsled, wheelchair racing, and (stretching definitions a bit) ballet. They include well-known figures like African
Americans standouts Misty Copeland and Serena Williams as
well as less-familiar but equally revolutionary athletes such as
Tatyana McFadden, a White Paralympian who competes in
wheelchair racing and nordic skiing, and Marlen Esparza, a
Latinx Olympic boxer. Each three-page profile includes one
full-page portrait, one page of “amazing facts and unbelievable
stats,” and one page of biographical information that includes
causes important to them. As these are very accomplished athletes, editing down their life stories to one page is difficult, and
Weintraub leaves readers wanting more. One of White Paralympian Hannah Cockroft’s facts is not even a fact about her,
but her sport: “T34 is a sport classification for people with certain disabilities like Hannah’s.” (It is also not very illuminating.)
Unfortunately, the illustrations are not effective in celebrating
these athletes, curiously presenting them with very little muscular definition; it’s hard to tell these athletes are at the primes
of their careers. Of the 35 women, more than half present as
White; several Black athletes are represented, but there are
only two East Asian, one South Asian, and four Latinx athletes. LGBTQ+ athletes and athletes with disabilities are also
represented.
These amazing athletes deserve better. (selected sources,
index) (Collective biography. 8-12)

THE SHIP OF STOLEN WORDS

Wilde, Fran
Amulet/Abrams (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-4197-4950-6

Sam finds that words really do matter
in Mount Cloud.
After a strange encounter with an old
lady and her pet pig, Sam loses the ability to say sorry. When he upsets his best
friend, Mason, with an unkind remark
during class, the school expects him to apologize—but he cannot, even though sorry was a word he used quite freely whenever
anything went wrong. To get his word back and get himself out
of trouble, Sam embarks on an adventure into the world of goblins. Goblin word thieves Tolver and his grandmother, however,
have their own reasons for stealing people’s words. This fantasy world is wonderfully built in a fashion reminiscent of Paul
Stewart’s The Edge Chronicles. The concept of the useless or
disbelieving adult is thoroughly subverted, with adults not only
believing, but helping Sam. Family and friends are key to the
characters’ development, serving as catalysts for change and as
valuable supports. The plot itself is sure to comfort young readers struggling with literacy, language acquisition, or impulsive
speech, with its message that misusing words is an important
part of learning. Twists and turns will keep readers engaged and
thinking about the text long after they have finished reading.
Main characters default to White.
Delightful and sure to keep readers looking for goblins
long after the final page has been turned. (Fantasy. 8-12)

MELLYBEAN AND THE
WICKED WIZARD

White, Mike
Illus. by the author
Razorbill/Penguin (208 pp.)
$20.99 | $12.99 paper | Jun. 15, 2021
978-0-593-20281-4
978-0-593-20283-8 paper
Series: Mellybean, 2
This sequel to Mellybean and the Giant
Monster (2020) makes an effective case
that “adorable” might be a genre.
In little black dog Mellybean’s second outing, she returns
to the kingdom of giant (and benevolent) monster Narra for
a world- and cast-expanding adventure. Hetty the hippocorn
may be the cutest thing ever. She has the tail of a horse and the
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“The sparse verse, related in couplets, is studded with
gorgeous imagery and ingeniously chosen verbs.”
we are all under one wide sky

WE ARE ALL UNDER ONE
WIDE SKY

and grabs it right out of his hand. Though Oliver’s eyes are full
of tears, the walk back through the zoo becomes more meaningful when little Louis sweetly whispers, “Look.” Oliver blinks
and sees the colors of the toucan’s beak and much more. Vivid,
bright paintings illuminate the well-told narrative centering a
child’s singular fixation, disappointment, and family warmth.
Oliver and Louis are biracial, with a Black mom and White dad.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 50% of actual size.)
An upbeat, gratifying birthday excursion despite a child’s
tense preoccupation. (Picture book. 3-6)

Wiles, Deborah
Illus. by Stegmaier, Andrea
Sounds True (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-68364-633-4

This lyrical counting book is a reminder that no matter
what they look like, where they live, or whom they call a family,
children all around the world live under the same sky.
The book’s first half is a poem that counts from one up to
10, incorporating imagery ranging from two clouds and three
songbirds to ten whirligigs. In the second half of the book, the
poem counts back down to one, this time starting with nine
shadows and culminating with two “sleepyheads” before ending “under one wide sky,” a refrain that repeatedly pulls the text
together. While no countries or faiths are named, the characters and locations in the illustrations clearly hail from all over
the world. In one illustration, for example, a young boy wears
a yarmulke while in another, an image of what appears to be
Australia’s Uluru fills the background. The characters include a
child who appears Black, a brown-skinned hijabi, and other kids
displaying a variety of hair textures and skin colors. The sparse
verse, related in couplets, is studded with gorgeous imagery and
ingeniously chosen verbs: On one page, for example, the author
describes how shadows “butter” the ground. The illustrator’s
use of a muted palette lends the pictures a gentle, ethereal feel
that ably complements the text.
A work of understated beauty that will delight both children and the adults who read to them. (Picture book. 2-5)

GRAY BUNNY’S GREAT
ADVENTURE

Yi, Ping
Illus. by Liu, Zhenjun
Reycraft Books (40 pp.)
$16.95 | May 28, 2021
978-1-4788-7038-8

OLIVER’S LOLLIPOP

Wortche, Allison
Illus. by Landazábal, Andrés
Philomel (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-20300-2
Dazzled by the purchase of a large,
rainbow lollipop, Oliver can focus only
on how it will taste rather than on the wonders at the zoo.
It’s Oliver’s birthday and a beautiful day for a zoo trip. At
the entrance, a lollipop vendor intrigues, and Daddy buys Oliver “a huge round rainbow on a long white stick. The perfect
birthday lollipop.” Oliver is told to wait till after dinner to eat
it; now, they are to enjoy the zoo. Oliver holds it tight, mesmerized by the colors and the prospect of how it will taste. At the
carousel, Oliver is too worried he might drop his treat to ride
and decides to stay behind with the stroller, watching little
sib Louis, Mommy, and Daddy enjoy the ride. With eyes and
thoughts only for the lollipop, Oliver misses all the fun and
sights: the lions, the pandas, the monkeys, the flamingos, and
the glowing feathers of the peacocks. By the time they get to
the giraffes, Oliver can’t wait any longer and begins to unwrap
the lollipop—when the tall, long-necked animal reaches down
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Is this trip to Grandma’s house an adventure or an avoidable
crisis?
Before the Bunny family starts on their trip to Grandma’s
house, Momma Rabbit admonishes Gray, who is blind, to stay
close. But soon, Gray is last in line and is swept away when the
family crosses a rushing creek. Her absence is not immediately
noticed. Luckily, a giant lotus rescues Gray, a goat warns her,
and a sympathetic wolf mother, who mentions her own missing pup, protects Gray and helps find her family. Showing more
common sense than her mother, Gray uses a keen sense of hearing to notice first sounds in the woods, then an unusual silence,
and finally the sounds of both the missing wolf pup and her
rabbit family. Before readers know Mother Wolf ’s true nature,
Mother Wolf paws Gray, and full-page wolf images add tension
by emphasizing her claws, teeth, drooling tongue, and imposing
eyes. But in surprisingly tender moments, the wolf mother licks
away Gray’s tears of worry, and Gray fans the sweaty Mother
Wolf, who is racing through the forest while carrying the bunny
on her back. Interesting, ever changing stylized botanical borders frame most illustrations, and frequent white space sets off
rich illustrations of animals, plants, and forests. Happy endings
and soothing scenes aside, young readers may find Gray’s mother’s apparently careless behavior and a wolf mother’s seeming indifference about her own missing pup unsettling. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 13.3% of actual size.)
From China, a happily-ever-after story of kindness from
strangers. (Picture book. 3-6)
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“The deeply grounded and original perspective
brings readers into both the worlds of Navajo blessing
songs and everyday family relationships.”
healer of the water monster

SHOW US WHERE YOU
LIVE, HUMPBACK

creation stories, but as a child, Nathan can; with the help of a
communication stone, he enters a world of Navajo cosmology.
He brings a message to his grandmother about the Enemy Way
and helps his Uncle Jet, a traumatized Marine veteran skeptical about his family’s traditional ways, who is haunted by the
shadow voice of an Ash Being. Healing—for the earth, the water
monster, and Uncle Jet—is on the line as Nathan travels to the
Third World to meet the most sacred Holy Being of all. The
deeply grounded and original perspective of this story brings
readers into both the worlds of Navajo blessing songs, rain
songs, and traditional healing and everyday family relationships.
Hands readers a meaningful new take on family love. (glossary, author’s note) (Fiction. 10-14)

Young, Beryl
Illus. by Kikuchi, Sakika
Greystone Kids (40 pp.)
$17.95 | May 25, 2021
978-1-77164-573-7

Young humpback whales have much
in common with human children.
A very young child describes the life of a mother humpback
whale and her calf and how it mirrors their own. The whale
mother keeps her baby safe so it can grow and learn, as does
the narrator’s own human mother. Both mothers care for their
offspring with great tenderness and love. As the child and the
baby whale grow bigger and stronger, they can do more things
on their own. Both youngsters find excitement jumping and diving in the water. There are many more similarities. Blowing a
plume matches blowing bubbles, and both can shout and sing.
The whale and the child can cuddle with their moms as they fall
asleep to dream of their shared worlds. The child describes the
whale’s actions as if speaking directly to the creature, employing lovely, soaring language that reflects great admiration and
wonder for all humpback whales. The child narrates their own
actions more simply, with joy and excitement at growing stronger and more able. As each of the whales’ life experiences is followed by the child’s comparison, Kikuchi’s illustrations match
the same pattern. The whales are shown in their home environment in the vastness of the blue sea while the child is seen
on shore in the brightness of the sun. These whales are shown
accurately, with fins, flukes, knobs, and mouths in correct proportion and the beauty of their movements honored. Child and
mother have olive skin and straight, black hair.
A true homage to these wondrous creatures. (afterword)
(Picture book. 3-8)

THE PUPPY WAR

Zadoff, Allen
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$16.99 | May 18, 2021
978-0-7595-5621-8
Series: Wild & Chance, 2
A year after the events of Wild & Chance
(2020), superdog Wild reunites with her
human, Chance, when both are threatened.
Wild’s luck runs out when she’s finally
caught by an Uber-driving Russian goon
who manages to drug and capture her—ultimately leading to an
intense aerial action scene. An overheard comment indicates
they’re after Chance, too, so Wild decides to go to him after having stayed away to keep him safe. Following an awkward reunion,
they’re soon back to their old tricks, including a daring escape in
a stolen car and enlisting hacker Junebug’s help. With Maelstrom
defeated, they’re now dealing with CAT (Canine Action Team), a
band of Russian genetic scientists so nefarious they’ve been exiled
from Russia. CAT is battling it out with rival company Puppio, a
maker of genetically engineered puppies that is helmed by a familiar
friendly face. Amid all the plot twists, there are prominent themes
of abandonment and complicated parent-child relationships, especially concerning obligations. Though a bit heavy-handed, these
thematic moments quickly make way for betrayals and desperate
action scenes that endanger Wild’s life. The somewhat abrupt ending gets the characters out of immediate danger, leaving many plot
threads dangling as setup for the next book. While racial descriptors for human characters are absent (resulting in a White default),
diversity is implied occasionally through characters’ names.
Easy-to-follow action and touches of humor smooth out
unsubtle elements. (Science fiction. 9-12)

HEALER OF THE
WATER MONSTER

Young, Brian
Heartdrum (384 pp.)
$16.99 | May 11, 2021
978-0-06-299040-2

Nathan, a young Navajo boy from
Phoenix, Arizona, goes on an epic hero’s
journey.
On the surface, 11-year-old Nathan
is like many other boys. His parents are
divorced, and he’s a little upset with his father. His paternal
grandmother, Nali, is supportive, and he’s eager to spend the
summer with her on the Navajo reservation in New Mexico,
working on his science fair project. Nathan moves into her rural
home, expecting a quiet summer. Instead, he has the adventure
of a lifetime when he discovers something is eating Nali’s heirloom seeds. Wandering into the desert, he encounters Pond, an
ailing water monster. Adults cannot see Holy Beings from the
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DESSERT ISLAND

Zhu, Ben
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | May 25, 2021
978-1-250-76330-3

|

so (or so much) the pleasures of creating them. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11.375-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 70% of actual size.)
Just the thing to get young wordsmiths picking up their
frindles—or whatever they might want to call their pens. (Pic
ture book. 6-8)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o k s
LITTLE PENGUIN

Abery, Julie
Illus. by Mason, Suzie
Amicus Ink (20 pp.)
$8.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-68152-741-3
Series: Little Animal Friends
When Little Penguin waddles and slips, Mama Penguin provides snuggly safety.
This series follow-up to Abery and Mason’s Little Hippo
(2020) features emperor penguins. Little Penguin rides his
mama’s feet and eats with her (discreetly but accurately
depicted) before waddling out on his own. When he slips and
falls, Mama Penguin is there to clean him up and bring him
back to the safe huddle of penguins. Abery’s rhythmic, rhyming text follows a repeated pattern, with the active verbs highlighted in purples and blues. There are some great vocabulary
words for little readers, like preening and guzzling. The real
attention-grabbers, however, are Mason’s illustrations: Fluffy
Little Penguin is utterly charming, with an expressive, curious
face. The snowy background has depths and layers, with deep
blues, light purples, and shadowy grays. All of the images have
texture: icy footprints, snow clinging to fluffy feathers. Simultaneously publishing in the Little Animal Friends series, Little
Zebra follows a similar plotline. When Little Zebra wanders off,
her mother guides her back to the trail. With darling African
savanna friends like a gazelle and active verbs, it follows the
same formula as Little Penguin. While this may feel a bit repetitive to grown-ups, little ones will enjoy the familiarity of rhythm
and the echoing theme of mama keeping baby safe.
Irresistible penguin fluff and predictable, rhythmic text
make this a good fit for little readers. (Board book. 6 mos.-2) (Little
Zebra: 978-1-68152-742-0)

WHERE DO WORDS
COME FROM?

Zwiers, Jeff
Illus. by Sr. Reny
Reycraft Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 28, 2021
978-1-4788-7404-1

A playful answer to the titular question—ending with an
invitation.
Words are everywhere, Zwiers writes, and they don’t come
from “Wordshops” (where a Black-presenting worker might
chisel away at new ones) or “Wordfarms” (where a figure with
ghostly white hands harvests them), or even over “Worderfalls”
(where they tumble over a psychedelic landscape with words
embedded as the objects they represent). They come from
people who make them up and use them…and so, why not “find
or do something that has never had a name before” and invent
one? Working under the name of his design studio, Spanish illustrator Javier Ramirez blows this terse but enticing message up
into a series of riotous, logorrheic scenes in which many of the
blocky figures—from buildings to butterflies, pastries to lightning bolts—contain or are even constructed from block letters.
In earnest of the idea that words are everyone’s common property, he goes on to fill a pair of penultimate spreads with, first, a
swirl of hands making the manual alphabet and then a barrage
of given names…almost all in roman typefaces but reflecting
a multicultural array of origins. Picture-book shelves are well
stocked with expressions of the joy of learning new words; not
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What a difference an S makes—Monkey’s living large on a
“dessert” island, and Fox is starving on a “desert” island.
It’s chocolate cake, frosting, and berries versus dirt, rocks,
and inedible plants. Monkey indulges on the enormous sweet
treat and hasn’t any worries. Fox doesn’t know where the next
meal is coming from—until one day a berry floats by. The berry’s loss is inconsequential to Monkey but a lifesaver for Fox,
who plants it and eagerly awaits the sustaining food source. A
sudden rainstorm brings unexpected havoc to Monkey’s idyllic existence but provides water for Fox and the berry seed. As
the sugary dessert island disintegrates in the downpour, Fox’s
seed sends up shoots. Monkey panics while Fox celebrates. The
iced four-layer cake is reduced to a single berry, and Monkey
is in serious trouble. Fox spies the desperate, soggy Monkey
and sacrifices the newly grown plant. Extending it as a lifeline
to Monkey, Fox acquires a friend. From solitary existences to
shared companionship and resources, the new friends realize
how lucky they are. Zhu’s simple declarative sentences slowly
reveal the discrepancies between the protagonists and their
respective habitats and philosophies. Along with the sympathetic characters, Zhu’s bright and gentle artwork highlights
the changing conditions of the story with the same economy
of expression as his text. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 18.1% of actual size.)
A guileless parable about having your cake and eating it too.
(Picture book. 4-7)
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SNAP!
Stick Out Your Tongue!

value, a ladybug and a caterpillar can be spotted on every double-page spread. Labels for most of the animals appear in a clear
font along with other farm-centric vocabulary words: pitchfork,
seedlings, trough. Elliott’s art is busy, but the simple, eye-catching
patterns and graphically clean lines in bright colors will appeal
to the audience. While this offering is perfect for toddlers, the
extensive warnings in the fine print on the back of the book
about what may happen if the button battery is swallowed
should scare adults into being vigilant. Thankfully, there is an
on/off switch allowing for toggling between a quiet and noisy
reading experience.
Grown-ups be warned: Young fingers will delight in pressing the tractor’s buttons (and yours!) over and over. (Novelty
board book. 2-4)

Barner, Bob
Illus. by the author
Chronicle Books (10 pp.)
$14.99 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-1-4521-7941-4

Novelty pull-tabs combined with fascinating animal-tongue facts.
Face it: Tongues are weirdly enthralling to toddlers and preschoolers, who are going to be even more intrigued after experiencing this lively board book. Inside, readers get up and close
and personal with five different animal faces. Pull the tab from
their mouths, and a tongue emerges, from an insect-covered
anteater’s to an unexpectedly blue, leaf-coated giraffe tongue.
Once the tongue’s out, let go—and snap!—it recedes with a satisfying noise, as though the animal is hungrily devouring its meal.
Because the elastic that enables this special effect seems both
well attached and robust, the snapping feature should attract
and withstand plenty of action. The accompanying tongue
facts are genuinely cool. Who knew that a blue whale’s tongue
“weighs as much as an elephant” or that the chameleon’s “tongue
is hollow”? Sitting against mostly white backgrounds, the pagedominating animal collages feel as energetic as their springing
tongues. Brilliantly colored papers are cut, ripped, layered, and
painted, making the critters feel three-dimensional. The few
strategic background elements, such as a diminutive scuba diver
alongside the blue whale or the paper wasp’s nest (incorrectly
identified as a beehive) behind a sun bear present the animal’s
scale. If the book has a downside, it’s that there’s not enough
of it.
Snap this one up. (Novelty board book. 2-5)

MY BOOK OF FEELINGS

Edwards, Nicola
Illus. by Elliott, Thomas
Tiger Tales (16 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-68010-655-8
Series: My World

Youngsters are invited to explore their reactions to a variety of things through photo illustrations and spinning emojis
affixed to the book.
A rectangular, die-cut hole appears down the outside of
each page of the book to make space for a sturdy plastic pole
with three, flat, circular wooden beads threaded through it.
Each side of these beads bears a different cartoon facial expression, including happy, sad, angry, surprised, calm, and confused,
and young readers can flip them to suit their moods. The project starts off with one wordy paragraph, but most of the text is
composed of direct queries and positive affirmations. Between
the die-cut rectangles, clear photos of people, animals, and situations appear on sparsely illustrated backgrounds. The children
are babies, toddlers, preschoolers, and elementary children of
diverse racial presentations along with sundry adults, including
a stereotype-defying Black woman dentist. One Asian toddler
uses hearing aids, and one of the White children looks to have
Down syndrome. Only one double-page spread asks children
how they feel about various situations, such as going to school,
the dentist, the doctor, and to a birthday party. The rest of the
queries ask children how they feel about weather, foods, activities, and animals; they may not generate particularly rich emotional conversations. The project ends with a cluster of children
making various expressions and a Mylar mirror embedded in
the final page with an invitation to answer the question: “How
do you feel today?”
Tots may enjoy flipping the emojis, but most of the scenarios presented miss opportunities to foster emotional literacy.
(Novelty board book. 2-4)

NOISY TRACTOR

Crisp, Lauren
Illus. by Elliott, Thomas
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-68010-669-5
Series: I Can Learn

Little ones can explore a day in the
life of a rubber-covered, audio-enabled tractor.
The “5 noisy parts!” promised on the cover are powered by
a battery embedded in the back of the book, the compartment
securely screwed shut. Youngsters are prompted by the text to
press various parts of the tractor to make interesting sound
effects, such as an engine starting then chugging, a horn, and
tire noise on muddy or rocky terrain. A large, tractor-shaped diecut hole in every page allows children to access the vehicle on
every double-page spread but leaves the left-hand pages dominated by that tractor-shaped hole. Farm animals make their
signature sounds via speech bubble (horses, chicks, and cows,
to name a few) along with other critters offering suggestions
about which buttons on the tractor to press. For additional play
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“Eyelids should be drifting down even before the closing ‘Sweet
dreams. Good night’ beneath cushiony, moonlit clouds.”
on sleepy hill

CHAMELEON’S COLORS

highlighting specialized vocabulary in bright colors (usually red,
but in one instance yellow—a poor choice for legibility against
the white background). It is a laudable goal to introduce the
youngest to this of all topics, but much of the content misses the
mark for the intended audience. Youngsters may be confused by
the oversized viruses, and the giant swab demonstrating testing
is more scary than reassuring. By the same token, there’s not
nearly enough attention paid to what children are experiencing every day, like hygiene and distancing. As with many other
entries in this series, the book is best suited to preschoolers and
early-elementary children—not babies and toddlers.
The makers of Baby University should take Child Development 101, as this entry is best for those long out of diapers.
(Board book. 3-5)

Evans, Harriet
Illus. by Rooks, Jo
Tiger Tales (16 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-68010-616-9

Chameleon uses her ability to change
and mimic to demonstrate seven basic colors.
With elements of toy, concept, and rhyming book, this title
tries to cover a wide spectrum, but the elements never quite
blend. Die-cut openings of diminishing size change the illustrated reptile’s color with each page turn. (The smooth, round
edges on the die cuts are a thoughtful touch.) Inside, both art
and iambic pentameter rhymes brim with effusive energy but
lack nuance. The repetitious text identifies each targeted color
and compares it to something found in nature: “I am Chameleon, and this is my tree. / I hide in its leaves—they’re green
just like me.” Chameleon, loosely drawn in exuberantly bright
art with a watercolor effect, begins as a grinning, green-headed
lizard with colorful stripes down her body. As the book progresses, both surroundings and Chameleon’s head clearly change
color, so that the yellow-headed chameleon munches a golden
mango, then camouflages its pink body among pink blooms. It
ends predictably, with a selection of all the colored items clustered together and Chameleon, now crowned and with rainbow
stripes restored, declaring herself a “colorful queen.” Though
the back cover calls the narrative a “trip along the rainbow,” it is
not in rainbow order. It’s adequate, but there are more innovative books about colors and chameleons available. Companion
title Shark’s Numbers shares the same die-cut design, but with
nothing significant changing about the shark with each page
turn, it feels like an arbitrary gimmick.
This book contains many colors, but, ironically, it feels a
little drab. (Board book. 1-3) (Shark’s Numbers: 978-1-68010-617-6)

ON SLEEPY HILL

Visible through overlapping cutouts,
animal residents get set to bed down for
the night.
If the sleepy cadences of Hegarty’s rhyme aren’t quite
enough to make a onesie-clad audience nod off, the subtle
darkening of each woodland scene as pages turn should do the
trick. “Sitting by a mountain stream, / here is big black bear,
/ watching as his baby cubs / play in the cool night air.” (The
text may be stronger on atmosphere than on zoology.) Using
trees and canopy as a sort of natural proscenium, Le packs the
space around the large, naturalistically shaped central cutouts
with mostly European flora and fauna. Viewers can pick out
families of rabbits, wolves, otters, wild boars, caribou, and
others gathering themselves to head toward (mostly offstage)
homes, as well as lots of small individual creatures peeking
through leaves, flowers, and, here and there, tiny additional
cutout windows. The spreads are printed on heavy paper,
which makes them at least somewhat resistant to tearing, but
the book is nevertheless best shared with the younger end of
the audience when they are at their calmest. Eyelids should be
drifting down even before the closing “Sweet dreams. Good
night” beneath cushiony, moonlit clouds.
A sonorous, effectively soporific snoozer. (Novelty picture
book. 1-4)

PANDEMICS FOR BABIES

Ferrie, Chris & Goldstein, Neal &
Suder, Joanna
Illus. by Ferrie, Chris
Sourcebooks eXplore (24 pp.)
$9.99 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-7282-3416-8
Series: Baby University

Simple graphics and straightforward text introduce little
ones to epidemiology.
As in other Baby University offerings, balls are used to illustrate complex topics, here representing people and populations.
A disembodied, round head with white skin covered in magnified viruses is shown spreading the disease to other heads with a
variety of complexions, from white to dark brown. Next readers
see a map of Australia sprinkled with even larger viruses, which
spread across the globe. Health-worker heads surveil and trace
contacts while the sick circles who are exposed isolate or quarantine. The text provides basic definitions for key concepts,
|
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Hegarty, Patricia
Illus. by Le, Xuan
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-18176-8
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“The wordless format encourages children to come up
with their own explanations and interpretations.”
this is still not a book!

WHAT ARE UNICORNS
MADE OF?

on climate peril that’s dominated by an oil tanker on fire surrounded by icebergs, fish skeletons, and fire boats. Jankeliowitch does no better, comparing the biosphere to a house of cards
(see above) right after noting that it actually has a long history
of recovering from extinction events and misinforming readers
that the modern Earth is 6,000 years old, that volcanoes help
to control our planet’s internal heat, and that in 5 or so billion
years the Sun will “go out.” A group scene intended to depict
human diversity includes only four that are not clad in casual
Western attire; of those four, two are significantly exoticized.
Magnificent paper engineering, but the text and pictures
don’t measure up. (Informational pop-up picture book. 7-9)

Hepworth, Amelia
Illus. by Anglicas, Louise
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-68010-660-2

Sugar-filled unicorns leap across the pages of this board
book.
The premise of this sweet addition to unicorn lore is that
these magical creatures are filled with treats. Unicorns prance
across each solid-colored pastel spread along with cartoon rabbits, foxes, and birds as well as smiling clouds, lollipops, cupcakes, hearts, mushrooms, and flowers. Rhyming verses spin
hypotheses that answer the titular question, “what’s inside
a unicorn?” Then, part by part, pictures show what goes into
them. Jelly beans and “yummy pink popcorn” fill their tummies,
manes are made of marshmallow and ice cream, “horns are filled
with butterflies,” and hooves glitter with music. Key words from
each verse (rainbows, twinkling, pretty music, etc.) are repeated
in display type amid the decorative background. Unfortunately,
children of board-book age may not connect words and pictures. The stylized popcorn could be flowers, for instance, and
at times hearts and stars also decorate the unicorns. It’s whimsical, yes, but also busy and distracting. The rhyming text is on
the long side for toddlers. The final page presents a pop-up
pink unicorn on a rainbow, with a pink castle in the background,
seemingly trying to bring the disparate elements together. Ultimately, this fantasy world is too complex for the board-book
audience and not focused enough for preschoolers.
Gimmicky and sweet, it could help fill a niche need for
readers captivated by unicorns. (Board book. 1-3)

THIS IS STILL NOT
A BOOK!

Jullien, Jean
Illus. by the author
Phaidon (38 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 31, 2021
978-1-83866-274-5

Playful illustrations challenge young readers to think outside the box.
Following on his 2016 not-book This Is Not a Book, Jullien
presents a new set of illustrations that play with the book format to represent other objects that are definitely not a book.
Pages open up to become a wide-open mouth with a tongue
sticking out or a flip phone—young readers may not recognize
this one, but adults will remember. Turn the page, and a foot will
come out of its footprint to uncover bugs adhered to both sides.
A toilet lid opens to reveal a goldfish in the bowl. Fold-out flaps
become a dinosaur-decorated shirt. Children will puzzle over
another fold-out page and laugh in delight when they finally see
the two elephants sharing a trunk. Will they dare turn the page
if it means closing a trap over a mouse? And just who—or what—
is under that sheet? The playful illustrations in bold saturated
colors are heavily outlined in black, and the people depicted
have a range of skin colors. The wordless format encourages
children to come up with their own explanations and interpretations. It is also an invitation for children to look around them
and see familiar objects in a new light. How many objects will
they see that open like a book yet are not a book?
Delightful, witty, and imaginative. (Novelty board book. 3-5)

POP-UP EARTH

Jankeliowitch, Anne
Illus. by Charbonnel, Olivier &
Buxton, Annabelle
Thames & Hudson (20 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-500-65257-2
Notes on our planet’s history and
current state, with pop-up highlights.
The exploration begins with a layered 3-D globe that splits open to reveal a brilliant, foil-lined
interior. It goes on to present a lush tableau of pond flora and
fauna, a schematic of an erupting volcano with a saw-toothed
sound effect, an explosion of playing cards (reflecting one of the
narrative’s more fanciful images), and an Edenic tropical waterfall scene. Alas, Charbonnel’s five intricate pop-ups are the stars
of a show that doesn’t have much else to recommend it. Buxton fills the pages with arbitrary-feeling arrays of creatures and
things that are sometimes labeled and sometimes not, sometimes to scale and sometimes not, and sometimes only marginally relevant to the topic. This is most notable on a spread
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WHO WAS RUTH
BADER GINSBURG?

Kaiser, Lisbeth
Illus. by Chow, Stanley
Rise x Penguin Workshop (24 pp.)
$7.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-593-22274-4
Series: Who Was? Board Books
A child-friendly retrospective of Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s life
and legacy.
|

These age-appropriate, everyday dramas will promote
effective problem-solving. (Novelty board book. 1-4)

While a life as meaningful as Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s cannot
possibly fit in a board book, this admirably distills her story and
achievements into the most accessible form possible. Yes, the
text is lengthy for the format, and, conceptually, some topics
are above the comprehension of the targeted audience, but the
message that defined Ginsburg’s career, that a girl is “just as
important as a boy,” shines clear. Starting with Ruth’s origins as
a young Jewish girl, the text follows her as she becomes a lawyer
and parent, discusses a smattering of her glass-ceiling–shattering jobs and legal rulings, before ending with her on the Supreme
Court. Though the unvarnished language reads like early-reader
text, the austere words convey a certain poignancy. The companion text on Martin Luther King Jr. is warm and welcoming
but too often relies on generic statements about his “big, strong
heart” while his civil right accomplishments remain implied
rather than clearly stated. In a nod to the intended listeners, Dr.
King’s assassination goes unmentioned. In each, a concluding
biographical paragraph with a photograph is largely rehash. The
flat, angular, caricature-style art is stylish but borders on lifeless. The cast in the Ginsburg book defaults to mostly White
characters while, unsurprisingly, that of the King title defaults
African American.
No dissent here—this is a solid introduction to a beloved
feminist icon. (Board book. 2-4) (Who Was Martin Luther King, Jr.?:
978-0-593-2273-7)

ANIMAL FRIENDS 1 2 3

Loupy, Christopher
Illus. by Satake, Shunsuke
Trans. by Hardenberg, Wendeline A.
Twirl/Chronicle (22 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-2-40802-468-0

PACIFIER

Le Hénand, Alice
Illus. by Bedouet, Thierry
Trans. by Hardenberg, Wendeline A.
Twirl/Chronicle (14 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-2-40802-461-1
Series: Pull and Play
In this French import, toddler animals are encouraged gently to rethink pacifier use in various settings and situations.
A crocodile parent suggests to their hatchling to leave the
pacifier at home so it doesn’t get lost; a kitten learns her speech
isn’t clear with the pacifier in her mouth; and a bear cub intent
on playtime is ready to throw away the pacifier. These episodes
are presented in a combination of simple narration and dialogue
between children and parents (there are no other caregiving
relationships depicted) who seem to have read all the child-rearing books. A panel on the recto is split in two, and a tab slides
out to model the before and after of the child relinquishing the
pacifier, with some positive reinforcement at the bottom of the
page. The sturdy tabs can be a little stiff, and caregivers may
need to assist little ones with pulling. The similar title Shar
ing follows the same formula and format to demonstrate bestcase scenarios around sharing. While these tear-free storylines
may be unrealistic, caregivers will appreciate the constructive
approaches modeled. Bedouet presents cartoon animals with
rounded lines against solid backgrounds; there are no sharp
edges in either the narratives or the art. In both titles, families
represented are crocodiles, kangaroos, monkeys, bears, and cats.
|
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Flaps to open, animals to count—
this should be fun.
The design of this board book is both consistent and complex. Patterned text is always on the left; paper-thin flaps are
always in the same positions on the right. Each spread starts
with “5 little” animals engaged in an activity, followed by an invitation to find one or more of the animals doing something different behind a flap. So five monkeys hide behind leaves, and one
monkey behind a flap displays its “bright red bottom.” While
this is guaranteed to elicit laughter from children, adults may
not appreciate this distraction from the counting lesson. Colorcoded dots below the text provide additional counting practice.
When two bears behind the flaps are eating blueberries, two
blue dots and three gray dots line up at the bottom of the page.
This pattern continues with cats, pigs, and mice. With numbers
six through 10, the task becomes addition, with readers lifting
all the flaps to find the right number of animals invited to the
mice’s party. Hint: The animals are in the same positions they
occupied on their original pages. On the final spread all the animals are represented by colored dots scattered around a black
background. Does this sounds confusing? It is! Young children
learning basic numeracy need clarity not complications.
Fun for older preschoolers, but don’t count on this to
teach math skills. (Novelty board book. 2-4)

THE AMICUS BOOK OF BUGS

Lundie, Isobel
Illus. by the author
Amicus Ink (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-68152-760-4

Briefly meet nine different insect
species (and one misplaced snail).
Some big bugs are hiding inside this neatly packaged board
book with diminutive trim! The refined insect collages fall into
that optimal space between scientifically accurate yet stylized
enough to be nonthreatening. Colors weave between luminous
translucent wings, dazzlingly bright caterpillar and bee stripes,
and earthy-colored bug bodies, all backed by minimal but
evocative backgrounds, as with a fly hovering over silhouettes
of stinky socks. Accompanying text identifying and providing a
brief fact about the bug is succinctly accurate, but the choice of
bolded word within the factoid feels arbitrary. In “a caterpillar
|
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CHEEP, CHEEP!

munches leaves and makes itself a cocoon,” isn’t cocoon as relevant as leaves? Onomatopoeic words “flutter” or “crawl” unobtrusively about the outlines of the critters. A companion book,
Nature, utilizes a daintier style of collage, creating delicate, intricately cut habitats. Unlike the laser-focused, zoomed-in Bugs,
Nature takes a long view indeed, showcasing “rivers,” “oceans,”
and the “universe” itself. This scope can feel grandiose, and the
more-conceptual pages, like “seasons” or “weather,” could have
used books of their own, although ending with “you” as an integral part of nature does ground it somewhat. Human characters,
of whom the majority present as light-skinned, are the weakest
part of Lundie’s collage work.
A solid board-book introduction to insects. (Board book. 1-3)
(The Amicus Book of Nature: 978-1-68152-759-8)

Otter, Isabel
Illus. by Ledesma, Sophie
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$8.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-68010-643-5
Find the chick as it hides and cheeps
on a farm.
Beginning right on the cover, the cheery yellow chick takes
center stage. An indented circle, easy for small fingers to find
and with a clear directional arrow, slides to reveal a carrot top,
bee, and worm in three openings. The chick’s cheeps on subsequent pages hint at where to find the chick. A sliding, smiling
sun paired with the text “Cock-a-doodle-cheep” shares the page
with windows in which a rooster and a bee appear. The chick
hides in a wheelbarrow next to a brown-skinned female farmer.
A large pull-tab hides the chick behind a horse and then a cow
on back-to-back pages. (For this maneuver to work, the large
pull-tab must be closed before the page is turned.) The most
difficult element to manipulate is a tractor moving across a field.
Finally: “Shh, shh, zzz…”—all the animals are asleep behind two
sturdy barn-door flaps, and the brown-skinned farmer rests her
hand comfortably in the crook of a light-skinned farmer’s arm.
The final spread is review: “What did you find on the farm?”
with nine previously shown items labeled. Simple text, questions on each spread, clear illustrations, and things to move
make this a likely hit for older toddlers and preschoolers.
Sturdy, engaging, and fun—sure to slide into the hands of
many a little one. (Novelty board book. 2-4)

DRIVE THE FIRE TRUCK

Illus. by Mottram, Dave
Chronicle Books (14 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4521-7885-1

This board book puts readers behind
the steering wheel of a fire truck on the
way to an emergency.
When closed, the book forms a semicircle with the binding as the straight
edge; opening it to the first page reveals
two cutout handles on either side of
what is now a circular book. With gauges and controls across
the bottom, the perspective allows readers to imagine they are
holding the steering wheel and driving a fire truck. The first
page shows the rising garage door, and the subsequent pages
have the truck approaching billowing smoke that comes into
view ever closer and clearer. The rhyming text includes commands that urge readers to “push” the buttons on the steering
wheel. For example, “Park the truck, extend the ladder” encourages readers to touch the yellow ladder control. The novelty of
the perspective is thrilling fun for toddlers. Following the directions in the text, including which way to turn, helps bring the
story to life. The illustrations are simple and bold, with added
touches that highlight certain focal points such as yellow lightning bolts coming from the crackling radio. There are only a few
pages where firefighters are shown, but the characters depicted
vary in gender and racial presentation. Companion title Drive
the Race Car puts readers into a high-speed race, complete with
a pit stop and a checkered-flag win.
A refreshing and fun reimagining of the traditional
board-book format. (Board book. 2-4) (Drive the Race Car:
978-1-4521-7866-8)
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VÁMONOS A BOGOTÁ

Rodriguez, Patty & Stein, Ariana
Illus. by Godinez, Ana
Lil’ Libros (22 pp.)
$9.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-947971-61-5
Continuing its presentation of various Latin American cities, the Vámonos series introduces little
ones to Bogotá, the capital city of Colombia.
Lively, color-saturated illustrations depict some of the
sights to be found in the city. Following the same format and
aesthetic that characterizes the series overall, it names each
sight by its Spanish name, following it with a simple statement
in both English and Spanish. Children are introduced to attractions such as the hustle and bustle of San Victorino, and the
unique Ciclovía concept, in which every Sunday miles of streets
are closed off to cars for the enjoyment of cyclists, runners, and
skaters. Further afield, children learn of the salt cathedral in
Zipaquirá, built deep inside a salt mine. The food served at La
Puerta Falsa restaurant might puzzle readers not familiar with
Colombian vocabulary, and the English text makes no attempt
to translate or explain them: “Changuas, pericos, and chocolate
completo.” The book ends with a few thumbnails providing a
little more information in English only. Companion volumes
|

“Simplicity and clarity are paramount, with concise dialogue
pairing with collaged representations of Ollie’s emotions.”
ollie feels fine

introduce Antigua, the old colonial capital of Guatemala, with
its colorful locales and dramatic volcanoes overlooking the city;
and Panama City, the capital of Panama. In the latter, a number
of the sights mentioned are not in the city, such as the critically
important Panama Canal, but are day trips instead.
Another satisfying outing in a charming series for young
armchair travelers. (Board book. 2-5) (Vámonos a Antigua: 978-1947971-62-2; Vámonos a Panama City: 978-1-947971-63-9)

rhinoceros’s horn never stops growing!”). Disappointingly, it’s
not stated specifically where these animals live, just that they
live in “the wild.” This seems like it could be anywhere from the
Amazon rainforest to the African savanna, and the trip through
the book ends up feeling a lot like a visit to the zoo. Some of
the included animals remain unidentified. Each spread features
a seek-and-find prompt for extra engagement: “Where are the
yellow bananas?” There are a few tourists who appear, two
White children and a family with brown skin. They are shown
pointing and observing. Each page is busy but not to the point
of overwhelming. The cutouts add a lot of visual interest and
sometimes enable something from the previous page to remain
in the scene even after the page turn. All of the animals are
drawn with expressive eyes and faces, kid-friendly though not
realistic.
At its essence, this is a nice-looking book of assorted animal factoids. (Board book. 2-3)

SMILE, BABY!

Illus. by Slater, Nicola
Chronicle Books (12 pp.)
$8.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-4521-7092-3
Series: Beginning Baby
This baby-centric board book has
just what is needed to delight the baby in your arms.
Namely, a 4-inch mirror seen through circular frames on
every page. The frames make easy handholds when baby is
ready to turn each page. The text goes from the general, opening with “Where is baby?” to the particular: “Where is baby’s
nose?” These questions are posed on verso; on the opposite
page, above the mirror, it states the obvious: “There is baby’s
nose!” Below the mirror a related action is suggested. “Can you
touch baby’s nose?” The pattern of prompts is repeated with
ears, eyes, cheeks, and mouth. On each spread, the action word
is in a larger font, colored to match the circle around the mirror. The feature mentioned on each spread is highlighted by the
illustrations. When baby is asked to pat their cheeks, a nursery-style fox, giraffe, and pink octopus are shown patting their
cheeks. Some of the illustrations are less directly linked and
seem mostly decorative. The pages about eyes show animals
looking at books, though the suggested action is “Can you close
baby’s eyes?” No matter; illustrating eyes closing would have
been too abstract. The focus here is on naming common facial
features and concrete, easily repeated actions.
A happy, age-appropriate book that keeps baby as the center of attention—right where babies should be! (Board book. 0-3)

OLLIE FEELS FINE

Ollie the octopus has an emotional
day.
Ollie and Stella the starfish are hanging out and feeling fine.
But moods can be changeable, and Ollie’s emotions are concretely labelled as the octopod deals with a series of familiar scenarios that will resonate with toddler listeners. After a run-in
with a big wave, “Ollie feels grumpy,” then “afraid” after sighting
a (fairly innocuous) shark. Simplicity and clarity are paramount,
with concise dialogue pairing with collaged representations of
Ollie’s emotions. Expressive eyes provide excellent visual cues
as they widen in fear, narrow pointedly with anger, or close into
curved, joyful lines. Octopus tentacles are equally evocative,
whether jaggedly outlined to denote “surprise,” spread lackadaisically when Ollie is comforted, or dangling limply in fear.
Color does heavy lifting too, with a “mad” Ollie turning bloodred or tearful Ollie becoming blue, although Ollie’s distinctively
colored rainbow stocking cap keeps the octopus recognizable
throughout. One particularly helpful spread shows a tie-dyed
Ollie grappling with overlapping and contradictory emotions,
reminding Ollie (and small readers!) that it’s possible to feel “a
lot of feelings” all at once. After Ollie experiences all these big
emotions, it’s Stella to the rescue, offering the overwrought
Ollie a hug to “feel better now.” Their comforting embrace
under a cheery rainbow is a perfect summary and model of
empathy for toddlers.
Toddler readers will feel just fine after this funky intro to
emotions. (Board book. 1-4)

ANIMAL ADVENTURE

Ware, Kate
Illus. by Perera, Maria
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$9.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-68010-649-7
Series: What Can You See?

This colorful, fact-filled board book
about animals is distinguished by die-cut

pages.
This one is all about the animals, each page revealing a
slightly different habitat, brightly colored animals, and brand
new facts. The factoids range from the familiar (“Owls sleep
in the day and come out at night”) to the lesser known (“A
|
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Yuly, Toni
Illus. by the author
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-63217-301-0
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adult
SKATE FOR YOUR LIFE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Baker, Leo
Illus. by Lukashevsky, Ashley
Penguin Workshop (64 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593-22347-5
Series: Pocket Change Collective

ONE GREAT LIE by Deb Caletti........................................................147
THE PASSING PLAYBOOK by Isaac Fitzsimons.............................. 149
MY CONTRARY MARY by Cynthia Hand, Brodi Ashton &
Jodi Meadows.................................................................................... 149
AN EMOTION OF GREAT DELIGHT by Tahereh Mafi.....................154
DON’T HATE THE PLAYER by Alexis Nedd......................................156
THE RESILIENT TEEN by Sheela Raja..............................................158
GIRLS AT THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
by Laura Brooke Robson.....................................................................159
BLOOD LIKE MAGIC by Liselle Sambury.........................................160
BOY FROM BUCHENWALD by Robbie Waisman with
Susan McClelland...............................................................................162

DON’T HATE THE PLAYER

Nedd, Alexis
Bloomsbury (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5476-0502-6
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Nonbinary professional skateboarder
Baker shares their passion for skating,
their experience in an industry with little
support for those who are not White cisgender men, and how they reclaimed their identity and career on
their own terms.
As a child, Baker, who is White, fell in love with skateboarding while watching their foster brothers on a backyard
ramp. That thrill grew when they got their first board. Unfortunately, as their career took off with sponsorships and international competitions, Baker learned the difference between
skateboarding for pleasure and the business side of the sport,
as their corporate sponsors tried to control and define their
image. Years after those companies tossed them aside, Baker
found their way back, determined to make space for more
people to express themselves freely through skating. In this
short memoir, Baker tells a story that weaves together their
discovery of their gender identity with their experiences in
the professional skating world. Their casual language creates a
natural flow, like an intimate conversation with a close friend.
Relationships with supportive family and friends—particularly
their mother, who encouraged them to focus on passion, not
winning—play a significant role in Baker’s memories. They provide honest critiques of the exploitation and inequity within
the skating industry while emphasizing the joy of community
and the work done by skaters from some underrepresented
groups. Ultimately, Baker upholds the importance of remaining
true to oneself while pursuing a dream.
Hopeful and determined. (Memoir. 13-18)

|

WILD BIRD

Baugh, Leanne
Red Deer Press (252 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-88995-636-0

ONE GREAT LIE

Caletti, Deb
Atheneum (384 pp.)
$19.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5344-6317-2

Budding writer Charlotte Hodges
has a dream: “to say something that says
something.”
She gets the chance when she spends
the summer under the guidance of her
idol on his private island in the Venetian
Lagoon. Luca Bruni is a kindred spirit: His semiautobiographical writing speaks directly to 18-year-old Charlotte’s personal
pain. At first, Bruni is charming and brilliant—as Charlotte
always expected. Reality creeps in as his true nature slowly
emerges: He’s a middle-aged, arrogant snob hiding serial lechery behind a mask of empty, performative feminism while preying on the young women who attend his sought-after summer
program. Charlotte’s dreams crumble when this powerful man
|

THE GIRL WHO BECAME
A TREE
A Story Told in Poems
Coelho, Joseph
Illus. by Milner, Kate
Otter-Barry (176 pp.)
$19.99 | May 1, 2021
978-1-913074-78-4
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In 1861, a young woman has few
choices.
Sixteen-year-old Kate Harding, whose
family left London for the colony of Victoria on Vancouver Island, has passions for
reading and everything medical. She aspires to help her father, a
physician, but the family has fallen on hard times, and her mother’s plan is to marry her off to a wealthy Irish Catholic businessman twice Kate’s age. Sister Mary, a nun at her school, nurtures
Kate’s intellectual curiosity with a steady supply of books and
tells her about Elizabeth Blackwell, a woman who graduated
medical school in New York. Meanwhile, 14-year-old Lucy, the
new housemaid from the nearby Songish tribe, becomes a friend
and ally. When she learns from Lucy that Native women—in a
society Kate’s White European community considers inferior—
can be healers, Kate further questions gender restrictions she’s
been taught. Then smallpox arrives, bringing devastation. This
story offers readers a snapshot of life during the gold rush in
British Columbia, including the intense bigotry faced by Black
and Indigenous people as well as the devastating effects of colonizers’ alcohol and disease. Modern readers may feel frustrated
with Kate’s occasional passivity, which is understandable given
the norms of the time; overall, Lucy comes across as the more
compelling character. This novel resonates with both sadness
and hope, and the past comes alive with connections to today’s
issues.
A touching story of a teen’s determination to find the
power inside her. (map, historical notes, author interview)
(Historical fiction. 12-16)

who can make or break a writing career sets his sights on her.
Third-person–present narration foreshadows the dreadful
events to come, giving the story a fairy-tale tone and inspiring
readers to absorb every luminous detail as the narrative slows
down to describe Venice in gorgeous, flowing prose. Each chapter is prefaced with information about a female poet from the
Italian Renaissance who, despite her accomplishments, has
been forgotten or is only remembered for her connection to a
man. In a subplot, Charlotte investigates one such woman, an
ancestor who may have penned a famous poem claimed by her
lover as his own. Readers won’t miss the parallels between this
woman’s life and what is happening to Charlotte in the present.
Most characters are assumed White.
A potent story of how one young woman finds the power to
write her own story. (Fiction. 14-18)

A teen girl grieving her father’s death
goes on a surreal journey toward healing
in this verse novel.
Since her father died, 14-year-old Daphne spends her afternoons at the library until her mother can pick her up. She keeps
everyone at a distance, preferring to lose herself in the world of
books in an effort to keep her grief at bay. One day, she loses her
phone—precious because it holds the last voicemail her father
left her—and is given a cryptic message to “follow the nuts” to
find the creature who took it. Thus begins a surrealistic odyssey
through a “forest of past memories” wherein Daphne, like the
namesake from Greek mythology her tree surgeon father told
her about, turns into a tree. Before she can find her way back to
humanity, she must confront the pain surrounding her father’s
death and its aftermath. The narrative employs various types
of poetic forms and perspectives to chart Daphne’s passage,
and black-and-white drawings heighten the haunting mood
and tension of her emotional voyage. The surreal middle act is
bewildering and oblique, an effect that is surely intentional yet
at times difficult to follow. The payoff is the emotional closure
Daphne experiences by journey’s end. Characters are assumed
White.
A brief yet challenging novel in verse that tackles the gnarly,
disordered forest of the grieving process. (Verse novel. 14-18)
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THE GHOSTS WE KEEP

Deaver, Mason
PUSH/Scholastic (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-338-59334-1

A nonbinary teen in North Carolina
struggles with relationships and loss.
When Ethan dies in a hit-and-run, his
younger sibling, Liam, is heartbroken. In
addition to the normal stages of mourning, 16-year-old Liam has other things on
their mind: a crush on their brother’s best friend, Marcus, an
athletic White boy; feelings of exclusion after their best friends,
brown-skinned Vanessa and Vietnamese Joel, disappear into a
romantic relationship; and anxiety around a burgeoning music
career. Liam is surprised to develop a friendship with Marcus,
slowly realizing the secrets their brother had been keeping.
Liam, who defaults to White, stumbles toward these realizations as they both seek and reject help from their friends, who
regularly fail to provide support. It’s refreshing to encounter a
story about a teen dealing with darker issues without transness
or queerness being implicated; Joel is a trans guy, and Liam’s family is somewhat uncomprehending of the nuances but accepting
of their gender. Unfortunately, although the novel opens a few
months after Ethan’s death, very little of interest happens in the
plot, and the supporting characters (despite their narrow portrayals, viewed as they are through Liam’s perspective) are far
more sympathetic and fully realized than Liam is. Many scenes
come across more as explanation than exploration.
For teens looking for a sad wallow. (Fiction. 13-18)

TRICKSTER
Native American Tales, A
Graphic Collection, 10th
Anniversary Edition
Ed. by Dembicki, Matt
Chicago Review Press (242 pp.)
$29.95 paper | May 3, 2021
978-1-68275-273-9

Twenty-three comics show how natural phenomena from
the stars to buzzards have been affected by tricksters.
The 10th-anniversary reissue of this compilation, which
features an introduction to trickster tales by Joseph Bruchac
(Abenaki), contains traditional stories from across Canada
and the U.S. retold by Indigenous authors and illustrated by
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists. An editor’s note
explains that each author chose the artist who would illustrate
their story and approved their work. Bruchac’s introduction
describes how the stories serve a dual purpose, both entertaining and educating listeners and readers. Many are of the pourquoi tale type, offering etiological narratives, such as “Rabbit’s
Choctaw Tail Tale” by Tim Tingle, illustrated by Pat Lewis,
which explains why rabbits have short tails. The Catawba
story “The Yehasuri: The Little Wild Indians” by Beckee Garris,
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illustrated by Andrew Cohen, tells readers about mischievous
beings who trouble travelers and punish naughty children. The
stories vary in length, but most are in the range of 10 pages. The
full-color artwork varies dramatically in style and quality; some
is exceptionally skillful, making creative use of layout and panels, while other is more static. The range of nations represented
is a strength of the work, offering readers a glimpse into both
common elements of trickster characters and the sheer diversity of such stories.
A colorful collection of Native American and First Nations
trickster tales. (contributor biographies) (Graphic anthology. 12-18)

THE PEOPLE WE CHOOSE

Detweiler, Katelyn
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(304 pp.)
$18.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-8234-4664-3
Surprising news changes a young
woman’s life.
Nothing exciting happens in rural
Green Woods, Pennsylvania, and Calliope Silversmith wouldn’t have it any
other way. She has the loving guidance of her mothers, Mama
and Mimmy, and a siblinglike camaraderie with lifelong best
friends Ginger and Noah. Levelheaded Calliope has never been
in love and has successfully stuck with her no-dating-beforecollege rule. Then Max moves in next door. The teens have an
instant rapport filled with easy banter—and Calliope’s rule goes
out the window. While many almost-18-year-olds are excited
to vote or get their first tattoo, Calliope makes an important
decision of her own: to contact the sperm donor who made her
life possible. Calliope gets the shock of her life when she learns
that her donor is Max’s father. With the love and support of her
moms and her friends to prove it, Calliope has always known
that blood isn’t the only thing that makes a family. She wants
to keep Max in her life, but how can she transform romantic
love into something acceptable for half siblings? First-person
narrator Calliope is self-aware as she struggles to redefine her
relationship with Max, and supporting characters have growth
arcs that evolve naturally. The plot is neatly divided in two parts:
before the news and after. Most characters are White; biracial
Max’s mother is Black, and he identifies as Black.
A sweet reminder that family extends beyond the bounds
of blood. (Fiction. 14-18)

|

“As delicious as the finest French pastry.”
my contrary mary

THE WITCH KING

Edgmon, H.E.
Inkyard Press (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-335-21279-5
Series: The Witch King Duology, 1

THE PASSING
PLAYBOOK

Fitzsimons, Isaac
Dial Books (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-984815-40-8
A teenage soccer star starting over at
a new school finds love and courage as he
takes the field to fight for his team and
what he believes in.
Spencer, a biracial (Black and presumably White) transgender boy, begins sophomore year with
a firm game plan—blend in and keep his identity private. However, when he’s confronted with an opportunity to join the boys
soccer team, Spencer can’t resist the challenge, especially after
the cute vice captain says he doesn’t think Spencer has what it
takes. Soccer means everything to Spencer, and he refuses to
give up his shot to play, even if he has to keep it a secret from
his overprotective parents. This contemporary sports romance
subverts typical patterns of coming-out stories about transgender youth by centering the feelings of the transgender main
|

MY CONTRARY MARY

Hand, Cynthia & Ashton, Brodi &
Meadows, Jodi
HarperTeen (512 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 22, 2021
978-0-06-293004-0
Following the success of their Lady
Janies books, the trio of Hand, Ashton,
and Meadows enter the world of early
modern shape-shifters.
It’s 1560 Paris, the royal court of
King Henry and his queen, Catherine de Medici (described
by the modern authorial narrators, who use the royal we, as “a
playful sort of evil”). Seventeen-year-old Mary, Queen of Scots,
has lived there for 12 years, is betrothed to Francis, the French
dauphin; is supervised by her powerful French uncles; and is
attended by four devoted ladies-in-waiting, all also named Mary.
But the religious wars in this version of history aren’t Protestant versus Catholic—they’re between Verities, humans who
cannot shape shift, and Eðians, who can. In Scotland, John
Knox is publishing pamphlets denouncing Verities and casting
doubts on Mary’s fitness to rule while in France, King Henry
threatens to persecute all Eðians. Francis knows his beloved
can change into a mouse—but so does his mother—and when
King Henry dies in a jousting “accident,” Catherine threatens
the new queen with a mousetrap. Meanwhile, Ari, daughter of
the prophet Nostradamus, has visions that strongly resemble
blockbuster movies, and Francis and Mary satisfy the too-curious court on their wedding night by enthusiastically jumping up
and down on their bed. Three narrators seamlessly tell the tale,
which includes a gentle queer romance. Everybody’s White.
Fast-paced, well-plotted, frequently hilarious—as delicious as the finest French pastry. (Historical fiction. 13-18)
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A fugitive witch from an oppressive
fae kingdom plots to free himself from his
past when his unwanted fiance, heir to the
throne, forces him to return home under
the threat of a life-or-death blood contract.
The fae of Asalin abuse and abandon witches, children born
with no wings or horns and fewer limitations on their magic,
like 17-year-old White transgender boy Wyatt Croft. Before
he escaped the flames of his traumatic past and found a new
life for himself in the human world, Wyatt’s family only valued
him for his potential to produce heirs with the prince, who is
bound to him by an inherent magical connection and a contract
of marriage. When Prince Emyr, a Black fae with healing powers, demands Wyatt return so they can ascend the throne and
stop an insurgency, all Wyatt wants at first is to escape again,
but he’s swept up in unresolved feelings and a revolution. This
romantically charged, anti-fascist fantasy presents a diverse
cast of queer characters, including Wyatt’s best friend, who is
bi, asexual, Seminole, and Diné. Fat characters are presented
with no less power and beauty than those with chiseled muscles. Although Wyatt’s relationship with Emyr is fraught with
tension, consent remains a central theme, resisting the romanticization of co-dependence and Stockholm syndrome. The
page-turning resolution promises an irresistible duology closer
to come.
A fire starter. (author’s note) (Fantasy romance. 14-18)

character, giving him full agency over his identity disclosure, and
providing him with an affirming support system that includes
other queer and transgender characters. Initial rivalry heightens the tension between Spencer and his crush, a White boy
whose Christian extremist family doesn’t know he’s gay. Their
romantic arc adds another layer of nuance to the coming-out
narrative. Spencer’s connection to his younger brother, Theo,
who is autistic, is also woven into the story. Balancing hope
and honesty, this debut deftly handles multiple social themes,
including racism, privilege, identity, and accessibility.
A game-changing score to the back of the net. (Romance.
14-18)
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“A captivating historical ghost story.”
the coming storm

THE COMING STORM

Hansen, Regina M.
Atheneum (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5344-8244-9

Beatrice “Beet” MacNeill can see
ghosts—but it’s more than just spirits
that have been haunting the small coastal
town of Skinner Harbour.
When Beet’s cousin Gerry comes
to her soaking wet on the night in 1949
when his son, Joseph, is being born, he’s surrounded by the
smell of roses and playing a ghostly melody on his fiddle. Beet
realizes he’s dead. She has heard many stories about the supernatural—her friend Jeannine is obsessed with them—but it
wasn’t until that night that Beet started believing them herself.
Something strange is happening on Prince Edward Island. Old
Sarah Campbell, Gerry’s estranged mother, dies about a year
later, and her beautiful and eerie niece, Marina Shaw, comes
to town, putting baby Joseph and his mother in grave danger.
When Marina tries to take Joseph away to live with her in Massachusetts, Beet and Jeannine work together with their friends
and the local librarian to try to save both him and the island
from Marina’s sinister powers, the deadly pull of the water, and
a legendary creature of the sea. This is a thoroughly enjoyable
and suspenseful tale infused with Scottish immigrants’ folklore.
With storylines taking place in multiple decades spanning the
19th and 20th centuries and narration from various characters’
points of view, the plot can occasionally be confusing to follow,
but readers will be drawn in by the haunting atmosphere. Characters are cued as White.
A captivating historical ghost story. (author’s note) (Para
normal. 12-16)

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF

Johnson, Lana Wood
Scholastic (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-338-66040-1

Teen coder Skylar gets distracted by
romance in her bid to win an academic
competition.
Sixteen-year-old Skylar has her future
all planned out: Her Study Buddy flashcard
app will help her team win the national
Scholastic Exposition, which will in turn help her get into Stanford. And her debilitating migraines are mostly under control with
new medication—as long as she avoids stress. But her school’s
competition team still needs one more member, and supersmart Joey will only agree if Skylar helps her find out whether
her charismatic debate team partner, Zane, likes her. Ruling out
more traditional methods, Skylar quickly builds Requite, an
app that matches teens if they upload one another’s pictures.
Thinking Study Buddy would be her ticket to success, Skylar
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grows frustrated as Requite instead grows in popularity. And
does Zane think she built the app to match with him? The
writing overall fails to engage; the ambitious narrative includes
countless text messages, emails, and chat transcripts that often
feel awkward and forced. With an overly complicated setup,
including an underdeveloped side plot about a guy who led Skylar on, the story gets so bogged down in details that the pacing
drags. Main characters are White, in keeping with the lack of
diversity in Skylar’s school.
A much-needed but disappointing depiction of a female
coder. (Fiction. 12-18)

JAY’S GAY AGENDA
June, Jason
HarperTeen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-06-301515-9

Senior year brings an entire list of
changes to Jay’s life.
Jay, a gay 17-year-old, experiences a
dramatic shift when his mother’s promotion to grocery store district manager
transports their family from a small, notvery-diverse town in Eastern Washington to Seattle for his last
year in high school. Jay will have to leave his best friend, Lu, but
their friendship can survive the distance, right? It also means
the chance to cross off items on Jay’s Gay Agenda, a list that
ranges from finally meeting another gay boy (after being the
only one who is out at his school) to, hopefully, going all the
way. Things look up when Jay is taken under the wing of exuberant, genderqueer Max, a new Seattle classmate who helps him
make moves toward sexy (and fun) Tony and sexy (and endearing) Albert. The story will amuse readers who are looking for
a light read, although the characters at times read more like
sitcom versions of teenagers than the real things. While the
overall tone is more slapstick and humorous, a subplot concerning orphaned Lu’s financial problems is handled with sensitivity.
The coronavirus is mentioned in a context indicating that the
story is set in the near post-pandemic future, after quarantines
have ended. Most main characters are implied White; Albert is
Chinese American, and secondary characters in Seattle reflect
the diversity of the city.
Queer, fluffy fun. (Fiction. 13-17)

|

POISON IVY
Thorns

Keplinger, Kody
Illus. by Kipin, Sara
DC Comics (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-4012-9842-5

y o u n g a d u lt

This origin story of an enigmatic villainess begins with a lonely girl.
At night, a young Pamela Isley
engages in eco-terrorism. What’s going
on at home, however, hints at much darker secrets. This story
explores the limits of trust and abuse, at home and in public,
and considers what could bring one to a breaking point. Using
a muted color palette, primarily consisting of grayed-out greens
and reds, the illustrations create a cold tone that serves to highlight the creeping foliage and the main character’s rust-red hair,
in striking contrast to her angular face, light skin, and green eyes.
Creative, shifting perspective angles and the deliberate draping
of her hair are used to shield or hide Pamela’s face and self from
most people. She exposes her full face and more tender expressions when she converses with plant life, however, and as she
slowly develops a trusting relationship with her new friend (and
more), Alice Oh, a gay, self-proclaimed “basic mall goth” who is
cued as Korean American. Seemingly the only adult concerned
about her welfare is her chemistry teacher, Mr. Crowley, a tall
Black man who reminds her of her promise, adding, poignantly,
“just promise me you’ll use that brain of yours for good.” This is
a fine addition to the DC canon which manages to bring heart
to an antihero. The book contains resources for support with
suicide, sexual violence, and domestic violence.
Atmospheric and haunting. (Graphic horror. 13-18)

their first sexual experience together. This sequel to Anna K
(2020) contains fewer mentions of luxury brands, and the characters exhibit an increased awareness of the impacts of wealth
and socio-economic status. The novel also touches on issues of
addiction, sexism, cultural differences, fame, relationships, love,
and mental health; in particular, the portrayals of living with
grief and redefining the self after a loved one dies shine. Despite
some awkward time skips, the humor, pop-culture references,
and characters’ distinct voices strengthen the story. Fans of the
first novel will enjoy this follow-up, which is also accessible to
readers new to Anna and her world. Most major characters are
White; Dustin is Black and Jewish.
Entertaining. (cast of characters) (Fiction. 15-18)

ANNA K AWAY

Lee, Jenny
Flatiron Books (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-23646-3
Series: Anna K, 2
A tale of love and loss that spans the
globe.
Instead of having a carefree summer,
biracial (Korean/White) Anna is sent
away from the familiarity of New York,
her friends, the past school year’s scandal—and the memories
of her dead boyfriend, Alexia Vronsky. While struggling with
grief, her shattered self-image, and an uncertain future, Anna
attempts to reclaim her summer in Seoul, where she knows only
her father and grandmother. Beatrice, Alexia’s cousin, juggles
her clingy girlfriend and falling for a California surfer even as
she represses her grief. Meanwhile, Anna’s brother, Steven,
plans for an amazing summer party, although Lolly, his girlfriend, is away at theater camp. Steven’s best friend, Dustin,
and Kimmie, Lolly’s younger sister, are equally nervous about
|
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WORDS WITH...

Laekan Zea Kemp
Food brings together the protagonists of Somewhere Between Bitter and
Sweet. It also connects the author to her roots
BY RICHARD Z. SANTOS
Diana Ascarrunz Photograph

er. When outside forces threaten Nacho’s Tacos, Pen and
Xander come together to face their own demons, cook delicious food, and protect what matters most.
Kemp spoke with us over the phone from her home
just outside Austin, Texas. The conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
It seems like contemporary writers often ignore food in
their books. So many characters just don’t seem to need
three meals a day.
I’ve noticed this as well. I think you find this problem less
in books by people of color and about people of color. For
us, food is such a focal point in our lives, and not just for
certain holidays or special occasions. For me, personally,
it’s how I cap off good days and bad days. It’s how I celebrate, and sometimes it’s how I grieve. Food is my favorite
thing in the world! So it was really the most natural thing
to show my characters cooking and sharing a meal.

The power of food to bind communities together lies
at the heart of Laekan Zea Kemp’s debut YA novel. Some
where Between Bitter and Sweet (Little, Brown, April 6) features two teenage protagonists struggling with trauma and
the expectations of parents and society; they just want to
cook together.
Eighteen-year-old Penelope “Pen” Prado has been
working at Nacho’s Tacos, her father’s restaurant, for years.
All Pen wants is to craft dishes that bring people together,
but her parents have different expectations. After a longtime deception is revealed, Pen is forced out of her parents’
home and restaurant. She has to start over, but all she really wants is to be back where she’s most at home. As Pen
is fired, Xander Amaro is hired to work at the restaurant.
Xander is an undocumented immigrant who’s spent years
searching for the father who abandoned him and his moth-
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How does food bring these particular characters together?
When the male protagonist, Xander, is walking up to the
restaurant for his first day of work, he’s going through the
mythology of Nacho’s Tacos and the reputation it has in
the community. There are certain dishes that can help with
certain ailments, whether that’s physical or emotional or
even spiritual. In that way, the food in the book carries a
lot of meaning. First and foremost, it’s a symbol of our cultural roots through which we derive so much strength. For
anyone who exists in the diaspora, we exist on the peripheries of our culture. We’re not born in our ancestral home,
so food is one of the ways we can stay connected to that
power source.
For Pen, food is even more important because her
identity as a creator is wrapped up in cooking; particularly, cooking in her father’s kitchen. And she believes, really
strongly, that is where she belongs and where she’s meant
to be—so when he fires her from the family restaurant, she
feels completely lost.

|

Your website includes some of “Pen’s Recipe Cards.” Are
these your own creations?
Some of them are my aunt’s, and some are my grandmother’s, but some are mine.

The only thing I felt like I could really control was my
work outside of the classroom. Working on Somewhere Be
tween Bitter and Sweet sort of felt like the only place where
my students and I could be heard without interruption, arguing, or gaslighting. I shouted everything I was feeling in
the pages of that book.
You’ve launched a podcast called Author Pep Talks. Who
are you hoping to reach?
It’s really geared toward other writers and creatives. I have
had times of hyperproductivity during tragedy before. I
found through conversations with other authors that those
of us who have experienced profound loss, or grief, or trauma were functioning a lot better [during Covid lockdowns]
than those for whom this major disruption was new.
I thought in this really unique time when we are all
struggling, we might have something to offer. So I reached
out to people, and we just chatted about what knowledge
and tools past trauma has allowed us to bring into this pandemic.
We talked about things we’re still trying to learn or are
struggling with. More than anything, I hope people feel
validated in their struggle, but I especially hope writers
who are published or pursuing publication are reminded of
how nourishing creativity can be.
So far, in every episode, regardless of who I’m in conversation with, it always comes back to Yes, writing is incred
ibly difficult, especially right now, but it’s also incredibly healing
and nourishing. It’s important to remember that.

y o u n g a d u lt

Lockdown has changed so many people’s relationships
with food and cooking. Has this been true for you?
I think lockdown did create opportunities for me to spend
more time digging into dishes—especially those I didn’t
feel comfortable attempting on my own before. For example, I made menudo on my own for the first time, which is
difficult! We also made tamales for the first time.
For those two dishes it made me realize how much love
and labor goes into each one. It occurred to me, as I was
spreading masa on the cornhusks and folding them and
trying to tie them with string, why it’s the perfect Christmas Eve activity for when everyone is in town. When it
was just me and my partner making them together it took
us like three days to make four dozen. By the end of it I had
the worst crick in my neck!
It made me realize for all those things I loved eating—
but didn’t always participate in the preparation of—just
how much meaning is held in the act of creating them. So
the research I did when it came to cooking was incredibly
meaningful. It was hard not to get frustrated when recipes
weren’t turning out like I wanted them to. For a little while
I really struggled not to turn it into some kind of litmus
test of my Latinidad. But once I let that go, the whole process was very affirming to me.
You know, I wasn’t born in Mexico; my family has been
in the U.S. for four generations. But when I’m in the kitchen, it doesn’t feel so far away. I think that’s such a magical
thing to be able to connect with your family history and
your ancestral home just by what you choose to put on
your plate.

Richard Z. Santos is the executive director of Austin Bat Cave
and the author of a novel, Trust Me. Somewhere Between
Bitter and Sweet received a starred review in the Feb. 15, 2021,
issue.

As a former teacher, do you think about your students
while writing?
In terms of the types of stories I tell, my students are always at the forefront of my mind. As an ESL teacher, I
spent a lot more time with my students than a regular
classroom teacher does. And as their writing teacher, I had
the honor of reading about their experiences in their own
words. These extremely detailed and vulnerable accounts
often left me so moved and speechless.
But at the same time that I’m trying to prepare them
for [standardized tests], I’m also constantly coming up
against a public school system entrenched in White supremacy. It didn’t take me long to realize the problems I
was trying to fix were just too big. There were many times
when I left work in tears because I couldn’t protect my students or myself.
|
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“Will leave readers reacting viscerally and powerfully.”
an emotion of great delight

GAMORA AND NEBULA
Sisters in Arms

Lee, Mackenzi
Illus. by Frison, Jenny
Marvel Press (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-368-02225-5
Series: Marvel Universe YA, 2

Estranged sisters Gamora and Nebula race to retrieve the heart of a dying
planet, guided by forces beyond their

knowledge.
Lee’s latest explores a turning point for two of the Marvel
Universe’s most complicated figures. Green-skinned mercenary
Gamora sells her skills and connections to the highest bidder—
which is usually her father, Thanos. He’s manipulated and pitted
his adopted daughters against one another for years but always
favors Gamora, leading blue-skinned Nebula to make increasingly desperate attempts to prove her worth; recently, she lost
an arm for her trouble. Practical, efficient Gamora doesn’t dwell
on the rivalry with her sister: She’s had little reason to doubt
their father’s methods or motivations. Gamora’s latest assignment is on Torndune, a once-verdant planet that’s been ravaged
for its subterranean deposits of Crowmikite, a valuable energy
source. She doesn’t know she’s been followed there by Nebula,
who’s also in pursuit of Torndune’s heart and who possesses critical information about Gamora’s mission. Everything changes
when the sisters reconnect in the midst of a rebellion against
the powerful entities who profit from Torndune’s natural
resources and discover just who hired Gamora—and why. Gripping and well-choreographed fight sequences—both physical
and verbal—establish each sister’s strengths and weaknesses
and foreshadow a final confrontation. Transcripts of a chaotic
meeting between the Grandmaster and several guests punctuate the sisters’ alternating perspectives.
Come for the action, stay for the emotional depth. (Science
fiction. 13-18)

AN EMOTION OF
GREAT DELIGHT

Mafi, Tahereh
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$19.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-06-297241-5
Shadi’s life is slowly falling apart: Her
best friend, Zahra, doesn’t talk to her anymore, and her parents are dealing with
grief and depression in the aftermath of
her brother Mehdi’s sudden death.
It’s 2003, and all of this is compounded by the hatred Shadi
receives every day at school for being Iranian American and a
hijabi. The lack of support leaves Shadi struggling to keep afloat.
She’s behind in her classes and exhausted because she often
stays up at night listening to her mother’s agonizing despair over
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losing Mehdi. Her father, once a healthy, fit man, recently had
a second heart attack, and Shadi’s sister, Shayda, has taken over
running the house. Everyone is so mired in their own trauma
and pain that Shadi, the youngest, often finds herself forgotten, both literally and figuratively. The expectation of keeping
one’s home life private and of separating the political from the
personal are themes throughout the book. Woven through this
story of trauma and resilience is a soft romance between Shadi
and Zahra’s brother, Ali. Mafi confronts issues of mental health,
suicidality, racism, and self-love in ways that will leave readers
reacting viscerally and powerfully. Reading this novel is like
being dropped straight into the everyday lives of a Muslim family in post–9/11 America.
A simply real story, devoid of clichés, that will leave an
indelible mark. (Fiction. 13-18)

CONTINUUM

Man, Chella
Illus. by the author & Lukashevsky, Ashley
Penguin Workshop (64 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-593-22348-2
Series: Pocket Change Collective
Deaf, trans artist Man meditates
on his journey and identity in this brief
memoir.
Growing up in conservative central
Pennsylvania was tough for the 21-year-old Deaf, genderqueer,
pansexual, and biracial (Chinese/White Jewish) author. He
describes his gender and sexual identity, his experiences of racism and ableism, and his desire to use his visibility as a YouTube
personality, model, and actor to help other young people like
him. He is open and vulnerable throughout, even choosing to
reveal his birth name. Man shares his experiences of becoming deaf as a small child and at times feeling ostracized from
the Deaf community but not how he arrived at his current
Deaf identity. His description of his gender-identity development occasionally slips into a well-worn pink-and-blue binary.
The text is accompanied and transcended by the author’s own
intriguing, expressionistic line drawings. However, Man ultimately falls short of truly insightful reflection or analysis, offering a mostly surface-level account of his life that will likely not
be compelling to readers who are not already fans. While his
visibility and success as someone whose life represents multiple marginalized identities are valuable in themselves, this
heartfelt personal chronicle would have benefited from deeper
introspection.
Best enjoyed by preexisting fans of the author. (Memoir.
12-18)

|

A CHORUS RISES

Morrow, Bethany C.
Tor Teen (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-250-31603-5
Series: A Song Below Water, 2
A 17-year-old magical influencer tries
to recover after her life is turned upside
down.
With “perfect deep brown skin, big
eyes and thick eyelashes,” Naema Bradshaw embodies what it is to be an Eloko: an attractive magical
being with the ability to charm people with her melody. After
Naema is Stoned, “the thing where you’re consumed by gray
rock due to a gorgon’s curse, not the more fun thing where
you’re high,” by Effie Freeman, a teenage gorgon under the influence of her best friend Tavia Philips’ siren call, Naema finds her
popularity sullied. Some claim that she callously and dangerously outed Tavia as a siren. Frustrated with a lack of empathy at

home and concerned about a magical wind that has been whipping through her body since her Stoning, Naema heads to a family reunion in the Southwest to recuperate. In the quiet away
from Portland, Oregon, she learns to listen and understand that
her Elokoness doesn’t disconnect her from racism or from the
responsibility to protect other Black women who are being targeted in her name. The story builds slowly but includes timely
humor and deep introspection. Morrow unpacks the ways Black
women are exploited and pitted against each other by a society
that despises their magic—in all its forms. She brilliantly shows
her protagonists learning to communicate and collaborate to
rightfully disrupt that same society.
Considered and focused, this book encourages readers to
look inside to help their truths rise. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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DON’T HATE
THE PLAYER

Nedd, Alexis
Bloomsbury (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5476-0502-6
How long can Emilia Romero keep
up her charade?
At Hillford West, her Pennsylvania
high school, Emilia is a savvy junior set
on living up to her hardworking Puerto
Rican parents’ high expectations. At night, she is a heavyweight
gamer losing sleep doing what she actually wants to do: kicking serious offensive butt in Guardians League Online, a teambased, multiplayer shooting game. When the chance at winning
glory—and $200,000—in an amateur GLO tournament to be
held in a new esports stadium proves too tempting, Emilia risks
revealing her true identity in order to play with the notoriously
ruthless Team Fury. Meanwhile, Jake Hooper is a sensitive, emotionally aware White gamer who bonded with Emilia over an
arcade game during a fourth grade birthday party and has never
forgotten her. When their paths cross again at the GLO tournament, where Jake is also a competitor, their seemingly opposite
lives become deeply intertwined. In this delightfully entertaining romance, Nedd covers an impressive range of topics with a
rare combination of hilarity, sarcasm, and sincerity: toxic masculinity, doxxing, gaming culture wars, the pressure cooker of
Latinx parenting, and, yes, love. Gamers and nongamers alike
will squeal, cheer, and boo in this page-turner in which the highstakes action within the tournament mixes perfectly with the
vulnerable blossoming of Emilia and Jake’s relationship.
A sure winner. (Romance. 13-18)

EVERY BODY SHINES
Sixteen Stories About Living
Fabulously Fat

Ed. by Newbould, Cassandra
Bloomsbury (320 pp.)
$18.99 | May 25, 2021
978-1-5476-0607-8

Authors unite around body-celebrating fiction.
Aubrey Gordon writes movingly
about fat friendships and community in
the introduction to this 16-story anthology, and readers might
describe its stories as an assortment of fat friends holding out
hands of welcome. Consisting primarily of contemporary realistic fiction, the volume also includes some speculative fiction
entries. It starts out strong, with Claire Kann’s “Guilt Trip”
really speaking to the book’s title as it follows a young Black
musician who has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to stand
onstage next to her favorite music group. In “Weightless,” a
labyrinthine story with an intriguing premise, Sheena Boekwig
presents a White math prodigy sent on a world-saving space
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mission who has a hard time believing anyone will value her
genius when her large body is a costly addition to the ship. Kelly
deVos and Monique Gray Smith refreshingly celebrate fat girls
doing sports. A number of other stories similarly have fantastic
hooks and characters diverse in ethnicity, gender identity, and
sexuality, but in too many cases they read like novels rewritten
and compressed to fit a page limit. While undeniably earnest
and filling an important niche, this collection contains multiple entries that expend too much energy on proving that they
adhere to the theme at the expense of other elements.
A valuable and thoughtful prompt inspires sincere but
uneven contributions. (author bios) (Anthology. 12-16)

STRANGE CREATURES

North, Phoebe
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (544 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-06-284115-5
Annie turns to childhood makebelieve to cope with devastating events.
When they were small, Annie and
her older brother, Jamie, invented the
fantastical world of Gumlea where Annie
became the Emperata Annit and Jamie
was first Prince Jamin and, later, the Nameless Boy, the one who
was different—in this made-up world as well as in reality. Gumlea soon became an escape as Jamie struggled with parental gender expectations and Annie felt a void growing between them.
Thirteen-year-old Jamie’s sudden disappearance leaves Gumlea
as 12-year-old Annie’s only link to her brother—and it functions
for her as a coping mechanism as she holds out hope over the
years that she can find him. Gumlea’s role as a reflection of
the main plot seems disjointed at times: The epilogue (which
appears at the beginning of the book) and prologue (which
comes at the end) are both set there, but they have no clear connection with the main plot, unlike other scenes which clearly
serve as mirrors to events taking place in this world. Gumlea
is fleshed out well enough that it could serve as the focus of
a stand-alone story, but in this context, it never really gets its
time to shine. The central storyline, meanwhile, stretches past
its natural cathartic endpoint, feeling stretched thin by the finish. Annie and Jamie have a Jewish mother and Christian father;
main characters default to White, and there is queer representation in the book.
An ambitious novel that doesn’t quite coalesce. (Fiction.
14-18)

|

“Sweet, fun, Sapphic fluff.”
the girl from the sea

THE GIRL FROM THE SEA

Ostertag, Molly Knox
Illus. by the author
Graphix/Scholastic (208 pp.)
$24.99 | $14.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-338-54058-1
978-1-338-54057-4 paper
A new love with a mysterious girl
upends a Canadian teen’s plans.
Morgan Kwon likes to keep her “life
tucked neatly into boxes,” especially the
one containing the secret that she is gay. She doesn’t believe
she can be out until she’s away from her small island and in college. There’s enough drama in her life already with her recently
divorced parents and angry younger brother. After Morgan is
rescued from drowning by a selkie girl named Keltie who has
big shiny eyes and a round face, she keeps their blossoming
romance secret. Keltie has her own goals, though, and being
quiet isn’t one of them. She needs Morgan’s help, but that will

take Morgan’s willingness to open up about herself to others.
Selkie lore is enchantingly interwoven in this light fantasy tale
that also touches on environmentalism with a plotline regarding
pollution of the seals’ habitat. The island setting enriches the
story and comes alive through the art with many lovely water
scenes. Panels are broken up with occasional text chats between
friends, and the art makes use of varied perspectives and layouts
to maintain visual interest. Story threads about conflicts with
friends and family are believable but fairly surface level, and the
romance is charming and tender. Morgan and Keltie’s mutual
attraction is adorable, and their cute, happy kisses and cuddles
are sure to elicit joy. Morgan’s name indicates Korean heritage;
Keltie reads White.
Sweet, fun, Sapphic fluff. (Graphic fantasy. 12-16)
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“A story about human identity in our age of social networking.”
sunny song will never be famous

SUNNY SONG WILL NEVER
BE FAMOUS

Park, Suzanne
Sourcebooks Fire (320 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-72820-942-5

A Los Angeles teen YouTuber is
forced to disconnect from Wi-Fi but
finds new connections in an unexpected
place.
Sun-Hee “Sunny” Song’s parents are
already on her case since her prep school headmaster met with
them to address Sunny’s social media activity during school
hours. So after her parents and younger sister, Chloe, walk in
on her during an accidentally racy cooking livestream, later
dubbed #BrownieGate and #BrowniePorn, Sunny is sent to
Sunshine Heritage Farms, a digital media detox camp in Iowa
where technology is banned and campers are required to attend
daily group sessions and contribute to the farm’s maintenance.
Sunny encounters internet socialites of all kinds, including
Delina, a Black mukbang livestreamer whom she later befriends,
and Wendy, a popular and intimidating White athletic influencer whose arc is never fully resolved. Desperate to stay connected, Sunny sneaks a cellphone into camp and keeps up with
her best friend, Maya, who forwards updates on her status in
an influencer contest. But as Sunny grows closer to sweet and
hardworking Theo, a White boy whose family runs the farm,
and reflects on the impact of social media on her life and future,
her priorities begin to shift. Park smartly and honestly weaves
Sunny’s nuanced experience as a Korean American into a story
that is ultimately about human identity in our advanced age of
social networking. Valuable lessons learned and a cute romance
are wrapped up with a sentimental ending.
Quirky and insightful. (Fiction. 12-17)

LUCY CLARK WILL NOT
APOLOGIZE

Rabb, Margo
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$17.99 | May 11, 2021
978-0-06-232240-1
Lucy’s determined to learn who’s out
to get her employer—whether anyone
takes her seriously or not.
Sixteen-year-old Lucy Clark attends
the Willa Thornton Academy in Texas, where she landed at age
12 after her paternal grandmother passed. Nana had raised her,
since her parents travel for work and never stay put for long.
Nana’s death hollowed Lucy out, and only her best friend, Dyna,
offered any respite. But then an incident results in Dyna’s
removal from school and Lucy’s suspension. Lucy is sent on
an internship to take care of an elderly woman with dementia
in New York. At first she’s upset, but once there, she changes
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her tune: Jack Zuo, a 19-year-old neighbor, shares her interest
in plants, and Edith Fox, her wealthy employer, turns out to be
quick-witted and becomes a fast friend. There’s just one problem: Edith believes someone is trying to murder her. Jack and
his policeman father don’t buy it, but Lucy does. Soon, suspicious incidents pile up, each more sinister than the last, and as
Lucy races to help Edith, she unwittingly becomes more aware
and accepting of her own emotions. Lucy’s adventure is lush
with opulent gardens, big-city charm, and charismatic characters. Her path to finding both a new home and self-image is
hard-won and enchanting. Lucy and Edith are White and Jewish; Dyna has some Jewish and Salvadoran heritage, and Jack is
implied Chinese/White.
A beguiling, cozy mystery worth sinking into. (Mystery.
14-18)

THE RESILIENT TEEN
10 Key Skills To Bounce
Back From Setbacks &
Turn Stress Into Success
Raja, Sheela
Instant Help Books (176 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-68403-578-6
Series: Instant Help Solutions

A primer on fostering adaptability in
the face of stress.
As stated in the introduction, resilience is not a fixed end goal
but a way of approaching life. The author divides the book into
four parts, focusing on key skills for each. The first section centers building and maintaining a healthy physical routine in terms
of sleep, nutrition, exercise, and technology. Raja acknowledges
that many young people engage in experimentation with drugs
and alcohol, offering safety guidelines and reminding readers
that they are not good coping strategies. The next part deals
with mental and emotional health, presenting the benefits of
mindfulness practices such as those that increase emotional tolerance. The third section highlights social engagement through
establishing a strong support system and taking the kinds of
healthy risks that build resilience. Lastly, Raja discusses finding
meaning and purpose through practices like cognitive flexibility, realistic optimism, volunteering, and activism. Each chapter
includes dictionary definitions of key terms, stories about teens
dealing with different types of obstacles, and specific exercises
and checklists, ending with a summary of material covered. The
author’s voice is practical and realistic, providing encouraging
explanations and suggestions; a recurring message is to be kind
to oneself. The information provided is well researched and
up to date, including the acknowledgement of teens’ struggles
with the Covid-19 pandemic. A welcome section addresses the
impact of societal prejudice.
Belongs on every young adult’s bookshelf. (resources, references) (Nonfiction. 13-18)

|

14 WAYS TO DIE

Ralph, Vincent
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-72823-186-0

SIMONE BREAKS ALL
THE RULES

Rigaud, Debbie
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-338-68172-7

New Jersey high school seniors
make an attempt at rebellion before
graduation.
Simone Thibodeaux wants to choose
her own date for the prom and to live on
campus during college. And while those two things might not
seem like a big deal for some high school seniors, they are when
your parents are strict Haitian immigrants. Simone attends an
all-girls Catholic school, has a curfew, and isn’t allowed to date
until college. While she has been responsible, focusing all her
energy on academics, even getting into Rutgers via early decision doesn’t persuade her parents that living away from home
is a good idea. Their plan is for her to follow in her sister’s
|

GIRLS AT THE EDGE
OF THE WORLD

Robson, Laura Brooke
Dial Books (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-0-525-55403-5

y o u n g a d u lt

A teen sleuth tries livestreaming to
catch a murderer.
Seventeen-year-old Jessica Simmons
lost her mother a decade ago, the first
victim of the Magpie Man, a serial killer
now on victim No. 13, who has struck in
locations around the U.K. Her father’s life is still in shambles
and her former friends are long gone, but Jessica’s decided to
publicize her tragedy. One of five contestants on YouTube’s
“The Eye”—an unscripted, livestreamed reality show—Jessica
asks her viewers to help identify the serial killer. But inviting
the world into her home and school brings unwanted attention,
perhaps even from the Magpie Man, whose body count keeps
climbing: Sleuthing-related drama and peril ensue. Jessica’s
friends and family are economically rendered yet believable,
and Ralph renders grief beautifully and devastatingly, as something that evolves but doesn’t end. As in the story, the bulk of
the action occurs when the cameras aren’t rolling, and eventually, the reality show premise and its minimally developed contestants are more a distraction and transparent deus ex machina
than an integral part of Jessica’s journey. More intriguing—and
with real-life precedents—is the possibility of crowdsourcing a
murder investigation. Although the fast-paced finale can’t quite
overcome the slow start and overlong middle, the tale reaches
a dramatic, satisfactory conclusion. Characters follow a White
default.
An unsettling but easy-to-read blend of social media
savvy and gritty gumshoe work. (resources, author interview)
(Thriller. 14-18)

footsteps and suffer the embarrassment of a preselected date
for prom (a boy from a nice Haitian family, of course) and commute to Rutgers. Simone joins forces with two classmates who
also have overprotective parents—one the daughter of Indian
immigrants and one a White girl whose family was targeted on
social media—to create a senior year bucket list and claim some
level of independence. Baseball-loving Simone is a wonderfully
crafted character, and Rigaud uses the awkwardness of the late
bloomers’ attempts to be cool with perfect comedic timing.
This is a great depiction of Haitian American culture that both
affirms and informs.
Offering a steady mix of romance and humor, this is a
home run. (Fiction. 12-18)

In a world facing storms and floods
of biblical proportions, survival isn’t
guaranteed.
Everyone in Kostrov expects the
Royal Flyers, whose aerial silk performances preserve the country’s cultural heritage, to accompany
the court on the ships that will sustain royals, nobles, and pious
commoners during the impending yearlong flood prophesied
in the Sacred Breath scripture. So when, with only months to
spare, Natasha discovers that the Flyers aren’t on the roster,
she joins the many Kostrovian girls competing for King Nikolai’s hand in hopes of guaranteeing passage for herself and her
troupe. Refreshingly, despite Natasha’s love of fairy tales, it’s
clear she considers marrying the king a strategic, rather than
romantic, endeavor—while the way she feels around Ella, the
newest Flyer, is less quantifiable. But Ella has a secret: She’s
part of a vengeful plot to assassinate Nikolai. Though the girls’
objectives are directly at odds, their intense attraction to one
another threatens their plans. Their slow-burn romance, told
in alternating perspectives, grounds the plot amid increasingly
devastating storms that illuminate Robson’s rich worldbuilding
of a country divided by class, privilege, and beliefs. An immersive and clever tribute to the natural world and the longevity
and power of storytelling, this book is also a subtle yet incisive
critique of patriarchal structures and the male gaze. Natasha
and Ella read as White; the supporting cast is diverse in skin
tone.
Sobering, complex, unexpected—and wholly un-putdown-able. (Fantasy. 12-18)
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TROUBLE GIRLS

Rubin, Julia Lynn
Wednesday Books (272 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-250-75724-1
A Thelma and Louise retelling with
contemporary resonance.
Trix and Lux are two 17-year-old
White girls eking out a living in smalltown Blue Bottle, West Virginia. Trix
works at a local diner, where men constantly hit on her despite her youth, their actions reminiscent
of a past sexual trauma that she attempts to compartmentalize.
Trix also cares for her mother, whose mental health and memory recall are swiftly declining. Lux is Trix’s artistic best friend,
a rare bright spot amid the doldrums of their town. During a
weekend road trip, a dangerous situation at a bar escalates into
a deadly stabbing, with Trix holding the knife. In a shocked
and traumatized haze, the friends decide that authorities won’t
believe their claim of self-defense and so flee the scene of the
crime. On the run, Lux and Trix become cult icons in a nationwide discussion surrounding sexual assault, justice, and revenge.
On their journey west, as they hope to outrun the police, the
girls also explore romantic possibilities with each other, fueled
by the intensity unfolding around them. Trix’s narration—a
startling depiction of a teen coping with trauma while falling
in love—radiates with honesty and heart. The novel doesn’t shy
away from gritty questions and gives a crucial voice to the righteous anger of teen girls.
A fiery thriller wrought with dramatic tension and social
commentary. (Thriller. 14-18)

BLOOD LIKE MAGIC

Sambury, Liselle
McElderry (496 pp.)
$19.99 | Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-5344-6528-2

A Black teenager faces a difficult
choice to bring about her magical
awakening.
Voya Thomas is a 16-year-old Black
Canadian girl with Trinidadian roots—
and a fledgling witch. Her ascension to
becoming a proper witch is dependent on her performance at
her Calling. Every witch-to-be is assigned a test by one of their
ancestors, and if they are successful, they receive their magic
and the specially chosen gift of an ability. Refusing to accept the
task means no future members of Voya’s bloodline will be Called
by the ancestors and therefore can never become witches;
accepting but failing the challenge set for her will cause every
witch in her family to lose the magic upon which their livelihood depends. During the ritual, Voya finds out that the stakes
for her Calling are even steeper than she could have imagined:
Before the Caribana carnival in a month’s time, she must kill her
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first love. But Voya has never been in love, so she must now find
someone, fall in love, and then sacrifice him. Sambury’s prose is
fluid and eloquent and will enthrall readers. The protagonist’s
voice feels refreshingly authentic, and the supporting characters are diverse and multidimensional, with well-developed relationships. Sensitive topics and themes, like slavery and racism,
emerge in the novel’s original and compelling storylines.
A breath of fresh air for the genre; readers will be spellbound. (Fantasy. 14-18)

THE (UN)POPULAR VOTE

Sanchez, Jasper
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-06-302576-9

National politics writ small and
queer: Mark Adams wants to be out and
proud as a pansexual trans guy.
But his congressman father, a California Democrat who is eyeing the
White House, sees his son as a liability and forces Mark to
transfer to Utopia High in order to be stealth. Mark agrees to
hide his trans history but still joins an unofficial club for queer
students (shunning the Gay-Straight Alliance as straight-people
ally cred). When “high-femme fag” sophomore Benji is targeted,
politics-obsessed Mark, who is White, decides to run for student body president—against teenage stand-ins for Clinton and
Trump—on a platform of systemic change. The slow-moving
plot contains paragraphs about Leibniz, the Electoral College,
a transmasculine response to feminist statements about toxic
masculinity, and discussions of identity and privilege that some
readers will find arduous to slog through. There are moments
of strength, power, and deep emotion sprinkled throughout,
but much patience is required to get there. Mark, his family,
and other supporting characters feel like carefully crafted displays of intentions and ideals rather than fully developed and
urgently vital human beings, though the similarly thoughtful
approach to climactic moments is more successful. There are
certainly some teenagers who will enjoy the heights of rarefied
nerdery that this novel achieves, though, and a limited audience
will find all of their dreams fulfilled.
A challenging read but not without merit. (Fiction. 14-18)

|

“3, 2, 1…blastoff for mystery, adventure, and
queer intergalactic bodice-ripping.”
the darkness outside us

THE DARKNESS OUTSIDE US

Schrefer, Eliot
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 1, 2021
978-0-06-288828-0

OTHELLO

Shakespeare, William
Adapt. by Chan, Crystal
Illus. by Choy, Julien
Manga Classics (420 pp.)
$24.99 | $19.99 paper | May 25, 2021
978-1-947808-13-3
978-1-947808-14-0 paper
Series: Manga Classics
An illustrated reimagining of one of
Shakespeare’s most memorable tragedies.
From the very beginning of this clever adaptation, effort is
made to prioritize accessibility of both the manga form and the
classic Shakespearean play: The frontmatter briefly highlights
the reading direction of the panels, and characters are labeled
when introduced, coming to life via a striking combination of
early modern Venetian dress; quintessential manga hairdos and
facial expressions; and pronounced linework. Like the rest of
|
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A privileged socialite and orphaned
cadet unpack the true intention of their
two-person mission to one of Saturn’s
moons.
Ambrose Cusk of Fédération (think
United States circa 2470) is the elegant, golden offspring of
Alexander the Great’s DNA and an emotionally distant mother.
Kodiak Celius of Dimokratía (think Russia) is a brawny orphanturned-cadet. The two 17-year-olds are paired on a mission to
find Ambrose’s long-lost sister, Minerva, who disappeared while
attempting to colonize Titan. Her distress beacon has mysteriously been activated years later. The socially, physically, and
emotionally opposite boys are slowly unified by their need to
understand their fuzzy, pre-mission memories; to combat an
omnipresent, self-serving OS (remember HAL from 2001: A
Space Odyssey?); and to get to the bottom of why there’s a vacuum-sealed supply of their own cloned bodies hidden on the
ship. This Groundhog Day–type loop features complex worldbuilding in terms of space, time, light, and sound. What’s not
complex are base human wants and needs like manicotti, making out, and memories. Ambrose and Kodiak realize that mutual
affection is a way to validate one’s existence; that human connection is essential even if you’re determined to be a loner; and
that even with the same memories and experiences, our choices
in love and life can be completely, wonderfully different if we
have a chance to do them again. And again. And again. Main
characters are implied White.
3, 2, 1…blastoff for mystery, adventure, and queer intergalactic bodice-ripping. (Science fiction. 14-18)

the series, this account of Othello remains faithful to the original. The black-and-white illustrations allow for Iago’s conniving
manipulations to manifest visually as well as animating characters’ bigotry in impactful, distressing ways. However, there are
shortcomings: Where the original text may use parentheticals
and asides to progress the story, the occasional appearances of
parentheses in speech bubbles are a distracting reminder that
comics utilize storytelling tools that haven’t been fully adopted
here. Likewise, panel after panel of Othello’s turn to violence
and his enraged face obscured by shadow provide a poignant
dramatic effect but seem to exacerbate prejudices inherent to
both the play and medium. Not only is the titular character
visually distinguished from other characters by his shading, hair,
lips, and overall size, unfortunately neither Shakespeare nor the
illustrator seem wholly prepared for a contemporary conversation regarding racial representation in one of literature’s most
infamous depictions of othering.
Will appeal to manga fans but raises questions around
depictions of racialized material. (adapter’s notes, character
designs) (Graphic fiction. 13-18)

WE CAN’T KEEP MEETING
LIKE THIS

Solomon, Rachel Lynn
Simon & Schuster (336 pp.)
$19.99 | Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-5344-4027-2

A week after graduating from high
school, Quinn Berkowitz is unsure what
to do with her life.
Quinn’s Jewish family runs a wedding planning business in Seattle called
Borrowed + Blue, and they assume that, after earning a business
degree in college, she will join them. For years, Quinn has gone
along with this, partly because she wonders whether leaving the
business would mean losing her connection to her parents and
her sister, Asher, who sometimes feel more like colleagues than
family. But her future career isn’t the only thing Quinn is confused about. Working at weddings all summer means that she
will be in constant contact with Tarek Mansour, the Egyptian
American son of her parents’ favorite caterers. Before he left
for college, Quinn sent Tarek an email confessing that she had
a crush on him—an email he never answered. Although Quinn
tells herself that they were never meant to be—Tarek is a hopeless romantic whereas she doesn’t believe in love—her feelings
won’t go away. As the summer progresses, Quinn must make
some tough choices about her future, her family, and a boy who
might very well be her first love. Quinn’s narratorial voice is
engaging and clever, deftly balancing humor and sincerity, and
her OCD is woven naturally into a story with characters who
are layered enough to keep readers interested.
An entertaining romance that explores deeper themes of
trust and expectations. (Romance. 12-18)
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“Lyrical writing focuses on the aftermath of the Holocaust.”
boy from buchenwald

SKY BREAKER

Thorley, Addie
Page Street (432 pp.)
$18.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-64567-130-5
Series: Night Spinner, 2
On the heels of Night Spinner (2020),
Enebish leads a ragtag band against
the Sky King while Ghoa’s beliefs are
challenged.
Although Night Spinner Enebish and
newly awakened Sun Stoker Serik successfully led the desperate shepherds to Verdenet, finding the hiding king is far more
difficult. Enebish’s psychological wounds from being betrayed
in the past are still raw, resulting in behaviors that don’t do her
any favors when dealing with her increasingly reluctant followers. In Ghoa’s parallel narration, she is forced to reckon with
her own feelings of being betrayed, especially as Zemya’s trap
springs into action and she takes the brunt of it. Enebish seeks
out logical allies while Ghoa strikes an odd partnership, all the
while keeping her eye on the prize. Uniting both storylines is
the common enemy—Kartok—and the reveal of the full extent
of his scheme. Their stories are gracefully balanced, enabling
readers to explore more of the lavishly painted worldbuilding
and internal mythologies. Characters’ past hurts inform their
present decisions, good and bad, creating tension in relation
to decisions of trust and forgiveness. The geopolitical situation blends well with the cultural. Ethnicity follows national
lines, with Zemyans being very pale and blond; Verdenese like
Enebish dark-haired with golden skin; and Ashkarians like
Ghoa and her cousin, Serik (Enebish’s love interest in a sweetly
romantic subplot), falling in between, with tanned skin and
freckles. The conclusion thoroughly wraps up the duology.
An expansive, highly rewarding read. (Fantasy. 14-18)

BOY FROM
BUCHENWALD
The True Story of a
Holocaust Survivor

Waisman, Robbie with McClelland, Susan
Bloomsbury (288 pp.)
$19.99 | May 11, 2021
978-1-5476-0600-9
Following his liberation from the
Buchenwald death camp, Romek didn’t
know how to reclaim his humanity.
Romek’s childhood in his Polish shtetl of SkarżyskoKamienna, where he was the youngest of six loving siblings,
wasn’t wealthy, but it was idyllic. Skarżysko-Kamienna was
“forests and birdsong,” with “the night sky stretching from one
end of the horizon to the other.” His family was destroyed and
their way of life obliterated with the Nazi invasion of Poland,
and Romek lost not just memories, but the accompanying
love. Unlike many Holocaust memoirs, this painfully lovely
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story begins in earnest after the liberation, when Romek was
among 1,000 Jewish orphans, the Buchenwald Boys, in need
of rehabilitation. Having suffered years of starvation, disease,
and being treated as animals, the boys were nearly feral: They
fought constantly, had forgotten how to use forks, and set fire to
their French relief camp dormitory. Some adults thought they
were irredeemable. With endless patience, care, and love, the
mentors and social workers around them—themselves traumatized Holocaust survivors—brought Romek back from the
brink. Even in a loving and protective environment, in a France
where the boys were treated overwhelmingly kindly by the populace, it took time to remember goodness. Parallels between
anti-Semitism and racism in the U.S. and Canada are gentle but
explicit.
Lyrical writing focuses on the aftermath of the Holocaust,
a vital, underaddressed aspect of survivor stories. (historical
note, timeline) (Memoir. 12-14)

THE SUMMER OF
BROKEN RULES

Walther, K.L.
Sourcebooks Fire (304 pp.)
$10.99 paper | May 4, 2021
978-1-72821-029-2
A summer trip helps break 18-yearold Meredith Fox out of a haze of
mourning.
Her cousin’s wedding means a return
to Martha’s Vineyard, a well-loved destination but one filled with bittersweet memories. It’s been a
year and a half since the sudden loss of Meredith’s sister, Claire,
and the grief remains strong. Meredith, though, resolves to take
this time to celebrate family and bridge the rifts resulting from
ghosting friends. She didn’t plan on a meet-cute/embarrassing encounter with the groom’s stepbrother, Wit. Nor did she
expect a wedding-week game of Assassin, a water-gun–fueled
family tradition. What starts off as a pact of sharing strategic
information with Wit grows into something more as the flirting
and feelings develop. Only one person can win, though, and any
alliance has an expiration date. To win and honor Claire, who
was a master of the game, Meredith must keep her eye on the
prize. Taking place over the course of a week, the narrative is
tight with well-paced reveals that disrupt predictability and
keep the plot moving. Early details are picked back up, and
many elements come satisfyingly full circle. The short time
frame also heightens the tension of this summer romance:
What will happen when they leave the bubble of the Vineyard?
The mix of budding romance, competitive hijinks, a close-knit
circle, as well as dealing with loss make for a satisfying read. The
main cast is White.
Summery fun and games with feeling. (family tree)
(Romance. 14-18)
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INFERNO OF SILENCE
(A Collection of
Short Stories)

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
TOWER OF MUD AND STRAW by Yaroslav Barsukov.................. 164

Akinyemi, Tolu’ A.
The Roaring Lion Newcastle (214 pp.)
$11.29 paper | $3.99 e-book
May 8, 2020
978-1-913636-02-9

THE SOCIALIST’S GARDEN OF VERSES
by Christopher Bernard..................................................................... 164
ALMOST INNOCENT by Shanti Brien..............................................165
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THE SWEETEST SEASON by Elissa Kerr; illus. by Zoe Saunders...169

A short story collection explores the
lives of Nigerian men and women.
In this volume, Akinyemi takes
readers into the minds and inner lives
of Nigerians, particularly men, at home and abroad. In “Black
Lives Matter,” a soccer player channels both grief and ambition
into success in a European league only to find himself confronting racism. “In the Trap of Seers” has a female protagonist, a
woman whose mother drags her to one spiritual guru after
another. In “Inferno of Silence,” Kunle endures his wife’s abuse,
which challenges the cultural assumption that husbands are
dominant. Another failing marriage is the focus of “Blinded by
Silence,” in which a woman determined to avoid her parents’
fate ends up following in their footsteps. The stories explore
questions of masculinity, family, and identity, and the characters reveal the variety of experiences in contemporary Nigeria,
from traditional villages to college campuses to skyscraperdwelling tech companies. Akinyemi employs a distinctive and
evocative prose style (“His dirty linens were not just washed
in public, they were sun-dried and left for the whole-world to
cast derisory glances at”) that leaves readers with a clear image
of the people and places he describes. But readers accustomed
to standard American English may find the writing awkward at
times (for instance, a character is referred to as “the Chinese”).
The characters can be insufferable (“I had the chance to showcase my exceptional talent to the entire world”), but they are
generally satisfying in the context of their tales. The players’
complexity and diversity of backgrounds and experiences provide a layered and nuanced look—if, perhaps, a jaded one—at
the lives of an assortment of Nigerians. While a few of the stories end on relatively upbeat notes, with characters overcoming
obstacles and moving beyond troubled pasts, the collection as
a whole seems intent on showing how determined people are
to cause problems for themselves and others. The book is not
necessarily an uplifting read, but it is an engaging one, with an
eye for vivid details and human shortcomings.
A collection offers an evocative and insightful—though
far from positive—view of humanity.
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TOWER OF MUD
AND STRAW

narrative’s overall gloom. One character’s augmented hand,
for example, “branched off in metal and purple veins,” and its
“knotted ‘fingers’ rolled in the air as though strumming a chord.”
One scene that reveals some truth about the Drakiri, their origin, and the reality of the Mimic Tower is pure surrealism.
This marvelous SF tale about dangerous technology offers
sublime stretches that will warrant revisiting.

Barsukov, Yaroslav
Vestige (212 pp.)
$10.00 paper | $5.00 e-book
Feb. 20, 2021
978-1-64076-190-2
A man reckons with his past while
overseeing the construction of a tower in
this debut SF novel.
Shea Ashcroft disobeyed Queen
Daelyn. He refused to gas protesters who
ran amok in Red Hill. As punishment, she banished Shea to the
border shared with the rival nation of Duma. Now, the former
minister of internal affairs and ex-counselor to the queen must
see to the completion of the Owenbeg Tower, an “anti-airship
stronghold.” But Shea receives a chilly welcome from the duke
at Owenbeg castle. The paranoid duke intends to censor Shea’s
reports to the queen regarding details of the tower’s construction. Shea soon learns that instances of sabotage at the tower
involve dangerous Drakiri technology. The humanoid Drakiri
have been allowed to settle in Owenbeg, and their egg-shaped
“tulips” provide anti-gravity assistance for raising the nearly
1,000-foot structure. But if not properly handled, the tulips
implode, sucking in whatever surrounds them. Shea thinks
often of his sister, Lena, whose death resulted from mishandled
tulips. Doubly strange is that the duke’s counselor of arts is a
striking Drakiri woman named Lena. She shares with Shea her
people’s record of the Mimic Tower, which sprang into being as
they tried to build another tower. Ultimately, the Mimic Tower
destroyed many of the Drakiri, which is why none of Lena’s
tribe labor on the Owenbeg Tower. As Shea falls for Lena, he
becomes determined to ban tulips from the construction process. Yet Chief Engineer Brielle has a secret that makes such a
move impossible.
Barsukov’s slim novel will remind readers of Robert Silverberg’s Tower of Glass (1970) and China Mieville’s work, which
frequently includes a Cold War flavor of decrepit bureaucracies.
While the Owenbeg castle appears lavish, “moths had taken
a good bite out of the couches’ velvet.” The Owenbeg Tower,
even unfinished, feels mythic, as in the passage “Entering it
was entering a city...a world painted by a lover of chiaroscuro...
shadows lay in pools of ink, and there were blinding patches
of daylight.” The Drakiri seem slightly vampirelike, with their
enhanced speed, strength, and elegance—though no blood
drinking is ever mentioned. Barsukov sketches in characters
slyly, as Shea assumes Lena is the duke’s lover, half revealing
to readers his own desire. Echoes of Shea’s sister haunt him in
the way this new woman “holds her head, the pride. The eyes.”
When he survives an assassination attempt, Shea intuits that
Patrick, the duke’s military counselor, is the culprit because
of how the duke embarrasses the man publicly. The tower as
an arms race metaphor succeeds gracefully. Drakiri technology is useful, as is nuclear power, but the drive to overshadow
one’s enemies can lead to self-destruction. The author depicts
the fantastic sparingly so that the instances pop against the
164
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THE SOCIALIST’S
GARDEN OF VERSES

Bernard, Christopher
Regent Press (250 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-58790-530-8
Climate change, the Covid-19 pandemic, and Donald Trump are among
the apocalyptic specters haunting these
impassioned poems.
Caveat Lector webzine founder Bernard includes 91 poems that survey four
years of anxiety and disaster in this volume. He starts with a
Trump-themed cycle written as a hilariously on-the-nose infusion of Trumpian lingo into pastiches of poets, from T.S. Eliot
(“November is the cruelest month, breeding / Electoral victories out of the dead land, mixing / Xenophobes and white
Christians, stirring / Dull brains—and I mean dull! Sad!—with
autumn rain”) to haiku master Bashō. (“You call this a what? /
It doesn’t even. Look, believe me: / My poems. They rhyme.”)
Bernard then drops his satirical tone to explore other dire happenings. “Spiritus” revisits the death of George Floyd. (“Underneath their knees, / in the brutal sun, / a dark form. And a voice
from the feed: / ‘I can’t breathe, I can’t / breathe! I can’t breathe!
I / can’t breathe!’ ”) Environmental destruction and the Covid19 pandemic are linked in “April 2020.” (“Humankind was proving / a gorgeous catastrophe for life / on a planet the size of a
pebble….We were the crown / virus enthroned in the breath of
the world. / And now, in a cruelly fair reverse, / the crown virus
has laid siege / to human monumentality.”) In “Faust Takes Command of the Titanic,” modern civilization is a deal with the devil,
“arrogance / and desire gone round the bend with greed, / a drive
toward absolute power / that can only lead to absolute annihilation.” Occasionally, hopeful notes surface, as in “Asteroid,”
which likens humans to the cataclysm that wiped out the dinosaurs but wistfully concludes that, after people have destroyed
themselves, “the birds—may fill the world, one day, again, with
singing.” These are weighty poems on the weightiest of themes,
but they are lifted by the author’s prophetic voice, lyrical sensibility, and evocative language, as in the seascape of “Beachdrift”:
“Stump of a freighter out of the horizon haze / a big ugly thing
/ covered with cars and pickled plums and carbonated sake / in
stacks on its deck like teeth or the columns at Paestum.” The
result is a searing vision of a world teetering on the brink.
A dazzling poetry collection, its intimations of doom lit by
a furious clarity.

“Brien ably explains how she maintains a fundamental belief in the
legal system while directly confronting its many shortcomings.”
almost innocent

ALMOST INNOCENT
From Searching to
Saved in America’s
Criminal Justice System

GENEALOGY BASICS
IN 30 MINUTES
The Quick Guide to Creating
a Family Tree, Building
Connections With Relatives,
and Discovering the Stories
of Your Ancestors

Brien, Shanti
Amplify Publishing (240 pp.)
$24.95 | $6.99 e-book | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64543-203-6

An overview offers tools and strategies for amateur
genealogists.
In this reference book, Combs-Bennett leads readers
through the fundamentals of investigating and recording their
family histories. The volume covers the basics of research,
including the role of vital records; methods for organizing information and depicting ancestry through family trees and other
charts; and suggestions for moving past dead ends and apparent roadblocks in order to connect each generation with the
previous one. The author discusses the value and limitations
of online genealogy sites, where readers are likely to find both
solid research and hearsay that they must investigate further,
stressing the importance of documenting each family connection with primary sources (“Key resources need to be available
for future generations to learn from”). The book also touches
on the potential challenges genealogists may encounter from
skeptical relatives or those unwilling to provide access to family records as well as the possibilities and limitations of tracing
ancestry through DNA analysis. Combs-Bennett distinguishes
between casual hobbyists and the book’s intended audience: “A
serious family historian will take time to gather facts and documentation to prove the names and dates, even for close family
members.” But the volume makes it clear that serious and welldocumented genealogy research is achievable for most readers.
The tips are presented in a logical and coherent manner, organized for quick reading and easy reference, and the book’s short
length means there is a high ratio of information to text. The
only exceptions are the brief case studies that end each chapter,
which serve more to illustrate the variety of people who explore
their family histories (a woman traces her ancestry to the May
flower; a man learns his family’s name was not changed by an
Ellis Island clerk) than deliver a complex view of the actual
research process. Still, the work as a whole presents useful and
actionable information that provides beginning genealogists
with an entry point and a strategy for examining and documenting their families’ stories.
A concise and informative guide to genealogy basics.
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A lawyer’s memoir draws connections between her cases and her family’s
involvement with the law.
Brien weaves together her personal story, including a somewhat dysfunctional childhood, marriage to an NFL player, and
motherhood, with tales from her work as a criminal defense
lawyer and the saga of her family’s involvement in a federal
mortgage fraud case. Brien, whose work involves appeals by
people already convicted of crimes, recounts the stories of clients whose actual guilt or innocence is less important than the
fact that they have been ill-served by the justice system, facing
bias, mandatory minimum sentencing, inadequate representation, and unsympathetic officials. Those stories are interspersed
with Brien’s personal history. She was raised primarily by her
White mother; her Muscogee father’s undiagnosed depression
made him an unstable presence. After difficult teenage years,
she attended Berkeley and Stanford universities. She married
a Berkeley classmate whose football career led to several crosscountry moves—and the experience of seeing her husband
under investigation following a business associate’s fraudulent
activities. Brien finds parallels between her clients’ experiences
and her own, drawing lessons from them while remaining aware
of the privilege that makes her family’s encounter with the law
a very different experience. Brien, a strong writer, is particularly
skilled at explaining the procedural minutiae that form the basis
of her work without overwhelming the reader with legalese. She
also excels at revealing her clients’ humanity as she shares their
stories. She is remarkably open in describing her relationship
with her “hippie football-playing feminist frat guy” husband
and the challenges they faced balancing their careers while raising small children. Brien ably explains how she maintains a fundamental belief in the legal system while directly confronting
its many shortcomings, appreciating each of the rare wins she
accomplishes on behalf of a client. The result is a compelling,
thought-provoking work that shies away from easy answers to
questions of right and wrong or guilt and innocence.
An intriguing, informed examination of the justice system
from a professional and personal perspective.

Combs-Bennett, Shannon
i30 Media (106 pp.)
$22.99 | $11.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-64188-052-7
978-1-939924-68-1 paper
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DIGNITY & JUSTICE
Welcoming the
Stranger at Our Border

DaCosta, Pippa
Self (334 pp.)
$19.99 | $9.99 paper | Sep. 4, 2018
978-0-9957113-5-8
978-0-9957113-2-7 paper
A woman who delivers messages for
underworld operatives finds a bounty
placed on her own head in this SF
series opener.
On Calicto in the Halow system,
Kesh Lasota is a messenger. She and her hovering drone, Sota
(Secure Observational Tactical Assistant), are currently in a restaurant delivering a message to José Crater, head of the mine
workers union. The message, Sota says, is “You have eighteen
seconds to live.” This turns out to be true, as a sniper’s bullet
kills Crater. Armed with a gun and a magically enhanced whip,
Kesh finds the killer nearby and discovers he’s a warfae from
the Faerie world. Because Sota recorded the murder, the fae
snatches the drone and bolts. Merry, who gives Kesh her assignments, points her toward Istvan Larsen, CEO of Arcon, the
company responsible for Calicto’s surveillance tech. Kesh then
disguises herself as a reporter to interview Larsen. When she
learns that he is the warfae who killed Crater, she barely escapes
with her life. Her friend Hulia warns that there’s a “fifty million
v-coin” bounty on Kesh’s head. Marshal Kellee, the law officer
who continuously crosses Kesh’s path, helps her stay ahead of
various goons. But Kesh harbors a terrible secret, one that will
shatter Kellee’s trust in her and entangle her life with Larsen’s
forever. DaCosta’s novel is a playful, fast-paced adventure that
fans of Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy films should adore.
Characters are sketched exuberantly as the plot zooms forward.
Kesh’s annoyance with Kellee’s dogging her heels is tempered
by the fact that he has “No wasted gestures. No wrong step,”
along with “an easy stride and a tight ass.” Action occurs frequently and is appropriately visceral, as when Kesh cracks her
whip on an adversary and “he screamed as his skin unzipped and
magic cauterized the wound.” The author skillfully explores the
relationship between humans and fae, concluding: “To love the
fae was a madness.” Kesh’s blood-soaked past ties her to fae royalty and a scheme that endangers the new life she’s built on Calicto. Energetic plotting and dazzling set pieces will lure readers
back for the sequel.
Packed with cosmic drama and heart, this fugitive tale will
absorb readers from Page 1.
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Dakin-Grimm, Linda
Orbis (208 pp.)
$24.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
Aug. 19, 2020
978-1-62698-381-6

A Christian assessment of the immigration crisis at the United States’ southern border.
In her nonfiction debut, Dakin-Grimm draws on many years
of experience as a lawyer, including six years as an immigration
attorney, to help readers understand the current situation facing
immigrants to the United States—particularly unaccompanied
kids at the U.S.–Mexico border. Along the way, she diagnoses
complications in the system and offers potential resolutions.
Her study was prompted, in large part, by her personal feelings
as a practicing Christian; in her “mostly white, affluent Catholic
parish” in California, she writes, “I had never heard a Sunday
homily that even mentioned the word ‘immigration,’ much less
the phenomenon of these unaccompanied children.” Here, she
presents details about these minors and their families and tries
to explain why they risk so much in order to come to the United
States. She also addresses how devout Catholics can approach
the various issues that immigration raises. To do so, she provides
a series of detailed profiles, using first names only; Gilberto, for
instance, fled the violence of Guatemala’s MS-13 gangs and
entered the United States in 2014, seeking asylum. However,
Dakin-Grimm explains, the U.S. government “simply does not
grant asylum to most of the people we know have suffered terribly, and who we believe to be genuinely fleeing persecution,
poverty, terror, wars, famine, and atrocities.” Despite the odds,
however, Gilberto eventually got his green card in 2017 and now
seeks to become an American citizen. Through these and other
stories, the author efficiently dramatizes the struggles of many
such seekers, and she uses the accounts to help educate fellow
Catholics on their broader implications.
“Jesus never permits us to weigh the value of [immigrants’]
lives against other existing difficulties, to turn our backs, or to
send them away,” she asserts. “Catholics may never do so, even
if U.S. law allows precisely that response.” In polished, wellsourced prose, Dakin-Grimm expounds on the historical and
theological roots of the Catholic ethos, tracing them back to
St. Thomas Aquinas (“good is to be promoted and evil is to be
avoided”) and continuing the throughline to modern-day popes,
such as John Paul II; she quotes the latter’s 1993 encyclical
Veritatis Splendor, which affirmed the existence of moral
absolutes as well as their opposites: “certain specific kinds
of behavior that are always wrong to choose.” Indeed, the
most memorable parts of Dakin-Grimm’s book bracingly dig
into such Catholic principles, and she’s refreshingly unyielding on the moral demands that faith places on the faithful:
“Catholics may never legitimately conclude that decent suffering people…can be ignored or turned away.” The book also
doesn’t flinch from events of the last few years, noting that the

“Gaston’s cowboy tale offers a plotline more thoughtful and
complex than those usually found in such fare.”
beyond the goodnight trail

BEYOND THE
GOODNIGHT TRAIL

Trump administration’s policies resulted in “one of the darkest moments in modern U.S. history.” Throughout, her tone is
empathetic and ethical, and some of her Catholic readers may
feel chastised as they read. At the same time, they’ll be thrilled
to see such a clear case for faith-based compassion.
A remarkably forthright and uncompromising exploration
of Catholic conscience.

THE PIPER’S GRAVEYARD
A Horror Novel
Farthing, Ben
Self (404 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Mar. 31, 2021

An adventure focuses on the first
cattle drive from Texas to the New Mexico Territory.
Gaston introduces readers to Pete
Horse, the novel’s narrator and main character. In 1860, Pete is
working with Charlie Goodnight as a scout for the Texas Rangers, participating in a Comanche-hunting expedition. Seeking
revenge for a series of violent rampages across Texas, the Rangers attack and decimate a Comanche village. But Pete has had
enough of the fighting and the killing. He tells Goodnight: “I’ve
staved this off ” as long “as I can. I just can’t do this anymore. I
don’t know, if by God’s rights, whether it’s Comanches or Texans
or Americans or even Mexicans are entitled to this land.” Fastforward to 1866, and Pete receives a letter from Goodnight asking him to join a new endeavor—taking 2,500 Texas longhorns
along a 600-mile cattle drive through Comanche country, from
Belknap, Texas, up into the New Mexico Territory, to feed the
starving Navajos. The author seamlessly blends fact (and sometimes legend) with fiction, placing Pete in the middle of historical events. The hero interacts with personages of the time, such
as Goodnight. Pete’s backstory recounts the experiences of the
Black Seminoles and Maroons. He was born into slavery in Florida to a Spanish and Seminole father and a Black mother. Before
his father, an owner of enslaved people, returned to Spain, he
freed Pete, his brother, his sisters, and his mother. Then came
the great removal of Native Americans to the West, and Pete
and his family walked the Trail of Tears to Oklahoma. Gaston’s
cowboy tale offers a plotline more thoughtful and complex
than those usually found in such fare. The rip-roaring story is
helmed by a compassionate, multilayered protagonist. The narrative contains plenty of well-paced action and a widely diverse
assortment of characters—including a renegade band of former
members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints led
by a violent zealot hell-bent on forming his own cult. Some of
the most engaging episodes involve the cattle drive itself, with
the author providing vivid descriptions of the difficulties and
dangers of moving a large herd of ornery and rather clever longhorns. Then there is the small group of Comanche warriors that
shadows the cowboys.
A captivating, frequently philosophical page-turner that
delivers a visceral portrait of the Wild West.
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Real and unnatural threats abound in
this fantastical horror novel.
Cessy Timms is a detective, a long way
from her days as an angry and rebellious
teen growing up in the small mining town
of Hamlin, West Virginia. Her life is simple and focused on work until her little sister, Kate, disappears. Cessy discovers that Kate must have gone
back to the town they both fled years ago, summoned by mysterious messages from an ex-boyfriend. Cessy follows Kate’s trail
only to find that things are rather strange in Hamlin. The town
has effectively sealed itself off from the outside world to keep
out the “vermin,” a term used by a group of enigmatic talk radio
hosts. The radio program can be heard all over town. In fact, it
appears that the radio hosts are listening to the conversations of
the residents. There are other bizarre happenings: Much of the
population has vanished; sinkholes are swallowing up houses; and
strange bugs look to be opening holes in the fabric of the universe.
Even Cessy’s own parents have changed. They refuse to help her
search for Kate and seem to be more focused on the vitriol being
spewed by the shadowy radio hosts. Farthing spins an excellent
tale as Cessy races to save Kate and get out of town. The characters are vibrant and the town, appropriately creepy. It would
be difficult not to draw parallels between the fictional events in
Hamlin—where the local population determinedly ignores facts
in favor of the hatred spewed by talk radio—and real-life current
events. Yet the author largely resists explicitly pointing out the
obvious. Instead, the odd happenings tie in neatly to the disappearance of Cessy’s sister. Despite the riveting story’s supernatural overtones and otherworldly climax, Hamlin feels like it could
be any small town in America. And perhaps that’s the scariest
part of all.
The unbelievable becomes, well, believable in this gripping tale of small-town terror.

Gaston, Roy V
Bowker (262 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Oct. 11, 2020
978-0-578-77085-7
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WOMEN AND GOD

Graubart, Philip
Olympia Publishers (292 pp.)
$11.99 paper | $5.00 e-book
Nov. 26, 2020
978-1-78830-850-2
In this novel, a rabbi investigates her
spiritual mentor—who is accused of sexual indiscretions—and gets drawn into a
complicated web of dark lies.
Rabbi Yael Gold is forced into
an unenviable assignment—she is asked to investigate the
unseemly accusations made against Rabbi Moishe Weinstein,
who is charged with “impropriety of a sexual nature.” She’s
known Moishe since she was only 13 years old—he’s been a
mentor and, more importantly, a father figure to her. The latter
role is especially significant given her emotional estrangement
from her own father, now lost in a haze of dementia. Moishe
strenuously denies the substance of the allegations, but as more
accusers come forward—eight in total—Yael finds it increasingly difficult to believe him. Before she can get to the bottom
of it all, Moishe commits suicide, although there is reason to
believe he was in fact murdered. Fashioning herself as a kind of
“existential detective,” Yael is compelled not only to determine
Moishe’s guilt or innocence, but also to figure out her own complex relationship with him. This introspective exploration stirs
long-interred memories she’d just as soon keep buried. Graubart
tells the gripping tale from multiple perspectives, creating a layered narrative that deepens the novel’s epistemological drama,
raising provocative questions about the gossamer veil that separates truth from fiction. With both comic verve and affecting
subtlety, the author chronicles Yael’s fraught encounters with
men, including within her own “childless marriage, defined by
mutual bafflement.” At one point, she asks: “My God, who were
these testicled creatures?” Graubart seamlessly and originally
combines multiple literary genres—this is a crime drama, a
story about emotional trauma, and a tale of spiritual awakening.
An impressive brew of storytelling and theological reflection.

THE ONLY TRUE BIOGRAPHY
OF MAE JEMISON BY SNEEZE,
HER CAT

Greenburg, Dan
Illus. by Hill, J. Brent
Thunderstone Books (154 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-63411-011-2

A cat biographer interviews the first
Black female astronaut in this second
installment of a children’s book series.
Former NASA astronaut Mae Jemison wrote an autobiography, Find Where the Wind Goes (2001), and she has been the subject of many works for children. Now, the true story of her life
is told—by her cat, Sneeze (“with hardly any help” from author/
168
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humorist Greenburg). In this entertaining and informative book
for ages 8 to 12, Sneeze, who speaks English as well as “cattish,”
interviews Jemison about her childhood, when she was “always
in motion…jumping, climbing, falling, and dancing.” Sneeze
also explores influences, events, challenges, and Jemison’s own
inexhaustible drive that launched her into space and history.
Greenburg’s series opener was The Only True Biography of Ben
Franklin by His Cat, Missy Hooper (2020). The author’s light touch
in this sequel doesn’t trivialize the serious aspects of Jemison’s
story, including her experiences with racism. Greenburg allows
Sneeze’s puzzlement over why color should matter to send its
own message. Jemison remembers the assassination of the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and being frightened as much by the
violent turmoil that erupted as by the armed National Guardsmen marching past her family’s house. She describes what it was
like to be a 16-year-old freshman pursuing chemical engineering
at Stanford University and facing dismissive professors. Cornell
University Medical College, stints as a young doctor in Asia and
Africa, and other notable accomplishments followed before
Jemison realized her childhood dream aboard the Endeavor
space shuttle in 1992. At Sneeze’s prompting, Jemison describes
astronaut training and space travel in absorbing detail. A few
diverting digressions from the biography reflect the cat’s interest in such subjects as Africa’s most lethal animals and how a
litter box might work (or not) in weightless conditions. (The latter is part of the gross and engrossing chapter “How Astronauts
Poop in Space and Do Other Stuff.”) Hill offers black-and-white,
cartoony illustrations. The stirring book ends with Jemison’s
astonishing post-NASA career.
This inspiring, relatable life story is in the good hands (er,
paws) of a biographer.

BREAKING THE SILENCE
Why Openness About
Your Sex Life Is the Best
Medicine for Your Health,
Relationships, and
Overall Happiness

Kedan, Moshe
Amplify Publishing (312 pp.)
$24.95 | $9.99 e-book | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64543-467-2
Time for doctors and their patients
to talk about sex and how to improve it, according to this
debut manifesto.
Kedan, a primary care physician, argues that sexual
issues that are never addressed are an unseen plague that
takes a heavy toll in broken marriages and causes stress that
can lead to a host of ailments, including depression, obesity,
heart disease, and diabetes. In his view, a satisfying sex life
is as important as a nutritious diet. Citing his own practice,
he recommends that doctors ask systematic questions about
patients’ sex lives and relationships during every exam—he
insists that patients are eager to discuss sexual problems once
asked—and that couples talk to each other to clear up the

“The book does an admirable job balancing
the good and bad of history.”
black wall street burning

BLACK WALL
STREET BURNING

Kemp, B.B.
Self (187 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Feb. 23, 2021
979-8-70-695231-0
In Kemp’s new historical novel, a
young girl’s coming-of-age story provides a window into Tulsa’s Black community in the early 20th century.
Olivia Truluck is born to a family of Black farmers working
their 41 acres in southwest Missouri. She spends much of her
time talking to her imaginary friends and dreaming of a more
exciting existence in St. Louis or Kansas City. Ten-year-old Olivia
gets the chance sooner than she expected, however, after the Ku
Klux Klan burns down the family house, sending the Trulucks
looking for a new home. Along with a few other Black families,
the Trulucks follow a former slave–turned-preacher known as
Brother Sin-Eater, who had a revelation that God wants the community to strike out into the wilderness for the land of milk and
honey. The Trulucks do end up finding a promised land of sorts…
over the state border in Tulsa. Olivia’s mother starts a thriving
grocery business, and the Greenwood District—as the city’s
Black neighborhood came to be known—quickly grows into a
prosperous community, attracting the likes of Booker T. Washington. Unfortunately for Olivia and the rest of the Trulucks, the

same forces that drove them out of Missouri lurk on the edges
of their new home as well. Kemp’s prose, as narrated by Olivia,
is lively and textured. Here Olivia describes her feelings about
finding a boyfriend: “Hogs are sometimes defined as being selfish when it comes to food they eat, and they live in squalor. Even
though the image of a boy going ‘whole hog’ on my body made me
want to vomit, it didn’t deter me from trying to find out what all
the hubbub was about when it came to courting.” The book does
an admirable job balancing the good and bad of history. While
the reader comes to expect atrocities, there is also a lightness and
optimism to the novel. The richness with which Kemp imbues
Olivia, her family, and her community elevates them beyond the
purely tragic and into something more eternal.
A well-crafted historical novel with a plucky protagonist.

THE SWEETEST SEASON

Kerr, Elissa
Illus. by Saunders, Zoe
Scenic Route Publishing (32 pp.)
$16.99 | $9.99 paper | Dec. 3, 2019
978-0-578-59394-4
978-0-578-57652-7 paper
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many misunderstandings they have about their sexualities. He
devotes much of the passionate book to analyzing the main
problems he sees in sexual relationships. Men are haunted by
the specter of erectile dysfunction, which causes no end of
shame, self-fulfilling performance anxiety, violent impulses—
one of Kedan’s female patients said her husband had bought
a gun and contemplated shooting a physician he blamed for
his condition—and marital estrangement. Fortunately, the
author asserts, the problem can usually be resolved with light
counseling and a Viagra assist. For women, the central issue is
low libido, which causes many of them to stop having sex with
their husbands, thus precipitating arguments, infidelities, and
divorces that take the women by surprise. The author suggests
that a woman who has no sexual desire should go ahead and
have sex anyway, arguing that it is good for her health and the
relationship and may rekindle her erotic interest if she sticks
with it. Drawing on sex research, his own case studies, and
snippets of lore from the Talmud—the sages admonish couples
to engage in lots of post-coital cuddling and afterglow—Kedan
delivers a lucid and readable mix of sex-positive soapboxing
(“We act like cattle, led by social taboo, labeling sex as sinful
and dirty”) and straightforward, down-to-earth advice. (“Treat
sex like going to the gym.”) Doctors and lay readers alike will
find him a font of reassuring information and coaching on a
seldom-sung subject that obsesses almost everyone.
A frank, helpful, and warmly encouraging guide to the pursuit of sexual bliss.

A child describes the process of making maple syrup, from tree tapping to distribution, in this rhyming picture-book debut.
As snow melts during a warm day, a White child with long,
curly red hair springs from bed, ready to tackle the process of
making maple syrup with Dad, who’s also White. The two first
find the correct trees to tap: “With branches and buds arranged
in pairs, / I’d recognize that tree anywhere,” notes the child.
After Dad drills the hole for the hollow metal spike, or “spile,”
they wait until the sap begins to flow. After a quick taste test, the
pair collect enough sap to take to their sugar shack and process,
carefully boiling off the water to thicken the syrup. A group of
neighbors of various ages and skin tones arrives to share in the
bounty. The rhythm of Kerr’s lines sometimes misses or adds
a beat as she straightforwardly distills a complex process into
simple steps and terms. Saunders’ cartoonlike illustrations feature occasional wildlife, including a squirrel, and humans in soft
pastel hues, presenting just the right amount of detail regarding the sugaring process. Backmatter features a longer explanation of syrup-making, including when to tap trees. Overall,
it’s a great introduction for young readers who may have only
encountered syrup in stores.
An accessible guide to a harvest tradition.
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D i s c o v e r I n d i e Re a d s
[Sponsored]
RAINA’S
(UN)HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

FOUR MONTHS IN
BRIGHTON PARK

by Britta Stromeyer Esmail
Illus. by Joanna Cooke

“Debut novelist Ehrhorn works
impressive CPR on a trope that
has been done to death: the
Sturm und Drang of surviving
high school.”

by Larry Ehrhorn

“Not all kids love hugs, and one
little girl learns that it’s OK to
speak up about it in Esmail’s
debut picture book with watercolor images by Cooke.”

Rings true without being clichéd,
a neat trick.

An excellent book for sensitive
young readers.

FIRST CRUSH
LAST LOVE

LIFE IS ALL ABOUT
RELATIONSHIPS

by Elizabeth McKenna

by Rod Strohl

“Two high school friends try to
reconnect in this coming-of-age
romance.”

“A combination of autobiography
and motivation manual explores
relationships at the heart of life
and business.”

Funny, tender, and intelligent
escapism.

TRUE CREATURE

PINTO!

by Steve Zell

by M.J. Evans
“A horse tells the story of the
Overland Westerners’ ride around
the United States in this YA historical novel.”
A forgotten piece of Americana
brought to vivid life.
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A worthy personal guide that
calls for healthier and more
mindful relationships in all areas
of life.
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“In Zell’s supernatural thriller, a
reporter and a medical examiner
team up to investigate a string of
bizarre murders.”
A tense, offbeat story that concentrates more on generating
suspense than revealing frights.

DIVING CATCH

WELCOME TO
WASHINGTON,
FINA MENDOZA

by Gregory Saur
“An underground drug operation affects the young baseball
players of Williams County, Virginia, in Saur’s middle-grade
sports suspense novel.”

by Kitty Felde
“A girl tries to break the curse of a
legendary Demon Cat in this debut
middle-grade novel.”

A deeply perceptive sports tale for
young readers.

A lively mystery with a touch of
spookiness, an intriguing setting,
an appealing family dynamic, and
an enterprising Latina heroine.

by Marianne Ingheim

y o u n g a d u lt

WAR IN THE
MOUNTAINS

OUT OF LOVE

by J.L. Askew

“A writer/teacher learns to move
beyond her guilt—and suggests
how others can do the same—after
a mastectomy, the end of her marriage, and her husband’s suicide.”

“A detailed history of a Confederate artillery unit.”

A helpful guide for readers hoping
to move beyond self-blame that’s
holding them back.

An exhaustively detailed account
of the movements of the Macbeth men, as told from their
point of view.

THE GARELOI
SOLUTION

INTO THE REALM
OF TIME

by Donald E. Phillipson

by Scott Douglas Prill

“In this debut novel, research
teams in the United States and
France foresee catastrophic food
shortages, traceable to climate
change, and try a radical solution.”

“A Roman general’s fate intersects with those of a disparate
group of soldiers, clergy, and royalty in Prill’s debut.”
A satisfying historical novel with
richly drawn characters and
vivid settings.

This undercooked tale with a
sci-fi disaster premise delivers
meticulous, real-world, global
warming information.
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D i s c o v e r I n d i e Re a d s
[Sponsored]
FROM THE REALM
OF TIME

LAST CALL AT
THE ESPOSITO

by Scott Douglas Prill

by Richard J. Cass

“Political turmoil and religious
strife complicate a Roman general’s plans for retirement in
this sequel.”

“Cass returns to his favorite bar
owner and cop in this fourth
installment of a detective series.”

A rousing and captivating epic
that should satisfy fans of historical fiction.

REVIVAL: THE GAIA
ORIGIN BOOK TWO

SUN WOLF

by Daniel C. McWhorter

“In Jeffrey’s SF sequel, an earthling must thwart a shadowy
conspiracy that could lead to
the end of the universe.”

“Earthlings struggle to adapt to
a strange planet and their new
synthetic bodies in this second
installment of an SF series.”
A thematically rich and riveting
futuristic tale.

“A rabbit and a tree get the better
of a greedy hyena in this beautiful
retelling of a Senegalese fable.”
A rich, inventive rendering of a
familiar folktale.
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A fine spacefaring adventure
story on a macroscopic scale.

by Susan G. Miller

by Nelda LaTeef
Illus. by the author

|

by David C. Jeffrey

MY LIFE
REARRANGED

THE TALKING
BAOBAB TREE

172

An immersive and satisfying
addition to the category of Boston crime fiction.

|

“In this motivational memoir,
Miller uses poetry and advice to
paint a poignant picture of her
time as a caregiver to her spouse.”
A stirring book that offers an
ideal blend of direction and
comfort to fellow caregivers.

FELA’S STORY

TOXIC COOKOUT

by Phyllis Beren

by Rob Dinsmoor

“In this memoir, a psychoanalyst
tracks her family’s displacement,
due to World War II, and tries to
piece together her personal history.”

“Dinsmoor offers a collection
of horrific and fantastic SF tales
sprinkled with quirky nonfiction
selections. ”

A cleareyed remembrance in
which the author’s personal history is both a point of pride and a
painful burden.

Appealing, sometimes-eerie stories, fiction or otherwise.

by Matt Smith
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THE GOLDBERG
VARIATIONS: THE
REDEMPTION OF
THE DAMNED

HOMECOMING AT
CRESCENT LAKE
HIGH SCHOOL

by Jonathan A. Taylor

“In this farcical horror debut, an
unpopular high school student
may be the chosen one who can
stop Lucifer and Armageddon.”

“A sequel focuses on a gay student coming into his own in
early 1980s Detroit.”

Droll and wickedly entertaining, the impending apocalypse
notwithstanding.

An overlong but powerful tale
of one young man’s sexual
awakening.

TEARS OF THE
GUMBO LIMBO

THE RED STAIRCASE
by Kirk Anthony Vollack

by Wayne Watkins

“Vollack’s epic novel of the early
years of Peter the Great’s life
offers readers a peek into 17thcentury Russia.”

“In this debut novel’s two parallel tales about a Florida tribe, a
young man struggles to overcome grave danger to be with the
woman he loves. ”

A tale that’s jam-packed with
details of Kremlin life and palace
intrigue, sure to appeal to history buffs.

A beautiful pair of love stories and a
thrilling peek into a lost world.
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GOOGLE DRIVE & DOCS
IN 30 MINUTES
The Unofficial Guide to
Google Drive, Docs, Sheets &
Slides: Third Edition
Lamont, Ian
i30 Media (104 pp.)
$22.99 | $13.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-64188-055-8
978-1-64188-054-1 paper

Lamont offers a speedy run-through
of Google’s office suite in this third edition of his software guide.
Google’s online office suite is increasingly popular, providing a free, cloud-based alternative to Microsoft 365. Although
it’s best known for its applications for file storage (Drive) and
word processing (Docs), there are other applications as well,
including Sheets, a spreadsheet maker; Slides, a presentation
application; the diagramming software Drawings; Forms, a
survey maker; and web page maker Sites. “While Google Docs,
Sheets, and Slides are not as sophisticated as their Microsoft
counterparts,” writes Lamont in his introduction, “they handle
basic documents and spreadsheets very well.” Lamont breaks
each application down for new and would-be users, demystifying the platform and helping readers discover all the functions they offer. In keeping with its “30 Minutes” premise, the
book provides a simple rundown for users to quickly familiarize themselves with each program, explaining its purpose, how
to navigate it, and how to get the most out of it, presenting
step-by-step instructions and plenty of clarifying screenshots.
Lamont also includes “Protips” to fix common mistakes, such
as creating files under the wrong account when one has two
accounts open in a browser at the same time. This edition
includes descriptions of the programs’ newest, updated interfaces and adds Forms and Sites to the mix for the first time. The
author’s prose is sparse but encouraging and has the tone of a
friendly, patient IT expert, and he beneficially speaks his mind
when he thinks a product isn’t quite up to snuff: “While Google
Sheets is good, it comes up short in a few key areas, such as formatting and working with large sets of data.” Overall, these programs are fairly straightforward, and Lamont’s explanations of
them are likewise uncomplicated, but this book will be helpful
for anyone who may be intimidated by the interface. It will also
benefit experienced users who feel deficient in some area, such
as the collaboration feature.
An accessible, nuts-and-bolts primer on a widely used
office suite.
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PROTECTING THE PIG
How Stock Market Trends
Reveal the Way To Grow and
Preserve Your Wealth

Link, Jeff
HRH Publishing (186 pp.)
$15.98 paper | $9.99 e-book | Aug. 26, 2020
978-1-73486-610-0
Using statistics and stories, a financial adviser makes a case for trendbased investing.
Early in this debut book, Link contrasts stock market trends
over time with the tale of Mallory, a small business owner who
makes poor investment decisions. The point is painfully clear:
It is crucial for every investor “to attempt to identify the trend
of each financial market you choose to invest in.” The numerous
charts throughout the volume (helpfully consolidated in a “References” section at the end) are strong visual images supporting
the author’s argument. But just as important are the accompanying anecdotes about individuals that demonstrate how trends
can be applied to developing a sound investment strategy. This
melding of statistical evidence and storytelling is a very effective way to craft content that might otherwise come across
as dry. Along the way, Link offers broad financial advice that
could be consequential. For example, the author suggests that
conventional investment wisdom, which often centers on an
individual, should really focus instead on trends. Link tells two
stories to demonstrate his point, concluding: “After considering
the historical evidence of trends, conventional investment wisdom begins to look like folly.” In another case, the author again
employs a statistical analysis of stock market trends to illustrate
a concept he calls “two-dimensional investing,” in which “you
afford yourself the opportunity to remain fully invested but
with reduced risk.” Admittedly, some of the concepts conveyed
in the volume may be intimidating to the average reader, but
Link is careful to provide concrete examples of investors, many
of whom are small business owners. He also includes a tale of a
business owner who uncovers small but important details when
working with a financial professional—a clever way to highlight an investor’s personal responsibility to be discerning. Two
chapters regarding financial advisers should prove extremely
valuable. The author suggests a three-step process for evaluating and selecting an adviser, describes types of consultants, and
delivers “five foundational pillars that can help prevent regret
and protect your confidence.” The concluding chapter provides
a “rewrite” of Mallory’s story as she applies Link’s concepts.
Instructional and illuminating investment advice.

“The author furnishes a meticulous and accessible account
of the ballooning costs of college education.”
education without debt

EDUCATION WITHOUT DEBT
Giving Back and Paying
It Forward

MacDonald, Scott
Indiana University Press (262 pp.)
$80.00 | $25.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-253-05143-1
978-0-253-05144-8 paper

Marcus, Elizabeth Roper
She Writes Press (328 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $8.99 e-book | May 11, 2021
978-1-64742-052-9

In this memoir chronicling a classic
role reversal, a woman tries to take care
of her aging parents.
In her book, Marcus recounts
that her parents, Leo and Edna Roper,
enjoyed a comfortable retirement. They were based in Westchester County, New York, and wintered in a Mexican village
outside of Guadalajara called Ajijic. But, the author recalls, they
seemed to be “cheerfully undaunted to alarmingly unfazed”
about their future, trusting their Mexican lawyer and becoming drawn to a man named Max and his wife, a slightly younger
expatriate couple who had big plans. According to Marcus,
everyone clearly took advantage of Leo and Edna, but they
placed more faith in these figures than they did in their own
daughter—which was not surprising given that the family was
always borderline dysfunctional. Matters took a turn for the
worse after Edna died and Leo was in the market for a “companion” whom he really wanted to be more than a companion.
(Eventually, Marcus realized that being a “dirty old man” was
often caused by incipient dementia.) The author recounts that
there were some truly disastrous candidates, one frighteningly
unstable and another who was a hardcore druggie. Thankfully,
there was Lupe, a kind woman from Mexico who stayed on
through Leo’s last days. Marcus is an architect by training (Max
fancied himself an architect—imagine the fun) but she is such
a talented author that readers should hope that she will keep
producing books. Voice is a mysterious thing in writing, but
Marcus has it in spades. She is very witty and a master of similes
and metaphors. More than that, while she is wonderful at snark
(and usually with good reason), she is also quite perceptive. The
first half of the memoir, roughly speaking, is comedy, with often
hilarious passages. The second half is not really tragedy—Leo
had a good life, after all—but a thoughtful and moving examination of Marcus’ growing up with these two people who masked
their struggles and deep insecurities with constant squabbling,
the only way, really, that they were able to love each other and
keep on. “Their fighting,” the author writes, “was a pure thing,
like Zen archery.”
An excellent and touching account of coping with
aging parents.
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An astute study of the mounting
student debt crisis in the United States,
including its principal causes and possible remedies.
MacDonald, the author of Think Like a Dog (2019) and a
corporate turnaround specialist, observes that the steady accumulation of student debt in America has become unsustainable.
In 2018, the total amount surpassed $1.5 trillion with no signs
of significant abatement. This staggering figure has caused
extraordinary damage, both economically and socially. Homeownership has significantly diminished, and college graduates
are putting off marriage and major purchases; they’re also seeking higher-paying jobs, which is a blow to the public-service
sector. In this book, the author furnishes a meticulous and
accessible account of the ballooning costs of college education, including the steep decline in government aid per student
and the ever increasing budgets that are allocated to university
administrators. MacDonald also ably sketches a synopsis of the
history of tuition assistance from its beginnings as a function
of private patronage to its transformation by the GI Bill following World War II. First-person accounts of struggles with
college debt add a touching human element to his analysis by
poignantly illustrating the real-world consequences of the crisis. One 18-year-old contributor tells of how the pinch of her
financial aid predicament made her first week of college a “mental hell,” as her inability to pay for school made her feel “completely out of control.” MacDonald doesn’t limit his study to
grim diagnoses of problems, though; he also expertly discusses
the ways in which some colleges are conscientiously responding to the issue by, for example, offering no-loan financial aid
packages. The author lucidly notes that the crisis is not merely
a financial one, but also a societal one, in that it “limits an individual’s future choices” as well as the “availability of education
as a path to a better life for many Americans.”
An analytically rigorous and movingly impassioned introduction to a major national issue.

DON’T SAY A WORD!
A Daughter’s Two Cents
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INTHRALLMENT
First Book

McIntee, Daniel
Longwater Publishing (322 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Oct. 22, 2014
978-0-9905996-0-9
In a future world where office workers
have been granted immortality, a Michigan man struggles toward his elusive goal
of retirement in this debut SF novel.
Rolly Smalls is living 125 years in the
future in a world where the government is a corporate conglomerate and the population is practically immortal thanks to EverLife, an invention whose nanobots keep users alive and healthy.
Rolly has held a boring marketing job at an insurance agency for
more than a century, and retirement seems no closer. Each year,
the corporate government releases a number, and those whose
stats measure up can retire, but few actually do. Rolly has been
up for retirement for 67 years and never made it. He’s followed
all the rules, been productive at work, never been divorced, but
always comes in just below the line. His wife, Stephanie, who is
generally off on some short-lived fling, is also ready to retire and
coaxes Rolly to call their son, Max, a tech billionaire. Stephanie
thinks if Max pays back the money he owes his father, that sum
will push the mystery algorithm in Rolly’s direction. Retirement
coach scammers abound, and after getting burned once, Rolly is
bitter, but a new one appears on the horizon. Leah Lockwood
is a bright, energetic, below-the-radar operative, and to reach
his goal, Rolly must decide how much trust he has left to offer.
McIntee’s lucid novel dives deep into its absurdist premise and
creates a remarkable, alarming world where the jubilation about
eternal youth has given way to false hopes, extreme corporate
malfeasance, and mindless spouse-swapping. The worldbuilding
is impressive, with medical and tech wonders that benefit people
like Rolly in sharp contrast to the nation’s underclass, the mortal
transients. The human aspect is what keeps the engaging story
going, that one dream of retirement. Yet the tale’s explosive conclusion feels overblown for an Everyman like Rolly.
A strongly written contemporary fable that explores some
of the darker sides of eternal life.

EVERYONE A BELL
Poems

Merrow, S.B.
Kelsay Books (78 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Feb. 23, 2020
978-1-950462-71-1
With profound insight, Merrow’s
poetry explores people and places.
In this free-verse poetry, Merrow
serves as an astute observer and documentarian of life. Be it a 100th birthday party,
a grandmother’s Christmas visit, newlyweds moving to California,
or unpacking Civil War–era china, she honors the poignant details
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of existence. “Graffiti Free” reminisces about an untethered period
of life when the subject was free to do what she pleased. Merrow
often explores the power of nature, such as the ability of an eclipse
to awe people from all walks of life: “We yearn for the eclipse, /
something new—a corona, / flares to rekindle hope, banana- /
shaped visions, another decade.” Merrow experiments with form
in “Camp Skit in Five Parts, Wherein a White Woman Plays Dead
To See Where It Gets Her.” In “Craving,” she ponders what it
would be like to live in another’s skin, ultimately deeming even
that act of magic insufficient to understand someone else’s life. She
concludes with a meditative poem that erases the division between
humans and the natural world: “we are, / after all, made of the same
stuff — / earth, water, sky, with nowhere to go.” Merrow makes
music out of the ordinary with phrases like a “handsome nest” of
hair, “the usual crawl of cars,” the “siren-flamed sunshine,” or a
heron on “dripping stilts.” Something as simple as morning conversation turns undeniably sensual under Merrow’s gaze: “Mornings
in bed talk is an ocean, / its swells and troughs the waters of life.”
The poems are brief but powerful. There are no wasted words here,
and each poem’s conclusion feels like watching an Olympic athlete
execute a perfect dive. But Merrow occasionally cuts off too soon,
abandoning the reader just as they immersed themselves in the
scene she created. While the reader vividly sees the world through
her eyes, the speaker herself remains somewhat shrouded.
An exquisite, evocative collection that delves into the
beauty, mystery, and curiosities of life.

IF YOU COULD ASK YOUR DOG
ONE QUESTION…

Messina, Kim
Illus. by Pavliuk, Nataliia
My Human “N” Me

A girl ponders the perfect question to
ask her dog in this rhyming picture book.
First engaging the audience with the title question, the young
narrator of this story explains: “I often wonder what I would ask /
if my dog could answer me.” On each spread, illustrations show the
pair’s adventures, accompanied by the girl’s musings on her dog’s
opinion of events. What is the reason her canine collects sticks
when they play outside? Does the animal’s fur coat get too warm?
Would the dog rather go for a short walk or a long drive? While
many of the questions seem like universal canine owner ponderings, others are more existential—such as whether the pooch has
a sense of time. Finally, the girl decides on a question about the
love she and her dog share. Though the pet can’t speak, readers
will be left with the impression that she’s gotten her answer to
that very important question. Messina skillfully captures both the
voice of a dog owner and the perspective of a child in her phrasing,
accessible vocabulary, and the types of questions the girl asks. Pavliuk’s mixed-media illustrations offer clear linework in cartoonish
images with rich watercolor hues. The unnamed canine is expressive, both in calm moments and frantic ones, and the love between
the light-skinned girl and her pet is evident on each spread.
Dog lovers will enjoy this imaginative exploration of a
canine’s perspective.

“Morrissey employs alternating first-person chapters
that let readers see the vulnerabilities lurking beneath
the main players’ ultra-badass personas.”
rhone

RHONE
Star Mates 1

Morrissey, D.
eXtasy Books (194 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | Jan. 8, 2021
978-1-4874-3149-5

BRIGHT LIGHTS &
BOLD HEARTS
Stories for Kids Who Dare
To Dream
Nzelu, Okenna
Illus. by Nimble Pencils
Bright Lights Books (92 pp.)
Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5272-7466-2

LEADERSHIP IS DOING

Newman, Pamela J.
Outskirts Press (98 pp.)
$30.95 | $15.95 paper | $30.00 e-book
Nov. 13, 2020
978-1-977229-71-7
978-1-977229-69-4 paper
This brief debut guide features 44
leadership axioms.
Newman’s basic premise is centered
on the notion that “people often fear
doing” but “doing begets leadership.” It’s a refreshing way of
looking at leadership that differentiates the work from the
countless books in this category. The author’s execution is also
a bit unusual. This is a volume of vignettes—some as short as a

y o u n g a d u lt

Fated mates join a mission to exact
revenge on bad guys in this erotic SF novel.
Independent “carrier” Leslie Lunalieah
“Luna” Griffith returns to her home planet
of Coka Tau with bad news for her uncle
Istan Slay Valurieas, the commander of a security organization
known as the Northern Dimension of the Order, or “the Ord.”
His son—Luna’s cousin and business partner Sparrow—has been
murdered by the criminal Pong Vicious, and now it’s time for vengeance. Luna also runs into Rhone Restich, an Ord fighter who
last saw Luna when she was very young. Now he sees Luna as a
bedazzling, “sexy-as-fuck warrior goddess” whom he’s desperate to bed; he also wants to claim her as his soul mate, or “Mate
en Fatis,” by using his fangs to inject her with a mating venom
that will link him with her for life. As for Luna, she’s been in
love with Rhone for as long as she can remember, and now she
appreciates his highly charged sex appeal. However, they must
put their immediate lust aside, somewhat, to team up with other
fighters to suss out Pong’s motives and get justice for Sparrow’s
murder. Danger, action, hot sex, and true love ensue as the characters unravel several mysteries. Over the course of her second
novel, Morrissey employs alternating first-person chapters that
let readers see the vulnerabilities lurking beneath the main
players’ ultra-badass personas. Rhone may be hypermasculine,
for example, but he shows a caring side and an appreciation for
Luna’s subtler qualities, such as the fact that her hair smells like
“fresh rain and wildflowers.” The highly explicit sex scenes are
varied and well described, and the action sequences have vivid,
visceral impact throughout. Morrissey’s compelling, fast-paced
plot keeps the blood (and venom) flowing to the end.
A high-octane, entertaining adventure that’s packed with
sex, violence, and humor.

few paragraphs—many of which are taken from Newman’s own
relationships and experiences as a civilian aide to the secretary
of the Army for the South Region of New York. Each vignette
serves as an example of an axiom. For instance, a story about the
author’s own mentor illustrates Axiom No. 7, “The Value of the
Mentor/Protégé Relationship,” while Newman’s observations
about the Army’s “communication standards” support Axiom
No. 22, “Leaders Have Excellent Communication Skills.” In
general, the concept works well. For the most part, the axioms
are meaningful and the vignettes are appropriate. Still, the 44
axioms seem to be randomly organized; there are no categories
or central themes to relate one to another. In addition, some
of the axioms really aren’t axioms at all. For example, Axiom
No. 26 (“Veterans Hospitals Strive To Heal People”) and Axiom
No. 27 (“Veterans Moving Forward—A Wonderful Organization
Committed to Creating Better Lives for Disabled Veterans”)
seem out of place. They break from the parallel structure of the
other axioms and are more about the actions, albeit noble ones,
of organizations. Other axioms appear repetitive. There is little
appreciable difference among Axiom No. 8 (“Leaders Inspire
Others”), Axiom No. 10 (“Leaders Inspire”), and Axiom No. 14
(“Leaders Help Others Do Better”). That said, this slim volume
does have merit: It aims to identify important leadership traits
and lends a novel perspective, primarily because it is drawn
from the military rather than the business world. Newman’s
respect for honesty and integrity is apparent in her writing,
and her observations are worthwhile. In one axiom, she notes:
“Doing the correct thing takes courage, extra energy, perseverance, risk taking and a fundamental belief that ‘right is right.’ ”
A leadership manual that’s light on content but leaves a
lasting impression.

This debut nonfiction work for children collects biographical sketches of
prominent Africans from many fields.
In picture books, movies, newspapers, and other media,
many children grow up seeing only White images of success or
beauty—even African kids—which seriously affects self-image
and a sense of what’s possible. In his illustrated book, Nzelu
addresses the need for better representation of African accomplishments by bringing together short biographies of standout
men and women, each entry including a life story, portrait, and
representative quotation. The bios are grouped into five sections: “Artists & Authors,” “Athletes,” “Entrepreneurs,” “Innovators & Scientists,” and “Leaders & Humanitarians.” Across
all categories, the work offers a stellar lineup of individuals
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who can boast impressive accomplishments. Entrepreneur Mo
Ibrahim, for example, founded the booming telecom company
Celtel; humanitarian Wangari Maathai became the first African
woman and the first environmental scientist to win the Nobel
Peace Prize. A theme throughout is that success comes through
hard work, discipline, perseverance, and education and also
means giving back to the community in some way. Examples
abound, such as the NBA’s Basketball Hall of Fame athlete
Dikembe Mutombo, whose foundation built a hospital near
his home of Kinshasa in Congo. Although the short format of
these bios doesn’t allow a wealth of details, they’re engagingly
written, accompanied by pithy, well-chosen quotes. The quote
by Nigerian artist Njideka Akunyili Crosby, for example, gets at
the book’s heart: “You don’t exist if you are not represented...I
felt a need to create my own social existence by making the
representation happen.” Beyond being an enjoyable read, the
volume can serve as the starting point of a research project. The
illustration team, Nimble Pencils, contributes vibrant, richly
hued pictures that skillfully convey the subjects’ confidence
and pride.
Compelling and inspiring true-life success stories that fill
a yawning gap in representation.

EQUALITY, LIBERTY’S
LOST TWIN
A Short History of Ideas From
Rousseau to Rawls

Penegar, Kenneth L.
Algora Publishing (194 pp.)
$21.95 paper | Oct. 15, 2020
978-1-62894-422-8

A survey focuses on more than 200
years of political thought about equality.
As America’s wealth gap widens and
the pressure builds to finally address its legacy of racial inequality, law professor Penegar raises a timely question. Has liberty
been pursued at the expense of equality, making equality the
“lost twin” of liberty? “Both ideals are important enough under
our existing forms and traditions of government that they
should be pursued or supported together,” he suggests in his
brisk and often insightful survey that ranges from Rousseau to
John Rawls. But “somehow Equality has been cut off from or
less favored than Liberty.” As Penegar shows, Rousseau strove
“for a greater depth of equality so intrinsically linked to liberty
that they will advance together or falter in comparable measure.” The two concepts got equal billing in the Declaration of
Independence and the Declaration of the Rights of Man, the
founding documents of the American and French revolutions.
But the word equality does not appear in the United States Constitution or the Bill of Rights and, of course, didn’t apply to the
enslaved. In the mid-19th-century thoughts of Herbert Spencer,
Penegar notes, equality “scarcely rises to the level of an ideal
on the same plane as liberty” but “will come, when it comes, by
dint of the force of social evolution.” The author deftly traces
the theoretical strands up to the present day, touching on such
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thinkers as Henry George, who argued that financial capitalism was “destroying democracy by making economic equality
impossible,” and Ronald Dworkin, who stressed that “equality
does not have to bend its knee to liberty.” The book flounders a
bit at times with repetitions and errors—British social reformer
William Beveridge is rendered as “William Beverage.” Penegar
is also occasionally given to overstatement. One wonders, for
example, how much the British Labour Party’s victory in the
1945 election “extinguished a century’s worth of power arrangements favoring the traditions of land, finance and industry and
the established leadership class made up of Etonians and Oxbridge alumni” when Boris Johnson, an Old Etonian and Oxford
alumnus, is now the country’s prime minister.
A political work that skillfully follows the threads that run
from Rousseau to modern thinkers.

NEXUS POINT

Pimpinella, K.
FriesenPress (330 pp.)
$39.99 | $25.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jan. 13, 2021
978-1-5255-9548-6
978-1-5255-9547-9 paper
In Pimpinella’s debut SF novel, an
elite military corps strives to prevent
damage to history by rogue time travelers, but one Time Ranger strains under
the pressure of a fast-track career.
In the 22nd century, the invention of time travel allowed
the ThirdEye Corporation to employ reckless Time Runners
who accidentally or deliberately disrupted history. To set the
timeline straight and prevent potential catastrophe, the members of an elite military corps called the Time Rangers travel
back in time and correct anachronisms and anomalies, using
deadly force if necessary. Kai Sawyer is a young graduating Time
Ranger cadet who’s uncomfortable that he’s headed for a command role solely due to the machinations of his father, a powerful rear admiral obsessed with carrying on the family name.
Kai is also a Spawn, created in a lab to be stronger, hardier, and
more aggressive than the average human. That, combined with
a harsh upbringing, results in Sawyer making impulsive decisions on his first missions. In 1995 London, for instance, he
coldly kills a maverick freelance journalist from the future in a
public place. In 1912, he nearly freezes while ensuring that the
Titanic sinks with zero survivors, instead of hundreds, to remedy
the fact that a Time Runner boarded it with a virus from the
future. Kai faces his worst ordeal in 1634 France, where a largerscale conspiracy seeks to advance Western medicine far ahead
of schedule. Over the course of this novel, Pimpinella delivers
a spry, action-filled SF tale full of time paradoxes and fills it out
with solid characterizations and a particularly agonized hero.
The conflicted relationship between father and son is handled
well, and it would not be out of place in a work of earthbound,
non–SF military fiction. The author doesn’t provide a lot of historical flavor in most of the time-tripping episodes, but Kai’s

“The author uses simple sentences and an accessible
vocabulary for independent readers, with a few
descriptive gems sprinkled throughout.”
neighborly acts of kindness

ordeal in 17th-century France may remind a few readers of the
settings in Victor Hugo’s classic 1831 novel The Hunchback of
Notre-Dame. (Readers should be aware that this book is unrelated to John Schettler’s 2004 novel Nexus Point, which also
focuses on time travel.)
An effective blend of time-travel tropes and military fiction about family loyalties, expectations, and betrayal.

NEIGHBORLY ACTS
OF KINDNESS
Visits With Miss Del

Pineda, Elizabeth Harr
Illus. by Stewart, Kaeden
Daisy Patch Press (42 pp.)
$16.95 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-1-73620-821-2

SULE THE
PROVERB DETECTIVE
The Case of the
Tied-Up Lion

Rawls, Rene
Illus. by Brotzman, Brittnie
Ener House Publishers (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2021
978-1-7355479-0-9

A girl seeks help from a young detective who solves her
problem by drawing on an old proverb in Rawls’ debut picture
book set in an unspecified African country.

TALES FROM THE
EERIE CANAL
22 Stories of the Delightfully
Dark & Creepy

y o u n g a d u lt

A second grade boy and his family become friends with an
older neighbor in this picture book.
When Austin and his mother are on a walk one fall day, they
discover a small fire burning in a female neighbor’s yard. Austin’s
mom calls the fire department and knocks on the woman’s door.
It is a strange way to meet the neighbor, but Miss Del brings
water so that Austin’s mom can stop the blaze from spreading.
Once everyone is safe, Austin thinks about how lonely it must
be for Miss Del to live alone. He and his brother embark on a
mission to visit her and assist her with chores that are difficult.
In this series opener, Pineda presents a scenario that emphasizes both kindness to an older neighbor and safety for a family. The boys never go into Miss Del’s house; their mom always
knows where they are; and she also reaches out to the neighbor
with offers of help. While the pages are text-dense, the author
uses simple sentences and an accessible vocabulary for independent readers, with a few descriptive gems sprinkled throughout: “Austin noticed she had deep lines around her mouth and
cheeks, as if she was smiling all the time.” Stewart’s vivid watercolor illustrations are geometrically inspired, and her stylistic
choices suggest apt details without burdening the pages. The
sympathetic characters are depicted with different skin colors.
A strong tale that encourages young readers to look for
opportunities for kindness.

A stressed girl named Fara bumps into Sule, a pint-sized
young detective, as she’s buying supplies for a class party. “How
will I get it all done in time?” she asks Sule, who answers with a
proverb: “When spider webs unite, they can tie up a lion.” Fara
has no idea what that means, but before she can ask him, he
takes off into the market with her list. She asks people if they’ve
seen Sule, and just as Fara’s about to despair of ever organizing
the party, she realizes that Sule has given her friends parts of
the list to share the responsibility. The proverb’s meaning—that
working together solves a problem—was in front of her all along.
The Sule character first appeared in animated shorts by the
author, and the story in this new medium, related in straightforward, present-tense language, will be perfect for lap readers
or confident elementary readers. Brotzman’s interactive, seekand-find cartoon illustrations make great use of the colors of
the marketplace; the items (and Sule himself) are well defined
and fun to locate, and silly details are sure to elicit giggles.
A vividly illustrated and clever work with an accessible
moral.

Rein, Barbara
Self (221 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-73493-557-8

A volume of stories ranging from the
bizarre to the horrific.
Rein’s 22 tales spin fantastical, creatively sinister webs and
conjure the dark artistry of horror fiction. The work begins
with “The Detour,” a character-driven story that follows Emma
Rae and Carlene, two God-fearing redheaded twins who remain
haunted by a kidnapping in their youth. As history repeats itself,
the girls exact their mouthwatering revenge on the “monster”
that traumatized their childhood. Other characters who fear for
their safety include an embittered husband in “Canceled,” who
becomes paranoid that his soon-to-be divorcée might return
with malice in mind, and the woman in “The Night Visitor” who
spends her entire life terrorized by a night-visiting witch. Dracula lovers will certainly appreciate the unique thirsts of lady
vampire Mora and her bloodsucking adventures aboard a luxury
cruise ship in the cinematically conceived “Forbitten Love.” It’s
a story so creatively conceived it begs for further literary development, as does “Reflections,” in which a magic compact mirror tells the future for a pair of senior singles gambling on love.
Remarkably for such a large assemblage, the tales never become
dull or repetitive. The author animates her characters, setting
them in dire, deadly, and supernatural circumstances. Rein revels in the macabre with devilish pleasure: Haunted houses hold
long-forgotten crimes, ghosts lurk around apartment realtor
showings, spectral paintings come alive, and an overprotective
father who decides to do his daughter a favor and murderously
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eliminate her unfit boyfriend from the Thanksgiving festivities remarks, “Someday she’ll thank me.” Though some stories
do miss the “eerie” mark entirely or feel a bit underdeveloped,
there is still plenty to enjoy elsewhere. Fans of sinister suspense,
odd characters, and short spine-chillers will find Rein’s imagination on full display.
A spooky, creepy collection certain to bewitch fans of the
dark side.

MAKING MONEY MORAL
How a New Wave of
Visionaries Is Linking
Purpose and Profit

Rodin, Judith & Madsbjerg, Saadia
Wharton School Press (182 pp.)
$22.99 paper | $14.99 e-book
Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-61363-110-2

An expertly detailed synopsis of a
major shift in the global corporate environment toward pairing profitability with a moral mission.
According to Rodin and debut author Madsbjerg, the world
of commerce has recently undergone a seismic shift, the kind
that promises to refashion the very nature of capitalism. While
social responsibility was once understood as exhausted in the
maximization of shareholder value, an idea forcefully articulated by Milton Friedman, now the trend is to interpret making
money and doing good as necessary partners or, as the authors
put it, to “make money moral.” Linking purpose and profit is
burgeoning in the world of investment: “In sustainable and
impact investing, the financial resources and expertise of the
money managers are what enable large-scale capital flows to
be directed toward solving global challenges—social and environmental issues that the problem solvers are working to fix.” A
confluence of events—including the rise of aggressive activism,
increasing awareness of systemic problems like income inequality, and the devastation wrought by Covid-19—engendered a
more enlightened “conscious consumerism” and a corporate
world ready to respond to their demands. Regarding investing,
this entails a collaboration between money managers (the whole
cosmos of asset managers) and problem-solvers (governmental
and nonprofit)—a sometimes fraught partnership thoughtfully
addressed by the authors. Rodin and Madsbjerg write from
extensive experience, and it shows—the former was the president of The Rockefeller Foundation, the latter, its managing
director. They cover the subject with impressive thoroughness
and pragmatism, conceding that the line between the hunt for
justice and the one for financial growth can be difficult to discern and that the moral advocacy of some organizations should
be construed “with a degree of skepticism.” One still wishes
this central issue was considered at greater length and with less
hyperbolic optimism. Nevertheless, this is an edifying study—
and an engaging introduction to the subject.
A brief but wide-ranging primer on an increasingly hot topic.
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POEMS BORN IN
BERGEN-BELSEN

Rosensaft, Menachem Z.
Kelsay Books (124 pp.)
$18.50 paper | Apr. 8, 2021
978-1-952326-54-7
Rosensaft explores the grief into which
he was born in this collection of poems.
The author was born in the BergenBelsen displaced persons camp to two
survivors of the Holocaust. His older
brother, Benjamin, was killed at a concentration camp during the
war, an event that the poet references in “A Refusal To Forgive
the Death, by Gas, of a Child in Birkenau”: “my mother’s son /
my mother’s child / his ashes diffused / toward the stars / almost
three years / before I was born.” Rosensaft’s poems reverberate
with loss as he grapples with the guilt of Polish bystanders who
watched Nazis round up their Jewish neighbors and with his own
longtime distrust of German names: “the difference,” reads one
poem, “between John Smith / and / Hans Schmidt / is that I never
wonder / whether John’s father / killed my brother.” His ruminations extend beyond the scope of World War II to subsequent
genocides as well as more recent events, such as the Covid-19
pandemic and the Black Lives Matter movement: “we must now
all shout / that Black lives matter / until no child of God / ever
again dies gasping / ‘I can’t breathe.’ ” The opening poem, “in the
seconds after the truck hit me,” reveals the poet as a grandfather,
still acutely aware of the fleetingness of life and all that can be
lost in a split second. Rosensaft’s poems are sparse and measured,
filled with images of ghosts, fires, ash, and darkness; they’re rarely
portraits of quiet grief. More often, he animates the words with
simmering anger as they voice frustration toward perpetrators,
bystanders, and even God. It’s a cohesive collection, though some
of the most affecting moments are when the author wanders further afield, as when he remembers his deceased parents while at a
hotel in sunny San Remo: “paradise comes in different forms / we
each have our own / if we can find it / mine is here.” Even so, his
staccato verses always find their way back to the Holocaust era,
reminding readers that some parts of the past are always present.
A haunting and unrelenting volume of Holocaust-centered works.

“Rowland’s evocative prose brings animals and their antics to life.”
unspoken messages

UNSPOKEN MESSAGES
Spiritual Lessons I Learned
From Horses and Other
Earthbound Souls

Rowland, Richard D.
BalboaPress (222 pp.)
$33.95 | $15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Nov. 21, 2013
978-1-4525-8427-0
978-1-4525-8425-6 paper

Sasso Jr., Laurence J.
Self (146 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Oct. 8, 2020
979-8-66-898029-1
A captivating poetry collection inspired
by the author’s family farm and orchard in
Rhode Island.
Though Sasso pursued writing and
publishing as an adult, the natural surroundings of his youth clearly made their marks on him. These
poems take readers back to Avellino, Italy, from which the
author’s great-grandfather set sail for the United States. The
grandfather planted apple trees as “faith fruit,” because they
don’t bear apples for eight to nine years. Over the course of
60-plus poems, Sasso explores all the challenges of farm life,
from tractor troubles to a 68-day drought and underground fires.
The themes of faith and death recur as the family struggles to
survive working the land. Eventually, the farmers’ bodies give
out, and their lifestyle is abandoned. A vacant home, an empty
shed, a rusty tractor, and an overgrown orchard are all that
remain. Sasso deeply grounds his work in the land he knows so
well. From the “dark, wet / fertile” earth and “the knife of wind”
to the “soot-stained snow” and the sunset like “a drawstring
closing a black satin bag,” the poet evokes rural Rhode Island.
He also pays as much attention to the people who populate the
farm, orchard, and surrounding community. You can practically
smell the “beer swollen, sweat-sour men” working the field with
scythes and see a father eating “watery egg, / weak tea, gray toast”
in a dark kitchen at 2 a.m. Some of the poems feel superfluous
and barely qualify as poetry, such as “Farm Inventory,” which is
a list of tools used by the grandfather farmer. Sasso also sticks
to free verse throughout the entire book, which can wear on
the reader; greater variety of form would have made this a more
dynamic read.
A vivid, visceral portrait of family farm life.

THE SAGA OF EVIL
MONKEY MAN!
Season One

Seals, N Blake
Illus. by Mapa, Butch
Monarch Comics (116 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 25, 2020
978-1-73583-682-9
In this debut graphic novel, a manturned-monkey dodges authorities while
searching for a way to reverse the lab experiment that transformed him.
A lab explosion rocks the quiet hamlet of Cold Spring Harbor on Long Island. Mike Ross crawls out of the rubble, quickly
alarmed upon realizing he’s a giant monkey. He can still talk, but
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Intimations of immortality flow from
life on a horse farm in this passionate debut memoir.
Rowland boarded and trained horses on his Kentucky farm,
and he discusses the intense emotional ties he formed with animals there. Pride of place goes to equines like Buffy, “an old soul
in a horse body,” who injured herself and was put down, and Pal, a
horse so beloved by all that Rowland glimpsed the ghost of Pal’s
former owner visiting him. Other companions whom he mourns
include Whiskers, a barn cat, and Sarge, a golden retriever. Both
“crossed over the rainbow bridge” to await reunion with him in
the afterlife. Even a passing bee conveyed a message: Rowland
stroked the bee after it landed on him and received “an intense
feeling of peace and love for the world.” Rowland sets these
stories against his own narrative of spiritual awakening amid
health crises, including multiple myeloma. He presents a harsh
but conflicted critique of Western medicine, blaming much of
his ill health on drugs with toxic side effects. He prefers alternative medicine, including treatments he got from a naturopath, a
reiki practitioner, and a psychic, and he recommends an organic
diet, rigorously filtered water, meditation, and using the Law of
Attraction, which helps him avoid red lights while driving. Rowland’s evocative prose brings animals and their antics to life—the
slobbery Sarge was “the farm greeter, which is like being a WalMart greeter only wetter”—while drawing larger lessons from
them. Some of these scenes can seem glib—“What is supposed
to happen will happen, one way or another,” he concludes after
rescuing a chipmunk from Whiskers only to watch the rodent
escape and unwittingly run back into the cat’s clutches—but
other are deeply felt and moving. “Her eyes once again went to
mine ever so briefly,” he writes of Buffy’s death vigil, “as if to tell
me she knew and she understood her time in this physical world
was coming to an end. Then she called to Peanut, and in that
soft murmuring sound mares only make to their foals, she apparently said her good-byes.” Readers who have felt a bond with an
animal will appreciate Rowland’s experiences.
A sentimental but often captivating New Age tribute to the
soulfulness of animals.

HOME, THE FARM
Poems

that doesn’t placate locals, who flee from his sight or attack
him. Fortunately, Lina Chin, who runs a kung fu studio, sympathizes. She and Mike head back to the lab, where they find
scientist Dr. Menke Moon, a fully conscious head in a jar, and
his odd assistant, Manny. Moon explains that his “project” was
transport; he intended for Mike to switch places with a baboon,
not to form a hybrid. When Moon promises he can “fix” Mike,
their small group travels east to locate several necessary items.
Meanwhile, FBI agents investigate the explosion and, in little
time, pursue the monkey man. Mike and the others try staying
ahead of the agents, though the hardest part seems to be keeping him hidden, especially once media outlets pick up the story.
Seals’ breezy novel, which collects his comic book series’ first
four “episodes,” is madcap fun. The tale is primarily visual. A
flashback, for example, shows Moon—before he was just a head
in a jar—brandishing a syringe for a project “volunteer.” And
feds are depicted unknowingly passing by their monkey fugitive more than once. Bizarre turns sometimes unfold with nary
an explanation, as when Mike and his friends apparently time
travel. But as this book is the first installment of a trilogy, readers will hopefully learn in later volumes such things as the purpose of Moon’s key items (for example, a golden helmet). Mapa’s
artwork is pristine, right down to characters’ facial expressions,
from Moon’s maniacal grins to Mike’s scowls. This novel also
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includes the story’s genesis, which Seals based on a friend’s
song, and its original five-page one shot, illustrated by Angelo
Ty “Bong” Dazo.
An entertaining, colorful adventure with a striking hero.

99 ERICS
A Kat Cataclysm
Faux Novel

Serano, Julia
Switch Hitter Press (278 pp.)
$12.49 paper | $6.99 e-book | Jan. 22, 2020
978-0-9968810-4-3
Serano satirically tackles gender
norms, linguistics, hipsters, and more
as her fictional character writes a book
about dating 99 different people—all

named Eric.
Kat Cataclysm is an absurdist short story writer and selfidentified “weirdo”—an out bisexual, nonmonogamous “ethical
slut” with an interest in baseball, linguistics, and delicious India
pale ales. She’s also fictional, a not quite nom de guerre (but still
a warrior!) of author Serano, and has a long-held desire to be
a novelist despite her self-confessed title of “queen of conflict
avoidance,” an unfortunate trait when most novels thrive on
conflict. So instead, she commits to a “faux novel” about her
“her supposed experiences dating 99 different people named
Eric” as she seeks to subvert other conventions of fiction as
well, vowing to never overcome adversity or grow as a person
along the way. Kat uses these Erics as opportunities to draw out
poignant points about gentrification, internalized homophobia,
bisexual stereotypes, and the disposability of the gig economy
while also obsessing over penis-chewing banana slugs or dealing with the fallout of an internet listicle on the common cold
she authored literally going viral. When she sics a roomful of
zombified children on a tiresome screenwriter, it’s clear she’s
aware of her role as omniscient narrator. Serano has written
about gender identity and feminism in her nonfiction books
Whipping Girl (2007) and Excluded (2013); she explores many of
the same ideas in her debut work of fiction. The writing is conversational in style, and though Kat claims to be uninterested
in banal descriptions, the scene-setting in various California
locales works well. Kat recalls the Manic Pixie Dream Girls so
often used in male-oriented stories, but she’s decidedly more
warts and all in her presentation, almost too quirky to function, and enthusiastic about her role as ruler of all the Erics.
The result is a lovable composite of Tom Stoppard’s Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern Are Dead (1966) and a less murder-y version of
Marvel’s Deadpool, using absurdism and humor to break down
the fourth wall and the very idea of “normal,” with all its silly
little boxes and prejudices. If that makes the book sound serious, it isn’t—and that might be the most effective way it makes
its readers think about identity.
Knocks down literary conventions, sexual stereotypes,
the fourth wall, and more in enthusiastic defense of the weird.

“Using simple, effective rhymes, Shriver creatively emphasizes
how kids can help make the world better.”
10 hidden heroes

10 HIDDEN HEROES

Shriver, Mark K.
Illus. by Watson, Laura
Loyola Press (24 pp.)
$14.99 | $10.99 e-book | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8294-5269-3

GOOD TALK
How To Design Conversations
That Matter
Stillman, Daniel
Management Impact Publishing
(256 pp.)
$24.99 paper | $14.99 e-book
May 1, 2020
978-94-6276-356-2

A design consultant applies his expertise to the art of conversing with others.
The notion that a conversation is the
most important form of communication may seem a stretch
to some, but Stillman makes a convincing case that “Each and
every conversation is an opportunity to change your life.” In
this absorbing and stylishly designed book, he explores every
aspect of these back and forths: why they matter, how they’re
structured, and what goes into a good exchange of ideas. The
book is divided into several sections anchored around a cleverly
labeled “Conversation OS,” or operating system. The Conversation OS consists of nine elements, about which Stillman goes
into considerable detail; some are easy to grasp (such as “Goals”
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A seek-and-find picture book that
portrays everyday altruistic efforts.
Shriver’s text invites readers to notice
more than 50 heroic deeds in 10 illustrations. A hospital scene
shows “Ten Hidden Heroes working night and day, nursing others back to health until they are okay,” including medical staff
members reading an X-ray and taking blood pressure. Other
images highlight people reading to children, working at a food
bank, building homes for those in need, running in a charity
race, and doing other helpful activities. The text emphasizes that
being a hero includes making gestures of kindness and lifting
others’ spirits as well as “inventing…rocket ships and medicines.”
Lastly, the text encourages readers to take action: “What is it
you will do? It’s your turn to help and heal. The way? It’s up to
you!” Using simple, effective rhymes, Shriver creatively emphasizes how kids can help make the world better. Readers will
enjoy Watson’s colorful, action-packed illustrations with bustling,
energetic displays of neighborhood happenings. The images also
incorporate charitable organizations, as when a bookmobile displays a Save the Children logo. They include people of diverse
ethnicities, ages, faiths, and abilities, including characters using
wheelchairs and reading braille. Lists at the end point out specific
heroic actions shown throughout the book.
An inclusive, visually delightful story that may give youngsters the confidence to be heroes themselves.

and “Invitation”), but others are more subtle and deserving of
extra attention (such as “Threading” and “Cadence”). Stillman’s
insights about each element are intriguing; for example, about
“Threading,” he writes, “Skill in weaving the threads of a conversation is the ability to change the story of any interaction. It’s
a potentially dangerous power.” In comparing conversational
“Cadence” to music, Stillman keenly observes that one can “shift
the patterns and rhythms” of a dialogue, suggesting that “If we
can feel the shifts in conversational cadence, we can assist or
resist them, making conscious choices.” Stillman’s ability to dissect dialogues and expound on their tiniest details may weary
some readers, but one can’t help but marvel at conversations’
complex nature. In one of the most engaging sections, Stillman
covers coaching, mentorship, and group facilitation, among
other concepts, and puts forth the idea that product design
and even organizational change can, in the broadest sense, be
conversations of their own. The final chapter concentrates on
improving the reader’s interactive skills, with a focus on answering a key question: “What conversations, relationships or interactions are broken, dysfunctional or missing in your life?” The
author also includes useful examples and questions for reflection throughout the book.
An intriguing examination of a form of communication
that’s often taken for granted.

CHICAGO BLUES

Stookey, Jeff
Pictograph Publishing (288 pp.)
$17.00 paper | $3.99 e-book | Sep. 21, 2018
978-1-73260-361-5
A young musician finds interracial, gender-bending love and gangland trouble in
the Windy City in this Jazz Age gay romance.
This second installment of Stookey’s
Medicine for the Blues Trilogy takes
piano player Jimmy Harper and his band,
the Diggs Munro Jazz Orchestra, away from sedate Portland,
Oregon, to Chicago, the epicenter of jazz in 1923. There, Jimmy
plunges into a throbbing demimonde of illicit sex, illegal booze,
and disreputable music. He visits a whorehouse and, after a
liaison with a woman to prove his manhood to his band mates,
observes a kinky threesome involving two male sex workers and
Danny Felton, a louche but menacing bootlegger who takes a
shine to him. Jimmy gravitates to Pluto’s Lair, Danny’s speakeasy, where he beholds Erica DeChez, a mesmerizing drag chanteuse who cleans up to become handsome Black jazz pianist
Eric Halsey. Eric teaches Jimmy how to play jazz right; shows
him Chicago’s South Side clubs and blues parties; and switches
between male and female personas to introduce him to both
sides of anal sex. They fall rapturously in love and dream of running off to Paris together. Alas, Chicago turns dark for them.
Jimmy quits the band when Diggs refuses to play the edgy, hot
jazz the pianist loves, which is too Black for well-paying White
venues. Danny offers Jimmy a job playing at Pluto’s, but at a
price: an assaultive sexual tryst that leaves him bleeding and
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woozy from a heroin injection the bootlegger forced him to
take at gunpoint. Finally, Jimmy learns that Eric is involved in
a plot to oust Danny from Pluto’s and take it over with the help
of Irish gangsters, a scheme that threatens to end in a tommyguns-blazing showdown.
Following up on Acquaintance (2017), Stookey presents
another panorama of gay life in the ’20s, full of vivid details and
lively prose. He’s proficient at piquant feminine voices, whether
hard-bitten (“ ‘It’s okay,’ she laughed her peculiar hollow laugh.
‘If you can’t trust a whore, who can you trust?’ ”), vengeful
(“Where is that no good, two-timin’, yellow-bellied dog?”), or
catty (“Sister Erica, have you been sucking on this sweet youngster?” “Now, talk nice, Anabella, or I’ll scratch your eyes out”).
Through Jimmy’s ears, the author ably conveys the thrilling,
haunting sound of Chicago’s jazz efflorescence, from jaunty
swing—“Everything was feeling and intuition and pulsating,
rhythmic drive…a looseness that allowed growing and slackening tempos, improvisations, creative surprise and freshness”—
to searing blues. (“It seemed that all hell had broken loose—a
petrifying terror, a desolate loneliness…with all his rough-hewn
style, with all the gravel and whiskey in his voice, Grandy’s tenor
fell on Jimmy’s ear with a melodious rightness, and his facility
with the guitar, slurring the notes to match the human voice, all
fit together.”) There are vibrant characters here and a creepily
charismatic villain in Danny, but, as in Acquaintance, the romantic protagonists are kind of dull. Jimmy is a naïf—“Why must
there be this animosity between the races?”—and Eric is a paragon of sexual enlightenment. Their glossy couplings (“Soon the
surging reached its climax and the rising tide of their passion
washed up pearls of sea foam”) feel off-key in a cynical city.
An entertaining, sometimes lurid tale of creativity and corruption hampered by an unconvincing love story.
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A BEAUTIFUL HEART

Warikoo, Arun
Bluerose Publishers (88 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $1.37 e-book | Dec. 16, 2020
978-93-5427-137-3
A poet strives to define beauty in this
debut collection.
Over the course of 45 poems, Warikoo
touches on four themes in sections titled
“Family Bonds,” “Spirituality,” “Nature,”
and “Inner Strength.” The book begins
with poems about a father, mother, sibling, spouse, daughter, friends, and a dog. These are works of gratitude and devotion and, occasionally, of advice, as when speakers
offer encouraging words to a daughter, such as “as you grow up,
remember this / life is not always bliss / sometimes life may seem
uphill / persist, it bends to your will,” and reminisce about a
memorable Thanksgiving gathering. Other poems turn toward
Hindu spirituality as speakers describe the “cosmic dance” of
Shiva and Shakti, the mystical sites of Mount Kailash and Shankaracharya Hill, and the concept of karma. In the “Nature” section, the poet takes readers to such places as the tulip garden of
Kashmir and the Dal Lake and dedicates a poem each to roses,
daffodils, sunflowers, and marigolds. The collection concludes
with several motivational verses, urging readers to “show them
the real you / all the things that you can do.” Many of the works
are accompanied by unattributed, simple black-and-white penand-ink drawings, often of the subject at hand. Warikoo succeeds in stimulating all the senses in these poems, and some
of the similes and metaphors stand out as exceptional. About
a season’s first snowfall, a speaker recounts standing with hot
cocoa in hand as “little gems” of snowflakes fell: “some melt in
my mouth / some kiss my cheek.” Describing a woman’s eyes, he
writes, “they drew me in with such hypnosis / I felt like a man
thirsty in an oasis,” and regarding fate, a speaker muses that “we
are pawns on a chess board / do not know who wins the game /
we are puppets in a grand play / do not know the ending of the
same.” However, other lines, such as “he is a man of honor / with
a heart of gold” or “my heart missed a beat / when I met you
on that street,” feel recycled. But although not all of Warikoo’s
insights on beauty are new, many of them resonate.
An upbeat set of simple, celebratory poems.

INDIE

Books of the Month
SHADOW &
POISON

ONE DAY
STRONGER

A torrid, atmospheric fantasy that
satisfies on all fronts.

An inspiring saga of
grassroots political
cooperation.

Thomas M. Nelson

J.B. Curry

Melissa Eskue Ousley

Sarah Kasbeer

An indelible story
of loving yourself in
a world of dreadful
realities.

A satisfying collection of writings
about growing up
and recovery.

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
HOUSING BUBBLE

THE LIABILITY
OF LOVE

Susan Schoenberger

Adam J. Levitin &
Susan M. Wachter

A keenly observed,
compassionate, and
absorbing work.

A trenchant analysis
of the berserk market dynamics that
laid low the American economy.
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CONSTELLATIONS
OF SCARS

A WOMAN, A
PLAN, AN OUTLINE OF A MAN
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Se e n & He a r d
By Michael Schaub

Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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ALL-STAR GROUP OF AUTHORS WILL WRITE PANDEMIC NOVEL
Margaret Atwood, Celeste Ng, John Grisham, and Ishmael Reed
are among the authors who are writing a collaborative novel set in
New York during the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Associated Press reports.
The novel, Fourteen Days: An Unauthorized Gathering, is edited
by Atwood and will be published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt imprint
Sugar23 Books. The project will benefit the Authors Guild Foundation.
In a news release, the Authors Guild Foundation said the novel was
the brainchild of novelist Doug Preston, the foundation’s president.
“The Authors Guild has poured resources, advocacy and assistance
into helping writers, many of whom were already struggling financially,
to get through this crazy time,” Preston said. “All the proceeds from Celeste Ng
Fourteen Days will continue this vital work, ensuring that all writers
are supported, especially young authors and those from underserved and overlooked communities.”
The novel will follow “a diverse group of neighbors” who gather on the roof of their Manhattan apartment building after
New York’s wealthier residents have begun to flee the city. “Each author has chosen or developed a character who lives in
the building and serves as the voice for their story,” the Authors Guild Foundation said.
Authors contributing to the project include Angie Cruz, Nafissa Thompson-Spires, Maria Hinojosa, Diana Gabaldon, and
Monique Truong. The novel is slated for publication next spring.

Emma McIntyre/Getty Images

IDRIS ELBA TO PUBLISH A SERIES OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Actor and musician Idris Elba will make his literary debut next year with a
series of children’s books.
HarperCollins announced in a news release it will publish a range of
books for young readers written by the star of Luther and The Wire starting in 2022. The book deal “will include picture books and fiction featuring
a character and world imagined and developed by Idris” and television
writer Robyn Charteris, the publisher said.
“I feel privileged to have the opportunity to bring stories inspired by my
daughter to life with my incredible partner Robyn Charteris and the powIdris Elba
erhouse team at HarperCollins,” Elba said in a statement.
Elba rose to fame in 2002 after portraying the character Stringer Bell in the television series The Wire. He went on to play
the title role in the BBC series Luther and appeared in films like American Gangster, Thor, and Beasts of No Nation. In 2018,
he directed a film adaptation of Victor Headley’s debut novel, Yardie.
“Idris Elba is a creative force who has many wonderful stories to tell,” HarperCollins Children’s Books president and
publisher Suzanne Murphy said. “We are honored to be working with him and with Robyn Charteris to bring Idris’ rich and
imaginative storytelling to the world of children’s books, and we are thrilled to welcome them to the HarperCollins family.”

| Gregory McNamee
Alice Munro’s Hateship, Friendship, Courtship,
Loveship, Marriage at 20
APPRECIATIONS

Derek Shapton

The country in which Alice Munro sets her stories, usually the easternmost
shore of Lake Huron, is pleasant enough, a land of trees, streams, and flowercovered hills. But something always lurks at its edges: discontent, infidelity, disappointment, illness, death. Those birches may look picturesque, but hardship
lies in their shadows.
Perhaps nowhere is this more so than in her story collection Hateship, Friend

ship, Courtship, Loveship, Marriage, published 20 years ago, as Munro was turning

70 and, presumably, intimations of mortality were upon her. (She’s now closing
in on 90, eight years after having been awarded the Nobel Prize in literature.)
As the title suggests, her concerns then also lay with the various stages of relationships, with “hateship” so often prominent. If her characters are polite to
each other in that Canadian way, much roils under the surface: struggles with
cancer, lost love, and the torn desire one minute to stay and the next to bolt.
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In “Comfort,” for instance, there’s a moment in which Nina and Lewis, long
married, argue bitterly. Lewis cannot abide the thought that Nina sings in a choral group that practices in a church
while she insists that the music is secular (“though it was a bit hard to argue this when the music was the Messiah”). The
two go to bed angry, not speaking, and wake up, not speaking, though each realizes that one day the other will not be
there to argue with at all.
That moment is framed within a story in which Lewis, stricken by Lou Gehrig’s disease, has killed himself, much to the satisfaction of their town’s pious folk since he has
spent a long career as a schoolteacher scorning religion. Questions of faith and belief
arise, batted back and forth until, in the end, a dutiful Nina leaves Lewis’ cremains in a
marsh out in the countryside, ashes to ashes and dust to—well, mud.
It’s a tour de force, but no more so than the closing story in the collection, “The Bear
Came Over the Mountain.” The Canadian actor and director Sarah Polley filmed it as
Away From Her in 2006, with a luminous Julie Christie as Fiona, sagely taking a line early
in Munro’s story for her title: “He never wanted to be away from her.” He, Grant, is
Fiona’s husband of many years. A professor of literature, he has carried on many affairs
over the decades, but at least—so he rationalizes—he’s never gone off on trips with his
paramours or invented excuses to spend the night apart. He had deceived Fiona often, he knows, “but would it have
been better if he had done as others had done with their wives and left her?”
But now it’s Fiona’s turn. Stricken with Alzheimer’s disease, she slowly loses her recognition of Grant even as
she falls into a kind of comfortable, easy romance with another patient in the nursing home. She drifts away, the
shimmering forest in view outside her window, even as Grant faithfully attends to her—too late for absolution but
all too human, as Alice Munro’s unforgettable characters always are.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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Sometimes the Big Bad Wolf
doesn’t live in the woods.

 “MASTERFULLY DONE.”
— Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW

“Gives language to an experience
of abuse and lets readers
in similar circumstances
know that they are not alone.”
— Publisher’s Weekly
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